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Preface
The Cadence®AWRDesign Environment® platform incorporating CadenceMicrowave Office® software, is a powerful
fully-integrated design and analysis tool for RF, microwave, millimeterwave, analog, and RFIC design.

MicrowaveOffice software allows you to design complex circuit designs composed of linear, nonlinear, and EM structures,
and generate layout representations of these designs. They allow you to perform fast and accurate analysis of your designs
using linear, nonlinear harmonic balance, electromagnetic (EM), and Spectre simulation engines, and feature real-time
tuning and optimizing capabilities.
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About This Book
TheMicrowave Office Measurement Catalog provides complete reference information on all of the measurements
(computed data such as gain, noise, power, or voltage) that you can choose as output for your linear, nonlinear, EM, and
Spectre simulations.

The measurements in this catalog are organized alphabetically in categories such as “Electromagnetic”, “Linear Gain”,
and “Nonlinear Power” (also organized alphabetically). This organization reflects how they are displayed in Microwave
Office software in the Measurement Type and Measurement options in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.

For each measurement, the following attributes are described:

DescriptionAttribute
The general category of measurement, such as “Electromagnetic”, “Linear Gain”, or
“Nonlinear Power”.

Measurement Type

Describes the measurement and provides information on what the measurement is typically
used for.

Summary

The user-modifiable input parameters, such as data source name, port index, and power
sweep index, for this measurement.

Parameters

Specifies the format of value returned by the simulator, such as a real value or a complex
value, and the relevant axis units.

Result

Type of graph on which this measurement can be charted, such as constellation. For an
overview of the graph types, see “Graph Types” .

Graph Type

If applicable, indicates the post-processing available for this measurement.Notes

This guide assumes that you have a working knowledge of high-frequency electronic design, layout, and analysis.
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Additional Documentation
The AWR Design Environment platform includes the following additional documentation:

• What's New in AWR Design Environment v15? presents the new features, user interface, elements, system blocks, and
measurements for this release.

• The AWR Design Environment Installation Guide describes how to install the AWR Design Environment platform
and configure it for locked or floating licensing options. It also provides licensing configuration troubleshooting tips.
This document is downloadable from the Cadence AWR Knowledge Base.

• The AWR Design Environment Getting Started Guide familiarizes you with the AWR Design Environment platform
through Microwave Office software, Cadence Visual System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems
design software, and Monolithic Microwave Integrated Circuit (MMIC) examples.

Microwave Office example projects show how to design and analyze simple linear, nonlinear, and EM circuits, and
how to create layouts. VSS software examples show how to design systems and perform simulations using predefined
or customized transmitters and receivers. Analyst examples show how to create and simulate 3D EM structures from
Microwave Office, and MMIC examples show MMIC features and designs.

You can perform simulations using a number of simulators, and then display the output in a wide variety of graphical
forms based on your analysis needs. You can also tune or optimize the designs, and your changes are automatically
and immediately reflected in the layout.

• The AWRDesign Environment User Guide provides an overview of the AWRDesign Environment platform including
chapters on the user interface; using schematics/system diagrams, data files, netlists, graphs, measurements, and output
files; using variables and equations in projects, and more. In addition, an appendix providing guidelines for starting a
new design is included.

• The AWR Design Environment Simulation and Analysis Guide discusses simulation basics such as swept parameter
analysis, tuning/optimizing/yield, and simulation filters; and provides simulation details for DC, linear, AC, harmonic
balance, transient, and EM simulation/extraction theory and methods.

• The AWR Design Environment Dialog Box Reference provides a comprehensive reference of many AWR Design
Environment platform dialog boxes with dialog box graphics, overviews, option details, and information on how to
navigate to each dialog box.

• The AWRMicrowave Office Layout Guide contains information on creating and viewing layouts for schematics and
EM structures, including use of the Layout Manager, Layout Process File, artwork cell creation/editing/properties,
Design Rule Checking, and other topics.

• The AWR Microwave Office Element Catalog provides complete reference information on the electrical element
model database that you use to build schematics.

• The AWR Visual System Simulator System Block Catalog provides complete reference information on all of the
system blocks that you use to build systems.

• TheAWRVisual System SimulatorMeasurement Catalog provides complete reference information on themeasurements
you can choose as output for your simulations.

• The AWR Visual System Simulator Modeling Guide contains information on simulation basics, RF modeling
capabilities, and noise modeling.

• The AWR API Scripting Guide explains the basic concepts of AWR Design Environment platform scripting and
provides coding examples. It also provides information on the most useful objects, properties, and methods for creating
scripts in the AWR Script Development Environment (AWR SDE). In addition, this guide contains the AWR Design
Environment Component API list.
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• The AWR Design Environment Quick Reference document lists keyboard shortcuts, mouse operations, and tips and
tricks to optimize your use of the AWR Design Environment platform. This document is available within the program
by choosing Help > Quick Reference.
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Typographical Conventions
This guide uses the following typographical conventions.

ConventionItem
Shown in a bold alternate font. Nested menu selections are shown with a ">" to indicate
that you select the first menu item and then select the submenu item:

Anything that you select (or
click on) in the AWR Design

Choose File > New Project.
Environment program, such
as menus, nested submenus,
menu options, dialog box
options, buttons, and tab
names

Shown in a bold within quotation marks:Text that you enter using the
keyboard

Enter "my_project" in Project Name.
Shown in a bold alternate font with initial capitals. Key combinations using a "+" indicate
that you press and hold the first key while pressing the second key:

Keys or key combinations
that you press

Press Alt+F1.
Shown in italics:File names and directory

paths
See the DEFAULTS.LPF file.
Shown in a mono-spaced font:Contents of a file, fields

within a file, command
Define this parameter in the $DEFAULT_VALUES field.names, command

switches/arguments, or output
from a command at the
command prompt
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Getting On-Line Help
AWR Design Environment online Help provides information on the windows, menus, and dialog boxes that compose
the design environment, as well as on the concepts involved.

To access context-sensitive Help for any measurement, do one of the following:

• After creating a graph, choose Project > Add Measurement. Select the Measurement Type and Measurement from the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box and click the Meas Help button for Help specific to that measurement.

• Choose Help > Contents and Index or press the F1 key and click the Contents tab in the left pane of the Help window.
Double-click the Microwave Office Measurement Catalog folder to open the Microwave Office Measurement Catalog
Help.
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3D Antenna Pattern: ANTENNA_3D

Summary

ANTENNA_3D allows the visualization of 3D antenna patterns in the 3D layout of the EM structure.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
Directivity or GainN/APattern Normalization
E_Theta, E_Eph, RHCP, LHCP, Total
or AxialRatio

N/APolarization

IntegerRelative Scale
0-1RealOpacity
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

The result of this annotation is a 3D antenna display on top of the geometry in the 3D layout of the EM structure, as
shown in the following figure.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Pattern Normalization: Controls how the pattern is normalized. Gain normalizes the pattern to include the effects of
any loss (conductor, dielectric or reflection). Directivity normalizes the pattern to not include any loss.

Polarization: Controls which E-field polarization to view.
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Relative Scale: Controls the relative size of the antenna plot. You can try different values to size the plot to display on
a good scale for your geometry.

Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the annotation. If set to 0, the annotation is completely clear,
and if set to 1, the annotation is completely solid.
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3D Antenna Pattern from Circuit Excitation: ANTENNA_CKT_3D

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “3D Antenna Pattern: ANTENNA_3D” measurement; see that measurement
for details. The difference is that ANTENNA_CKT_3D setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a
stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit
parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM simulator are the
supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ Measurements
and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AInclude Resistive Losses
N/AN/AInclude Reflective/Coupling Losses
E_Theta, E_Phi, RHCP, LHCP, or TotalN/APolarization
N/AIntegerRelative Scale
0-1RealOpacity
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
1-100IntegerLog Range (dB)
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “3D Antenna Pattern: ANTENNA_3D” measurement for details.
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Annotate Current Density: DC_IDENSA

Summary

DC_IDENSA measures the current density in a circuit element or a model specified by an element Width parameter. It
measures current and uses theWidth parameter to calculate the density. If the measured density is larger than theMaximum
Allowed density, the value displays in red with a simulator error message.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealMaximum Allowed (A/m)
N/AStringWidth parameter
N/AStringSearch patterna

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type "RES*" as the search pattern.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in amperes per meter (A/m).
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Annotate Current Density: DC_IDENSA



Annotate DC Terminal Currents on the Element: DC_IE

Summary

DC_IE measures the DC input current of specified elements in the circuit. The current is displayed for each model, not
at each node as is done in the DCIA measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealZero threshold (A)
N/AStringSearch patterna

On Device or Tool TipList of optionsDisplay type
Nonlinear devices orAll elementsList of optionsAnnotate for

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type " >RES*" as the search pattern.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The Display type parameter determines if the power displays on
the schematic or when the cursor is over a model in the schematic. The Annotate for parameter selects every element or
just nonlinear devices.
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Annotate DC Terminal Currents on the Element:
DC_IE



Annotate DC Power for All Elements: DC_PWRA

Summary

DC_PWRA measures DC power across an element or model in a circuit. The Display type parameter determines if the
power displays on the schematic or when the cursor is over a model in the schematic.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealZero threshold (W)
N/AStringSearch patterna

On Device orTool TipList of optionsDisplay type
aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type RES* as the search pattern.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in watts.
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Annotate DC Terminal Voltage on the Element: DC_VE

Summary

DC_VE measures the DC voltage on all the terminals of elements and subcircuits.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0-1000SubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealZero threshold (W)
N/AStringSearch Patterna

On Device or Tool TipList of optionsDisplay Type
Nonlinear Devices or All ElementsList of optionsAnnotate for

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type RES* as the search pattern.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The Display type parameter determines if the power displays on
the schematic or when the cursor is over a model in the schematic. The Annotate for parameter selects every element or
just nonlinear devices.
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Annotate DC Terminal Voltage on the Element:
DC_VE



Annotate DC Values to V_PROBE; I_METER and V_Meter: DCA_M

Summary

DCA_M measures the DC voltages at V_PROBE and V_METER and DC current through I_METER in the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
On Device orTool TipList of optionsDisplay type

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage or current.
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Annotate DCValues to V_PROBE; I_METER and
V_Meter: DCA_M



Annotate DC Input Current for All Elements: DCIA

Summary

DCIA measures the DC input current for all of the elements in the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealZero threshold (A)
N/AStringSearch patterna

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type RES* as the search pattern.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units.
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Annotate DC Input Current for All Elements:
DCIA



Annotate DC Voltage for 2-port Elements: DCVA_E

Summary

DCVA_E measures the DC voltage for all of the 2-port models in the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
Value or MeterList of optionsDisplay type
N/ARealMinimum Voltage
N/ARealMaximum Voltage

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units either in numerical form or displays on a volt meter.

Options

The Display type setting controls how the annotation displays on the schematic. For the Value setting, the absolute value
is displayed on the schematic and the Minimum Voltage and Maximum Voltage have no effect. For the Meter setting, the
value displays on a meter with the Minimum Voltage and Maximum Voltage as the meter range.
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Annotate DC Voltage for 2-port Elements:
DCVA_E



Annotate DC Voltage for All Nodes: DCVA_N

Summary

DCVA_N measures the DC voltage at every node in the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringSearch patterna

Value or MeterList of optionsDisplay type
N/ARealMinimum Voltage
N/ARealMaximum Voltage

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type RES* as the search pattern.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units either in numerical form or displays on a volt meter.

Options

The Display type setting controls how the annotation displays on the schematic. For the Value setting, the absolute value
is displayed on the schematic and the Minimum Voltage and Maximum Voltage have no effect. For the Meter setting, the
value displays on a meter with the Minimum Voltage and Maximum Voltage as the meter range.
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Draw Shapes Causing Meshing Failure: DIAGNOSE_MESH

Summary

DIAGNOSE_MESH should be used when a structure is not able to mesh. When a mesh fails, an error message displays
prompting you to use this annotation to identify which shapes in the layout had difficulty meshing. Often, slight edits to
the shapes help the mesher complete without errors.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
Not UsedFrequencySweep Freq

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be open. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.
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Draw Shapes Causing Meshing Failure:
DIAGNOSE_MESH



Surface Currents for 3D EM: EM3D_CURRENT

Summary

EM3D_CURRENT displays a representation of the electric current occurring on the specified 3D view of a selected 3D
EM document. The current is overlaid with the structure drawn in wireframemode. This annotation allows you to specify
the frequency, phase, vector components, and color scaling associated with the magnitude of the current. This annotation
also supports the use of cut planes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AShow Contours
N/AN/AShow Direction Arrows
60IntegerLog Range Limit (dB)
1RealRelative Arrow Scale

Show Range Bar
Terminate with Wave Impedances

See aFrequencySweep Freq
aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for configuration details.

Computational Details

EM Data Source: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Show Contours: Displays contours indicating different regions of current flow.

Show Direction Arrows: Displays arrows indicating the direction of current flow.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the current magnitude multiplied
by this value is plotted, with the Color Bar scaled appropriately.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict current flow.

Show Range Bar: Displays the legend mapping current value to color.

Terminate with Wave Impedances: Provides an easy way to view the currents under matched load conditions. You
should see no standing wave on a simple line, for example. This option overrides the port impedance settings set on the
ports.

Result

This measurement returns amperes per meter (A/m).
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Surface Currents for 3D EM: EM3D_CURRENT



Surface Boundary Conditions for 3D Models: EM_3D_SURF_BC

Summary

EM_3D_SURF_BC allows you to view the boundary conditions settings for 3D EM simulators on the 3D view of the
structure. You can turn off visibility of types of boundary conditions in the Layout Manager in the Visibility by
Material/Boundary pane. See “Specifying Simulation Boundaries” for details on workingwith boundary shapes in Cadence®
Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
0-1RealOpacity
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the colors used to display the boundary condition types. If
set to 0, the boundary is completely clear (transparent), and if set to 1, the boundary is completely solid (opaque).
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Surface Boundary Conditions for 3D Models:
EM_3D_SURF_BC



Graphical Marker Display for 3D Geometrical Concerns:
EM_3D_SURF_CONCERNS

Summary

EM3D_SURF_CONCERNS is designed to help you find the location of potential problems in the geometry. Cadence®
Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software detects these problems when performing shape processing, initial meshing
and mesh refinement. These defects may lead to low quality mesh, thereby slowing down the convergence of the finite
element solvers. Some geometry defects could also produce incorrect physics and cause simulation failure.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.
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Surface IDs for 3D Models: EM_3D_SURF_IDS

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
by ID, Index, or NoneN/AShape Filtering

N/AFilter Value
ID or NoneN/AItem to Label
Use shape material or Use surface
material (no ids)

N/AColor Options

N/AN/AShow Facet Outlines
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.
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Surface IDs for 3D Models: EM_3D_SURF_IDS



EM Document Current: EM_CURRENT

Summary

EM_CURRENT displays a representation of the electric current occurring on the specified 3D view of a specified EM
document. The current is overlaid with the structure drawn in wireframe mode. This annotation allows you to specify
the frequency, phase, vector components and color scaling associated with the magnitude of the current. This annotation
also supports the use of cut planes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Data Source
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AInclude X-Component
N/AN/AInclude Y-Component
N/AN/AInclude Z-Component
N/ARealPhase Index
N/AN/AShow Current Directions
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
N/AN/AUse Data Smoothing
1-100IntegerLog Range (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Data Source: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Include X/Y/Z Component: Controls whether or not the X/Y/Z vector component of the current displays.

Phase Index: Value is either an integer corresponding to one of the animated current frames, or T, indicating tuner
selection. The number of animated frames per cycle is set on the Current View tab of the EM Options or Options dialog
box from which you set the properties for the EM structure.

Show Current Directions: Displays arrows indicating the direction of current flow.

Show Color Bar: Displays the legend mapping current value to color.

Use Data Smoothing: Smooths the current display across mesh boundaries.
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EM Document Current: EM_CURRENT



Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the current magnitude multiplied
by this value is plotted, with the Color Bar scaled appropriately.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict current flow.

Result

This measurement returns amperes per meter (A/m).
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EM Document Current: EM_CURRENT



EM Document Current (Extended):

Summary

EM_CURRENT_EX displays

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Data Source
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AInclude X-Component
N/AN/AInclude Y-Component
N/AN/AInclude Z-Component
N/ARealPhase Index
N/AN/AShow Current Directions
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
N/AN/AUse Data Smoothing
1-100IntegerLog Range (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale
N/AIntegerOversample Factor
N/ARealAuto Scale Range
N/ARealMinimum Value
N/ARealMaximum Value
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Data Source: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Include X/Y/Z Component: Controls whether or not the X/Y/Z vector component of the current displays.

Phase Index: Value is either an integer corresponding to one of the animated current frames, or T, indicating tuner
selection. The number of animated frames per cycle is set on the Current View tab of the EM Options or Options dialog
box from which you set the properties for the EM structure.

Show Current Directions: Displays arrows indicating the direction of current flow.

Show Color Bar: Displays the legend mapping current value to color.
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EM Document Current (Extended):



Use Data Smoothing: Smooths the current display across mesh boundaries.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the current magnitude multiplied
by this value is plotted, with the Color Bar scaled appropriately.

Result

This measurement returns amperes per meter (A/m).
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EM Document Current (Extended):



EM Document Current: EM_CURRENT_SW

Summary

EM_CURRENT_SW displays a representation of the standing wave electric current occurring on the specified 3D view
of a specified EM document. The current is overlaid with the structure drawn in wireframe mode. This annotation allows
you to specify the frequency, phase, vector components and color scaling associated with the magnitude of the current.
This annotation also supports the use of cut planes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEm Data Source
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AInclude X-Component
N/AN/AInclude Y-Component
N/AN/AInclude Z-Component
N/AN/AShow Current Directions
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
N/AN/AUse Data Smoothing
1-100IntegerLog Range (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Data Source: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Include X/Y/Z Component: Controls whether or not the X/Y/Z vector component of the current displays.

Show Current Directions: Displays arrows indicating the direction of current flow.

Show Color Bar: Displays the legend mapping current value to color.

Use Data Smoothing: Smooths the current display across mesh boundaries.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the current magnitude multiplied
by this value is plotted, with the Color Bar scaled appropriately.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict current flow.
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Result

This measurement returns amperes per meter (A/m).
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EM Document Current: EM_CURRENT_SW



EM Document Circuit Current: EM_CKT_CURR

Summary

EM_CKT_CURR displays a representation of the electric current in an EMdocument when it is embedded as a subcircuit
in a nonlinear circuit simulation. The current is overlaid with the structure drawn in wireframe mode in the specified 3D
view. The signal source in the nonlinear simulation must be single-tone, and EM_CKT_CURR only displays the
fundamental current components, and does not display DC currents. EM_CKT_CURR cannot be used with EMdocuments
created from Extraction. This annotation allows you to specify the frequency, phase, vector components and color scaling
associated with the magnitude of the current. This annotation also supports the use of cut planes and functions only with
Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator EM documents. See “In-Situ Current Animation” for details on
the setup and limitations of this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Data Source
N/ASubcircuitExcitation Circuit
N/ASUBCKTId
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AInclude X-Component
N/AN/AInclude Y-Component
N/AN/AInclude Z-Component
N/ARealPhase Index
N/AN/AShow Current Directions
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
N/AN/AUse Data Smoothing
1-100IntegerLog Range (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Data Source: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

Excitation Circuit: The top level circuit schematic that contains the nonlinear signal source.

Id: The Element ID of the EM subcircuit which corresponds to the instance of the EM document within the circuit
hierarchy for which the current is plotted. The annotation can be utilized on hierarchical circuits, and with multiple
instances of the same EM document embedded within the circuit hierarchy.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.
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Include X/Y/Z Component: Controls whether or not the X/Y/Z vector component of the current displays.

Phase Index: Value is either an integer corresponding to one of the animated current frames, or T, indicating tuner
selection. The number of animated frames per cycle is set on the Current View tab of the EM Options or Options dialog
box from which you set the properties for the EM structure.

Show Current Directions: Displays arrows indicating the direction of current flow.

Show Color Bar: Displays the legend mapping current value to color.

Use Data Smoothing: Smooths the current display across mesh boundaries.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the current magnitude multiplied
by this value is plotted, with the Color Bar scaled appropriately.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict current flow. See “In-Situ Current Animation” for
more information.

Result

This measurement returns amperes per meter (A/m).
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Draw Mesh of Selected De-Embedding Standard: EM_DEEMBED_MESH

Summary

EM_DEEMBED_MESH allows display of the discretization (mesh) on the specified 3D view of a specified EMdocument
for a given ports de-embedding standards only, along with color coding based upon material property, or electrical
connectivity. This annotation allows you to control if the mesh is synchronized with changes in the input data structures.
This annotation also supports the use of cut planes. This annotation is identical to the EM_MESH_F annotation except
that only the de-embedding standard's mesh is shown. This annotation can be used to visualize the type (single line,
mutual group, coupled line) of de-embedding used.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/ASynchronize Mesh
0-1RealOpacity
Net ID or MaterialN/AColor Key
>0IntegerPort Number
>0IntegerStandard Number
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current will be plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

SynchronizeMesh:Controls whether or not the mesh is updated with changes to the EM document. For small structures,
the time required to generate the mesh is minimal, so selecting this option is appropriate. For larger structures that take
more time to generate, editing geometry is difficult with this option selected, since every edit causes the structure to
mesh.

Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the mesh. If Opacity is 0, the mesh is completely clear, and
if Opacity is 1, the mesh is completely solid.

Color Key: Selects the criteria to be used for color coding. If Color Key is NetID, the mesh color is determined by electrical
connectivity. All shapes electrically connected will plot in the same color. If Color Key is Material, the color of the mesh
is determined by the material color set in Conductor or Impedance definitions. All shapes with the samematerial property
will plot in the same color.

Port Number: Specifies on which port's de-embedding standards to annotate.
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Draw Mesh of Selected De-Embedding Standard:
EM_DEEMBED_MESH



Standard Number:Specifies on which de-embedding standard to annotate for the specified port. Depending on the port
type, there can be one to many de-embedding standards.
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EM Document Electric Field: EM_E_FIELD

Summary

EM_E_FIELD displays a representation of the electric field occurring at a specific layer on the specified 3D view of a
specified EM document. The electric field is overlaid with the structure drawn in wireframemode. This annotation allows
you to specify the frequency, phase, layer, vector components and color scaling associated with the magnitude of the
electric field. This annotation also supports the use of cut planes.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator is not supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Data Source
N/AN/AView Number
N/AN/AInclude X-Component
N/AN/AInclude Y-Component
N/AN/ALayer Number
N/AN/APhase Index
N/AN/AShow Field Directions
N/AN/AShow Color Bar
N/AN/AUse Data Smoothing
1 -100IntegerLog Range (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Data Source: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Include X/Y Component: Controls whether or not the X/Y vector component of the current displays.

Layer Number:The dielectric layer number. Specifies layers from top down, layer 1 is on top.

Phase Index: Value is either an integer corresponding to one of the animated current frames, or T, indicating tuner
selection. The number of animated frames per cycle is set on the Current View tab of the EM Options or Options dialog
box from which you set the properties for the EM structure.

Show Field Directions: Displays arrows indicating the direction of e-field (energy) flow.

Show Color Bar: Displays the legend mapping current value to color.
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Use Data Smoothing: Smooths the current display across mesh boundaries.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the current magnitude multiplied
by this value is plotted, with the Color Bar scaled appropriately.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict current flow.

Result

This measurement displays volts per meter (V/m).
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EM Field Carpet Plot on Cut Plane: EM_FIELD_CARPET

Summary

EM_FIELD_CARPET displays the chosen electromagnetic field at a cut plane location in the 3D EM structure. The
magnitude of the field is then displayed orthogonal to the cut plane. You must have cut planes turned on to display the
annotation results.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number

List of optionsVector Field Quantity
List of optionsScalar Operation
IntegerNumber of Cut Planes

1-100IntegerLog Range Limit (dB)
N/AIntegerRelative Deflection Scale

Show Range Bar
Terminate with Wave Impedances
Use Material Visibility

See aFrequencySweep Freq
aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for configuration details.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the field is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the field annotation and a separate view to show the
mesh.

Vector Field Quantity: The type of electromagnetic field to display.

Scalar Operation: The type of scalar operation to perform on the displayed fields.

Number of Cut Planes: The number of cut planes to use when viewing the annotation. You can independently change
the orientation of each cut plane.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the field magnitude multiplied by
this value is plotted.

Relative Deflection Scale:Howmuch the magnitude of the selected field is deflected away from the cut plane displaying
the values.

Show Range Bar: Displays the legend mapping field value to color.
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Terminate with Wave Impedances: Provides an easy way to view the currents under matched load conditions. You
should see no standing wave on a simple line, for example. This option overrides the port impedance settings set on the
ports.

UseMaterial Visibility: If this option is selected, the field displays only for layers marked Visible in the Layout Manager
in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If the setting is cleared, all layers display.
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EM Field Surface Contours: EM_FIELD_CONT

Summary

EM_FIELD_CONT creates constant value contour surfaces for the field values. It is typically interesting for wave guide
type problems, but not as interesting for microstrip type problems.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number

List of optionsVector Field Quantity
List of optionsScalar Operation
IntegerNumber of Contours

N/AN/ASmooth Contours
N/AIntegerContour Opacity
1-100IntegerLog Range Limit (dB)

Show Range Bar
Terminate with Wave Impedances
Use Material Visibility

See aFrequencySweep Freq
aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for configuration details.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the field is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the field annotation and a separate view to show the
mesh.

Vector Field Quantity: The type of electromagnetic field to display.

Scalar Operation: The type of scalar operation to perform on the displayed fields.

Number of Contours: The number of contours used in plotting the annotation.

Smooth Contours: Applies smoothing to the contours.

Contour Opacity:Determines how much you can see through the contour; 1 is the full color display and 0 is no display.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the field magnitude multiplied by
this value is plotted.

Show Range Bar: Displays the legend mapping field value to color.
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Terminate with Wave Impedances: Provides an easy way to view the currents under matched load conditions. You
should see no standing wave on a simple line, for example. This option overrides the port impedance settings set on the
ports.

UseMaterial Visibility: If this option is selected, the field displays only for layers marked Visible in the Layout Manager
in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If the setting is cleared, all layers display.
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EM Field on Cut Plane: EM_FIELD_CUT

Summary

EM_FIELD_CUT displays the chosen electromagnetic field at a cut plane location in the 3D EM structure. You must
have cut planes turned on to display the results of this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number

List of optionsVector Field Quantity
List of optionsScalar Operation

N/AN/AShow Contours
N/AN/AShow Direction Arrows
N/AIntegerNumber of Cut Planes
1-100IntegerLog Range Limit (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale

Show Range Bar
Terminate with Wave Impedances
Use Material Visibility

See aFrequencySweep Freq
aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for configuration details.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the field is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the field annotation and a separate view to show the
mesh.

Vector Field Quantity:The type of electromagnetic field to display.

Scalar Operation:The type of scalar operation to perform on the displayed fields.

Show Contours: Displays contours indicating different regions of fields.

Show Direction Arrows: Displays arrows indicating the direction of fields.

Number of Cut Planes: The number of cut planes to use when viewing the annotation. You can independently change
the orientation of each cut plane.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the field magnitude multiplied by
this value is plotted.
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Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict field direction.

Terminate with Wave Impedances: Provides an easy way to view the currents under matched load conditions. You
should see no standing wave on a simple line, for example. This option overrides the port impedance settings set on the
ports.

UseMaterial Visibility: If this option is selected, the field displays only for layers marked Visible in the Layout Manager
in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If this option is cleared, all layers display.
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EM Field Vectors: EM_FIELD_VECT

Summary

EM_FIELD_VECT displays the chosen electromagnetic field as arrows that use size and color to indicate magnitude at
each point in the final mesh for the structure.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number

List of optionsVector Field Quantity
List of optionsScalar Operation

1-100IntegerLog Range Limit (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale

Show Range Bar
Terminate with Wave Impedances
Use Material Visibility

See aFrequencySweep Freq
aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for configuration details.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the field is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the field annotation and a separate view to show the
mesh.

Vector Field Quantity: The type of electromagnetic field to display.

Scalar Operation: The type of scalar operation to perform on the displayed fields.

Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the field magnitude multiplied by
this value is plotted.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict field direction.

Terminate with Wave Impedances: Provides an easy way to view the currents under matched load conditions. You
should see no standing wave on a simple line, for example. This option overrides the port impedance settings set on the
ports.

UseMaterial Visibility: If this option is selected, the field displays only for layers marked Visible in the Layout Manager
in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If the setting is cleared, all layers display.
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EM Document Mesh: EM_MESH

Summary

EM_MESH allows display of the discretization (mesh) on the specified 3D view of a specified EM document, along
with color coding based upon material property, or electrical connectivity. This annotation allows you to control if the
mesh is synchronized with changes in the input data structures. This annotation also supports the use of cut planes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/ASynchronize Mesh
0-1RealOpacity
Net ID or MaterialN/AColor Key
0-1000IntegerPort Number
N/AN/AColor Override
N/AN/AEnable Layer Visibility
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

SynchronizeMesh:Controls whether or not the mesh is updated with changes to the EM document. For small structures,
the time required to generate the mesh is minimal, so selecting this option is appropriate. For larger structures that take
more time to generate, editing geometry is difficult with this option selected, since every edit causes the structure to
mesh.

Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the mesh. If set to 0, the mesh is completely clear, and if set
to 1, the mesh is completely solid.

Color Key: Selects the criteria to be used for color coding. If set to NetID, the mesh color is determined by electrical
connectivity. All shapes electrically connected plot in the same color. If set toMaterial, the color of the mesh is determined
by the material color set in Conductor or Impedance definitions. All shapes with the same material property plot in the
same color.

Port Number:Controls whether the mesh shown is for a single net or for all nets. If Port Number is 0, all nets are meshed,
as shown in the following figure.
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If Port Number is greater than 0, the mesh is only shown for the net attached to the specified port, as shown in the following
figure.
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Color Override: Sets the color in which the mesh annotation displays. If set to Automatic, each unique net (where
uniqueness is determined based on the Color Key parameter) has a unique color. If a specific color is chosen, all nets
meshed with this annotation use that color. Thus, setting a specific color makes the most sense when the Port Number
parameter is set to a value greater than 0.

Enable Layer Visibility: Controls whether the mesh visibility is affected by the EM Layer visibility. If Enable Layer
Visibility is not selected the mesh always displays on all layers regardless of their visibility setting. If Enable Layer Visibility
is selected then the mesh only displays on layers that are currently visible. Note that the visibility is based on EM Layers
rather than Drawing Layers, which means that if more than one Drawing Layer maps to the same EM Layer, all of those
drawing layers must be turned off for the EM Layer visibility to be off (and for the mesh to not display). Additionally,
the layer visibility is based on mesh cell edges that touch visible layers, which means that when a via layer is visible, the
conductor layers that touch it are also visible (the mesh cells on the via layer share an edge with the mesh cells on the
conductor layer where the two meet) and vice versa.
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EM Document Mesh 2D: EM_MESH_2D

Summary

EM_MESH_2D allows display of the discretization (mesh) on the specified 2D view of a specified EM document. The
mesh is overlaid with the structure drawn in wireframe mode. This annotation allows you to control if the mesh is
synchronized with changes in the input data structures.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AReference Edges Only
N/AN/ASynchronize Mesh
N/AN/AEnable Layer Visibility
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Reference Edges Only: Controls whether only the edges of the original reference structure display, or if both the edges
of the original layout and discretized (meshed) layout display.

SynchronizeMesh:Controls whether or not the mesh is updated with changes to the EM document. For small structures,
the time required to generate the mesh is minimal, so selecting this option is appropriate. For larger structures that take
more time to generate, editing geometry is difficult with this option selected, since every edit causes the structure to
mesh.

Enable Layer Visibility: Controls whether the mesh visibility is affected by the EM Layer visibility. If Enable Layer
Visibility is not selected the mesh always displays on all layers regardless of their visibility setting. If Enable Layer Visibility
is selected then the mesh only displays on layers that are currently visible. Note that the visibility is based on EM Layers
rather than Drawing Layers, which means that if more than one Drawing Layer maps to the same EM Layer, all of those
drawing layers must be turned off for the EM Layer visibility to be off (and for the mesh to not display). Additionally,
the layer visibility is based on mesh cell edges that touch visible layers, which means that when a via layer is visible, the
conductor layers that touch it are also visible (the mesh cells on the via layer share an edge with the mesh cells on the
conductor layer where the two meet) and vice versa.
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EM Document Mesh: EM_MESH_F

Summary

EM_MESH_F allows display of the discretization (mesh) on the specified 3D view of a specified EM document, along
with color coding based upon material property, or electrical connectivity. This annotation allows you to control if the
mesh is synchronized with changes in the input data structures. This annotation also supports the use of cut planes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/ASynchronize Mesh
0-1RealOpacity
Net ID or MaterialN/AColor Key
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

SynchronizeMesh:Controls whether or not the mesh is updated with changes to the EM document. For small structures,
the time required to generate the mesh is minimal, so selecting this option is appropriate. For larger structures that take
more time to generate, editing geometry is difficult with this option selected, since every edit causes the structure to
mesh.

Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the mesh. If Opacity is 0, the mesh is completely clear, and
if Opacity is 1, the mesh is completely solid.

Color Key: Selects the criteria to be used for color coding. If Color Key is NetID, the mesh color is determined by electrical
connectivity. All shapes electrically connected plot in the same color. If Color Key is Material, the color of the mesh is
determined by the material color set in Conductor or Impedance definitions. All shapes with the same material property
plot in the same color.
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Port Mode Fields: EM_PORT_FIELD

Summary

EM_PORT_FIELD displays a representation of the electric field at the chosen port occurring on the specified 3D view
of a selected EM document. This annotation is only supported for Cadence® Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis software,
and functions only for wave ports. The annotation displays on the boundary that is touching the chosen port.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
>0IntegerPort Number
>0IntegerMode Number

List of optionsVector Field Quantity
List of optionsScalar Operation

Show Contours
Show Direction Arrows

1-100IntegerLog Range Limit (dB)
N/ARealRelative Arrow Scale

Show Range Bar
Use Material Visibility

See aFrequencySweep Freq
aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for configuration details.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the field is plotted.

ViewNumber: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since you can open multiple windows
of the same view. For example, you may want one view to display the field annotation and a separate view to show the
mesh.

Port Number:The number of the port to view the fields.

Mode Number:The number of the electromagnetic mode to view the fields.

Vector Field Quantity:The type of electromagnetic field to display.

Scalar Operation:The type of scalar operation to perform on the displayed fields.

Show Contours: Displays contours indicating different regions of fields.

Show Direction Arrows: Displays arrows indicating the direction of fields.
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Log Range (dB): If dB is selected under Complex Modifier, the base-10 logarithm of the field magnitude multiplied by
this value is plotted.

Relative Arrow Scale: Controls the size of the arrows that depict field direction.

Show Range Bar: Displays the legend mapping field value to color.

UseMaterial Visibility: If this option is selected, the field displays only for layers marked Visible in the Layout Manager
in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If this option is cleared, all layers display.
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Operating Point ERC Rule: ERC_OP

Summary

ERC_OP verifies whether or not the operating point of a device/devices selected in Select Operating Point is within the
specified range of the Lower Limit and Upper Limit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringSearch Patterna

N/AStringSelect Operating Point
N/ARealUpper Limit
N/ARealLower Limit
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for GBJT with ID=Q3,
you would type "GBJT.Q3" as the search pattern. "*" denotes the wildcard and searches for all the iNets in layout.
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The ERC rule violation is displayed in the ERC violation window. This window displays only when there is an ERC
violation.
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Draw Parasitics in 3D: EXT_CKT3D

Summary

EXT_CKT3D displays the parasitic values of the iNet in the 3D view of the extracted layout.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM DocumentEM Simulation Document
1 to 100IntegerView Number
0 to 1RealSymbol size (m)
None, Component Values, Component
ID's or Node Numbers

List of optionsDisplay Values

N/ASelectionShow resistors
N/ASelectionShow capacitors
N/ASelectionShow inductors
N/ASelectionShow series
N/ASelectionShow shunt
N/ASelectionShow coupling
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is displayed on the schematic Layout View.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current will be plotted.

View Number: The 3D Layout View number. For example, if this is set to 2 and two 3D Layout Views are opened, the
measurement is applied to the second 3D Layout View.

Symbol size determines the size of the parasitic symbols.
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Draw Specific Parasitics in 3D: EXT_COMP3D

Summary

EXT_COMP3D is similar to EXT_CKT3D with the addition of the Component ID option. This option highlights the
specified component in the 3D view. For instance, if Component ID is set to 6, the sixth element is highlighted in the 3D
view.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM DocumentEM Simulation Document
1 to 100IntegerView Number
1 to 10000IntegerComponent ID
0 to 1RealSymbol size (m)
None, Component Values, Component
ID's or Node Numbers

List of optionsDisplay Values

N/ASelectionShow resistors
N/ASelectionShow capacitors
N/ASelectionShow inductors
N/ASelectionShow series
N/ASelectionShow shunt
N/ASelectionShow coupling
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is displayed on the schematic Layout View.
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Draw Only High Aspect Ratio Facets: HI_ASPECT_FACETS

Summary

HI_ASPECT_FACETS allows you to identify facets in the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator that
can cause simulation problems. A warning or error is generally issued about such facets, followed by a recommendation
to use this annotation to diagnose the issue.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
N/AN/AHighlight Elements
0-1RealOpacity
Net ID or MaterialN/AColor Key
Rectangle, Triangle, or BothN/AFacet Shape
maxEdge/minEdge, sqrt(Area/maxArea),
or Both

N/AAspect Type

Warning, Error, or BothN/ASeverity
N/AN/AColor Override
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

Highlight Elements:Controls whether or not a green sphere is drawn around the high aspect ratio facets. Typically these
facets are difficult to see and the spheres help visually identify where they are occurring.

Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the mesh. If set to 0, the mesh is completely clear, and if set
to 1, the mesh is completely solid.

Color Key: Selects the criteria to be used for color coding. If set to NetID, the mesh color is determined by electrical
connectivity. All shapes electrically connected plot in the same color. If set toMaterial, the color of the mesh is determined
by the material color set in Conductor or Impedance definitions. All shapes with the same material property plot in the
same color.

Facet Shape: Determines the type of facets to display, triangles, rectangles or both. This is typically set to Both.

Aspect Type: Determines the type of error to display, a high aspect ratio (maxEdge/minEdge), a high aspect area
(sqrt(Area/maxArea)) or both.
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Severity: Determines the severity of error to display, warnings ( > 100), errors ( > 1000 by default), or both.

Color Override: Sets the color in which the mesh annotation displays. If set to Automatic, each unique net (where
uniqueness is determined based on the Color Key parameter) has a unique color. If a specific color is chosen, all nets
meshed with this annotation use that color. Thus, setting a specific color makes the most sense when the Port Number
parameter is set to a value greater than 0.
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Max Current ERC Rule: ICHECK

Summary

ICHECK verifies whether or not the current in an iNet is above the specified Max Current (Amps).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringSearch patterna

N/ARealMax Current (Amps)
See bFrequencySweep Freq

a Search Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for Inet with ID EN3 you
would type ELENET2.EN3 as the search pattern. "*" denotes the wildcard and searches for all the iNets in layout.
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The ERC rule violation is displayed in an ERC violation window. This window displays only when there is an ERC
violation.
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Current in iNets: INET_I

Summary

INET_I back-annotates the current flowing in layout nets that are drawn using iNet.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AIntegerView Number
N/ARealSymbol size (m)
N/ARealSpecify max density (Amps/m^2)
N/ASelectionSelected nets only
N/ASelectionDisplay segment current
N/ASelectionDisplay via current
N/ASelectionAutomatically Update
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is displayed in the schematic Layout View. If Selected nets only is selected the nets need to be selected to
display the result in the Layout View after simulation.

Computational Details

View Number: The schematic Layout View number, for example if it is set to 2 and two layout views are opened, the
measurement is applied to the second layout view.

Symbol size: Determines the display text size.
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Current Density in iNets: INET_J

Summary

INET_J back-annotates the current density in layout nets that are drawn using iNet.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AIntegerView Number
N/ARealSymbol size (m)
N/ASelectionSelected nets only
N/ASelectionDisplay segment current
N/ASelectionDisplay via current
N/ASelectionAutomatically update
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is displayed on the schematic Layout View. If Selected nets only is selected the nets need to be selected to
display the result in the Layout View after simulation.

Computational Details

View Number: The schematic Layout View number. You can open multiple windows of the same layout to display
different annotations. Use 0 to mean all layout views.
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iNet Parasitic Estimate: INET_RC

Summary

INET_RC displays the Parasitic Resistance and Capacitance values of the layout nets that are drawn using iNet.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AIntegerView Number
N/ARealSymbol size (m)
N/ASelectionSelected nets only
N/ARealTotal net capacitance
N/ASelectionShow net capacitance
N/ASelectionShow Route Resistance
N/ASelectionAutomatically Update
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is displayed on the schematic Layout View. If Selected nets only is selected the nets must be selected to display
the result in the Layout View after simulation.

Computational Details

View Number: The schematic Layout View number, for example if it is set to 2 and two layout views are opened, the
measurement is applied to the second layout view.

Symbol size: Determines the parasitic symbol size.
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Current Density ERC Rule: JCHECK

Summary

JCHECK verifies whether or not the current density in an iNet is above the specified Max Current Density (Amps/m2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringSearch patterna

N/ARealMax Current Density (Amps/m^2)
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for Inet with ID EN3 you
would type ELENET2.EN3 as the search pattern. * denotes the wildcard and searches for all the iNets in layout.
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The ERC rule violation is displayed in an ERC violation window. This window displays only when there is ERC violation.
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Volumetric 3D Mesh: MESH_3D

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number

IntegerShrink Factor
IntegerDielectric Opacity
IntegerConductor Opacity

N/AN/AShow Edges
N/AN/AUse Material Visibility
N/AN/AInclude Boundary Conductors
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.

UseMaterial Visibility: If this option is selected, the field displays only for layers marked Visible in the Layout Manager
in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If the setting is cleared, all layers display.
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Volumetric 3D Mesh Connectivity: MESH_3D_CON

Summary

This annotation is only supported for Analyst™ structures. MESH_3D_CON displays the discretization (mesh) of an
EM document in a 3D view, with color coding based upon electrical connectivity. Mesh elements on conductors plot
with the same color if they share the same Net Id (mesh elements of electrically connected conductors plot in the same
color). This annotation also supports the use of cut planes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
0~1RealShrink Factor
0~1RealConductor Opacity
N/AN/AShow Edges
N/AN/AUse Material Visibility
N/AN/AInclude Boundary Conductors
>=0IntegerColor Index
≥>=-1IntegerNet Id (-1 for All)
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThis parameter is dynamic; it changes based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring this
parameter.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the connectivity property is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the connectivity annotation. You can open multiple
windows showing 3D views of the same EM structure by choosingWindow>NewWindow. Each of these 3D viewwindows
can show different annotations by assigning the View Number properly.

Shrink Factor: The volume of each mesh cell (tetrahedron) is shrunk by this factor. For example, for a mesh that shows
as following when Shrink Factor is 1,
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The corresponding mesh displays as follows when the factor is changed to 0.75, which leaves some gap between mesh
cells that are actually joined to each other.
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Conductor Opacity: Controls the degree to which you can see through the mesh. If set to 0, the mesh is completely
clear; if set to 1, the mesh is completely solid.

Show Edge: If selected, then lines are drawn to show the edges of mesh elements.

Use Material Visibility:When selected, the connectivity displays only for conductor materials marked Visible in the
Layout Manager in the Visibility by Material/Boundary pane. If the setting is cleared, all materials display.

Include Boundary Condition:Controls whether to include in the 3D view the mesh cells whose properties are controlled
by boundary condition. For example, the bottom enclosure might be assigned as a conductor, in which case all the surface
mesh cells on the bottom face can display in the 3D connectivity view when this option is selected.

Color Index: Controls the index of the color used for net 0. Nets 1, 2, 3, and so on are shown with the color whose index
is incremented by 1, 2, 3, etc.

Net Id: Shows the mesh elements belonging to one particular net. Each net contains all mesh elements that are electrically
connected to each other at DC. If this is set to -1, then all nets display.
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Boundary Surface for 3D Mesh: MESH_3D_SURF

Summary

MESH_3D_SURF displays the mesh only for conductors and not any dielectric materials.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM documentEM Simulation Document
>0IntegerView Number
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Computational Details

EM Simulation Document: The name of the EM document for which the current is plotted.

View Number: Specifies on which instance of the 3D view to draw the annotation, since multiple windows of the same
view may be opened. For example, you may want one view to display the current annotation and a separate view to show
the mesh.
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Total Noise Contribution ERC: NoiseCheck

Summary

NoiseCheck verifies whether or not the total noise contribution from all the elements measured with the noise voltage
meter (V_NSMTR) specified in Meter for Noise Measurement is above the specified Maximum Noise Voltage (V2/Hz).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringMeter for Noise Measurement
N/ARealMaximum Noise v^2/hz
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The ERC rule violation is displayed in an ERC violation window. This window displays only when there is an ERC
violation.
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Noise Contribution for Elements: NoiseConA

Summary

NoiseConA calculates the amount of noise each element contributes to the noise measured in a circuit using a noise meter
(V_NSMTR) specified inMeter for NoiseMeasurement. The Noise Type is either Total Noise or All Noise. This measurement
is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringMeter for Noise Measurement
All Noise/Total NoiseSelectionNoise type
On Device/Tool TipSelectionDisplay type
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is annotated in the schematic either as a tool tip or on device.
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Annotate Single Operating Point Value for Elements: OpPnt1_DC_E

Summary

OpPnt1_DC_E displays a single operating point for elements. Use the Component Browser to see the list of available
operating points.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AList of operating pointsSelect Operating Point
On Device or Tool TipList of optionsDisplay type

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value and is displayed on the device in the schematic or as a tool tip.
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Annotate Operating Points of Nonlinear DC Simulator for Elements:
OpPnt_DC_E

Summary

OpPnt_DC_E displays all the operating points, voltages, and currents for elements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealDisplay op points
N/ARealDisplay currents
N/ARealDisplay voltages
N/ARealDisplay secondary op points

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value and is displayed as a tool tip only.
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Annotate Total Power for All Elements: TOT_PWRA

Summary

TOT_PWRA measures RMS power across an element or model in a circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealZero threshold (W)
N/AStringSearch patterna

See bFrequencySweep Freq
aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type RES* as the search pattern.
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dBm.
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Annotate User Defined Attributes on Elements/Blocks: UATTR

Summary

UATTR displays the user attributes for the elements or system blocks that contain this measurement directly on the
schematic or system diagram. See “Adding User Attributes to Schematics and System Diagrams” for details on using
this feature.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic/SystemDiagram
N/AStringAttribute Name Search Pattern
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Annotate Vtime Measurement for 2-Port Elements: VTimeA_E

Summary

VTimeA_E displays a time voltage waveform at each node of a 2-port element in the schematic.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/ARealMinimum Voltage
N/ARealMaximum Voltage
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement displays a voltage waveform.
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Annotate Voltage at Time Point for All Nodes: VTPA_N

Summary

VTPA_N measures instantaneous voltage at a given time for each node.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
N/AStringSearch patterna

N/ARealTime point
N/ARealMinimum Voltage
N/ARealMaximum Voltage
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aSearch Pattern uses the Name and ID of the elements in the form of "Name.ID" while searching. For example, to search for all resistors you would
type RES* as the search pattern.
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in volts displayed in numerical form or in a meter.
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Plot Column of X-Y Data: PlotCol

Summary

PlotCol plots a column of real X-Y data specified in a tabular text file. You specify the column representing the x-axis
and the column representing the y-axis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Text file contains two or more columnsSubcircuitData File Name
1 to 1000IntegerColumn for X Axis
1 to 1000IntegerColumn for Y Axis

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Data measurements are based off of data files and so swept
parameters are not defined.

Result

PlotCol returns a real value. You can also display the value in dB by selecting dB under ComplexModifier in the Add/Modify
Measurement dialog box. You specify a unitless x-axis for this measurement.

Computational Details

For each value in the specified x-axis column, the corresponding value in the specified y-axis column is plotted. The
number of points in each column must be equal.

The text file must contain at least two columns. The columnsmust be tab-separated. An exclamation point at the beginning
of a line indicates a comment line. An example of a data file follows:

! Example of a tabular, text data file for use with PlotCol

1.055 0.457 0.689

2.110 1.256 1.941

! End of file
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Plot Complex Data from Multi-dimension MDIF File: PlotMD_C

Summary

PlotMD_C can be used to read complex data from a multi-dimensioned generalized MDIF file. If the data in the MDIF
file conforms to the requirements for the load pull format, then additional derived quantities are also available for use
with this measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
The name of the generalized MDIF
document. The MDIF document must
be loaded into the project.

DocumentData File Name

Values that can be used for the documentListData to Plot
If <Default>, the data used for the X-axis
of the measurement matches the sweep

Data to Use for X-Axis

set as Use for x-axis. Note that one of the
sweeps in the measurement must be set
to this. If other than <Default>, the sweep
index for the measurement still uses the
sweep that has Use for x-axis set, but the
values used to define the X-axis of the
points on the plot come from the
specified quantity. A common use of this
parameter is when an index is used as
the independent variable in the MDIF
file, but the actual measured quantity
that you want to sweep against is a
dependent quantity in the MDIF. For
example, in the load pull MDIF files,
power is represented as an index iPower,
so you can set the iPower sweep to Use
for x-axis, then use this option to select
PSrc_Ava to plot a value versus available
input source power. The advantage of
using an index for a sweep is that you
can slice the data as if it is on a regular
grid, but still plot values versus the
actual measured quantities that may not
fall on a regular grid.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Data measurements are based on data files, so swept parameters
are not defined.
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Plot Aligned Complex Data from Multi-dimension MDIF File: PlotMD_C_A

Summary

PlotMD_C_A is intended primarily for use with load pull files. It allows the data in the file to be aligned along the power
sweep dimension to a user-defined value.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
The name of the generalized MDIF
document. The MDIF document must
be loaded into the project.

DocumentData File Name

Values that can be used for the documentListData to Plot
Data to Align to

Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align Type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
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RangeTypeName
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align Type is
Align to specify.

Align to Specify Value

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Data measurements are based on data files, so swept parameters
are not defined.
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Plot Real Data from Multi-dimension MDIF File: PlotMD_R

Summary

PlotMD_R can be used to read real data from a multi-dimensioned generalized MDIF file. If the data in the MDIF file
conforms to the requirements for the load pull format, then additional derived quantities are also available for use with
this measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
The name of the generalized MDIF
document. The MDIF document must
be loaded into the project.

DocumentData File Name

Values that can be used for the documentListData to Plot
If <Default>, the data used for the X-axis
of the measurement matches the sweep

Data to Use for X-Axis

set as Use for x-axis. Note that one of the
sweeps in the measurement must be set
to this. If other than <Default>, the sweep
index for the measurement still uses the
sweep that has Use for x-axis set, but the
values used to define the X-axis of the
points on the plot come from the
specified quantity. A common use of this
parameter is when an index is used as
the independent variable in the MDIF
file, but the actual measured quantity
that you want to sweep against is a
dependent quantity in the MDIF. For
example, in the load pull MDIF files,
power is represented as an index iPower,
so you can set the iPower sweep to Use
for x-axis, then use this option to select
PSrc_Ava to plot a value versus available
input source power. The advantage of
using an index for a sweep is that you
can slice the data as if it is on a regular
grid, but still plot values versus the
actual measured quantities that may not
fall on a regular grid.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Data measurements are based on data files, so swept parameters
are not defined.
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Plot Aligned Real Data from Multi-dimension MDIF File: PlotMD_R_A

Summary

PlotMD_R_A is intended primarily for use with load pull files. It allows the data in the file to be aligned along the power
sweep dimension to a user-defined value.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
The name of the generalized MDIF
document. The MDIF document must
be loaded into the project.

DocumentData File Name

Values that can be used for the documentListData to Plot
Data to Align to

Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align Type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
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RangeTypeName
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
1; Aligns to this value when Align Type
is Align to specify.

Align to Specify Value

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Data measurements are based on data files, so swept parameters
are not defined.
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Plot Row of X-Y Data: PlotRow

Summary

PlotRow plots a row of real X-Y data specified in a tabular text file. You specify the row representing the x-axis and the
row representing the y-axis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Text file contains two or more rowsSubcircuitData File Name
1 to 1000IntegerRow for X Axis
1 to 1000IntegerRow for Y Axis

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Data measurements are based off of data files and so swept
parameters are not defined.

Result

PlotRow returns a real value. You can also display the value in dB by selecting the dB check box under Results Type.
You specify the unitless x-axis for this measurement.

Computational Details

For each value in the specified x-axis row, the corresponding value in the specified y-axis row is plotted. The number
of points in each row must be equal.

The text file must contain at least two rows. Multiple values on the same row must be tab-separated. An exclamation
point at the beginning of a line indicates a comment line. An example of a data file is shown below:

! Example of a tabular, text data file for use with PlotRow

1.055 0.457 0.689

2.110 1.256 1.941

! End of file
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Plot Measurement 1 vs Measurement 2: PlotVs

Summary

PlotVs plots independent measurement output results on the x and y axes.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Must be a valid measurement in the
project

Measurement NameMeasurement 1 (y-axis)

Must be a valid measurement in the
project

Measurement NameMeasurement 1 (x-axis)

Result

PlotVs returns a real value. This measurement can only be used on rectangular and tabular graphs.

Computational Details

This measurement allows you to specify the measurement you want for both the x and y axes. When you click the ...
button next to Measurement 1 (y-axis) and Measurement 2 (x-axis), a Select Measurement dialog box displays to allow you
to select a measurement for each.
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This dialog box displays all of the current measurements in your project. In the text box at the bottom of the dialog box
you can type to filter the displayed measurements by name. You can also click the Add button to add a new measurement
to the list.

This measurement is unique because the data to plot may not be the same size. For example, you can specify that the
x-axis uses a measurement that has 3 points, and the y-axis uses a measurement that has 5 points. The same is true for
the number of sweeps; the number of sweeps for the x-axis measurement may not match the number of sweeps for the
y-axis measurement. If there are fewer x-axis points than y-axis points, the last point for the x-axis is extended for the
remaining y-axis points. If there are fewer y-axis points than x-axis points, the data stops displaying at the end of the
y-axis data.
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EM Mode Resonance (Composite): AllModes

Summary

The AllModes measurement creates a sum of all TM_Mode[m,n] and TE_Mode[m,n] measurements where all modes
used for the sum have m and n less than or equal to the Max Mode parameter set during measurement creation. You can
use the AllModes measurement to find resonances in the enclosure without having to look at every possible mode that
may be resonant. This measurement functions with EMSight only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 99IntegerMax Mode

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency units.
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Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_AR

Summary

Con_AR calculates axial ratio for a conic cut. The values of Frequency and Theta are fixed while Phi is swept from -180
to 180 degrees or -π to π radians.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the axial ratio along a conic cut. Although axial ratio is a
real value, it is returned as a complex value to remain consistent with the other antenna measurements. The axial ratio
is defined as the absolute value of the sum of right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) E-fields and left-hand circular
polarization (LHCP) E-fields divided by the difference.

Computational Details

The axial ratio is calculated as:

| ERHCP + ELHCPERHCP − ELHCP |
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Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_AR_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the Con_AR measurement; see that measurement for details. The difference is
that Con_AR_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This
measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM
simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulator
are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_AR” for details.

Computational Details

See “Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_AR” for details.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep polarized along Eφ, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency and Theta
while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180-degrees or -π to π radians.

E
→
( f , r, θ, φ) = [âθEθ( f , θ, φ) + âφEφ( f , θ, φ)] e

− j2π f r
r ;

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

4–6 AWR Design Environment

E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Phi Radiation Pattern:

result = FFP( f , θ, φ) =
Eφ( f , θ, φ)
Pnorm

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180-degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

AWRMicrowaveOfficeMeasurement Catalog 4–7

E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.

4–8 AWR Design Environment

E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi



Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi” measurement; see that
measurement for details. The difference is that Con_EPhi_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic rather
than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit
parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulator
are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EPhi” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi): Con_EPhi_CKT



E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_ETheta

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep polarized along Eθ, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency and Theta
while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180 degrees or -π to π radians.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

4–10 AWR Design Environment

E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_ETheta



Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2
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E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_ETheta



Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result = FFP( f , θ, φ) =
Eθ( f , θ, φ)
Pnorm

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180 degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.

4–12 AWR Design Environment

E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_ETheta



Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_ETheta_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_ETheta” measurement; see
that measurement for details. The difference is that Con_ETheta_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulator
are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_ETheta” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi): Con_ETheta_CKT



E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep in X polarization, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency and Theta
while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180 degrees or -π to π radians. X polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ
defined as:

Ex(θ, φ) = Eθ * cos(θ) * cos(φ) - Eφ * sin(φ)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

4–14 AWR Design Environment

E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are not selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (Include Resistive Losses
is selected and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

Ex Radiation Pattern:

The result is

Ex(θ, φ) /sqrt(Pnorm)

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180 degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the Complex Modifier as Mag. (magnitude), Angle, Real,
or Imag. (imaginary) in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting
the dB check box, which displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

4–16 AWR Design Environment

E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX



Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EX_CKT

Summary

Con_EX_CKT is nearly identical to the “E-XRadiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX”measurement; see that measurement
for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure.
Con_EX_CKT also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the
EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
simulator are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EX” for details.

4–18 AWR Design Environment

Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi): Con_EX_CKT



E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep in Y polarization, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency and Theta
while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180 degrees or -π to π radians. Y polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ
defined as:

Ey(θ, φ) = Eθ * cos(θ) * sin(φ) + Eφ * cos(φ)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

4–20 AWR Design Environment

E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are not selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (Include Resistive Losses
is selected and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Y Radiation Pattern:

The result is

Ey(θ, φ) /sqrt(Pnorm)

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180 degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the Complex Modifier as Mag. (magnitude), Angle, Real,
or Imag. (imaginary) in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting
the dB check box which displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.

4–22 AWR Design Environment

E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY



Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_EY_CKT

Summary

Con_EY_CKT is nearly identical to the “E-YRadiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY”measurement; see that measurement
for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure.
Con_EY_CKT also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the
EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
simulator are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi): Con_EY” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi): Con_EY_CKT



E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_LHCP

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep in Left Hand Circular polarization, this measurement fixes the values of
Frequency and Theta while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180 degrees or -π to π radians. Left Hand Circular Polarization
is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as follows:

LHCP(θ, φ) =
Eθ − jEφ

2

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_LHCP



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_LHCP



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

result =
LHCP(θ, Φ)

Pnorm
|θ=const,−180o≤Φ≤180o

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180 degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_LHCP



Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_LHCP_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_LHCP” measurement; see
that measurement for details. The difference is that Con_LHCP_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulator
are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_LHCP_CKT” for details.
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Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi): Con_LHCP_CKT



E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_RHCP

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep in Right Hand Circular polarization, this measurement fixes the values of
Frequency and Theta while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180 degrees or -π to π radians. Right Hand Circular Polarization
is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as follows:

RHCP(θ, φ) =
Eθ + jEφ

2

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_RHCP



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_RHCP



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result =
RHCP(θ, Φ)

Pnorm
|θ=const,−180o≤Φ≤180o

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180 degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_RHCP



AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_RHCP



Circuit Driving RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_RHCP_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_RHCP” measurement; see
that measurement for details. The difference is that Con_RHCP_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulator
are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_RHCP” for details.
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Circuit Driving RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi): Con_RHCP_CKT



Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_TPwr

Summary

Also known as a Conic Cut or Phi Sweep which captures the total power in all directions, this measurement fixes the
values of Frequency and Theta while sweeping Phi from -180 to 180 degrees or -π to π radians. The total power is defined
as the sum of the power contained in Eθ and Eφ;:

TPwr = 1
2η0

( ∣ Eθ∣2 + ∣ Eφ∣2)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_TPwr



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
for all polarizations.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_TPwr



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result =
TPwr(θ, φ)
Pnorm

∣−180o≤φ≤180o,θ=const

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Phi (φ) from -180 to 180 degrees or
-π to π radians.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_TPwr



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi):
Con_TPwr



Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_TPwr_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_TPwr”measurement; see
that measurement for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone
EM structure. This measurement also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters
connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis simulator
are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi): Con_TPwr” for details.
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Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern
(Sweep Phi): Con_TPwr_CKT



Radiation, Mismatch, or Total Efficiency: Efficiency

Summary

The Efficiency measurement calculates the efficiency of the antenna. You can use different options depending on whether
you want to include only the reflection loss from a mismatched antenna (the mismatch efficiency), only the ratio of the
power radiated to the power entering the antenna (the radiation efficiency), or total efficiency, which includes both the
input mismatch and losses in the antenna.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Radiation, Mismatch, or TotalList of OptionsEfficiency Type
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Definitions

The efficiency of an antenna is a figure-of-merit that describes what percentage available to an antenna radiates. This
measurement calculates three types of efficiency:

• Mismatch efficiency is the ratio of the incident power from the network that gets into the antenna and is not reflected
or transmitted out of other ports for multi-port antennas.

• Radiated efficiency is the ratio of the power radiated by the antenna to the power that gets into the antenna. The power
not radiated is dissipated in conductor and dielectric losses.

• Total efficiency is the ratio of the radiated power to the power incident from the network; it includes both the reflection
loss and dissipation of power energy in the antenna.

Computational Details

This measurement uses the results of the PowInfo measurement. All the same assumptions and restrictions apply. For
example, surface waves are not included in radiated power, they are included in resistive losses. The efficiency of an
antenna with multiple ports, for example an array, depends on the relative input power magnitude and phase of each
port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power (dBm) and Phase (Deg)
values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.

The efficiency calculations use the following equations:

Radiation Efficiency = Power Radiated / (Power Absorbed + Power Radiated)
Mismatch Efficiency = (Power Absorbed + Power Radiated) / (Power Reflected + Power Absorbed + Power Radiated)
Total Efficiency = Radiation Efficiency * Mismatch Efficiency
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Radiation, Mismatch, or Total Efficiency:
Efficiency



Port Relative Dielectric Constant: Er_Port

Summary

The Er_Port measurement is used to compute the relative dielectric constant of the section of line leading up to a port.
When an Er_Port measurement is created, you must specify the port number. De-embedding must be enabled when
measuring the port propagation constant. If de-embedding is not enabled, the relative dielectric constant measurement
issues an error message. The Er_Port measurement only works for one port on a side. If there is more than one port on
a side, the relative dielectric constant measurement issues an error message indicating this condition. This measurement
does not function if the advanced frequency sweep (AFS) option is enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Number

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency
units.
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Port Relative Dielectric Constant: Er_Port



X-Directed E-Field (Volt/Meter): Ex_EM

Summary

The Ex_EM measurement calculates the x-directed electric field density (Volt/meter) along a cross-sectional cut of an
EM structure at a specified layer and frequency. You can specify the vertical cross-section as a constant x or y dimension,
in cell units. This measurement quantizes the x directed E-field seen in an EM animation along this cut. Note that the
measurement values are affected by all EM port properties, including excitation amplitude, phase and termination values.
This measurement functions with EMSight only; and no advanced frequency sweep (AFS) option enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsEM SimulationEM Data Source
1 to # EM FreqsIntegerFrequency Index
1 to # of EM LayersIntegerLayer Number
Fixed X or YCoordinateList of OptionsCross Sectional Cut Direction
0 to # EM cellsRealDist from Origin to Cut

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in length units.

Computational Details

The origin for the EM simulator is located in the upper left corner when viewed in two dimensions. The positive x
direction is to the right of the origin and the positive y direction is below the origin.

Options

The scroll bar at the bottom of the graph allows you to change the phase of the excitation from zero (extreme left) to
360-degrees (extreme right), which is the range of phase values seen in the EM animation.
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Y-Directed E-Field (Volt/Meter): Ey_EM

Summary

The Ey_EM measurement calculates the y-directed electric field density (volt/meter) along a cross-sectional cut of an
EM structure at a specified layer and frequency. You can specify the vertical cross-section as a constant x or y dimension,
in cell units. This measurement quantizes the y directed E-field seen in an EM animation along this cut. Note that the
measurement values are affected by all EM port properties, including excitation amplitude, phase and termination values.
This measurement functions with EMSight only; and no advanced frequency sweep (AFS) option enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsEM SimulationEM Data Source
1 to # EM FreqsIntegerFrequency Index
1 to # of EM LayersIntegerLayer Number
Fixed X or YCoordinateList of optionsCross Sectional Cut Direction
0 to # EM cellsRealDist from Origin to Cut

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in length units.

Computational Details

The origin for the EM simulator is located in the upper left corner when viewed in two dimensions. The positive x
direction is to the right of the origin and the positive y direction is below the origin.

Options

The scroll bar at the bottom of the graph allows the phase of the excitation to be changed from zero (extreme left) to
360-degrees (extreme right), which is the range of phase values seen in the EM animation.
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Y-Directed E-Field (Volt/Meter): Ey_EM



Generalized S-Parameters: GS

Summary

The GS measurement is used to compute the generalized S-parameters of an EM structure. The forward and reverse
traveling waves in generalized S-parameters are normalized to the impedance of the port they reference rather than a
characteristic impedance.

To see the port impedance that this measurement uses during normalization, use the Zin_Port measurement.

Computational Details

The wave amplitudes of generalized S-parameters are defined as:

an = Vn
+

Z0n

bn = V−

Z0n

Each element of the scattering matrix is defined as:

Sij =
bi
a j =

Vi
−

Z0i
V j
+

Z0 j

The time average power delivered to each port is:

Pn = 1
2(|an|2 − |bn|

2)
Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency
units.
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Generalized S-Parameters: GS



X-Directed Current Density (Amp/Meter): Ix_EM

Summary

The Ix_EM measurement calculates the x-directed current density (Amp/meter) along a cross-sectional cut of an EM
structure at a specified layer and frequency. You can specify the vertical cross-section as a constant x or y dimension,
in cell units. This measurement quantizes the x directed current seen in an EM animation along this cut. Note that the
measurement values are affected by all EM port properties, including excitation amplitude, phase and termination values.
This measurement functions with EMSight only; and no advanced frequency sweep (AFS) option enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsEM SimulationEM Data Source
1 to # EM FreqsIntegerFrequency Index
1 to # of EM LayersIntegerLayer Number
Fixed X or Y CoordinateList of optionsCross Sectional Cut Direction
0 to # EM cellsRealDist from Origin to Cut

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. You can display the complex measurement as a real value by specifying the
magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check box
to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in length units.

Computational Details

The origin for the EM simulator is located in the upper left corner when viewed in two dimensions. The positive x
direction is to the right of the origin and the positive y direction is below the origin.

Options

The scroll bar at the bottom of the graph allows the phase of the excitation to be changed from zero (extreme left) to
360-degrees (extreme right), which is the range of phase values seen in the EM animation.
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Y-Directed Current Density (Amp/Meter): Iy_EM

Summary

The Iy_EM measurement calculates the y-directed current density (Amp/meter) along a cross-sectional cut of an EM
structure at a specified layer and frequency. You can specify the vertical cross-section as a constant x or y dimension,
in cell units. This measurement quantizes the current seen in an EM animation along this cut. Note that the measurement
values are affected by all EM port properties, including excitation amplitude, phase and termination values. This
measurement functions with EMSight only; and no advanced frequency sweep (AFS) option enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsEM SimulationEM Data Source
1 to # EM FreqsIntegerFrequency Index
1 to # of EM LayersIntegerLayer Number
Fixed X or Y CoordinateList of optionsCross Sectional Cut Direction
0 to # EM cellsRealDist from Origin to Cut

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. You can display the complex measurement as a real value by specifying the
magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check box
to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in length units.

Computational Details

The origin for the EM simulator is located in the upper left corner when viewed in two dimensions. The positive x
direction is to the right of the origin and the positive y direction is below the origin.

Options

The scroll bar at the bottom of the graph allows the phase of the excitation to be changed from zero (extreme left) to
360-degrees (extreme right) which is the range of phase values seen in the EM animation.
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Y-Directed Current Density (Amp/Meter): Iy_EM



Z-Directed Current Density (Amp/Meter): Iz_EM

Summary

The Iz_EM measurement calculates the z-directed current density (Amp/meter) along a cross-sectional cut of an EM
structure at a specified layer and frequency. You can specify the vertical cross-section as a constant x or y dimension,
in cell units. This measurement quantizes the current seen in an EM animation along this cut. Note that the measurement
values are affected by all EM port properties, including excitation amplitude, phase and termination values. This
measurement functions with EMSight only; and no advanced frequency sweep (AFS) option enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsEM SimulationEM Data Source
1 to # EM FreqsIntegerFrequency Index
1 to # of EM LayersIntegerLayer Number
Fixed X or Y CoordinateList of optionsCross Sectional Cut Direction
0 to # EM cellsRealDist from Origin to Cut

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. You can display the complex measurement as a real value by specifying the
magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modlify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check box
to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in length units.

Computational Details

The origin for the EM simulator is located in the upper left corner when viewed in two dimensions. The positive x
direction is to the right of the origin and the positive y direction is below the origin.

Options

The scroll bar at the bottom of the graph allows the phase of the excitation to be changed from zero (extreme left) to
360-degrees (extreme right) which is the range of phase values seen in the EM animation.
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Port Propagation Constant: K_Port

Summary

The K_Port measurement is used to compute the propagation constant for the section of line leading up to a port. When
you create a K_Port measurement, you must specify the port number. De-embedding must be enabled when measuring
the port propagation constant. If de-embedding is not enabled, the port impedance measurement issues an error message.
The K_Port measurement only works for one port on a side. If there is more than one port on a side, the port impedance
measurement issues an error message indicating this condition. This measurement does not function if the advanced
frequency sweep (AFS) option is enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Number

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency
units.
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Antenna Power Information Plot: PowInfo

Summary

The PowInfo measurement computes where the power incident on an EM structure goes. This measurement computes
the reflected power, the radiated power, and the power absorbed in the structure.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesEM Structure Name
Port LossList of OptionsPower Type

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

There are four quantities of interest regarding the power of an antenna: the incident power, the reflected/transmitted
power, the radiated power, and the absorbed power. The quantities are related by the following equation where the
incident power is the power incident on the structure, the reflected/transmitted power is the port loss, the radiated power
is the radiated power, and the absorbed power is the resistive loss.

Pincident = Port Loss + Radiated Power + Resistive Loss

The incident power is a known quantity. The port loss and radiated power are computed directly. The restive loss is
computed by subtracting the port loss and radiated loss from the incident power.

NOTE: Energy which is lost to surface waves in the substrate is not included in radiated power. This implies that this
power is included in the resistive loss, therefore, it is possible to have a resistive loss in a structure made entirely of
perfect conductors and lossless dielectrics.
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Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_AR

Summary

PPC_AR calculates axial ratio for a principal plane cut. The values of Frequency and Phi are fixed while Theta is swept
from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2
to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an
infinite ground plane.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the axial ratio along a principal plane cut. Although axial
ratio is a real value, it is returned as a complex value to remain consistent with the other antenna measurements. The
axial ratio is defined as the absolute value of the sum of right-hand circular polarization (RHCP) E-fields and left-hand
circular polarization (LHCP) E-fields divided by the difference.

Computational Details

The axial ratio is calculated as:

| ERHCP + ELHCPERHCP − ELHCP |
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Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_AR



Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_AR_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_AR” measurement,
please review this page for specific details. The difference is the measurement setup now references a subcircuit in a
schematic rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting
for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_AR” for details.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_EPhi

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep polarized along Eφ, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency
and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the
antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π
to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5 to 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):
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Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):
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The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Phi Radiation Pattern:

result = FFP( f , θ, φ) =
Eφ( f , θ, φ)
Pnorm

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Phi (φ) while sweeping Theta (θ) from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2
to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_EPhi



Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_EPhi_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_EPhi” measurement, please
review this page for specific details. The difference is the measurement setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator is supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5 to 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_EPhi” for details.
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Theta): PPC_EPhi_CKT



E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_ETheta

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep polarized along Eθ, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency
and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the
antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π
to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.
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Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2
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Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result = FFP( f , θ, φ) =
Eθ( f , θ, φ)
Pnorm

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Phi (φ) while sweeping Theta (θ) from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2
to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_ETheta



Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_ETheta_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_ETheta” measurement,
please review this page for specific details. The difference is the measurement setup now references a subcircuit in a
schematic rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting
for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

Please see “E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_ETheta” measurement for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta): PPC_ETheta_CKT



E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EX

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep in X polarization, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency
and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the
antenna, or from 90 to 270 degrees (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or from
-180 to 180 degrees (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane. Ex polarization is a linear combination of
Eθ and Eφ defined as:

Ex(θ, φ) = Eθ * cos(θ) * cos(φ) - Eφ * sin(φ)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.
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Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EX



Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are not selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (Include Resistive Losses
is selected and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

Ex Radiation Pattern:

This result is

Ex(θ, φ) /sqrt(Pnorm)

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2
radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 degrees (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or from -180 to 180 degrees (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground
plane.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the Complex Modifier as Mag. (magnitude), Angle, Real,
or Imag. (imaginary) in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting
the dB check box which displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EX



Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_EX_CKT

Summary

PPC_EX_CKT is nearly identical to the “E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EX” measurement; see that
measurement for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM
structure. PPC_EX_CKT also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected
to the EM simulation result. For restrictionswhen using in-situmeasurements, see “In-situMeasurements andAnnotations”.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EX” measurement for details.
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Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta): PPC_EX_CKT



E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EY

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep in Y polarization, this measurement fixes the values of Frequency
and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the
antenna, or from 90 to 270 degrees (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180
to 180 degrees (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane. Ey polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and
Eφ defined as:

Ey(θ, φ) = Eθ * cos(θ) * sin(φ) + Eφ * cos(φ)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EY



Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.

[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EY



Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are not selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (Include Resistive Losses
is selected and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

Ey Radiation Pattern:

The result is

Ey(θ, φ) /sqrt(Pnorm)

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2
radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 degrees (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 degrees (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground
plane.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the Complex Modifier as Mag. (magnitude), Angle, Real,
or Imag. (imaginary) in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting
the dB check box which displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EY



Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_EY_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EY” measurement; see that
measurement for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM
structure. PPC_EY_CKT also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected
to the EM simulation result. For restrictionswhen using in-situmeasurements, see “In-situMeasurements andAnnotations”.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

See “E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta): PPC_EY” measurement for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta): PPC_EY_CKT



E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_LHCP

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep in Left Hand Circular polarization, this measurement fixes the
values of Frequency and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite
ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the
antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane. Left Hand Circular polarization is a linear
combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as follows:

LHCP(θ, φ) =
Eθ − jEφ

2

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_LHCP



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_LHCP



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

result =
LHCP(θ, Φ)

Pnorm
|θ=const,−180o≤Φ≤180o

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Phi (φ) while sweeping Theta (θ) from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2
to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_LHCP



AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_LHCP



Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_LHCP_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_LHCP” measurement,
please review this page for specific details. The difference is the measurement setup now references a subcircuit in a
schematic rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting
for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

Please see “E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_LHCP” measurement for details.
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Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta): PPC_LHCP_CKT



E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_RHCP

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep in Right Hand Circular polarization, this measurement fixes the
values of Frequency and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite
ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane above the
antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane. Right Hand Circular polarization is a
linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as follows:

RHCP(θ, φ) =
Eθ + jEφ

2

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_RHCP



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_RHCP



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result =
RHCP(θ, Φ)

Pnorm
|θ=const,−180o≤Φ≤180o

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Phi (φ) while sweeping Theta (θ) from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2
to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_RHCP



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_RHCP



Circuit Driving RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_RHCP_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_RHCP” measurement,
please review this page for specific details. The difference is the measurement setup now references a subcircuit in a
schematic rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting
for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

Please see “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_RHCP” measurement for details.
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Circuit Driving RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta): PPC_RHCP_CKT



Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_TPwr

Summary

Also known as a Principal Plane Cut or Theta Sweep. This measurement captures the total power in all polarizations,
and fixes the values of Frequency and Phi while sweeping Theta from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2 to π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane
above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane. The total power is defined as
the sum of the power contained in Eθ and Eφ :

TPwr = 1
2η0

( ∣ Eθ∣2 + ∣ Eφ∣2)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_TPwr



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
for all polarizations.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_TPwr



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result =
TPwr(θ, φ)
Pnorm

∣−180o≤φ≤180o,θ=const

This measurement fixes the values of Frequency (f) and Phi (φ) while sweeping Theta (θ) from -90 to 90 degrees (-π/2
to π/2 radians) if there is an infinite ground plane below the antenna, or from 90 to 270 (π/2 to 3π/2 radians) if there is
an infinite ground plane above the antenna, or -180 to 180 (-π to π radians) if there is not an infinite ground plane.

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_TPwr



message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta):
PPC_TPwr



Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_TPwr_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_TPwr” measurement,
please review this page for specific details. The difference is the measurement setup now references a subcircuit in a
schematic rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting
for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements,
see “In-situ Measurements and Annotations”.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
0.5, or 1.0, or 2.0, or 4.0RealSweep Angle Step (deg)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

Please see “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta): PPC_RHCP” measurement for details.
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Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern
(Sweep Theta): PPC_TPwr_CKT



Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_AR

Summary

SF_AR calculates axial ratio. The values of Theta and Phi are fixed while Frequency is swept.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the axial ratio versus frequency at a fixed theta and phi
position. Although axial ratio is a real value, it is returned as a complex value to remain consistent with the other antenna
measurements. The axial ratio is defined as the absolute value of the sum of right-hand circular polarization (RHCP)
E-fields and left-hand circular polarization (LHCP) E-fields divided by the difference.

Computational Details

The axial ratio is calculated as:

| ERHCP + ELHCPERHCP − ELHCP |
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SF_AR



Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_AR_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_AR” measurement;
see that measurement for details. The difference is that SF_AR_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitEM Structure Name

N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_AR” for details.
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Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern
(Sweep Frequency): SF_AR_CKT



E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_EPhi

Summary

Also known as a Swept Frequency measurement polarized along Eφ, this measurement fixes the values of Theta and Phi
while sweeping Frequency.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the AXIEM® simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_EPhi



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_EPhi



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Phi Radiation Pattern:

result = FFP( f , θ, φ) =
Eφ( f , θ, φ)
Pnorm

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_EPhi



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_EPhi



Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_EPhi_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_EPhi” measurement; see
that measurement for details. The difference is that SF_EPhi_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_EPhi” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency): SF_EPhi_CKT



E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_ETheta

Summary

Also known as a Swept Frequency measurement polarized along Eθ, this measurement fixes the values of Theta and Phi
while sweeping Frequency.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the AXIEM® simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.
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E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_ETheta



Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_ETheta



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result = FFP( f , θ, φ) =
Eθ( f , θ, φ)
Pnorm

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.
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E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_ETheta



The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_ETheta



Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_ETheta_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_ETheta” measurement;
see that measurement for details. The difference is that SF_ETheta_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_ETheta” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency): SF_ETheta_CKT



E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX

Summary

Also known as a Swept Frequency measurement polarized along Ex, this measurement fixes the values of Theta and Phi
while sweeping Frequency. Ex polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as:

Ex(θ, φ) = Eθ * cos(θ) * cos(φ) - Eφ * sin(φ)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are not selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (Include Resistive Losses
is selected and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

Ex Radiation Pattern:

The result is

Ex(θ, φ) /sqrt(Pnorm)

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the Complex Modifier as Mag. (magnitude), Angle, Real,
or Imag. (imaginary) in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting
the dB check box which displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX



AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX



Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX_CKT

Summary

SF_EX_CKT is nearly identical to the “E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX” measurement; see that
measurement for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM
structure. SF_EX_CKT also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected
to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence®AXIEM®3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst 3D FEMEM analysis software
simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situMeasurements
and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the AXIEM simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EX” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_EX_CKT



Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EY_CKT

Summary

SF_EY_CKT is nearly identical to the “E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EY” measurement; see that
measurement for details. This measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM
structure. SF_EY_CKT also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected
to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the AXIEM simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EY” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_EY_CKT



E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EY

Summary

Also known as a Swept Frequency measurement polarized along Ey, this measurement fixes the values of Theta and Phi
while sweeping Frequency. Ey polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as:

Ey(θ, φ) = Eθ * cos(θ) * sin(φ) + Eφ * cos(φ)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-90 to 90RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EY



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are not selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (Include Resistive Losses
is selected and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

Ey Radiation Pattern:

The result is

Ey(θ, φ) /sqrt(Pnorm)

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the Complex Modifier as Mag. (magnitude), Angle, Real,
or Imag. (imaginary) in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting
the dB check box which displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.
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AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_EY



E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_LHCP

Summary

Also known as a Frequency Sweep in Left Hand Circular polarization, this measurement fixes the values of Theta and
Phi while sweeping frequency. Left Hand Circular polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as follows:

LHCP(θ, φ) =
Eθ − jEφ

2

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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NOTE: All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_LHCP



[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

result =
LHCP(θ, Φ)

Pnorm
|θ=const,−180o≤Φ≤180o

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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Circuit Driving E-LHCPRadiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_LHCP_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_LHCP” measurement;
see that measurement for details. The difference is that SF_LHCP_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_LHCP” for details.
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Circuit Driving E-LHCPRadiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency): SF_LHCP_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi measurement calculates the direction of the peak phi component (E-Phi) of the electric field
antenna pattern. The measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection
losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_Ephi and PPC_EPhi which plot the EPhi
component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements contains
diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Phi
Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi



Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi measurement. The
difference is that this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This
measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM
simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_Ephi_CKT and
PPC_EPhi_CKTwhich plot the EPhi component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation
on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):

SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta measurement calculates the direction of the peak theta component (E-Theta) of the electric
field antenna pattern. The measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection
losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_Etheta and PPC_ETheta which plot the
ETheta component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta measurement. The
difference is that this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This
measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM
simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_ETheta_CKT and
PPC_ETheta_CKT which plot the ETheta component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep

frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_EX

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_EXmeasurement calculates the direction of the peak X component (Ex) of the electric field antenna
pattern. The measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, you can include resistive losses and
reflection losses in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_EX and PPC_EX which plot the Ex
component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help for these measurements contains diagrams
showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_EX



Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-X Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_EX_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_EX_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_EX measurement. This
measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. SF_Peak_Angle_EX_CKT
also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation
result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna patternmeasurements Con_EX_CKT and PPC_EX_CKT
which plot the Ex component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):

SF_Peak_Angle_EX_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_EY

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_EYmeasurement calculates the direction of the peak Y component (Ey) of the electric field antenna
pattern. This measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, you can include resistive losses and
reflection losses in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_EY and PPC_EY which plot the Ey
component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help for these measurements contains diagrams
showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_EY



Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_EY_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_EY_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_EY measurement. This
measurement setup references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. SF_Peak_Angle_EY_CKT
also allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation
result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna patternmeasurements Con_EY_CKT and PPC_EY_CKT
which plot the Ey component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):

SF_Peak_Angle_EY_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_LHCPmeasurement calculates the direction of the peak LHCP component (E-LHCP) of the electric
field antenna pattern. The measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection
losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_LHCP and PPC_LHCP which plot the
LHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-LHCPRadiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP measurement. The
difference is that this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This
measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM
simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_LHCP_CKT and
PPC_LHCP_CKT which plot the LHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_RHCPmeasurement calculates the direction of the peak RHCP component (E-RHCP) of the electric
field antenna pattern. The measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection
losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_RHCP and PPC_RHCP which plot the
RHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.

4–118 AWR Design Environment

Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-RHCP
Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP



Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-RHCPRadiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP measurement. The
difference is that this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This
measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM
simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_RHCP_CKT and
PPC_RHCP_CKT which plot the RHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP_CKT



Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr measurement calculates the direction of the peak Total Power component (TPwr) of the
electric field antenna pattern. The measurement can output either the phi or theta angle. Optionally, resistive losses and
reflection losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_TPwr and PPC_TPwr which plot the Total
Power component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak Total Power
Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr



Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak Total Power Radiation
Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr measurement. The
difference is that this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This
measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM
simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
Phi or ThetaList of OptionsAngle Type
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The phi or theta value is in degrees.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_TPwr_CKT and
PPC_TPwr_CKT which plot the Total Power component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Phi or Theta Angle Location of
Peak Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr_CKT



Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_EPhi

Summary

The SF_Peak_EPhi measurement calculates the peak value of the phi component of the electric field (E-Phi) of the
electric field antenna pattern. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_Ephi and PPC_EPhi which plot the EPhi
component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements contains
diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_EPhi



Circuit Driving Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_EPhi_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_EPhi_CKTmeasurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_EPhi measurement. The difference is that this
measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows
you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_Ephi_CKT and
PPC_EPhi_CKTwhich plot the EPhi component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation
on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_EPhi_CKT



Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_ETheta

Summary

The SF_Peak_ETheta measurement calculates the peak value of the theta component of the electric field (ETheta) of the
electric field antenna pattern. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_Etheta and PPC_ETheta which plot the
ETheta component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_ETheta



Circuit Driving Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_ETheta_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_ETheta_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_ETheta measurement. The difference is
that this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement
allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_ETheta_CKT and
PPC_ETheta_CKT which plot the ETheta component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_ETheta_CKT



Peak E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_EX

Summary

The SF_Peak_EX measurement calculates the peak value of the X component of the electric field (Ex) of the electric
field antenna pattern. Optionally, you can include resistive losses and reflection losses in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_EX and PPC_EX which plot the Ex
component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help on these measurements contains diagrams
showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_EX



Circuit Driving Peak E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_EX_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_EX_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_EX measurement. This measurement setup
references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. SF_Peak_EX_CKT also allows you to
view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna patternmeasurements Con_EX_CKT and PPC_EX_CKT
which plot the Ex component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak E-X Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_EX_CKT



Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_EY

Summary

The SF_Peak_EY measurement calculates the peak value of the Y component of the electric field (Ey) of the electric
field antenna pattern. Optionally, you can include resistive losses and reflection losses in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_EY and PPC_EY which plot the Ey
component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help on these measurements contains diagrams
showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_EY



Circuit Driving Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_EY_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_EY_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_EY measurement. This measurement setup
references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. SF_Peak_EY_CKT also allows you to
view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result..

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna patternmeasurements Con_EY_CKT and PPC_EY_CKT
which plot the Ey component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The Help on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports (for example, arrays), the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_EY_CKT



Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_LHCP

Summary

The SF_Peak_LHCP measurement calculates the peak value of the LHCP component of the electric field (E-LHCP) of
the electric field antenna pattern. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_LHCP and PPC_LHCP which plot the
LHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_LHCP



Circuit Driving Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_LHCP_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_LHCP_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_LHCP measurement. The difference is that
this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows
you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_LHCP_CKT and
PPC_LHCP_CKT which plot the LHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_LHCP_CKT



Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_RHCP

Summary

The SF_Peak_RHCP measurement calculates the peak value of the RHCP component of the electric field (E-RHCP) of
the electric field antenna pattern. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_RHCP and PPC_RHCP which plot the
RHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_RHCP



Circuit Driving Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_RHCP_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_RHCP_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_RHCP measurement. The difference is that
this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows
you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_RHCP_CKT and
PPC_RHCP_CKT which plot the RHCP component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern
(Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_RHCP_CKT



Peak Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_TPwr

Summary

The SF_Peak_TPwr measurement calculates the peak value of the Total Power component of the electric field (TPwr)
of the electric field antenna pattern. Optionally, resistive losses and reflection losses can be included in the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or dB of the magnitude is used.

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the antenna pattern measurements Con_TPwr and PPC_TPwr which plot the Total
Power component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The documentation on these measurements
contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The excitations of the ports are set in the EM Ports Properties dialog box using the Power
(dBm) and Phase (Deg) values. See “EM Ports Properties Dialog Box” for details.
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Peak Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency): SF_Peak_TPwr



Circuit Driving Peak Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency):
SF_Peak_TPwr_CKT

Summary

The SF_Peak_TPwr_CKT measurement is nearly identical to the SF_Peak_TPwr measurement. The difference is that
this measurement references a subcircuit in a schematic rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows
you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result..

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASubcircuit or Extract IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses
N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
See aFrequencySweep Freq

aThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Normally, the magnitude or the magnitude in dB is used

Computational Details

This measurement is closely related to the circuit driven antenna pattern measurements Con_TPwr_CKT and
PPC_TPwr_CKT which plot the Total Power component of the pattern by sweeping over the phi or theta angles. The
documentation on these measurements contains diagrams showing the various definitions of the various angles and
directions involved.

For antennas with multiple ports, for example arrays, the pattern depends on the relative magnitude and phase of the
power coming into each port. The power coming into each port is determined by the driving circuitry in the selected
schematic.
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Circuit Driving Peak Total Power Radiation
Pattern (Sweep frequency): SF_Peak_TPwr_CKT



E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_RHCP

Summary

Also known as a Frequency Sweep in Right Hand Circular polarization, this measurement fixes the values of Theta and
Phi while sweeping frequency. Right Hand Circular polarization is a linear combination of Eθ and Eφ defined as follows:

RHCP(θ, φ) =
Eθ + jEφ

2

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_RHCP



NOTE: All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
and polarization.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result =
RHCP(θ, Φ)

Pnorm
|θ=const,−180o≤Φ≤180o

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.

The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.
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AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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Circuit Driving E-RHCPRadiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_RHCP_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_RHCP” measurement;
see that measurement for details. The difference is that SF_RHCP_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand-alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: AXIEM® and Analyst™ are the supported simulators for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ
measurements, see “In-situ Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_RHCP” for details.
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Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_TPwr

Summary

Also known as a Frequency Sweep which captures the total power in all polarizations, this measurement fixes the values
of Phi and Theta while sweeping frequency. The total power is defined as the sum of the power contained in Eθ and Eφ:

TPwr = 1
2η0

( ∣ Eθ∣2 + ∣ Eφ∣2)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.
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NOTE: All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value which represents the normalized far field radiation in the specified direction
for all polarizations.

Definitions

Average Radiation Intensity (ARI):

Prad( f )
4π = 1

8π ∫0
2π

∫
0

π

Re[Eθ( f , θ, φ)Hφ
*( f , θ, φ) − Eφ( f , θ, φ)Hθ

*( f , θ, φ)]sin(θ)dθdφ =

= 1
η0

1
8π ∫0

2π

∫
0

π

∣ Eφ( f , θ, φ) ∣2 + ∣ Eθ( f , θ, φ) ∣2sin(θ)dθdφ;

where

η0 =
μ0
ε0 = 119.9169832π

[Ω](impedance of free space)

Total Reflected Power (TRP): Prefl

Assuming you have an antenna with N feeding voltage sources

{V i}i=1
N ;

you solve the corresponding electromagnetic problem and obtain the values of the corresponding Scattering Matrix.

{Sij}i,j=1
N ;

{ai}i=1
N ;

ai = V i
Zi
*

(Zi* + Zi) Re(Zi)
;

where

{Zi}i=1
N ;

are internal impedances of the sources.
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[S11 S12 S13 … S1N
S21 S22 S23 … S2N

⋱
SN1 SN2 SN3 … SNN

][a1a2aN] = [b1b2bN]
Prefl =

1
2∑i=1

N ∣ bi ∣2

Normalized Far Field Radiation Pattern (FFP):

The Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box includes Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options
for antenna measurements.

The antenna far-field radiation pattern is normalized by:

• the average radiation intensity (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are not
selected)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna (the Include Resistive
Losses option is selected and the Include Reflection/Coupling Losses option is not selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ))

• the average radiation intensity plus the ohmic losses in the metal components of the antenna, plus the total reflected
power (the Include Resistive Losses and Include Reflection/Coupling Losses options are both selected.)

Pnorm = 1
4π (Prad( f ) + Pres( f ) + Prefl( f ))

E-Theta Radiation Pattern:

result =
TPwr(θ, φ)
Pnorm

∣−180o≤φ≤180o,θ=const

This measurement fixes the values of Phi (φ) and Theta (θ) while sweeping Frequency (f).

The result is an equivalent wave variable in the specified direction, such that |result|2 is the partial directivity in that
particular direction. This allows you to create arrays of these elements by directly adding the complex results of multiple
elements. The result can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which
displays 20 log(|result|). The independent axis for this measurement is in angle units.

EMSight NOTE: During Prad computation a progress bar may display to warn you that a lengthy computation is in
progress at the specified frequency. The bar window may display an "Increased Accuracy Required: dAng=value."
message. This message delivers a warning that the average power is repeatedly computed at increased accuracy and the
angular step used in numerical integration was reduced by half.
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The phase center of the measurement is located at the center of the top surface of the enclosure.

AXIEM NOTE: The phase center of the measurement is located at the x=0, y=0 at the bottom boundary.
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Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency):
SF_TPwr_CKT

Summary

This measurement is nearly identical to the “Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_TPwr” measurement;
see that measurement for details. The difference is that SF_TPwr_CKT setup now references a subcircuit in a schematic
rather than a stand alone EM structure. This measurement allows you to view an antenna pattern accounting for the other
circuit parameters connected to the EM simulation result.

NOTE: The Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator and Cadence Analyst™ 3D FEM EM analysis
software simulator are supported for this annotation. For restrictions when using in-situ measurements, see “In-situ
Measurements and Annotations”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
N/ASubcircuitExcitation circuit
N/ASUBCKT or EXTRACT IdId
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

N/ACheck boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90 if there is an infinite ground
plane below the antenna, or 90 to 180 if

RealTheta (degrees)

there is an infinite ground plane above
the antenna, or 0 to 180 if there is not an
infinite ground plane.
-180 to 180RealPhi (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
See bFrequencySweep Freq

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this, AXIEM does.)
bThese parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring
these parameters.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

See “Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency): SF_TPwr” for details.
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TE Mode Resonance: TE_Mode

Summary

The TE_Modemeasurement is used to determine if there is a TEmode resonance in the frequency band where the analysis
is performed. The TE_Mode measurement automatically sweeps over a frequency range somewhat larger than the
frequency range specified for the EM analysis. Themode index number for the TEmodemust be set when themeasurement
is created (mode index M and mode index N). The mode measurement is specified as a sum of input impedances Zdown
and Zup, where the impedances are the corresponding TEmode impedances looking down and up from an arbitrary point
in the dielectric stackup. The stackup is viewed as a z-directed set of transmission lines. The enclosure is resonant when
the impedance looking up and the negative of the impedance looking down are equal. Under this condition, the mode
measurement indicates an infinite value (a large finite value is used to represent infinity). This measurement functions
with EMSight only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 90IntegerMode Index M
0 to 90IntegerMode Index N

NOTE: All measurements have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency units.
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TM Mode Resonance: TM_Mode

Summary

The TM_Mode measurement is used to determine if there is a TM mode resonance in the frequency band where the
analysis is performed. The TM_Mode measurement automatically sweeps over a frequency range somewhat larger than
the frequency range specified for the EM analysis. The mode index number for the TM mode must be set when the
measurement is created (mode index M and mode index N). The mode measurement is specified as a sum of input
impedances Zdown and Zup, where the impedances are the corresponding TM mode impedances looking down and up
from an arbitrary point in the dielectric stackup. The stackup is viewed as a z-directed set of transmission lines. The
enclosure is resonant when the impedance looking up and the negative of the impedance looking down are equal. Under
this condition, the mode measurement indicates an infinite value (a large finite value is used to represent infinity). This
measurement functions with EMSight only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
1 to 90IntegerMode Index M
1 to 90IntegerMode Index N

NOTE: All measurements have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency units.
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Port Impedance: Zin_Port

Summary

The Zin_Port measurement is used to compute the impedance of the section of line leading up to a port. When you create
a Zin_Port measurement, you must specify the port number. De-embedding must be enabled when measuring the port
impedances. If de-embedding is not enabled, the port impedance measurement issues an error message. The impedance
definition used for defining the port impedance is:

Zport=V/I

where V is the potential from the port conductor to ground and I is the current flowing into the port. The Zin_Port
measurement only works for one port on a side. If there is more than one port on a side then the port impedance
measurement issues an error message indicating this condition. This measurement does not function if the advanced
frequency sweep (AFS) option is enabled.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Number

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency
units.
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Generate AM to AM/PM at Fundamental: AMtoAMPMF

Summary

AMtoAMPMF writes swept power measurements from simulations.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASchematic, Data File, or EM structureData Source Name
N/AStringPower Output Component
AM, PM, AM/PMList of TypesOutput Data Type
N/AStringFile Name
True or FalseCheck boxWrite into Project Data Files

Parameter Details

Data Source Name. Name of the data source. Can be a schematic, data file, or EM structure.

Power Output Component.Where the measurements are taken in the data source.

Output Data Type:

• When Output Data Type is AM, the measurement writes the power out as a function of power in.

• When Output Data Type is PM, the measurement writes the AM to PM conversion of the circuit, computing the phase
angle of the output voltage as a function of power in.

• When Output Data Type is AM/PM, the measurement writes both the output power and phase of the output voltage as
a function of the power in.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the Data
Source Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file name.
The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Write into Project Data Files.When selected, the datafile is written into the project rather than to disk.

Results

This measurement writes a swept power file for the data source with the specified options.

The following list shows a sample AM to AM output data file of a 2-port circuit, where Port 1 is the input port and Port
2 is the output port. The first column represents the power into Port 1, while the second column represents power at Port
2. Columns are tab delimited. Lines beginning with "!" are comments. "Scalar" specifies the data as real numbers. "dBm"
specifies the data units and identifies the data as power.

! AM to AM characteristics
! Pout(dBm) vs. Pin(dBm)
Pin(Scalar,dBm) Pout(Scalar,dBm)
10 2.39504
11 3.38024
12 4.36178
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13 5.33884
14 6.31039
15 7.27524
16 8.232
17 9.17907
18 10.1147
19 11.0368
20 11.9434
21 12.8324
22 13.7016
23 14.5491
24 15.3731
25 16.1722

The following list shows a sample AM to PM output data file of a 2-port circuit, where Port 1 is the input port and Port
2 is the output port. The first column represents the power into Port 1, while the second column represents the angle of
the voltage component at Port 2. Columns are tab delimited. Lines beginning with "!" are comments. "Scalar" specifies
the data as real numbers. "dBm" specifies the input power data units and identifies it as power. "deg" specifies the output
voltage data units and identifies it as angle.

! AM to PM characteristics
! PhaseOut(degrees) vs. Pin(dBm)
Pin(Scalar,dBm) Vout(Scalar,deg)
10 -61.0959
11 -61.1489
12 -61.2147
13 -61.2963
14 -61.397
15 -61.5208
16 -61.6722
17 -61.856
18 -62.0776
19 -62.3424
20 -62.6557
21 -63.0224
22 -63.4464
23 -63.9304
24 -64.4756
25 -65.0811

The following list shows a sample AM to AM/PM output data file of a 2-port circuit, where Port 1 is the input port and
Port 2 is the output port. The first column represents the power into Port 1, while the second column represents the output
power at Port 2. The third column represents the angle of the voltage component at Port 2. Columns are tab delimited.
Lines beginning with "!" are comments. "Scalar" identifies the data as real numbers. "Mag" and "Phs" identify the data
as the magnitude and phase components of complex-valued data.

! AM to AM and PM characteristics
! Pout(dBm) and Phase(Vout,deg) vs. Pin(dBm)
Pin(Scalar,dBm) Pout(Mag,dBm) Vout(Phs,deg)
10 2.39504 -61.0959
11 3.38024 -61.1489
12 4.36178 -61.2147
13 5.33884 -61.2963
14 6.31039 -61.397
15 7.27524 -61.5208
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16 8.23200 -61.6722
17 9.17907 -61.856
18 10.1147 -62.0776
19 11.0368 -62.3424
20 11.9434 -62.6557
21 12.8324 -63.0224
22 13.7016 -63.4464
23 14.5491 -63.9304
24 15.3731 -64.4756
25 16.1722 -65.0811
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Write E-Field Radiation Pattern to File: AntPat_EF

Summary

This measurement computes the far-field Eθ and Eφ as a function of swept Theta and Phi, and writes the data to a file.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM structureEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

Check boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90DegreesTheta Step (degrees)
0 to 90DegreesPhi Step (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
N/AStringFile Name
N/ACheck boxWrite into Project Data Files

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)

Parameter Details

EM Structure Name. Name of the EM structure.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the EM
Structure Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file
name. The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Write into Project Data Files.When selected, the datafile is written into the project rather than to disk.

Result

Files created by AntPat_EF are compatible with ANTENNA. The data this measurement generates is the same as the
data output by the Con_EPhi, Con_ETheta, PPC_EPhi, and PPC_ETheta antenna measurements, but with both theta and
phi swept.
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Write Total Power Radiation Pattern to File: AntPat_TPwrF

Summary

This measurement captures the total far-field power in all polarizations as a function of swept Theta and Phi, and writes
the data to a file. The total power is defined as the sum of the power contained in Eθ and Eφ.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AEM structureEM Structure Name
N/ACheck boxInclude Resistive Losses a

Check boxInclude Reflection/Coupling Losses
0 to 90DegreesTheta Step (degrees)
0 to 90DegreesPhi Step (degrees)
N/ACheck boxUse Interpolated Data
N/ACheck boxOutput Axial Ratio into File
N/AStringFile Name
N/ACheck boxWrite into Project Data Files

aNOTE: Some solvers do not support the calculation of resistive loss. If the selected solver does not support this option an error message displays if
you select it. (EMSight does not support this; the Cadence® AXIEM® 3D planar EM analysis simulator does.)

Parameter Details

EM Structure Name. Name of the EM structure.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the EM
Structure Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file
name. The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Write into Project Data Files.When selected, the datafile is written into the project rather than to disk.

Result

Files created by AntPat_TPwrF are compatible with ANTENNA. The data this measurement generates is the same as
the data output by the PPC_TPwr and Con_TPwr antenna measurements, but with both theta and phi swept.
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Write Envelope Data to File: ENVELOPEF

Summary

ENVELOPEFwrites the time-varying complex envelope of the voltage around the specified RF carrier in Circuit Envelope
analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component parameter. If this parameter specifies a node,
then the voltage measured is the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component parameter
specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured is the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

StringFile Name
True or FalseCheckboxWrite into Project Data Files

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Parameter Details

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the Data
Source Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file name.
The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Write into Project Data Files.When selected, the datafile is written into the project rather than to disk.

Result

This measurement writes an IQ datafile containing the complex envelope of the voltage around the specified RF carrier.
The first column is the Circuit Envelope analysis time and the second and third columns are the in-phase and quadrature
components of the voltage envelope. The datafile written by this measurement can be used by the Cadence® Visual
System Simulator™ (VSS) communications and radar systems design software source SRC_C.
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Generate LVS File: LVS

Summary

LVS measurements generate an LVS netlist for the circuit schematic specified in Data Source Name. LVS measurements
generate LVS files for the following formats: default, Assura®, Calibre®, DiVA, Dracula®, DWT, Hercules, ICED,
Silvaco, and Tanner. For more information about layout versus schematic (LVS) checks, see “LVS (Layout vs Schematic)
”.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

An LVS netlist text file is created in the same directory as the project.
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Write Measurement Data to MATLAB File: MATLAB

Summary

The "MATLAB" Output File measurement provides a way to write the results from an existing measurement into "MAT"
(*.mat) binary data files, which MATLAB can read directly.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AMeasurementMeasurement
N/AStringX Variable Name (for MAT file)
N/AStringY Variable Name (for MAT file)
N/AIntegerAppend to File
N/AStringFile Name

Parameter Details

Measurement. Click the Browse (...) button to choose from existing measurements or add a new one.

X Variable Name (for MAT file). The vectors/matrices stored in a MAT file must each be assigned a unique variable
name. (The data is assigned to that variable when the file is loaded intoMATLAB.) This parameter sets the X (independent)
variable name.

Y Variable Name (for MAT file). The vectors/matrices stored in a MAT file must each be assigned a unique variable
name. (The data is assigned to that variable when the file is loaded intoMATLAB.) This parameter sets the Y (dependent)
variable name.

Append to File. Normally the MATLAB measurement overwrites any existing data file, but this option provides a
method for writing multiple measurements into a single file. When this option is selected, if the MATLABmeasurement
finds an existing file it checks whether there is already a variable with the Y Variable Name in the file. If so, it overwrites
the file, otherwise it appends the data.

File Name. Specify the MAT file name by typing it or by clicking the Browse (...) button and selecting it. The Select
File Name dialog box creates an absolute path to the file. If you enter a relative path, it is relative to the location of the
project (.emp) file. (If only a file name is provided, then the file is located in the same directory as the project file.)

Results

This measurement writes a .mat file readable by MATLAB.
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Generate Netlist: NETDMP

Summary

NETDMP generates an AWR netlist for the circuit schematic specified in Data Source Name.

NOTE: The netlist generated is not an AWR simulation netlist. The netlist is meant to be a tool for text-based visual
inspection of the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

An AWR netlist text file is created in the same directory as the project.
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Generate Touchstone, MDIF, or MATLAB File: NPORTF

Summary

NPORTF writes port parameter files from simulations. NPORTF can output Touchstone (Version 1.0 or Version 2.0),
MDIF, Generalized MDIF, or MATLAB files.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASchematic, Data File, or EM structureData Source Name
S, Y, ZList of TypesParameter Type
RI, MA, DBList of TypesFormat
1 - 15IntegerPrecision
0 to 1e6RealRef. Impedance

Check boxWrite Noise for Active Source
Auto, Touchstone, MDIF, Generic
MDIF, MATLAB, Touchstone V2.0

List of TypesFile Type

NAStringFile Name
True or FalseCheck boxWrite into Project Data Files

Parameter Details

Data Source Name. Name of the data source. Can be a schematic, data file, or EM structure.

Parameter Type. Specifies to write S-, Y-, or Z-parameters.

Format. Specifies the file data format (Real and Imaginary, Magnitude and Angle, or dB and Angle).

Precision. The maximum number of digits to include in matrix entries.

Reference Impedance. The reference impedance of the Touchstone file. This can be set to zero, and the reference
impedance is then taken from the termination impedance of port 1 in the data source. For V2.0 Touchstone S-parameter
files, the termination impedances of all the ports is used when this is set to zero.

Write Noise for Active SourceNoise parameters are only written to the output file for non-passive two-port data sources.
If this option is cleared, the noise parameters are omitted.

File Type:

• Auto. Automatically selects the File Type based on the number of ports and sweeps in the source document. If the
source document has only frequency sweeps, then a Touchstone file is created. If the source documents has sweeps
other than frequency, then either an MDIF or a Generic MDIF is created. An MDIF is created if the structure has two
ports, and a GMDIF is created if the structure has more than two ports.

• Touchstone. Creates a Touchstone file.

• MDIF. Creates an MDIF file.

• GMDIF. Creates a generic MDIF file.
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• MATLAB. Creates a MAT file. The variable names written into the file are "F" for frequency, "S"/"Y"/"Z" for the
network parameter data, and "Ci" for noise correlation data.

• Touchstone V2.0. Creates a Version 2.0 Touchstone file.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the Data
Source Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file name.
The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Write into Project Data Files.When this is selected, the datafile is written into the project rather than to disk. (This
option is not valid for MATLAB files.)

Results

This measurement writes a port parameter file for the data source with the specified options.

Computational Details

Noise Data. Noise data is automatically computed and is written in active two-port files. This applies to Touchstone,
MDIF, and MATLAB files, not generic MDIF.
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Generate Spectrum File: PharmF

Summary

PharmF writes a power spectrum as an external file. The file includes the frequency, the corresponding power, and the
phase of the voltage.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASchematic, Data File, or EM structureData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AStringFile Name

Parameter Details

Data Source Name. Name of the data source (schematic, data file, or EM structure).

Measurement Component.Where the measurements are taken in the data source.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the Data
Source Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file name.
The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Results

This measurement writes a spectrum file for the data source with the specified options.

The following list shows a sample spectrum output data file. The first column represents the frequency point; the second
column represents the magnitude of the power spectrum in dBm; the third column represents the phase angle of the
voltage at the output port. The number "27" on the second line indicates the total number of data elements in the file.
Lines beginning with "#" are comments.

# Power Spectrum Characteristics
27
#Freq, Mag(dBm) Angle(degrees)
0, -148.062, 0
1e+09, 0.975752, -179.529
2e+09, -29.2447, -178.982
3e+09, -49.0097, 1.17563
4e+09, -71.3598, 1.37758
5e+09, -91.4971, 1.72317
6e+09, -113.469, 2.08194
7e+09, -137.654, 2.45836
8e+09, -165.412, 2.91104
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Generate Spice Netlist Equivalent: SpiceF

Summary

SpiceF writes an extracted RLC equivalent circuit to a Spice Netlist File.

NOTE: This SPICE extraction output file is part of an obsolete method for generating an RLC netlist from an EM
structure. New transient simulator integrations addmore advancedmethods for incorporating EM structures, S-parameters,
transmission lines, and other frequency-dependent models into transient simulators.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASchematic, Data File, or EM structureData Source Name
0-1DoubleMax S-Parameter Error
N/AStringFile Name

Parameter Details

Data Source Name. Name of the data source. Can be a schematic, data file, or EM structure.

Max S-Parameter Error. The maximum allowable error in S-parameters.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the Data
Source Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file
name. The file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Results

This measurement writes a SPICE netlist file for the data source with the specified options.
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Write Total Power for All Elements to File: TOT_PWRF

Summary

TOT_PWRF writes the total power dissipation for all elements in the schematic hierarchy to a file or to the project Data
Files.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitTop Level Schematic
>0DoubleZero threshold (W)
N/AStringSearch pattern
N/AStringFile Name
True or FalseCheck boxWrite into project Data Files

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Parameter Details

Data Source Name. Name of the data source. Can only be a schematic.

Zero threshold. Values below the zero threshold are removed from the list.

File Name.When left blank, the file is created in the directory of the project with a file name that is the same as the Data
Source Name, with the proper extension. File Name can also be an absolute path, or specified as the root of the file name.
This file is overwritten during subsequent simulations.

Write into Project Data Files.When selected, the datafile is written into the project rather than to disk.

Result

This measurement writes a power dissipation file for the data source.

The following list shows a sample TOT_PWRF data file of a hierarchical 2-port circuit. The first column represents the
power dissipation of all elements in the schematic hierarchy. DCVS.V1 and PORT_1 are at the top level of the hierarchy
while S1\S1\S2\cmc:asmhemt.FET1 is an asmhemt element three levels down in the schematic hierarchy. The second
column represents the total power dissipation in the element in Watts. The total power dissipation is not just the DC
power. This measurement accounts for RF power entering and leaving the element. TOT_PWRF is only for a single
frequency and power level as identified in the header of the file.

! Schematic Document = 'rf'
! Output Measurement = 'TOT_PWRF'
! Sweep Freq = '1' GHz
! Port_1 Power = '15' dBm

DCVS.V1 1.20434e-09
DCVS.V2 2.09159
PORT_1 -0.00786008
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PORT_2 0.774535
S1\AWR_GAN_VIA.BVIA1 0.00016446
S1\AWR_GAN_VIA.BVIA2 0.00016446
S1\S1\S1\cmc:asmhemt.FET1 0.329994
S1\S1\S2\cmc:asmhemt.FET1 0.329995
S1\S1\S4\MCURVE$.TL5 5.5633e-05
S1\S1\S4\MCURVE$.TL6 5.56331e-05
S1\S1\S4\MLIN.TL1 0.0003053
S1\S1\S4\MLIN.TL3 2.86218e-05
S1\S1\S4\MLIN.TL4 2.86218e-05
S1\S1\S4\MLIN.TL7 7.63256e-05
S1\S1\S4\MLIN.TL8 7.63258e-05
S1\S1\S4\MTEE$.TL2 5.46841e-07
S1\S1\SUBCKT.S1 0.329994
S1\S1\SUBCKT.S2 0.329995
S1\S1\SUBCKT.S3 2.2051e-05
S1\S1\SUBCKT.S4 0.000627008
S1\S2\S1\cmc:asmhemt.FET1 0.329994
S1\S2\S2\cmc:asmhemt.FET1 0.329995
S1\S2\S4\MCURVE$.TL5 5.5633e-05
S1\S2\S4\MCURVE$.TL6 5.56331e-05
S1\S2\S4\MLIN.TL1 0.0003053
S1\S2\S4\MLIN.TL3 2.86218e-05
S1\S2\S4\MLIN.TL4 2.86218e-05
S1\S2\S4\MLIN.TL7 7.63256e-05
S1\S2\S4\MLIN.TL8 7.63258e-05
S1\S2\S4\MTEE$.TL2 5.46842e-07
S1\S2\SUBCKT.S1 0.329994
S1\S2\SUBCKT.S2 0.329995
S1\S2\SUBCKT.S3 2.2051e-05
S1\S2\SUBCKT.S4 0.000627008
S1\S3\MCURVE$.TL5 7.32868e-06
S1\S3\MCURVE$.TL6 7.32868e-06
S1\S3\MLIN.TL1 3.99801e-05
S1\S3\MLIN.TL3 1.49832e-05
S1\S3\MLIN.TL4 1.49832e-05
S1\S3\MLIN.TL7 9.93742e-06
S1\S3\MLIN.TL8 9.93742e-06
S1\S4\MCURVE$.TL5 0.000227752
S1\S4\MCURVE$.TL6 0.000227752
S1\S4\MLIN.TL1 0.0012212
S1\S4\MLIN.TL3 0.00045795
S1\S4\MLIN.TL4 0.00045795
S1\S4\MLIN.TL7 0.000305299
S1\S4\MLIN.TL8 0.000305299
S1\S4\MTEE$.TL2 2.18752e-06
S1\SUBCKT.S1 0.660637
S1\SUBCKT.S2 0.660637
S1\SUBCKT.S3 0.000104479
S1\SUBCKT.S4 0.00320539
SUBCKT.S1 1.32491
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Chain Matrix (ABCD-parameters): ABCD

Summary

The ABCD-parameters represent the chain matrix parameters for a two-port. An example two-port ABCD matrix is
given as:

[v1i1] = [A B
C D][

v2
−i2]

This measurement applies to 2-port circuits only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 2IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 2IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Auxiliary Stability Factor: B1

Summary

B1 is the supplemental stability factor for a two-port, defined as:

B1 = 1+|S11|
2-|S22|

2-|Δ|2

where Δ is defined for the K measurement, see “Stability Factor: K”. The necessary and sufficient conditions for
unconditional stability are:

K>1 and B1>0

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring B1(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Capacitance of Input as a Parallel RC: C_PRC

Summary

C_PRC can be used to compute the capacitance value of a parallel resistor/capacitor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Cunknown.

Zin = Runknown||
1

j ω Cunknown
=

Runknown
1

j ω Cunknown

Runknown +
1

j ω Cunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in capacitance units.
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Capacitance of Input as a Series RC: C_SRC

Summary

C_SRC can be used to compute the capacitance value of a series resistor/capacitor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Cunknown.

Zin = Runknown +
1

j ω Cunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in capacitance units.

Computational Details

The capacitance is calculated as follows:

C = −1
ω · imag(Z)

where Z is the calculated complex impedance looking into the specified port and ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2·π·f,
where f is the simulation frequency).
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Noise Correlation Matrix: Ci

Summary

Ci computes the N-port current correlation matrix of a linear (or DC-linearized nonlinear) network. The correlation
matrix is normalized to 4kT0, where T0=290K.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

Computational Details

This measurement computes the current correlation matrix of an N-port. For a 2-port, for example, this matrix takes the
form:

C = [ In12̄ In1In2
*̄

In2In1
*̄ In2

2̄ ]
The circuit equivalent of a noisy 2-port represented by its current correlation matrix is illustrated as follows.

In1
2 Noiseless 2-port In2

2
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Common Mode Rejection Ratio for Smm: CMRR

Summary

CMRR computes the ratio of differential mode gain to commonmode gain based on Smm. For instance, in a four physical
port, two logical port device, CMRR is computed as:

CMRR =
Sdd21
Scc21

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerDiff\SE To Port
1 to 1000IntegerDiff\SE From Port
1 to 1000IntegerNumber of Differential Ports
Sequential, SymmetricalList of optionsDifferential Pair Grouping

These parameters are described in Smm.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Noise Voltage Correlation Matrix: Cv

Summary

Cv computes the N-port noise voltage correlation matrix of a linear (or DC-linearized nonlinear) network. The correlation
matrix is normalized to 4kTM0, where T0=290K.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude (Mag.), Angle, Real or imaginary (Imag.) component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
real value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box in this dialog box.

Computational Details

This measurement computes the voltage correlation matrix of an N-port. For a 2-port, for example, this matrix takes the
form:

C = (Y-1)Ci(YH(-1))

Where YH is the Hermetian of Y matrix and Ci is Noise Current Correlation matrix. See Ci measurement help for more
details.
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Change in Magnitude Over a Bandwidth: DMAGB

Summary

DMAGB determines the change (max-min) in magnitude of Sij over a user-specified bandwidth, BW. If you specify
BW=0 the whole simulation frequency range is used, and the single ripple value is plotted over the full range. When 0
< BW < Fstop-Fstart, the ripple is measured in a sliding window from Fi to Fi + BW, and plotted vs. Fi; where Fi takes
on the frequency sweep values from Fstart to Fstop-BW.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port
0 to 1e12RealBW (Hz)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Change in Phase Over a Bandwidth: DPHSB

Summary

DPHSB determines the change (max-min) in phase of Sij over a user-specified bandwidth, BW. If you specify BW=0
the whole simulation frequency range is used, and the single resulting value is plotted over the full range. When 0 < BW
< Fstop-Fstart, the change is measured in a sliding window from Fi to Fi + BW, and plotted vs. Fi; where Fi takes on the
frequency sweep values from Fstart to Fstop-BW. You can choose how the phase is modified before computation:
"Unwrapped" or "Deviation from Linear" phase.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port
0 to 1e12RealBW (Hz)
"Unwrapped" or "Deviation from
Linear"

List of optionsPhase Modification

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in angle units.
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G-Parameters: G

Summary

The G-parameters are the inverse of the hybrid parameters for a two-port. An example two-port G-parameter matrix is
given as:

[i1v2] = [
g11 g12
g21 g22][

v1
i2]

This measurement is applicable to 2-port circuits only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 2IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 2IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Available Gain: GA

Summary

The available gain (also known as the available power gain) is the ratio of the power available from the network to the
power available from the source. The available gain is given by

GA = PAvailable from the network / PAvailable from the source

The available gain is computed from

GA =
1 − ∣ Γ s∣2

∣ 1 − S11Γ s∣2
∣ S21∣2 1

1 − ∣ Γout∣2

where , the Γout reflection coefficient looking into the output, is given by

Γout = S22 +
S12S21Γ s
1 − S11Γ s

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GA(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Available Gain Circles Starting at Maximum Available Gain: GAC_MAX

Summary

GAC_MAX displays constant available gain contours in the input reflection plane. This measurement uses the value of
GMAX for the first contour, with a specified gain step between the rest of the contours. For more information on the
definition of available gain, see the GA measurement.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by themeasurement. For example, if you are measuring GAC_MAX(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 200RealGain step
1 to 20IntegerNumber circles

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Available Gain Circles: GACIR

Summary

GACIR displays constant available gain contours in the input reflection plane. The gain indicated by each contour is
specified by selecting a maximum gain for the first contour and the gain step between the rest of the contours. For more
information on the definition of available gain, see the GA measurement.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GACIR2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
-200 to 200RealMax gain (db)
0 to 200RealGain step
1 to 20IntegerNumber circles

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Gain Margin for LoopGainEnv (2 port only): GainMrgnEnv

Summary

GainMrgnEnv returns the inverse of the Loop Gain Envelope magnitude at the point where its angle equals 0. This gives
a measure of proximity to the marginally stable condition in terms of open-loop gain magnitude. A gain margin greater
than 1 (positive in dB) indicates a stable circuit, less than 1 (negative in dB) indicates instability.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.

References

M. Roberg, “Loop Gain Envelope Evaluation For Rapid MMIC Amplifier Stability Analysis,” 2019 IEEE Texas
Symposium on Wireless and Microwave Circuits and Systems (WMCS), Waco, TX, USA, 2019, pp. 1–4.
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Gamma Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe: GAM_GP2

Summary

GAM_GP2 is used for the calculation of internal reflection coefficients using the GPROBE2 element. This element can
only be used with the Cadence®APLAC®HB simulator. See “MicrowaveOffice Approach to Internal Stability Analysis”
for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
Gamma 1 or Gamma 2List of optionsGamma selection
0.1 to 2500RealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

NOTE: GAM_GP2 replaces the obsolete GAM1_GP, GAM2_GP, and GAM_GPM measurements that were used in
conjunction with the GPROBE and GPROBEM models. The new approach is much more efficient as no new ports are
needed in the schematic.
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Dense Gamma Grid for Marker Use: GammaPts

Summary

GammaPts is used to generate a gamma point grid of a chosen density on a Smith Chart.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Density of gamma grid on Smith Chart.IntegerGrid Points
0.1 to 2500; the normalization
impedance used to display the contours
on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization
impedance used to display the contours
on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)
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Group Delay: GD

Summary

GD is used to compute the group delay between any 2-ports of an N-port network. This measurement first unwraps the
phase of the argument using 180-degrees as the trigger to unwrap. Alternate triggers can be used by using the 'unwrap'
function and writing equations. The group delay is calculated from

GD = −
dφij(ω)
dω ∣ω=ωo

where φij(ωω0) is defined from the S-parameters written as

Sij = |Sij|e
jφij(ω)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.
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Even Mode Gamma: Geven

Summary

The even-mode gamma returns the reflection coefficient looking into one of a pair of ports that are driven by an even-mode
excitation. An even-mode excitation means that two equal, in-phase sources are connected to a pair of terminals. The
reflection coefficient is computed from the voltage and current at one of the ports, the one designated as "First Port" in
the measurement set-up.

R=25 Ohm

R=10 Ohm

R=25 Ohm

P=1 P=2

In the example shown above, the even-mode gamma using ports 1 and 2 is computed from the even mode impedance of
25 ohms. Normally this measurement is used with circuits that are symmetric with respect to the nodes, and Geven[1,2]
(i.e., 1 is the first port and 2 is the second port) then equals Geven[2,1]. If the circuit is not symmetric with respect to
the excited nodes, even and odd-mode gamma are not physically meaningful, and Geven[1,2] does not equal Geven[2,1].

The reflection coefficient is presented as a reflection coefficient in a 50 ohm system.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerFirst port
1 to 1000IntegerSecond port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Simultaneous Match at Input: GM1

Summary

GM1 returns the reflection coefficient that must be seen by the input to achieve a simultaneous conjugate match at both
the input and output. The reflection coefficient is presented as a reflection coefficient in a 50 ohm system. This measurement
is not dependent on the port termination impedance values that can be specified in the circuit.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GM1(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Simultaneous Match at Output: GM2

Summary

GM2 returns the reflection coefficient that must be seen by the output to achieve a simultaneous conjugate match at both
the input and output. The reflection coefficient is presented as a reflection coefficient in a 50 ohm system. This measurement
is not dependent on the port termination impedance values that can be specified in the circuit.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GM2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Maximum Available Gain: GMax

Summary

For an unconditionally stable two port, GMax is the maximum transducer power gain given as:

GMax = | S21S12 | (K − K2 − 1 )

where K is defined in the documentation for the K measurement. For a 2-port that is not unconditionally stable, GMax
will be defined as the maximum stable gain given as

GMax = | S21S12 |
You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GMAX(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Optimum Noise Figure Match: GMN

Summary

GMN can be used to compute the optimum source reflection coefficient that will provide the minimum noise figure. The
measurement is also one of the four coefficients required to define the noise properties of a 2-port. The relation between
the noise parameters and the noise figure can be expressed as

F = Fmin + 4 ·
RN
Zo

·
∣ Γ s − Γopt∣2

∣ 1 + Γopt∣2(1 − ∣ Γ s∣2)

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GMN(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3
and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Odd Mode Gamma: Godd

Summary

The odd-mode gamma returns the reflection coefficient looking into one of a pair of ports that are driven by an odd-mode
excitation. An odd-mode excitation means that two equal magnitude sources, 180 degrees out of phase, are connected
to a pair of terminals. The reflection coefficient is computed from the voltage and current at one of the ports, the one
designated as "First Port" in the measurement set-up.

R=40 Ohm

P=1 P=2

In the example shown above, the odd-mode gamma using ports 1 and 2 is computed from the odd-mode impedance of
20 ohms. The impedance is computed from V/I where +V is applied to port 1 and -V is applied to port 2, and I is the
current in the specified port. Another way to view this is that the odd mode excitation establishes a virtual ground half
way between the two ports, so the circuit appears as two 20 ohm resistors in series, with the center connection point a
virtual ground.

Normally this measurement is used with circuits that are symmetric with respect to the excited nodes and Godd[1,2] (i.e.,
1 is the first port and 2 is the second port) then equals Godd[2,1]. If the circuit is not symmetric with respect to the 2
nodes, even and odd-mode gamma are not physically meaningful, and Godd[1,2] does not equal Godd[2,1].

The reflection coefficient is presented as a reflection coefficient in a 50 ohm system.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerFirst port
1 to 1000IntegerSecond port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Operating Power Gain: GP

Summary

The operating power gain (also known as the power gain) is the ratio of the power delivered to the load to the power
input from the source. The power gain is given by

GP = PPower delivered to the load / PPower input to the network

The power gain is computed from

GP =
1

1 − ∣ Γ in∣2
∣ S21∣2

1 − ∣ ΓL∣2

∣ 1 − S22ΓL∣2

where Γin, the reflection coefficient looking into the input, is given by

Γ in = S11 +
S12S21ΓL
1 − S22ΓL

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GP2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result:

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Power Gain Circles Starting at Maximum Power Gain: GPC_MAX

Summary

GPC_MAX displays constant power gain contours in the output reflection plane. This measurement uses the value of
GMax for the first contour, with a specified gain step between the rest of the contours. For more information on the
definition of power gain, see the GP measurement.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GPC_MAX(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 200RealGain step
1 to 20IntegerNumber circles

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Power Gain Circles: GPCIR

Summary

GPCIR displays constant power gain contours in the output reflection plane. The gain indicated by each contour is
specified by selecting a maximum gain for the first contour and the gain step between the rest of the contours. For more
information on the definition of power gain, see the GP measurement.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GPCIR(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
-200 to 200RealMax gain (db)
0 to 200RealGain step
1 to 20IntegerNumber circles

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Transducer Power Gain: GT

Summary

The transducer power gain is the ratio of the power delivered to the load to the power available from the source. The
transducer power gain is given by

GT = PPower delivered to the load / PPower available from the source

The transducer power gain is computed from

GT =
1 − ∣ Γ s∣2

∣ 1 − Γ inΓ s∣2
∣ S21∣2

1 − ∣ ΓL2∣2

∣ 1 − S22ΓL∣2

where Γin, the reflection coefficient looking into the input, is given by

Γ in = S11 +
S12S21ΓL
1 − S22ΓL

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GT(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Mason's Unilateral Gain: GU

Summary

Mason's unilateral gain is given by:

GU =
∣ S21 − S12∣2

1 + ∣ S11S22 − S12S21∣2 − ∣ S11∣2 − ∣ S22∣2 − S12S21* − S21S12*

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring GU(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Hybrid Parameters (H-parameters): H

Summary

The H-parameters represent the hybrid parameters for a two-port. An example two-port H-parameter matrix is given as:

[v1i2] = [h11 h12
h21 h22][i1v2]

This measurement applies to 2-port circuits only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 2IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 2IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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AC Current: Iac

Summary

Iac measures AC current at a point in the circuit specified by theMeasurement Component parameter. This measurement
is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

If theMeasurement Component specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node. If the
Measurement Component specifies just an element, the current is through the element. The current value is returned
as the complex magnitude.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real
value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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Differential AC Current:IacD

Summary

IacD measurse AC current between two points in the circuit as specified by the +Measurement Component and
-Measurement Component parameters. This measurement is only applied to the Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

IfMeasurement Component specifies a node, the current measured is the current entering this node. IfMeasurement
Component specifies just an element, the current is through the element. The current value is returned as the complex
magnitude.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component+
N/AStringMeasurement Component-

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real
value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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Current Gain from Input Current Source: ISG

Summary

The current gain from the input current source is defined as

ISG = Io / Is

where the currents are defined as shown below.

Is

+

-

Vi

+

-

Vo

Ii Io

Network

This measurement can be used to compute the gain between any two ports of an N-port network. For networks with more
than two ports, all ports that are not measurement ports are terminated with the termination impedances specified in the
circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Current Gain from Input Terminal: ITG

Summary

The current gain from the input terminal is defined as

ITG = Io / Ii

where the currents are defined as shown below.

Is

+

-

Vi

+

-

Vo

Ii Io

Network

This measurement can be used to compute the gain between any two ports of an N-port network. For networks with more
than two ports, all ports that are not measurement ports are terminated with the termination impedances specified in the
circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Stability Factor: K

Summary

K is the stability factor for a two-port, defined as:

K =
1 − ∣ S11∣2 − ∣ S22∣2 + ∣ Δ∣2

2 ∣ S12S21 ∣

where

Δ = S11S22 - S12S21

Since the denominator can be arbitrarily small, and large values of K are of no significance, this measurement has a
maximum limit of 1000, or 30 if plotting in dB.

The necessary and sufficient conditions for unconditional stability are:

K>1 and B1>0

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring K(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Loop Gain: LoopGain

Summary

This measurement calculates linear loop gain at the intrinsic controlling node (of the drain-source or collector-emitter
current) of a nonlinear transistor model in the loop. After bias calculations, when the operating points of nonlinear
elements have been determined, the controlling input of the intrinsic current source is disconnected, and the voltage loop
gain from that input to the node from which it was disconnected is determined.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Loop Gain Envelope (2 port only): LoopGainEnv

Summary

LoopGainEnv calculates the complex envelope of all loop gain plots in the complex plane with all possible passive
terminations. If the envelope magnitude is less than 1 when angle is 0, then the circuit is stable for all input and output
termination impedance combinations.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement is complex valued, and is plotted versus an index corresponding to variations of input and output
termination impedances.

Computational Details

You can use this measurement in determining if the circuit is stable for given input and output terminations. For a 2-port,
LoopGainEnv returns the envelope of all the loop gain curves for all possible combinations of input and output terminations
[1]. If the envelope doesn't indicate instability, then the circuit is stable for all possible passive terminations for a given
frequency.

The number of points (input and output termination impedances) that LoopGainEnv uses to evaluate the envelope of
loop gain at each frequency is controlled by the Circuit Options dialog box APLAC tab StabEnvelopePoints option. By
default, purely reflective input and output terminations are used in order to analyze worst-case stability. If it is known
that the device-under-test will not see purely reflective terminations, you can set the input and output reflection coefficient
magnitudes to arbitrary values [1] using the Circuit Options dialog box APLAC tab StabEnvelopeGammaS and
StabEnvelopeGammaL options.

References

[1] M. Roberg, “Loop Gain Envelope Evaluation For Rapid MMIC Amplifier Stability Analysis,” 2019 IEEE Texas
Symposium on Wireless and Microwave Circuits and Systems (WMCS), Waco, TX, USA, 2019, pp. 1–4.
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Inductance of Input as a Parallel RL: L_PRL

Summary

L_PRL can be used to compute the inductance value of a parallel resistor/inductor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Lunknown.

Zin = Runknown|| j ω Lunknown =
Runknown j ω Lunknown
Runknown + j ω Lunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in inductance units.

Computational Details

The inductance is calculated as follows:

L =
real(Z)2 + imag(Z)2

ω · imag(Z)

where Z is the calculated complex impedance looking into the specified port and ω is the angular frequency (ω = 2·π·f,
where f is the simulation frequency).
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Inductance of Input as a Series RL: L_SRL

Summary

L_SRL can be used to compute the inductance value of a series resistor/inductor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Lunknown.

Zin = Runknown + j ω Lunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in inductance units.
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Inductance of Input as a Series RL with Other Port Grounded: L_SRL2

Summary

L_SRL2 is similar to the L_SRL measurement except it works only on 2 port schematics and it grounds the unused port.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Lunknown.

Zin = Runknown + j ω Lunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 2IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in inductance units.
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Deviation from Linear Phase: LDVP

Summary

LDVP measures the deviation of the phase from the linear phase.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1-1000 PortsSubcircuitData Source Name
1-1000IntegerTo Port Index
1-1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the value in Degrees.

Implementation Detail

This measurement unwraps the phase of S(i,j) using a 180-degree threshold, then fits a straight line to this unwrapped
phase and computes the difference between the line and the unwrapped phase.
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Mean or RMS Magnitude: MagMean

Summary

The MagMean measurement calculates the mean magnitude of all the states. The following figure shows an example of
how MagMean works.
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multiple_mag

MagMean(2,1,0)
multiple_mag

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
Average/RMSList of optionsMethod

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Deviation from the Mean Magnitude per State: MagMeanDev

Summary

TheMagMeanDevmeasurement calculates the deviation from the meanmagnitude per state. The following figure shows
an example of theMagMeanDevmeasurement. For more information on howmeanmagnitude is calculated seeMagMean.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Mean Magnitude Error per State: MagMeanErr

Summary

The MagMeanErr measurement calculates the mean or RMS value of deviation from the mean magnitude per state. The
following figure shows an example of how MagMeanErr works. For more information on how magnitude deviation is
calculated see MagMeanDev.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
Average/RMSList of OptionsMethod

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Constant Impedance Mismatch Circle: MMCIRC

Summary

MMCIRC is used to display a contour in the impedance plane which provides a constant mismatch using a specified
port. The mismatch is specified as return loss. The mismatch contour will be presented on a 50 ohm normalized Smith
Chart and all ports other than the one being mismatched will be terminated using the terminations specified in the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort to mismatch
0 to 200RealReturn loss (dB)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Maximum Stable Gain: MSG

Summary

The maximum stable gain is the maximum gain that can be achieved by a potentially unstable device. Maximum stable
gain is given as:

MSG = | S21S12 |
You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring MSG(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Geometric Stability Factor (Load): MU1

Summary

MU1 computes the geometric stability factor of a 2-port. The geometric stability factor computes the distance from the
center of the Smith Chart to the nearest unstable point of the output load plane. The necessary and sufficient condition
for unconditional stability of the two port is that MU1 > 1. The stability factor is computed from

MU1 =
1 − ∣ S11∣2

∣ S22 − S11* Δ ∣ + ∣ S21S12 ∣

where

Δ = S11S22-S12S21

and * indicates the complex conjugate.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring MU1(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Geometric Stability Factor (Source): MU2

Summary

MU2 computes the geometric stability factor of a 2-port. The geometric stability factor computes the distance from the
center of the Smith Chart to the nearest unstable point of the input source plane. The necessary and sufficient condition
for unconditional stability of the two port is that MU2 > 1. The stability factor is computed from

MU2 =
1 − ∣ S22∣2

∣ S11 − S22* Δ ∣ + ∣ S21S12 ∣

where

Δ = S11S22-S12S21

and * indicates the complex conjugate.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring MU2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Normalized Determinant Function: NDF

Summary

NDF is the normalized determinant function for a circuit [1]. NDF approaches constant real values as frequency approaches
zero or infinity, and should be measured with good resolution as frequency increases over the range where NDF does
not have a constant real value. The circuit is stable if, on a polar grid, NDF encircles the origin more times clockwise
than counter-clockwise; (for example, if the unwrapped angle of NDF at the highest frequency is more than 360-degrees
lower than the angle at the lowest frequency).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

NDF is a complex valued measurement that should be plotted with Frequency as its x-axis.

Computational Details

The system determinant describes fully the characteristics of the circuit. If there are odd-mode oscillations, there must
be zeroes in the right half-plane (RHP). These can be found by solving the matrix equations. This method is not very
favorable, however, as the matrix can be huge. Another way to find the stability characteristics of the circuit is by
investigating a function that is closely related to the circuit determinant. This function is:

NDF = Δ/Δ0

where Δ is the circuit matrix and Δ0 is the circuit matrix with all dependent active sources set to zero. The number of
zeroes in the RHP can be found by examining the unwrapped angle (AngleU), or polar grid of NDF. The plot encircles
the origin clockwise if there are zeroes in the RHP, meaning that the circuit is unstable. This is equivalent to a decrease
of more than 360-degrees in the unwrapped angle.

Unlike port-based linear measurements, the NDF computation requires access to active controlled sources (within
elements) in the circuit. Active S-parameter files, or compiled linear models with controlled sources inside them do not
allow this and are therefore not included in the measurement calculation.

NOTE: The frequency sweep you specify for the NDF measurement must have sufficient range and resolution to detect
any encirclements of the origin, even over parametric sweeps or during optimization.

References

[1] A. Platzker, W. Struble, and K. Hetzler, “Instabilities Diagnosis and the Role of K in the Microwave Circuits,” IEEE
MTT-S International Microwave Symposium Digest, pp. 1185–1188, 1993.
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Noise Factor: NF

Summary

NF computes the network noise factor as a ratio. To obtain the 'dB' noise figure, select the dB check box in the Add/Modify
Measurement dialog box. This measurement uses the port termination values for the source impedance when computing
the noise factor.

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring NF(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3 and
4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and terminating
ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with _TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Noise Figure Circles: NFCIR

Summary

NFCIR is used to display contours in the source plane which provide a constant noise figure for the device. The value
of NFmin is the value of the noise figure at the center of the first contour.

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring NFCIR(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Minimum Noise Figure: NFMin

Summary

NFMin computes the minimum noise factor as a ratio. To obtain the 'dB' noise figure, select the dB check box in the
Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. This measurement computes what the minimum noise factor would be with an
optimum source termination. The measurement is also one of the three coefficients required to define the noise properties
of a 2-port. The relation between the noise parameters and the noise figure is

F = Fmin +
RN
Gs

∣ Y s − Y opt∣2

where the source termination is given as

Ys = Gs + jBs

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring NFMIN(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Noise Measure: NMEASNoise Measure: NMEAS

Summary

The noise measure of a network is the noise factor of an infinite cascade of identical networks, minus 1. The noise
measure is computed from

NMEAS = NF − 1
1 − 1

Ga

where Ga is the available gain and NF is the noise factor. This measurement uses the port termination values for the
source impedance when computing the noise factor.

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring NMEAS(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports
3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Output Noise Voltage: NoiseC

Summary

NoiseC measures the output AC noise voltage due to a noise contributor specified in Noise Contributor Name. The
noise is measured using a noise meter V_NSMTR specified in Output Noise Meter. This measurement is only applied
to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter
N/AStringNoise Contributor Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in V2/Hz.
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AC Noise Contributors: NoiseCon

Summary

NoiseCon lists the elements and the amount of noise they contibute to the noise measured in a circuit using a noise meter
(V_NSMTR) specified in Output Noise Meter. The Noise Type is either Total Noise or All Noise. The result is sorted
by choosing a Sort Criterion. This measurement is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter
N/ARealNoise Type
N/AStringSort Criterion

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The measurement is plotted in a Tabular graph.
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Equivalent Input Noise Voltage: NoiseI

Summary

NoiseI measures the equivalent input AC noise voltage for the noise meter (V_NSMTR) specified in Output NoiseMeter.
This measurement is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in V2/Hz. If the circuit were noiseless, then this much noise on the input source
would result in the same output noise as from the noisy circuit. In other words, NOISEI is equal to the NOISEO
measurement at the output noise meter, divided by the gain from the input source to that meter. The input source is
identified by the InpSrc parameter on the output noise meter (V_NSMTR element) in the schematic.
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Total Output Noise Voltage: NoiseO

Summary

NoiseO measures the total output AC noise voltage using a noise meter (V_NSMTR) specified inOutput Noise Meter.
This measurement is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in V2/Hz.
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Passive: PASSIVE

Summary

The PASSIVE measurement is designed to help determine if a subcircuit represented by its frequency-dependent
S-parameters is passive (i.e. that it does not generate power). This measurement is useful for the subcircuits represented
by Touchstone files or EM structures.

This measurement calculates the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A=U-SH S, where U is the identity matrix, S is the
scattering matrix, and the superscript "H" denotes Hermitian conjugate. For the S matrix to be passive, the smallest
eigenvalue of the matrix A defined above should be non-negative. This calculation is performed for each frequency in
the sweep.

This passivity criterion is both necessary and sufficient, while the requirement that the magnitude of Sij should not exceed
1 is just necessary.1

If the result is non-negative, the circuit is passive. If it is negative, it is not passive (generates power).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
Default Linear, Cadence® APLAC®
Linear, Spectre Linear

StringSimulator

NOTE: All measurements have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The result is a real value that is positive or zero at frequencies where the subcircuit is passive, and negative at the
frequencies where it is non-passive. Due to experimental errors and the errors in EM simulations, small negative values
result even for passive structures. The rule of thumb for the tolerance is that for EM simulations, negative values should
not exceed 10-5 in magnitude, and 10-4 for experimental results for the subcircuit to be considered passive.

The results should not be plotted in dB as the sign can be negative, and converting to dB causes this information to be
lost.

Computational Details

The assumption is that Re Z0>0 where Z0 is the characteristic impedance. This assumption is almost always valid in
practice.

References

[1] K. Kurokawa, Power Waves and The Scattering matrix, MTT, March 1964.
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Phase Margin for LoopGainEnv (2 port only): PhMrgnEnv

Summary

PhMrgnEnv calculates the smallest angle (disregarding sign) at which the Loop Gain Envelope magnitude equals 1. This
gives a measure of proximity to instability in terms of open-loop gain angle.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

References

M. Roberg, “Loop Gain Envelope Evaluation For Rapid MMIC Amplifier Stability Analysis,” 2019 IEEE Texas
Symposium on Wireless and Microwave Circuits and Systems (WMCS), Waco, TX, USA, 2019, pp. 1–4.
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Phase in Degrees: Phs

Summary

The PHS measurement is specifically for phase shifters. It shows the output of the correction algorithms used by all the
other phase shifter measurements. The correction is needed to unwrap 360-degree transitions that occur when plotting
phase data versus frequency as shown in Unwrapped Phase vs. Frequency Plot. This also corrects for similar transitions
that occur between adjacent phase states as shown in "Unwrapped Phase Plot for Different Phase States".
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Unwrapped Phase vs. Frequency Plot

The previous figure's discontinuity in phase occurs because the phase crosses the left side of the real axis in the Smith
Chart, as shown in the following figure.
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The results of the unwrap algorithm that correct for this discontinuity are shown in the following figure.
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The other transition that needs correction occurs when the starting point of multiple unwrapped phase states is greater
than ±180-degrees with respect to the first phase state, as shown in the following figure. When this problem occurs, it
is not possible to measure the phase difference between states. In this case, the last state should start at 215-degrees (170
+ 45) but is getting "wrapped" because 215-degrees is larger than 180-degrees. In this case, direct measurement of the
phase shift of the last state results in a -90-degree (-155-(-45)) shift rather than the desired 45-degree shift.
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As with the single state transition in Unwrapped Phase vs. Frequency Plot, this problem occurs when the first point of
a given phase shift crosses the left side of the real axis in the Smith Chart, as shown in the following figure.
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These transitions are also corrected with the unwrap algorithm. As shown in the following figure, after all the corrections
are applied, the phase states are nicely stacked up and the phase shift for each state can be computed. Computation details
of the unwrap algorithm are provided in the "Computational Details" section.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 100RealCenter Frequency (GHz)
Yes/NoList of optionsShow Correction

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Computational Details

The phase correction is accomplished by first examining the delta between the reference state (0) and the next state (1)
to see if the next state is above or below the reference (whether the design is a leading or a lagging phase shifter). Based
on this information, the correction algorithm ensures that the other states are stacked in either ascending or descending
order based on this information.

The correction between adjacent states is done by analyzing the delta between the nth state and the (n+1)th state (for
example, 0 to 1, 1 to 2, and so on). If the phase difference between any two elements is ever greater than π, the unwrap
algorithm adds or subtracts multiples of π until it gets a reasonable phase difference.

One key to these measurements is that phase shifters tend to be narrow band devices. Because the correction algorithms
make assumptions about the phase states being "stackable" in a logical way, it is important that the correction factors be
determined in-band and then applied across the entire frequency sweep. Thus, all the Phase Shifter Measurements ask
you to specify the center frequency of the operational Bandwidth in GHz.
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Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. Show Correction
determines whether or not to plot the corrected phase state. If this option is not selected, this measurement is identical
to plotting "unwrap(ang(S(2,1)))".
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Phase Error Relative to Ideal State: PhsErr

Summary

The PhsErr measurement calculates phase error per state relative to the ideal phase shift. This measurement uses the
corrected phase from the PHS measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 100RealCenter Frequency (GHz)
All States/Single StateList of optionsMode
0 to 720RealShift(deg) - single state mode only

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. The Mode allows you
to calculate the phase error on Single State or All States. If you select Single State, you need to specify how much Shift is
expected between the states.
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Max or Min Phase Error Relative to Ideal State: PhsErrMax

Summary

The PhsErrMax measurement calculates either maximum or minimum phase error for each state. It plots the maximum
or minimum phase error versus the measurement bandwidth. For more information on how phase error is calculated, see
the PhsErr measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 100RealCenter Frequency (GHz)
All States/Single StateList of optionsMode
0 to 720RealShift(deg) - single state mode only
Max/MinList of optionsOutput Type

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. The Mode allows you
to calculate the phase error on Single State or All States. If you select Single State, you need to specify how much Shift
is expected between the states.
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Mean or RMS Phase Error Relative to Ideal State: PhsErrMean

Summary

The PhsErrMeanmeasurement calculatesmean or RMS phase error value. It plots mean phase error versus themeasurement
bandwidth. For more information on how phase error is calculated, see the PhsErr measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 100RealCenter Frequency
Average/RMSList of optionsMethod

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. The Method option
specifies how to calculate the mean, whether taking Average or computing the RMS value.
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Ideal Phase States: PhsIdeal

Summary

The PhsIdeal will plot the ideal phase shift for defined number of bits or simply a shift. This measurement is intended
to provide graphical reference.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
Bits/Shift (deg)List of optionsMode
1 to 10000RealNumber of Bits or Shift(deg)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Phase Shift Relative to the First State in the Sweep: PhsShift

Summary

The PhsShift measurement calculates the phase shift per state relative to the reference state. This measurement use the
corrected phase from the PHS measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 100RealCenter Frequency (GHz)
Show All/Hide ReferencesList of optionsMode

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. The Mode option
determines whether to show all states or hide the reference state, which is always 0.
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Constant Q Contour: Q_CONT

Summary

Q_CONT displays constant Q contours in the input reflection plane. The drawn contours on the graph are created by
selecting the Q value.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000RealQ

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a constant Q factor contour. For a complex impedance defined as Z=R+jX,
the Q factor is measured as:

Q = | XR |
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Input Q Measurement: Q_IN

Summary

Q_IN measures the Q factor of input looking at the specified port. The Q factor is calculated as:

Q =
| Im(Z) |
Re(Z)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Input Q Measurement of 2-Port with Other Port Grounded: Q_IN2

Summary

Q_IN2 is similar to the Q_IN measurement except it works only on 2 port schematics and it grounds the unused port.
The Q factor is calculated as follows:

Q =
| Im(Z) |
Re(Z)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 2IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See the "Swept See
“Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Closest Matching Bit to Given Phase per Frequency: Qnt

Summary

The Qnt measurement calculates the closest matching bit for the user-specified phase at a certain frequency.

The following figure is the plot of phase shift for an 8-bit phase shifter and the user-specified 112.5-degree phase shift.
In this figure you can see that for some frequencies bit 3 is closer to 112.5-degrees, and for other frequencies bit 2 is
closer.
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The following figure shows the Qnt measurement results for a 112.5-degrees phase shift. This measurement matches
what is shown in the previous graph, where bit 3 is closest to 112.5-degrees for frequencies between 32 to 33 GHz, and
bit 2 is the closest to 112.5-degrees for other frequencies.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 1000RealCenter Frequency
0 to 1000RealTarget Phase

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. For more information,
see the PHS measurement.
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Phase Error Between Ideal State and the Closest Matching Bit per Frequency:
QntErr

Summary

The QntErr measurement calculates the phase error between the user-specified state and the closest matching bit for each
frequency.

The following figure is the plot of phase shift for an 8-bit phase shifter and the user-specified 112.5-degrees phase shift.
This figure shows that for some frequencies, bit 3 is closer to 112.5-degrees and for other frequencies, bit 2 is closer.
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The following figure is a plot of Qnt and QntErr measurements for the previous graph. As noted in the Qnt measurement,
bit 3 is the closest bit for the frequencies between 32 to 33 GHz, and bit 2 is the closest for the other frequencies. The
second plot of the following graph displays the QntErr measurement. In this example, bits 3 and 2 are the closest for the
112.5 phase shift, although they are still about 20- and -20-degrees respectively away from 112.5, as shown in the second
plot of the following figure.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index
0 to 1000RealCenter Frequency
0 to 1000RealTarget Phase

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Options

The Center Frequency determines the frequency at which the phase correction algorithm is applied. For more information,
see the PHS measurement.
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Resistance of Input as a Parallel RC: R_PRC

Summary

R_PRC can be used to compute the resistance value of a parallel resistor/capacitor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Runknown.

Zin = Runknown||
1

j ω Cunknown
=

Runknown
1

j ω Cunknown

Runknown +
1

j ω Cunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubciruitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in resistance units.
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Resistance of Input as a Parallel RL: R_PRL

Summary

R_PRL can be used to compute the resistance value of a parallel resistor/inductor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Runknown.

Zin = Runknown|| j ω Lunknown =
Runknown j ω Lunknown
Runknown + j ω Lunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in resistance units.

Computational Details

The resistance is calculated as follows:

R =
real(Z)2 + imag(Z)2

real(Z)

where Z is the calculated complex impedance looking into the specified port and ω is the angular frequency (ω=2·π·f,
where f is the simulation frequency).
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Resistance of Input as a Series RC: R_SRC

Summary

R_SRC can be used to compute the resistance value of a series resistor/capacitor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Runknown.

Zin = Runknown +
1

j ω Cunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in resistance units.

Computational Details

The resistance is calculated as follows:

R = real(Z)

where Z is the calculated complex impedance looking into the specified port and ω is the angular frequency (ω=2·π·f,
where f is the simulation frequency).
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Resistance of Input as a Series RL: R_SRL

Summary

R_SRL can be used to compute the resistance value of a series resistor/inductor that has the same impedance as the
impedance looking into the specified port. All other ports are terminated using the impedances specified by the port
terminations.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Runknown.

Zin = Runknown + j ω Lunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in resistance units.
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Resistance of Series RL with Other Port Grounded

Summary

R_SRL2 is similar to the R_SRL measurement except it works only on 2 port schematics and it grounds the unused port.

The following equation shows how the measurement functions. Zin is the impedance looking into the specified port, and
the measurement computes for Runknown.

Zin = Runknown + j ω Lunknown

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in resistance units.
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Noise Resistance: RN

Summary

RN computes the noise resistance of a 2-port (un-normalized) measurement. This measurement computes one of the
three coefficients required to define the noise properties of a 2-port. The relation between the noise parameters and the
noise figure is

F = Fmin +
RN
Gs

∣ Y s − Y opt∣2

where the source termination is given as

Ys = Gs + jBs

and Fmin is given as a ratio (not dB).

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring RN(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3 and
4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and terminating
ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with _TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.

Computational Details

From linear noise theory, GSopt, FMIN, and RN are not independent of one another. The following condition must be true:

RN ≥ Fmin − 1
4Gsopt

If this equation is not satisfied, RN will be set equation to the right hand side of the equation and a warning will be
produced.
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Scattering Coefficients (S-parameters): S

Summary

The S-parameters represent the scattering coefficients for the N-port. A 50 ohm reference impedance is assumed in the
computation of the S-parameters unless a port termination other than 50 ohms is specified in the schematic. The termination
impedance that can be specified in EMSight is NOT used to normalize the S-parameters, and all S-parameters from
EMSight assume a 50 ohm reference impedance.

An example two-port S-parameter matrix is given as:

[b1b2] = [S11 S12
S21 S22][a1a2]

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Input Stability Circles: SCIR1

Summary

SCIR1 is used to display input stability circles on a Smith Chart. The input stability circle is a contour in the source plane
that indicates source termination values that make the output reflection coefficient have a unity magnitude. An output
reflection coefficient less than unity indicates a stable device, while an output reflection coefficient greater than unity
indicates a potentially unstable device. The display of the stability circle indicates the unstable region using a circle
drawn with a dashed line in the unstable region. If the dashed circle is inside the solid circle, then the outside of the circle
indicates the stable region, whereas if the dashed circle is outside the solid circle, the inside of the circle represents the
stable region. Additionally, tooltips on data markers also indicate whether the stable region is inside or outside the circle.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring SCIR1(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Also note that in the Smith Chart Options dialog box (right-click
a Smith Chart and choose Options) on the Traces tab, you must select the Show Direction check box in order to see the
dashed line indicating the unstable region.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Output Stability Circles: SCIR2

Summary

SCIR2 is used to display output stability circles on a Smith Chart. The output stability circle is a contour in the load plane
that indicates load termination values that make the input reflection coefficient have a unity magnitude. An input reflection
coefficient less than unity indicates a stable device, while an input reflection coefficient greater than unity indicates a
potentially unstable device. The display of the stability circle indicates the unstable region using a circle drawn with a
dashed line in the unstable region. If the dashed circle is inside the solid circle, then the outside of the circle indicates
the stable region, whereas if the dashed circle is outside the solid circle, the inside of the circle represents the stable
region. Additionally, tooltips on data markers also indicate whether the stable region is inside or outside the circle.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring SCIR2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Also note that in the Smith Chart Options dialog box (right-click
a Smith Chart and choose Options) on the Traces tab, you must select the Show Direction check box in order to see the
dashed line indicating the unstable region.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Stability Circle at Port I for Gamma=1 at Port J: SCIR_IJ

Summary

SCIR_IJ is used to display stability between any two ports of an N-port. The stability circle is a contour in the I plane
that indicates termination values that make the J plane reflection coefficient values have a unity magnitude. All other
ports in the circuit are terminated using the termination values specified in the circuit. A reflection coefficient less than
unity indicates a stable device, while a reflection coefficient greater than unity indicates a potentially unstable device.
The display of the stability circle indicates the unstable region using a circle drawn with a dashed line in the unstable
region. If the dashed circle is inside the solid circle, then the outside of the circle indicates the stable region, while if the
dashed circle is outside the solid circle, then the inside of the circle represents the stable region. Additionally, tooltips
on data markers also indicate whether the stable region is inside or outside the circle.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerStability circle port
1 to 1000IntegerGamma|=1 port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Also note that in the Smith Chart Options dialog box (right-click
a Smith Chart and choose Options) on the Traces tab, you must select the Show Direction check box in order to see the
dashed line indicating the unstable region.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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S-Parameter Magnitude Delta: SDeltaM

Summary

SDeltaM is used to compute the difference in magnitude between two S-parameter values. The magnitude of the
S-parameter specified in To port and From port is calculated for both Data Source Names and then the difference is
calculated. The sources can be the same, and have different port configurations for source 1 and source 2 to measure the
difference in magnitude from the same schematic.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source 1 Name
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source 2 Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port (Source 1)
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port (Source 1)
1 to 1000IntegerTo port (Source 2)
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port (Source 2)
|S1|-|S2|List of optionsMode

|S1/S2|

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

The Mode setting determines if the difference is returned as a difference |S1|-|S2| or as a division |S1/S2|.

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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S-Parameter Phase Delta: SDeltaP

Summary

SDeltaP is used to compute the difference in phase between two S-parameter values. The phase of the S-parameter
specified in To port and From port is calculated for both Data Source Names, and then the difference is calculated. This
function always displays the continuous phase difference correctly (if an output equation is used, there may be
discontinuities when the phase changes from 180- to -180-degrees, for example). The sources can be the same, and have
different port configurations for source 1 and source 2 to measure phase difference from the same schematic.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source 1 Name
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source 2 Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port (Source 1)
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port (Source 1)
1 to 1000IntegerTo port (Source 2)
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port (Source 2)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in angle units. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real
component in dB.
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Source Mapping Circles: SMAP

Summary

SMAP is used to display a contour of impedances at the "To" port that results from a contour of impedances at the "From"
port. The resulting measurement displays a distorted Smith Chart of "From" impedances in the "To" port reflection plane.
The diagram below displays an example, where the main Smith Chart represents the values presented at the "To" port
as a result of any value chosen on the smaller Smith Chart at the "From" port.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitSource Name
1 to 1000IntegerMap to port
1 to 1000IntegerMap from port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.
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Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a circle or set of circles.
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Mixed Mode S-Parameters: Smm

Summary

Smm represents differential and common mode scattering coefficients for differential circuits as described in [1].

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerDiff\SE To Port
1 to 1000IntegerDiff\SE From Port
1 to 1000IntegerNumber of Differential Ports
Diff-Diff, Diff-CM, CM-Diff, CM-CM,
Diff-SE, CM-SE, SE-Diff, SE-CM,
SE-SE

List of optionsMode

Sequential or SymmetricalList of optionsDifferential Pair Grouping

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

Computational Details

A device with differential ports is described by single-ended physical ports and logical ports as shown:
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Logical ports are groupings of physical ports. For differential ports, each logical port is a pair of differential physical
ports. Diff\SE To Port and Diff\SE From Port designate the logical ports.

Mixed-mode S-parameters are arranged with the logical ports driven in both differential mode and in common mode.
For a four physical port, two logical port device with differential input and output ports, the mixed-mode S-parameter
matrix is given by:

[bd1bd2bc1
bc2

] = [ Sdd11 Sdd12 Sdc11 Sdc12
Sdd21 Sdd22 Sdc21 Sdc22
Scd11 Scd12 Scc11 Scc12
Scd21 Scd22 Scc21 Scc22

] [ad1ad2ac1ac2]
Sddnn represents the mixed-mode scattering coefficients when the input is driven differentially and the output is measured
in differential mode. Sccnn represents the mixed-mode scattering coefficients when the input is driven in common mode
and the output is measured in common mode. Sdcnn represents the mixed-mode scattering coefficients when the input is
driven in common mode and the output is measured in differential mode. Scdnn represents the mixed-mode scattering
coefficients when the input is driven differentially and the output is measured in common mode.

In addition to differential ports, logical ports can also be single-ended as shown:

The mixed-mode S-parameters for a device with differential input and single-ended output is given by [2]::

[bd1bc1be2] = [Sdd11 Sdc11 Sde12
Scd11 Scc11 Sce12
Sed21 Sec11 See22

] [ad1ac1ae2]
The ‘e’ subscript associated with the scattering coefficients represents the single-ended logical port.

The physical ports must be arranged such that the differential ports are in pairs. These differential physical ports must
be first in the numbered ordering of physical ports. Single-ended logical ports must be the last physical ports in the
numbered ordering of physical ports. Differential logical port numbering starts at port 1 and continues with port 2, 3,
and so on. Single-ended logical ports retain the physical port number. For example, a five port device would have the
logical ports arranged as shown in the following figure:
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Number of Differential Pairs designates the arrangement of differential and single-ended logical ports. For example, for a
device with four physical ports and Number of Differential Pairs = 2 indicates that both the input and output ports are
differential pairs. If Number of Differential Pairs = 1 for the same four physical port device, this indicates one set of
differential ports and two single-ended ports.

Differential Pair Grouping allows for sequential and symmetrical arrangement of the physical ports as shown:

References

[1] David E. Bockelman and William R. Eisenstadt, "Combined Differential and Common-Mode Scattering Parmeters:
Theory and Simulation", IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory & Techniques, July 1995.

[2] Ferrero, A., and Pirola, M.,"Generalized Mixed-Mode S-Parameters", IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory &
Techniques, January 2006.
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Error Between S-parameters: SModel

Summary

SModel is used to compute the weighted difference between two sets of S-parameters. The weighted difference (error
function) calculation method is selected by setting the "Error Function" measurement parameter. This measurement can
be used as a goal for optimization when fitting a circuit to measured S-parameter data.

SModel requires that the two sets of S-parameters have the same number of frequencies, and compares them in order,
point by point. It does not require that the frequency values be identical. For example, you can use SModel to compare
a physically scaled model against the original, even though their operation frequencies are different. You should make
sure the frequencies are set correctly on the source of each set of S-parameters.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
Average L1 NormList of optionsError Function

Average L2 Norm

Maximum L1 Norm

Average Normalized L1 Norm

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.

Computational Details

The various error functions are calculated as follows:

Average L1 Norm. The weighted difference is the average magnitude of the difference between each element of the
S-parameter matrix:

Error =
∑i=1
N ∑ j=1

N ( | Si jA − Si jB | )

N2

Average L2 Norm. The weighted difference is the average squared magnitude of the difference between each element
of the S-parameter matrix:
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Error =
∑i=1

N ∑ j=1
N ( | Si jA − Si jB | )

2

N2

Maximum L1 Norm. The maximum difference is the magnitude of the maximum difference between each element of
the S-parameter matrix (the magnitude of the largest difference between any pair of entries in the S-parameter matrices):

Error = max( ∣ SijA − SijB ∣ )

Average Normalized L1 Norm. The magnitude of the difference between each element of the S-parameter matrix is
calculated. Each difference is then normalized by the average magnitude of the two matrix elements (one from each set):

Error =
∑

i=1

N ∑ j=1

N ( | Si jA − Si jB|
0.5 ⋅ ( | Si jA | + | Si jB |)
N2

In the previous equations, SA and SB are the two NxN S-parameter matrices.

Options

The two documents specified by the Data Source Name parameters must have the same number of sweep (frequency)
points.
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Stability Envelope (2-port only): StabEnv

Summary

StabEnv is the complex envelope of all the normalized determinant function (NDF) plots in the complex plane with all
possible passive terminations. You can use StabEnv for the stability analysis of a general n-port terminated with arbitrary
passive admittances [1]. If the envelope encircles the origin of a polar grid (for example, if its unwrapped angle has a
range of 360-degrees or greater), there must be determinant zeroes in the right half-plane (RHP) and thus the circuit is
not stable.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

StabEnv is complex valued, and is plotted versus an index corresponding to variations of input and output termination
impedances.

Computational Details

You can modify NDF such that the terminal admittances are expressed in terms of reflection coefficients [1]:

F =
a1Γs + b1Γ l + c1ΓsΓ l + d1
a2Γs + b2Γ l + c2ΓsΓ l + d2

where

Γs = e
jα

Γl = e
jβ

and coefficients a1 through d2 are determined with the help of the sub-determinants of the original and the passive
companion circuit [1]. You can calculate the Stability envelope from the equation above by setting:

arg(∂F∂α ) = arg(∂F∂ β )
The number of points (input and output termination impedances) that StabEnv uses to evaluate the envelope of NDF at
each frequency is controlled by the StabEnvelopePoints option of the Circuit Options dialog box APLAC tab.

References

[1] T. Närhi and M. Valtonen, “Stability Envelope - New Tool For Generalized Stability Analysis,” IEEE MTT-S
International Microwave Symposium Digest, pp. 623–626, June 1997.
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Stability Index Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe: STAB_GP2

Summary

STAB_GP2 plots the stability index as a function of frequency in conjunctionwith the GPROBE2 element. See “Microwave
Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

NOTE: STAB_GP2 replaces the obsolete STAB_GP and STABN_GPM measurements that were used in conjunction
with the GPROBE and GPROBEMmodels. The new approach is much more efficient as no new ports are needed in the
schematic.
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Nyquist Stability Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe: STABN_GP2

Summary

STABN_GP2 is used for plotting the open-loop gain function in conjunction with the GPROBE2 element. The plots are
useful for examination of circuit stability by application of the Nyquist criterion. See “Microwave Office Approach to
Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element and the Stability measurements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The value can be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.

NOTE: STABN_GP2 replaces the obsolete STAB_GPN and STABN_GPMmeasurements that were used in conjunction
with the GPROBE and GPROBEMmodels. The new approach is much more efficient as no new ports are needed in the
schematic.
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Compute S-parameters with Network Terminations on 2 Ports: S_TERM_2P

Summary

S_TERM_2P is an extension of the S_TERMmeasurement (for computing S-parameters) that allows termination networks
on two ports.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitNetwork to Measure
All SourcesSubcircuitTermination Network 1
All SourcesSubcircuitTermination Network 2
1 to 10000IntegerFirst Network Port to Terminate
1 to 10000IntegerSecond Network Port to Terminate
1 to 10000IntegerTermination Network 1 Port Index
1 to 10000IntegerTermination Network 2 Port Index
1 to 10000IntegerTo Port Index (for S)
1 to 10000IntegerFrom Port Index (for S)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Compute Network Terminated S-parameters: S_TERM

Summary

S_TERM computes scattering coefficients (S-parameters) for a network with a port termination determined by a port in
another network.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesSubcircuitNetwork to Measure
All SourcesSubcircuitTermination Network
1 to 10000IntegerNetwork Port to Terminate
1 to 10000IntegerTermination Port Index
1 to 10000IntegerTo Port Index (for S)
1 to 10000IntegerFrom Port Index (for S)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Compute Network Terminated S-parameters: S_TERM_Z

Summary

S_TERM_Z computes scattering coefficients (S-parameters) for a network with one port terminated in a specified
impedance.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
All SourcesNetwork to Measure
0.1 to 2500RealZ0, real (Ohm)
-2500 to 2500RealZ0, imag (Ohm)
1 to 10000IntegerNetwork Port to Terminate
1 to 10000IntegerTo Port Index (for S)
1 to 10000IntegerFrom Port Index (for S)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Summation of Power in Network: SUMPWR

Summary

SUMPWR is used to calculate the total, relative power accounted for in a linear, passive network.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerExcitation Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unitless real value. The measurement can be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box
in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.

Computational Details

Using the calculated s-parameters of the circuit, the conservation of power law is used to calculate the total power:

∑
i=1

N
| SNi|

2 = 1

The value returned by this measurement will be between 0 and 1 for a linear, passive network.

As an example, if the value returned by the measurement is 0.95, this indicates that 95% of the total power can be
accounted for at all ports in the circuit. 5% of the total power would be either in the form of resistive losses or stored
(complex) power in the circuit.
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Scattering (Transfer) Parameters (T-parameters): T

Summary

The Scattering transfer parameters or T-parameters of a 2-port network are expressed by the T-parameter matrix and are
closely related to the corresponding S-parameter matrix. The T-parameter matrix is related to the incident and reflected
normalized waves at each of the ports as follows:

[b1a1] = [T11 T12
T21 T22][

a2
b2]

This representation is similar to the ABCD matrix in that the analysis of cascade circuits is simplified. Compare this
representation to the S-parameter form:

[b1b2] = [S11 S12
S21 S22][a1a2]

The cascading of 2 or more 2-port networks is carried out by simply multiplying the associated individual T-parameter
matrices. For example, if the T-parameters of three different 2-port networks 1, 2 and 3 are (T1), (T2), and (T3) respectively,
then the T-parameter matrix for the cascade of all three networks (TT) in series is given by:

(TT) = (T1)(T2)(T3)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 2IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 2IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Unlike S-parameters, a T-parameter file has no agreed format for the storage of noise figure data.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Band-Pass Impulse Response: TDR_BPI

Summary

TDR_BPI calculates the time domain, band-pass impulse response of a linear, time-invariant network and is similar to
traditional time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements with the exception that measurement of the zero frequency
(DC) component is not required (traditional TDR has this requirement). This measurement is similar to the TDR, Band-Pass
Impulse Response measurement available on most network analyzers.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 100IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 100IntegerFrom Port Index
0aIntegerNumber of Frequency Points
1 to 128IntegerTime Resolution Factor
1 to 6IntegerFrequency Domain Window

IntegerNormalization Impedance (0 for none)
aParameter is no longer used for measurement but needed for old projects.

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value that represents the time domain, band-pass impulse response of the linear
network. The complexmeasurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary
component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the
real component in dB.

Computational Details

In traditional TDR measurements, the device under test (DUT) is excited with a voltage impulse or step and the time
domain response is measured. However, network analyzers measure response in the frequency domain and transform to
the time domain mathematically via the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). This measurement is calculated
using this technique.

For a band-pass response, S-parameters are measured over a specified frequency band (fstart to fstop) in equal steps. This
results in a harmonically-related set of data, but does not include the zero frequency point. Thus, the IDFT will produce
a complex time domain waveform. The center frequency, fc, of the band acts as the zero frequency component for the
IDFT. Frequencies from fstart to fc act as the "negative" frequencies, while frequencies from fc to fstart serve as the "positive"
frequencies. Therefore, the total number of points used in calculating the IDFT on network analyzers is simply N, which
is the number of frequency points specified by the analyzer's user. Comparing this to the low-pass response, it can be
seen that the band-pass response suffers from worse time domain resolution.

Reflection vs. Transmission Measurements
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Setting To Port Index and From Port Index to the same index results in a reflection measurement. Making them different
results in a transmission measurement. Note that for reflection measurements, the time axis represents two-way travel
time. The time axis for transmission measurements represent one-way travel time.

Frequency Domain Range and Resolution

The frequencies used for this measurement are set by the Sweep Freq setting, so you can select from the project frequencies,
the document frequencies, or a SWPFRQ block used on the schematic chosen for the measurement.

Time Domain Range and Resolution

The frequency step determines the "alias-free" range of the measurement. The alias-free range is the amount of time in
which measurements can be made before the response is repeated and is inversely proportional to the frequency step.
The alias-free time range, tr, is:

tr = 1/fstep

If the effective dielectric constant, εr, of the DUT medium is known, the actual alias-free physical distance, dr, can be
calculated:

dr =
c · tr
εr

where c is the speed of light.

The time resolution (or time step), tstep, of the time domain waveform obtained from the IDFT is dependent on the
bandwidth of the measurement. For band-pass measurements, the time resolution is given as:

tstep =
1

f stop − f start

The time resolution can be increased by setting the Time Resolution Factor. By setting this number to something other
than 1, the measurement zero-pads in the frequency domain, which increases the bandwidth of the measurement without
increasing the total power, and thus increases the time resolution. Setting this parameter to 2 doubles the resolution,
setting it to 3 triples the resolution, and so on. Setting the parameter to 1 results in no zero-padding.

Windowing

A perfect impulse in the time domain requires an infinite bandwidth in the frequency domain. Truncation of the data
between fstart and fstop in the frequency domain causes a widening of the pulse in the time domain due to abrupt transitions
at the start and stop frequencies. The pulse takes on a (sinx)/x =(sinc) shape, and the sidelobes of the sinc function can
mask responses which are small in magnitude. A window can be applied in the frequency domain to give less weight to
the spectral components near the band edges.

This measurement provides the following options for windowing: None (also known as a rectangular window), Lanczos,
Bartlett, Hanning, Hamming, and Blackman. Each window results in a different reduction of sidelobe levels.
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Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Band-Pass Step Response: TDR_BPS

Summary

TDR_BPS calculates the time domain, band-pass step response of a linear, time-invariant network and is similar to
traditional time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements with the exception that measurement of the zero frequency
(DC) component is not required (traditional TDR has this requirement). This measurement is similar to the TDR, Band-Pass
Step Response measurement available on most network analyzers.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 100IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 100IntegerFrom Port Index
0aIntegerNumber of Frequency Points
1 to 128IntegerTime Resolution Factor
1 to 6IntegerFrequency Domain Window

IntegerNormalization Impedance (0 for none)
aParameter is no longer used for measurement but needed for old projects.

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value that represents the time domain, band-pass step response of the linear network.
The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary
component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the
real component in dB.

Computational Details

This measurement is similar to the TDR Band-Pass Impulse Response measurement (TDR_BPI), however, the step
response is calculated from the impulse response by integration of the impulse response. See TDR_BPI for other
computational details.

Options

The frequencies used for this measurement are set by the Sweep Freq setting, so you can select from the project frequencies,
the document frequencies, or a SWPFRQ block used on the schematic chosen for the measurement.
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Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Low-Pass Impulse Response: TDR_LPI

Summary

TDR_LPI calculates the time domain, low-pass impulse response of a linear, time-invariant network and is similar to
traditional time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements. This measurement is similar to the TDR, Low-Pass Impulse
Response measurement available on most network analyzers.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 100IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 100IntegerFrom Port Index
0aIntegerNumber of Frequency Points
1 to 128IntegerTime Resolution Factor
1 to 6IntegerFrequency Domain Window

IntegerNormalization Impedance (0 for none)
aParameter is no longer used for measurement but needed for old projects.

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value that represents the time domain, low-pass impulse response of the linear
network. Although the imaginary part of the result is zero, a complex result is returned to keep this measurement consistent
with the other TDRmeasurements. The complexmeasurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying themagnitude,
angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check box to display the
absolute value of the real component in dB.

Computational Details

In traditional TDR measurements, the device under test (DUT) is excited with a voltage impulse or step and the time
domain response is measured. However, network analyzers measure response in the frequency domain and transform to
the time domain mathematically via the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT). This measurement is calculated
using this technique.

For a low-pass response, S-parameters are computed fromDC to the desired stop frequency in equal steps (since network
analyzers cannot perform measurements at DC, the DC value is extrapolated). This results in a harmonically-related set
of data that includes the zero frequency point. When this data is mirrored about zero frequency in a complex-conjugate
fashion, the IDFT produces a purely real time domain waveform. Therefore, the total number of points used in calculating
the IDFT on network analyzers is 2·N+1, where N is the number of frequency points specified by the user of the analyzer.
By essentially doubling the number of frequency points used, the time-domain resolution is also doubled, which is one
advantage of the low-pass response over the band-pass response.

Reflection vs. Transmission Measurements
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Setting To Port Index and From Port Index to the same index results in a reflection measurement. Making them different
results in a transmission measurement. Note that for reflection measurements, the time axis represents two-way travel
time. The time axis for transmission measurements represents one-way travel time.

Frequency Domain Range and Resolution

The frequencies used for this measurement are set by the Sweep Freq, so you can select from the project frequencies, the
document frequencies, or a SWPFRQ block used on the schematic chosen for the measurement. DC must be included
in the frequency list for this measurement to work, if not included an error is issued.

Time Domain Range and Resolution

The frequency step determines the "alias-free" range of the measurement. The alias-free range is the amount of time in
which measurements can be made before the response is repeated, and is inversely proportional to the frequency step.
The alias-free time range, tr, is:

tr = 1/fstep

If the effective dielectric constant, εr, of the DUT medium is known, the actual alias-free physical distance, dr, can be
calculated:

dr =
c · tr
εr

where c is the speed of light.

The time resolution (or time step), t, of the time domain waveform obtained from the IDFT is dependent on the bandwidth
of the measurement. For low-pass measurements, the time resolution is given as:

tstep =
1

2 · f stop

where the factor of 2 is due to the complex-conjugate mirroring of the data. For this measurement, the time resolution
can be increased by setting the Time Resolution Factor. By setting this number to something other than 1, the measurement
zero-pads in the frequency domain, which increases the bandwidth of the measurement without increasing the total
power, and thus increases the time resolution. Setting this parameter to 2 doubles the resolution, setting it to 3 triples the
resolution, and so on. Setting the parameter to 1 results in no zero-padding.

Windowing

A perfect impulse in the time domain requires an infinite bandwidth in the frequency domain. Truncation of the data
between fstartand fstop (for low-pass measurements, fstart=-fstop) in the frequency domain causes a widening of the pulse
in the time domain due to abrupt transitions at the start and stop frequencies. The pulse takes on a sin(x)/x =sinc(x) shape,
and the sidelobes of the sinc function can mask responses which are small in magnitude. A window can be applied in
the frequency domain to give less weight to the spectral components near the band edges.

This measurement provides the following options for windowing: None (also known as a rectangular window), Lanczos,
Bartlett, Hanning, Hamming, and Blackman. Each window results in a different reduction of sidelobe levels.

NOTE: The TDR step response slope is highly dependent on the DC value of simulation or measured data. Extrapolation
of S-parameter or EM data to DC might cause wrong answers.
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Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Low-Pass Step Response: TDR_LPS

Summary

TDR_LPS calculates the time domain, low-pass step response of a linear, time-invariant network and is similar to
traditional time domain reflectometry (TDR) measurements. This measurement is similar to the TDR, Low-Pass Step
Response measurement available on most network analyzers.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 100IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 100IntegerFrom Port Index
0aIntegerNumber of Frequency Points
1 to 128IntegerTime Resolution Factor
1 to 6IntegerFrequency Domain Window

IntegerNormalization Impedance (0 for none)
aParameter is no longer used for measurement but needed for old projects.

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value that represents the time domain, low-pass step response of the linear network.
Although the imaginary part of the result is zero, a complex result is returned to keep this measurement consistent with
the other TDR measurements. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude,
angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real value can also be displayed
in dB by selecting the dB check box.

Computational Details

This measurement is similar to the TDR Low-Pass Impulse Response measurement (TDR_LPI), however, the step
response is calculated from the impulse response by integration of the impulse response. See TDR_LPI for other
computational details.

Options

The frequencies used for this measurement are set by the Sweep Freq setting, so you can select from the project frequencies,
the document frequencies, or a SWPFRQ block used on the schematic chosen for the measurement. DCmust be included
in the frequencies chosen for this measurement.
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Equivalent Input Noise Temperature: TE

Summary

TE returns the equivalent input noise temperature of the 2-port in Kelvin. The input noise temperature is computed from

TE = T0(NF - 1)

Where T0 is standard temperature (290 Kelvin) and NF is the noise factor. This measurement uses the port termination
values for the source impedance when computing the noise factor.

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring TE(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3 and
4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and terminating
ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with _TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Equivalent Output Noise Temperature: TN

Summary

TN returns the equivalent output noise temperature of the 2-port in Kelvin. The output noise temperature is computed
from

TN = GaTE

Where TE is the equivalent input noise temperature andGa is the available gain. This measurement uses the port termination
values for the source impedance when computing the noise factor.

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring TN(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3 and
4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and terminating
ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with _TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.
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Transmission Line Characteristics and RLGC Parameters: TxPar

Summary

This measurement captures the characteristic impedance and propagation constant as well as the RLGC parameters of a
two-port Tx line. The RLGC parameters are the per-unit-length elements of an equivalent circuit representing the solution
of the Telegrapher's equation for a two-port Tx line:

R11 L11

G11 C11

TxPar applies to 2-port circuits only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
1e-9m...1e-3mReal (measurement input)Tx line length (project length units)
UnitsTx Line parameter typeTx Line Parameter
Ohm/mReal (user-selected measurement

output)
R11 (series per-unit-length resistance)

H/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

L11 (series per-unit-length inductance)

Sim/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

G11 (shunt per-unit-length
conductance)

F/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

C11 (shunt per-unit-length capacitance)

np/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

Gamma Real (real part of propagation
constant in np/m)

dB/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

Alpha (real part of propagation constant
in dB/m)

rad/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

Beta unwrapped (imaginary part of
propagation constant (unwrapped phase
angle) in rad/m )

Real (user-selected measurement
output)

Er effective (effective relative dielectric
constant)

OhmReal (user-selected measurement
output)

Zo Real (real part of characteristic
impedance)

OhmReal (user-selected measurement
output)

Zo Imag (imaginary part of
characteristic impedance)

NOTES:
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• You must either explicitly provide Tx line length in project units or use a variable from Output Equations.

• All measurements have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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CoupledSymmetric TransmissionLinesCharacteristics andRLGCParameters:
TxPar2

Summary

This measurement captures the odd and even characteristic impedances and propagation constants as well as RLGC
parameters of four-port coupled symmetric Tx lines. The RLGC parameters are the per-unit-length elements of an
equivalent circuit (shown in the following figure) representing the solution of Telegrapher's equation for a four-port Tx
line:

K

1

2

L1

L2
KK

1

2

(G11+G12)/2

(C11+C12)/2

(C11+C12)/2

(G11+G12)/2

-C12/2

INDRM
R=R12
L=L12

Port 2

-C12/2

R11

INDK
L=L11

R11

Port 4 (C11+C12)/2Port 3

-G12/2 (G11+G12)/2

-G12/2 (G11+G12)/2

(C11+C12)/2Port 1

INDK
L=L11

Equivalent circuit (uses INDK and INDRM elements)

TxPar2 applies to 4-port circuits only.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
1e-9m...1e-3mReal (measurement input)Tx line length (project length units)
UnitsTx Line parameter typeTx Line Parameter
Ohm/mReal (user-selected measurement

output)
R11 (series per-unit-length resistance)
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RangeTypeName
Ohm/mReal (user-selected measurement

output)
R12 (coupling per-unit-length
resistance)

H/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

L11 (series per-unit-length inductance)

H/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

L12 (coupling per-unit-length
inductance)

Sim/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

G11 (shunt per-unit-length
conductance)

Sim/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

G12 (coupling shunt per-unit-length
conductance)

F/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

C11 (shunt per-unit-length capacitance)

F/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

C12 (coupling shunt per-unit-length
capacitance)

np/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

GammaEReal (real part of propagation
constant of even mode in np/m)

dB/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

AlphaE (real part of propagation
constant of even mode in dB/m)

rad/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

BetaE unwrapped (imaginary part of
propagation constant of even mode
(unwrapped phase angle) in rad/m )

np/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

GammaOReal (real part of propagation
constant of odd mode in np/m)

dB/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

AlphaO (real part of propagation
constant of odd mode in dB/m)

rad/mReal (user-selected measurement
output)

BetaO unwrapped (imaginary part of
propagation constant of odd mode
(unwrapped phase angle) in rad/m )

Real (user-selected measurement
output)

ErE effective (effective relative
dielectric constant of even mode)

Real (user-selected measurement
output)

ErO effective (effective relative
dielectric constant of odd mode)

OhmReal (user-selected measurement
output)

ZoE Real (real part of characteristic
impedance of even mode)

OhmReal (user-selected measurement
output)

ZoE Imag (imaginary part of
characteristic impedance of evenmode)

OhmReal (user-selected measurement
output)

ZoO Real (real part of characteristic
impedance of odd mode)

OhmReal (user-selected measurement
output)

ZoO Imag (imaginary part of
characteristic impedance of oddmode)

NOTES:
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• You must either explicitly provide Tx line length in project units or use a variable from Output Equations.

• Explanation of "electromagnetic" and "circuit" parameters C and G

TxPar2 implies that per-unit-length parameters C11,C12and G11,G12 are "electromagnetic" parameters (parameters
defined as contributions to total charges at each conductor provided by potentials between conductor and common
ground. ) In this case, C12 is always negative (C12<0) and G12 is negative (G12<0) in most cases. An example of these
parameters is seen in the text file optionally created by two coupled Tx lines in model GM2CLIN.

At the same time, a different set of pseudo "circuit" RLGC parameters is available. These are G and C parameters
defined as contributions to total charges (at each conductor) provided by relative potentials between conductors.

The following are the relations between "circuit" (superscript "c") and "electromagnetic"(superscript "e") capacitances
and admittances:

C11
c=C11

e+ C12
e

G11
c=G11

e+ G12
e

C12
c = - C12

e

G12
c = - G12

e

Capacitances and admittances shown at the equivalent circuit presented above are the "circuit" ones.

• All measurements have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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AC Voltage: Vac

Summary

Vacmeasures the AC voltage measured at a point in the circuit as specified by theMeasurement Component parameter.
This measurement is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

If theMeasurement Component parameter specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the voltage at this node
referenced to ground. If theMeasurement Component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, the voltage
measured is the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes,
an error is generated. The voltage value is returned as the complex magnitude of the voltage

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. You can display the complex measurement as a real value
by specifying the magnitude (Mag.), Angle, Real or imaginary (Imag.) component in the Add/Modify Measurement
dialog box. You can also display the real value dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|).
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Differential AC Voltage: VacD

Summary

VacD measures the AC voltage between two points in the circuit as specified by the +Measurement Component and
-Measurement Component parameters. This measurement is only applied to Cadence® APLAC® AC analysis.

IfMeasurement Component specifies a node, then the voltage used is the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If
Measurement Component specifies an element with two nodes, the voltage used is the voltage across this element
(Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error is generated. The voltage value is
returned as the complex magnitude of the voltage.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component+
N/aStringMeasurement Component-

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. You can display the complex measurement as a real value
by specifying the magnitude (Mag.), Angle, Real or imaginary (Imag.) component in the Add/Modify Measurement
dialog box. You can also display the real value in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|).
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Voltage Gain from Input Voltage Source: VSG

Summary

The voltage gain from the input voltage source is defined as

VSG=Vo/Vs

where the voltages are defined as shown below.

+

-
Vs

+

-

Vi

+

-

Vo

Ii Io

Network

This measurement can be used to compute the gain between any two ports of an N-port network. For networks with more
than two ports, all ports that are not measurement ports are terminated with the termination impedances specified in the
circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Voltage Standing Wave Ratio: VSWR

Summary

VSWR is the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio at a port with all other ports terminated. The VSWR is defined as:

VSWR =
1 + ∣ Γo ∣
1 − ∣ Γo ∣

where Γo is defined as the reflection coefficient at the port with all other ports terminated.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubciruitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The real value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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Constant VSWR Circle: VSWR_CIR

Summary

VSWR_CIR displays constant VSWR circles in the input reflection plane. The drawn circles on the graph are created
by selecting a VSWR value.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000RealVSWR

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a VSWR circle centered at the Smith Chart origin with a radius calculated
as follows:

radius = VSWR − 1VSWR + 1
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Voltage Gain from Input Terminal: VTG

Summary

The voltage gain from the input terminal is defined as

VTG=Vo/Vi

where the voltages are defined as shown below.

+

-
Vs

+

-

Vi

+

-

Vo

Ii Io

Network

This measurement can be used to compute the gain between any two ports of an N-port network. For networks with more
than two ports, all ports that are not measurement ports are terminated with the termination impedances specified in the
circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo port
1 to 1000IntegerFrom port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Admittance Parameters (Y-parameters): Y

Summary

The Y-parameters represent the admittance parameters for the N-port. An example two-port Y-parameter matrix is given
as:

[i1i2] = [
y11 y12
y21 y22][

v1
v2]

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Determinant of y-matrix: Ydet

Summary

Ydet computes the determinant of the y-matrix for a N-port circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Even Mode Admittance: Yeven

Summary

The even-mode admittance returns the admittance looking into one of a pair of ports that are driven with an even-mode
excitation. An even-mode excitation means that two equal, in-phase sources are connected to a pair of terminals. The
admittance is computed from the current in the terminals and the applied in-phase voltages.

R=25 Ohm

R=10 Ohm

R=25 Ohm

P=1 P=2

In the example shown above, the even-mode admittance using ports 1 and 2 is 0.04 S (i.e., 25Ω). Note that the mode
admittance is defined as the admittance looking into one port; in this case, it is the port designated as "First Port" in the
measurement set-up.

Normally this measurement is used with circuits that are symmetric with respect to the excited nodes and Yeven[1,2]
(i.e., 1 is the first port and 2 is the second port) is the same as Yeven[2,1]. If the circuit is not symmetric with respect to
the excited nodes, even and odd-mode admittances are not physically meaningful, and Yeven[1,2] does not equal
Yeven[2,1].

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubciruitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerFirst port
1 to 1000IntegerSecond port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Input Admittance at a Port: YIN

Summary

YIN computes the input admittance looking into a port with all other ports terminated using the impedances specified
by the port terminations. Note, this would not be the same as Yii using y-parameters since y-parameters terminate all
other ports with short circuits. The only case where they will match will be for a one port network.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubciruitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Simultaneous Admittance Match at Input: YM1

Summary

YM1 returns the admittance that must be seen by the input to achieve a simultaneous conjugate match at both the input
and output. This measurement is not dependent on the port termination impedance values that can be specified in the
circuit.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring YM1(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Simultaneous Admittance Match at Output: YM2

Summary

YM2 returns the admittance that must be seen by the output to achieve a simultaneous conjugate match at both the input
and output. This measurement is not dependent on the port termination impedance values that can be specified in the
circuit.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring YM2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Optimum Admittance for Noise Match: YMN

Summary

YMN can be used to compute the optimum source admittance that will provide the minimum noise figure. YMN can
also be used as one of the three coefficients required to define the noise properties of a 2-port. The relation between the
noise parameters and the noise figure is

F = Fmin +
RN
Gs

∣ Y s − Y opt∣2

where the source termination is given as

Ys = Gs + jBs

and Fmin is given as a ratio (not dB).

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring YMN(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3
and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Odd Mode Admittance: Yodd

Summary

The odd-mode admittance returns the admittance looking into one of a pair of ports that are driven with an odd-mode
excitation. An odd-mode excitationmeans that two equal-magnitude sources, are 180 degrees out of phase, are connected
to a pair of terminals. The admittance is computed from the voltage and current at one of the ports, the one designated
as "First Port" in the measurement set-up.

R=40 Ohm

P=1 P=2

In the example shown above, the odd-mode admittance using ports 1 and 2 is 0.05 S (i.e., 20Ω). The admittance is
computed from I/V where +V is applied to port 1 and -V is applied to port 2. Another way to view this is that the odd
mode excitation establishes a virtual ground half way between the two ports, so the circuit appears as two 20 ohm resistors
in series, with the center connection point a virtual ground.

Normally this measurement is used with circuits that are symmetric with respect to the excited nodes and Yodd[1,2] (i.e.,
1 is the first port and 2 is the second port) is the same as Yodd[2,1]. If the circuit is not symmetric with respect to the
nodes, even and odd-mode admittances are not physically meaningful, and Yodd[1,2] does not equal Yodd[2,1].

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerFirst port
1 to 1000IntegerSecond port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Impedance Parameters (Z-parameters): Z

Summary

The Z-parameters represent the impedance parameters for the N-port. An example two-port Z-parameter matrix is given
as:

[v1v2] = [
z11 z12
z21 z22][i1i2]

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Even Mode Impedance: Zeven

Summary

The even-mode impedance returns the impedance looking into one of a pair of ports that are driven with an even-mode
excitation. An even-mode excitation means that two equal, in-phase sources are connected to a pair of terminals. The
impedance is computed from the current in the terminals and the applied in-phase voltages. Do not confuse this
measurement with characteristic even-mode impedance of coupled transmission lines. Zeven does not return characteristic
even-mode impedance even when applied to a pair of identical coupled lines.

R=25 Ohm

R=10 Ohm

R=25 Ohm

P=1 P=2

In the previous example, the even mode impedance using ports 1 and 2 is 25 ohms. Note that the mode impedance is
defined as the impedance looking into one port; in this case, it is the port listed as "First Port" in the measurement set-up.

Normally this measurement is used with circuits that are symmetric with respect to the nodes that are excited in-phase.
Then, Zeven[1,2] (1 is the first port and 2 is the second port) is the same as Zeven[2,1]. If the circuit is not symmetric
with respect to the excited nodes, even and odd-mode impedances are not physically meaningful, and Zeven[1,2] does
not equal Zeven[2,1].

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000Integer indexFirst port
1 to 1000Integer indexSecond port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Impedance Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe: Z_GP2

Summary

Z_GP2 returns the impedances seen when looking at either direction of the two pins of a GPROBE2 element. This
element can only be used with the Cadence®APLAC® simulator. See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability
Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
Impedance 1 or Impedance 2List of optionsImpedance selection
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Input Impedance at a Port: ZIN

Summary

ZIN computes the input impedance looking into a port with all other ports terminated using the impedances specified by
the port terminations. Note, this would not be the same as Zii using z-parameters since z-parameters terminate all other
ports with open circuits. The only case where they will match will be for a one port network.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerPort index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Simultaneous Impedance Match at Input: ZM1

Summary

ZM1 returns the impedance that must be seen by the input to achieve a simultaneous conjugate match at both the input
and output. This measurement is not dependent on the port termination impedance values that can be specified in the
circuit.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring ZM1(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Simultaneous Impedance Match at Output: ZM2

Summary

ZM2 returns the impedance that must be seen by the output to achieve a simultaneous conjugate match at both the input
and output. This measurement is not dependent on the port termination impedance values that can be specified in the
circuit.

You can use this measurement on documents with more than two ports. To port and From port identify the output and
input ports respectively. The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which
allows the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations
of the ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring ZM2(2,1) on a 4-port schematic,
ports 3 and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT
and terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution
with _TEMPK. For data files and EM structures, ports not being used by the measurement are terminated in 50 ohms.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Optimum Impedance for Noise Match: ZMN

Summary

ZMN can be used to compute the optimum source impedance that will provide the minimum noise figure. ZMN can also
be used as one of the three coefficients required to define the noise properties of a 2-port. The relation between the noise
parameters and the noise figure is

F = Fmin +
gN
Rs

∣ Zs − Zopt∣2

where the source termination is given as and

Xs = Rs + jXs

and Fmin is given as a ratio (not dB).

You can use this measurement on schematics with more than two ports (but not on data files and EM structures with
more than two ports). The simulator reduces the NxN circuit and noise parameter matrices to 2x2 matrices, which allows
the measurement calculation to proceed as normal. The matrix reduction takes into account the port terminations of the
ports not being used by the measurement. For example, if you are measuring ZMN(2,1) on a 4-port schematic, ports 3
and 4 are terminated with their port impedance. This is equivalent to creating a test bench with the 4-port DUT and
terminating ports 3 and 4 manually. Port impedances contribute to noise as expected and scale their contribution with
_TEMPK.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerTo Port Index
1 to 1000IntegerFrom Port Index

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Odd Mode Impedance: Zodd

Summary

The odd-mode impedance returns the impedance looking into one of a pair of ports that are driven with an odd-mode
excitation. An odd-mode excitation means that two equal-magnitude sources, 180 degrees out of phase, are connected
to a pair of terminals. The voltages at the ports are +I and -I. The impedance is computed from the current in the specified
terminal and the applied out-of-phase voltages. Do not confuse this measurement with characteristic odd-mode impedance
of coupled transmission lines. Zodd does not return characteristic odd-mode impedance even when applied to a pair of
identical coupled lines.

R=40 Ohm

P=1 P=2

In the previous example, the odd-mode impedance using ports 1 and 2 is 20 ohms. The impedance is computed from V/I
where +I is applied to port 1 and -I is applied to port 2, and I is the current in the specified port. (V/I is calculated at the
port designated as "First Port" in the measurement setup.) Another way to view this is that the odd mode excitation
establishes a virtual ground half way between the two ports, so the circuit appears as two 20 ohm resistors in series, with
the center connection point being a virtual ground.

Normally, this measurement is used with circuits that are symmetric with respect to the excited nodes; then Zodd[1,2]
is the same as Zodd[2,1]. If the circuit is not symmetric with respect to the nodes, even and odd-mode impedances are
not physically meaningful, and Zodd[1,2] does not equal Zodd[2,1].

Parameters

RangeTypeName
2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerFirst port
1 to 1000IntegerSecond port

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
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Convex Hull of Interpolated Points: G_LPCH

Summary

G_LPCH plots the convex hull of the interpolated gamma grid used for generating the load pull contours. This measurement
is used with AWR A/Bwave or Derived Value Load Pull file formats.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for Convex Hull
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequencyF1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Load Pull Contours: G_LPCM

Summary

G_LPCM plots contours on a Smith Chart from an AWR A/Bwave or Derived Value load pull file formats.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
1; When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Contour Step or Value

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour value. For data that has units, the step value
is specified in base units, even if the values are displayed
in user units. For example, if you plot the contour of AMPM
values for a load pull file, and the unit setting for angles is
set to degrees, then the Contour Step or Value size is specified
in radians, even though the contour values display as
degrees.
-500 to 500; if 1, Contour Step or Value is used to specify
the value.

RealMax number of contours

0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequencyF1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Load Pull Contours Aligned to a Value: G_LPCM_A

Summary

G_LPCM_A can be used to align the data along the iPower dimension to a user-specified quantity and value. This
measurement should only be used with swept power load pull files (files with a swept iPower). This measurement allows
the data plotted for a contour to be derived from consistent specification of the input power level over all the impedance
points. A typical use is when the data to be contoured is PLoad, and the data to align to is G_Compress. The Align type
is set to "Align to specify", so the next parameter in Align to specify value is used. If Align to specify value is set to 1, the
Data to align to is aligned to the 1db compression point. Aligning to a compression point is a common use for this
measurement, but it can also be used to align to other quantities such as a fixed available input power, which can correct
for variations of available power over gamma due to imperfect measurement conditions.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
1; When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Contour Step or Value

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour value. For data that has units, the step value
is specified in base units, even if the values are displayed
in user units. For example, if you plot the contour of AMPM
values for a load pull file, and the unit setting for angles is
set to degrees, then the Contour Step or Value size is specified
in radians, even though the contour values display as
degrees.
-500 to 500; if 1, Contour Step or Value is used to specify
the value.

RealMax number of contours

0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Calculated ValuesData to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the traces to the right
such that the data lines up with the user-specified value.

Align type
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RangeTypeName
This type is recommended for all computed values,
especially G_Compress or IPN since shifting to the right
does not cause the traces to drop their lowest power point
as the data is shifted (note that they may drop higher power
points than needed for the specified value but that is
acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the traces to the left such
that the data lines up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to
the right such that the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few
times to see if the specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned data where visual
inspection of the aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively refines the aligned
solution a few times to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to the
left such that the data lines up with the user-specified value
and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is Align to specify.Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Load Pull Contours from Combined Values: G_LPCM_C2

Summary

G_LPCM_C2 is similar to G_LPCM except that it uses multiple data values to create contours that can show the best
trade-off between two quantities (for example, PAE and PLoad). This measurement requires two specified data sources.
Each data source has a threshold and step size. If only one contour value is specified, the single contour that is drawn
should be where both data sources meet their threshold criteria. If two contours are specified, the second contour is drawn
where both data sources meet their threshold criteria plus their step sizes. If three contours are specified, the third contour
is drawn where both data sources meet their threshold criteria minus their step sizes. As more contours are specified, the
additional contours are alternately added as higher and lower values. When only a single contour is drawn, the step sizes
for both quantities should be made relatively small, as this can reduce the interpolation error for the generated surface
that is contoured. If the contour that is generated does not appear to match the individual contours as well as expected,
try decreasing the step sizes for both quantities.

The following figure shows the measurement with two contours specified. The dark red trace shows the values where
both quantities meet their thresholds. The lighter red curve shows the values where both quantities meet their thresholds
plus the step sizes specified for the quantities.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour 1

Threshold 1
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RangeTypeName
When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Step for 1

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour 1 value.
Calculated ValuesData for contour 2

Threshold 2
When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Step for 2

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour 2 value.
-500 to 500; if 1, Step for x is used to specify the value.RealMax number of contours
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Load Pull Contours from Combined Values/Aligned to a Value:
G_LPCM_C2A

Summary

G_LPCM_C2A is a combination of G_LPCM_C2 and G_LPCM_Awhen you want to display combined results, aligned
to a particular value.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the Auto Align option for the iPower index which
correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.
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Generalized Load Pull Contours Over Any Sweep: G_LPCM_EX

Summary

G_LPCM_EX is the same as G_LPCM except that you can use it to plot contours at any harmonic versus gammas swept
at any harmonic. This typically only has value for load pull data files with nested harmonic sweeps. Note that the gamma
to sweep over is determined by setting the desired gamma sweep to “Use for x-axis.” The dependent value to be plotted
(for example, which harmonic data to plot over the specified gamma sweep) is determined with the 'harm' selector.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
1; When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Contour Step or Value

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour value. For data that has units, the step value
is specified in base units, even if the values are displayed
in user units. For example, if you plot the contour of AMPM
values for a load pull file, and the unit setting for angles is
set to degrees, then the Contour Step or Value size is specified
in radians, even though the contour values display as
degrees.
-500 to 500; if 1, Contour Step or Value is used to specify
the value.

RealMax number of contours

0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequency.F1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies the harmonic used for plotting data.harm
One gamma sweep should be set to "Use for x-axis" defining the impedance
sweep over which data is plotted.

iGammaX
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Generalized Load Pull Contours Aligned to a Value Over Any Sweep:
G_LPCM_EX_A

Summary

G_LPCM_EX_A is the same as G_LPCM_EX and can be used to align the data along the iPower dimension to a
user-specified quantity and value. This measurement will align at the fundamental but is very useful in looking at the
impact at different harmonics. This measurement should only be used with swept power load pull files (files with a swept
iPower). This measurement allows the data plotted for a contour to be derived from consistent specification of the input
power level over all the impedance points. A typical use is when the data to be contoured is PLoad, and the data to align
to is G_Compress. The Align type is set to "Align to specify", so the next parameter in Align to specify value is used. If
Align to specify value is set to 1, the Data to align to is aligned to the 1db compression point. Aligning to a compression
point is a common use for this measurement, but it can also be used to align to other quantities such as a fixed available
input power, which can correct for variations of available power over gamma due to imperfect measurement conditions.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
1; When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Contour Step or Value

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour value. For data that has units, the step value
is specified in base units, even if the values are displayed
in user units. For example, if you plot the contour of AMPM
values for a load pull file, and the unit setting for angles is
set to degrees, then the Contour Step or Value size is specified
in radians, even though the contour values display as
degrees.
-500 to 500; if 1, Contour Step or Value is used to specify
the value.

RealMax number of contours

0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (Ohm)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (Ohm)

Data to align to
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RangeTypeName
Center (Default) aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the traces to the right
such that the data lines up with the user-specified value.

Align type

This type is recommended for all computed values,
especially G_Compress or IPN since shifting to the right
does not cause the traces to drop their lowest power point
as the data is shifted (note that they may drop higher power
points than needed for the specified value but that is
acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the traces to the left such
that the data lines up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to
the right such that the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few
times to see if the specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned data where visual
inspection of the aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively refines the aligned
solution a few times to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to the
left such that the data lines up with the user-specified value
and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is Align to specify.Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequency.F1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies the harmonic used for plotting data.harm
One gamma sweep should be set to "Use for x-axis" defining the impedance
sweep over which data is plotted.

iGammaX
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Generalized Load Pull Contours Over Any Sweep from Combined Values:
G_LPCM_EX_C2

Summary

G_LPCM_EX_C2 is a combination of G_LPCM_EX and G_LPCM_C2.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value Load Pull FileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour 1

Threshold for 1
When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Step for 1

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour 1 value.
Calculated ValuesData for contour 2

Threshold for 2
When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Step for 2

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour 2 value.
-500 to 500; if 1, Step for x is used to specify the value.RealMax number of contours
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Load Pull Contours Over Any Sweep from Combined Values at
an Aligned Value: G_LPCM_EX_C2A

Summary

G_LPCM_EX_C2A is a combination of G_LPCM_EX and G_LPCM_C2A.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the Auto Align option for the iPower index which
correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour 1

Threshold 1
When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Step for 1

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour 1 value.
Calculated ValuesData for contour 2

Threshold 2
When Max number of contours > 1, the contours are
automatically generated based on even multiples of the step

Step for 2

size. When Max number of contours = 1, this value is used
for the contour 2 value.
-500 to 500; if 1, Step for x is used to specify the value.RealMax number of contours
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the traces to the right
such that the data lines up with the user-specified value.

Align type

This type is recommended for all computed values,
especially G_Compress or IPN since shifting to the right
does not cause the traces to drop their lowest power point
as the data is shifted (note that they may drop higher power
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RangeTypeName
points than needed for the specified value but that is
acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the traces to the left such
that the data lines up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to
the right such that the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few
times to see if the specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned data where visual
inspection of the aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively refines the aligned
solution a few times to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to the
left such that the data lines up with the user-specified value
and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is Align to specify.Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Max Value for Generalized Load Pull Data: G_LPCMMAX

Summary

G_LPCMMAX is used to compute the location and values at the maximum value point of a contour (the maximum
returned from aG_LPCMmeasurement). It is intended for display on a Smith Chart to show the location of the maximum
values. The actual value of the maximum can be read from the data cursor, or by adding a data marker to the point on
the graph.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

The density of the gamma grid used to interpolate load pull
max and min values. "High" (the default) matches all

Gamma Grid Density

previous values calculated by the measurement in earlier
versions of Cadence® Microwave Office software.
"Matched" matches the gamma grid density to the grid
density used by the G_LPCM measurement.

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequencyF1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Max Value of Aligned Data for Generalized Load Pull Data: G_LPCMMAX_A

Summary

G_LPCMMAX_A is the same as G_LCPMMAX, except that you can use it with power aligned values (see G_LPCM_A
for a description of the alignment parameters).

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the traces to the right
such that the data lines up with the user-specified value.

Align type

This type is recommended for all computed values,
especially G_Compress or IPN since shifting to the right
does not cause the traces to drop their lowest power point
as the data is shifted (note that they may drop higher power
points than needed for the specified value but that is fine).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the traces to the left such
that the data lines up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to
the right such that the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few
times to see if the specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned data where visual
inspection of the aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively refines the aligned
solution a few times to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
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RangeTypeName
Shift left & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to the
left such that the data lines up with the user-specified value
and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is Align to specify.Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Max Value for Generalized Load Pull Data: G_LPCMMAX_EX

Summary

This measurement is used to compute the location of the maximum value of a set of contours from one harmonic plotted
vs. the swept impedance of another harmonic (the maximum of what you would get from a G_LPCM_EXmeasurement).
It is intended to be displayed on a Smith Chart to display the location of the maximum values. The actual value of the
maximum can be read from the data cursor, or by adding a data marker to the point on the graph.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

The density of the gamma grid used to interpolate load pull
max and min values. "High" (the default) matches all

Gamma Grid Density

previous values calculated by the measurement in earlier
versions of Cadence® Microwave Office software.
"Matched" matches the gamma grid density to the grid
density used by the G_LPCM measurement.
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MaxValue of AlignedData for Generalized Load Pull Data: G_LPCMMAX_EX_A

Summary

G_LPCMMAX_EX_A is the same as G_LCPMMAX_EX, except that you can use it with power aligned values (see
G_LPCM_EX_A for a description of the alignment parameters).

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the traces to the right
such that the data lines up with the user-specified value.

Align type

This type is recommended for all computed values,
especially G_Compress or IPN since shifting to the right
does not cause the traces to drop their lowest power point
as the data is shifted (note that they may drop higher power
points than needed for the specified value but that is
acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the traces to the left such
that the data lines up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to
the right such that the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few
times to see if the specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned data where visual
inspection of the aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces both to
the left and to the right such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively refines the aligned
solution a few times to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
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RangeTypeName
Shift left & refine aligns the data by shifting the traces to the
left such that the data lines up with the user-specified value
and then iteratively refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is Align to specify.Align to specify value
The density of the gamma grid used to interpolate load pull
max and min values. "High" (the default) matches all

Gamma Grid Density

previous values calculated by the measurement in earlier
versions of Cadence® Microwave Office software.
"Matched" matches the gamma grid density to the grid
density used by the G_LPCM measurement.

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Minimum Value for Generalized Load Pull Data: G_LPCMMIN

Summary

G_LPCMMIN is the same as G_LCPMMAX, except that you can use it to show the minimum value.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)
The density of the gamma grid used to
interpolate load pull max and min

Gamma Grid Density

values. "High" (the default) matches all
previous values calculated by the
measurement in earlier versions of
Cadence® Microwave Office software.
"Matched" matches the gamma grid
density to the grid density used by the
G_LPCM measurement.
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MinimumValue of AlignedData for Generalized LoadPull Data: G_LPCMMIN_A

Summary

G_LPCMMIN_A is the same as G_LCPMMAX, except that you can use it to show the minimum value.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is fine).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
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RangeTypeName
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is
Align to specify.

Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Minimum Value for Generalized Load Pull Data: G_LPCMMIN_EX

Summary

G_LPCMMIN_EX is the same as G_LCPMMIN, except that you can use it to show the minimum value at any sweep,
including harmonic sweeps.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (Ohm)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (Ohm)
The density of the gamma grid used to
interpolate load pull max and min

Gamma Grid Density

values. "High" (the default) matches all
previous values calculated by the
measurement in earlier versions of
Cadence® Microwave Office software.
"Matched" matches the gamma grid
density to the grid density used by the
G_LPCM measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the minimum value of a set of contours.
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Minimum Value of Aligned Data for Generalized Load Pull Data:
G_LPCMMIN_EX_A

Summary

G_LPCMMIN_EX_A is the same as G_LCPMMIN_EX, except that you can use it to show the minimum value.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

Calculated ValuesData for contour
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
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RangeTypeName
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is
Align to specify.

Align to specify value

The density of the gamma grid used to
interpolate load pull max and min

Gamma Grid Density

values. "High" (the default) matches all
previous values calculated by the
measurement in earlier versions of
Cadence® Microwave Office software.
"Matched" matches the gamma grid
density to the grid density used by the
G_LPCM measurement.

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Load Pull Contours at Specified Value: G_LPCM_V

Summary

G_LPCM_V plots a contour at a specified value on a Smith Chart using an AWR A/Bwave or Derived Value load pull
file format.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for contour
1Contour Value
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)
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Generalized Load Pull Contour at a Specific Value Aligned to Another Value:
G_LPCM_VA

Summary

G_LPCM_VA is a combination of G_LPCM_V andG_LPCM_A. For any aligned data measurement you should visually
verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.
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Interpolated Points on the Interpolated Grid: G_LPGG

Summary

G_LPGG shows the interpolated gamma grid from which contours are calculated.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
Calculated ValuesData for Points
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Density of interpolated gamma gridRealGrid Points
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Plot Load Pull Gamma Points from Measured Load Pull File: G_LPGPM

Summary

G_LPGPM is equivalent to the LPGPM measurement you can use to plot the impedance points from a load pull file.
The main difference is that G_LPGPM uses generalized MDIF load pull files, allowing it to support swept parameter
measurements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull file.SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequency.F1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies the harmonic used for plotting data.harm
One gamma sweep should be set to "Use for x-axis" defining the impedance
sweep over which data is plotted.

iGammaX
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Plot Load Pull Gamma Points from Aligned Measured Load Pull File:
G_LPGPM_A

Summary

G_LPGPM_A is equivalent to the G_LPGPMmeasurement and can be used to align impedance points along the iPower
dimension to a user-specified quantity and value. You should only use this measurement with swept power load pull
files (files with a swept iPower). This measurement shows the impedance points utilized for any contour or measurement
after alignment.

Because the data is aligned by "sliding" it along the iPower sweep dimension, selecting an iPower value at which to plot
the data is very important. You can do so manually by visually inspecting the aligned data or by finding the appropriate
warning in the Status Window, but the recommended approach is to use the "Auto Align" option for the iPower index
which correctly chooses the index at which the data is aligned for contour plotting.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)
Calculated ValuesData to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
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RangeTypeName
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is
Align to specify.

Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequency.F1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies the harmonic used for plotting data.harm
One gamma sweep should be set to "Use for x-axis" defining the impedance
sweep over which data is plotted.

iGammaX
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Plot Non-deembedded Load Pull Gamma Points from Measured Load Pull
File: G_LPGPM_ND

Summary

This measurement is equivalent to the G_LPGPM measurement except that when the Load Pull Data File Name is a
de-embedded load pull document it plots the non de-embedded gamma points. The purpose of this measurement is to
help explore de-embedded load pull data using markers tied to gamma points as de-embedded gamma points are often
somewhat unintuitive. If the Load Pull Data File Name is not a de-embedded load pull document, then this measurement
returns the same values as G_LPGPM measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived Value load pull file.SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
0.1 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization impedance used to display
the contours on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)
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Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points: G_LPINT2

Summary

G_LPINT2 is identical to G_LPINT except that the data file definition is reversed.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
If "Default", the interpolated value
displays versus the swept variable that

Data to Use for X-Axis

is set to "Use for x-axis". Allows the
interpolated value to display versus a
dependent quantity (like PSrc_Ava for
available source power).
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.
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Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Aligned Data Points: G_LPINT2_A

Summary

G_LPINT2_A is the same as G_LPINT_A, except that the data file definition is reversed.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is fine).
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RangeTypeName
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
1; Aligns to this value when Align type
is Align to specify.

Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points: G_LPINT2_Z

Summary

G_LPINT2_Z is used to interpolate a value from load pull data using the impedance computed from the input impedance
of an output matching network. It is the same as G_LPINT, except that the data file definition is reversed. The frequencies
used for this measurement are the F1 frequencies defined in the load pull file, and not the schematic frequencies.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
If "Default", the interpolated value
displays versus the swept variable that

Data to Use for X-Axis

is set to "Use for x-axis". Allows the
interpolated value to display versus a
dependent quantity (like PSrc_Ava for
available source power).
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.
0.1 to 2500; the normalization
impedance used to display the contours
on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization
impedance used to display the contours
on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)
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Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Aligned Data Points: G_LPINT2_Z_A

Summary

G_LPINT2_Z_A is the combination of G_LPINT2_Z and G_LPINT2_A.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is acceptable).
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RangeTypeName
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
1; Aligns to this value when Align type
is Align to specify.

Align to specify value

0.1 to 2500; the normalization
impedance used to display the contours
on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, real (ohms)

-2500 to 2500; the normalization
impedance used to display the contours
on the Smith Chart.

RealZ0, imag (ohms)

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points (with Harmonic Load Pull
Support): G_LPINT_H

Summary

G_LPINT_H is identical to G_LPINT except that it provides harmonic load pull support.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
If "Default", the interpolated value
displays versus the swept variable that

Data to Use for X-Axis

is set to "Use for x-axis". Allows the
interpolated value to display versus a
dependent quantity (like PSrc_Ava for
available source power).
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.
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Plot Time Domain Currents for Load Pull Data: G_LP_ITIME

Summary

G_LP_ITIME is the same as the Itime measurement except that it works on the output node of load pull data files instead
of simulation results. Note that the number of harmonics used to compute the time domain current is based on the number
of harmonics in the load pull data file. This measurement is only for use with an A/B Wave load pull file format.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull fileSubcircuitInput/Output TD Waveform
OutputMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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Plot Dynamic Load Line for Load Pull Data: G_LP_IVDLL

Summary

G_LP_IVDLL is the same as the IVDLL measurement except that it works on the output node of load pull data files
instead of simulation results. Note that the number of harmonics used to compute the time domain current is based on
the number of harmonics in the load pull data file. This measurement is only for use with an A/B Wave load pull file
format.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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Plot Time Domain Power for Load Pull Data: G_LP_PTIME

Summary

G_LP_PTIME is the same as the Ptimemeasurement except that it works on the output node of load pull data files instead
of simulation results. Note that the number of harmonics used to compute the time domain current/voltage is based on
the number of harmonics in the load pull data file. This measurement is only for use with an A/B Wave load pull file
format.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
OutputInput/Output TD Waveform

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units. The measurement can be displayed in dBm by selecting the dBm
check box in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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Plot Time Domain Voltages for Load Pull Data: G_LP_VTIME

Summary

G_LP_VTIME is the same as the Vtime measurement except that it works on the output node of load pull data files
instead of simulation results. Note that the number of harmonics used to compute the time domain voltage is based on
the number of harmonics in the load pull data file. This measurement is only for use with an A/B Wave load pull file
format.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
OutputInput/Output TD Waveform

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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Load Pull Contours, Measured: LPCM

Summary

LPCM plots contours on a Smith Chart for a selected column of data from a measured Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or
*.sp*) load pull data file.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

-500 to 500RealContour Max
-500 to 500RealContour Min
0.01 to 100RealContour Step
1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Col. Index
1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a contour or a set of contours.

Computational Details

The column index does not include the first three columns of a Focus data file or the first two columns of a Maury data
file. Therefore, an index of 1 corresponds to the first measured parameter data column.

The complex Zo is assumed to be of the form Zo = Ro + jXo . The "Zo, imag" parameter can be negative or positive.
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Maximum of Load Pull Contours (Measured): LPCMMAX

Summary

LPCMMAX plots the maximum contour value on a Smith Chart for a selected column of data from a measured Focus
(*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*) load pull data file.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Col. Index
1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the maximum value of a set of contours.

Computational Details

The column index does not include the first three columns of a Focus data file or the first two columns of a Maury data
file. Therefore, an index of 1 corresponds to the first measured parameter data column.

The complex Zo is assumed to be of the form Zo = Ro + jXo. The "Zo, imag" parameter can be negative or positive.
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Minimum of Load Pull Contours (Measured): LPCMMIN

Summary

LPCMMIN plots the minimum contour value on a Smith Chart for a selected column of data from a measured Focus
(*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*) load pull data file.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Col. Index
1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the minimum value of a set of contours.

Computational Details

The column index does not include the first three columns of a Focus data file or the first two columns of a Maury data
file. Therefore, an index of 1 corresponds to the first measured parameter data column.

The complex Zo is assumed to be of the form Zo = Ro + jXo. The "Zo, imag" parameter can be negative or positive.
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Load Pull Gamma Points, Measured File: LPGPM

Summary

LPGPM plots the reflection coefficient points (impedance points) from a measured Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or
*.sp*) load pull data file.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value.

Computational Details

The data file must be in standard Focus or Maury format. The data must be in either complex impedance or complex
reflection coefficient format. For Focus format, the real part is listed in column two and the imaginary part in column
three (column one is ignored). For Maury format, the real part is listed in column one and the imaginary part in column
two.

If the original data is in reflection coefficient form, Z is first calculated as:

Z = Zodf · (1 + Γdf1 − Γdf )
Where Zodf and Γdf are the system impedance and reflection coefficients, respectively, of the data file. The final reflection
coefficient data that displays is then normalized to the specified complex Zo:

Γ = Z − Zo
*

Z + Zo

.

If the original data is in impedance format, this same equation is used to convert the data to reflection coefficient format.

The complex Zo is assumed to be of the form Zo = Ro + jXo. The "Zo, imag" parameter can be negative or positive.
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Load Pull Gamma Points, 2-Column Tabular File: LPGPT

Summary

LPGPT plots the reflection coefficient points (impedance points) from a two-column, tab-delimited, text data file. The
first column specifies the real part of the reflection coefficient, and the second column specifies the imaginary part.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Any two-column, tabular data fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo File, re
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo File, im
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo Disp, re
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo Disp, im

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value.

Computational Details

The data in the data file must be in complex reflection coefficient format, with the real part in the first column and the
imaginary part in the second column. You can use the "!" character at the beginning of a line to specify it as a comment
line. All comment lines are ignored.

The reflection coefficients are normalized to the specified Zo. First, Z is calculated as:

Z = Zodf · (1 + Γdf1 − Γdf )
Where Zodf and Γdf are the complex system impedance and reflection coefficients, respectively, of the data file. The
reflection coefficient data that is displayed is then normalized to the specified complex Zo for display:

Γ = Z − Zo
*

Z + Zo

.

The complex system impedances are assumed to be of the form Z = R + jX. The Zo File, im and Zo Disp, im parameters
can be negative or positive.
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Load Pull Contours, Specified Maximum Impedance (Measured): LPIDMMAX

Summary

LPIDMMAX returns the interpolated value from one of the load pull data columns at the impedance of the interpolated
maximum of another data column. For example, you can plot the gain or intermodulation distortion for the impedance
of the maximum PAE.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitMax Load Pull Data File Name

Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitRef Load Pull Data File Name

0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Max Data Col. Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Max Harmonic Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Ref Col. Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Ref Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value.

Computational Details

See “Computational Details” in the LPCSMAX measurement for information on how the maximum is calculated.
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Load Pull Contours, Specified Minimum Impedance (Measured): LPIDMMIN

Summary

LPIDMMIN returns the interpolated value from one of the load pull data columns at the impedance of the interpolated
minimum of another data column. For example, you can plot the gain or intermodulation distortion for the impedance
of the minimum PAE.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitMax Load Pull Data File Name

Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitRef Load Pull Data File Name

0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Max Data Col. Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Max Harmonic Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Ref Col. Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Ref Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value.

Computational Details

See “Computational Details” in the LPCSMIN measurement for information on how the minimum is calculated.
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Load Pull Contours, Specified Impedance (Measured): LPIDZM

Summary

LPIDZM returns the interpolated value of one of the load pull data columns at the specified impedance.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Col. Index
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Harmonic Index
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealImpedance, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealImpedance, imag
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value.
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Interpolated Load Pull Data: LPINT

Summary

LPINT determines the interpolated value of a selected measured parameter (output power, PAE, etc.). The user specifies
the measured load (or source) pull data file (representing the device) and a matching circuit document (schematic,
Touchstone data file, or EM structure). The matching circuit document determines the impedance seen by the device.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Focus (*.lpd) or Maury (*.lp* or *.sp*)
data file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

2 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
0 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Harmonic Index
1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
1 to 100IntegerLoad Pull Data Col. Index

NOTE: LPINT is a single point measurement. It does not recognize any swept parameters specified in the data source
schematic (Data Source Name), and the analysis frequency for the data source schematic must be the same as the frequency
specified in the load pull data file (Load Pull Data File Name).

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

This measurement computes the complex impedance seen looking into an "input" port on a schematic. Each input port
represents a connection to a measured device. Since impedance is the independent variable of a load (or source) pull
measurement, this impedance is then used to calculate the interpolated value from within a column of data in the data
file. If the schematic contains N ports (including the output port), an N-port to 2-port conversion is performed. This
allows each branch of a circuit to be optimized without being loaded by the other branches. This is useful when connecting
multiple devices via power combiners/dividers.

The following is an example circuit with four branches:
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The measurement converts the previous circuit to the following equivalent 2-port circuit:
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The input impedance looking into an input port is the calculated input impedance of the resulting 2-port multiplied by
the number of input ports (N-1), or:

Zin = Zin' * (N − 1)

Where N is the total number of ports in the schematic.

The reflection coefficient is then computed as follows:
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Γ =
Zin − Zoport
Zin + Zoport

where Zoport is the termination impedance of an input port. Interpolation is then performed at this reflection coefficient
in the interpolation algorithm.

This measurement uses the "thin plate spline" two-dimensional interpolation algorithm with no smoothing.

IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS:

1. This measurement allows the user to specify only one "output" port. All other ports are considered "input" ports.

2. It is assumed that all input ports have the same termination impedance, Zo.

3. It is assumed that all branches are identical to one another.
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Nonlinear
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Amplitude Noise Spectral Density: AM_NOISE

Summary

AM_NOISE measures the spectral density of phase fluctuations of a noisy oscillator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for noise meas
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerHarmonic Indexa

Default/Conversion OnlyList of optionsNoise Computation Method
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.

Computational Details

By conventional spot noise analysis a noisy oscillator waveform may be viewed as an amplitude and phase-modulated
signal of the form:

x(t) = Re([A + Re(a(ω)e jωt)]exp[ j(ωct + Re(Φ(ω)e jωt)])
where Φ(ω) represents the random phasor of phase fluctuations at offset frequency ω; and a(ω) represents the random
phasor of amplitude fluctuations at offset frequency ω.

AM_NOISE measures the amplitude noise to carrier ratio at offset frequency ω, given by the mean-square value of the
random phasor a(ω)/|A|,

Sa(ω) =
< a(ω)a*(ω) >

∣ A∣2

This representation of a noisy oscillator signal focused on the fundamental component. The Harmonic Index determines
the output component of interest. In standard free-running oscillators Harmonic Index=1. In a multiplying-type oscillator,
you should set the Harmonic Index to the appropriate multiple of the fundamental where amplitude noise is to be computed.
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AM to AM of Fundamental: AMtoAM

Summary

AMtoAM is used to measure the AM to AM conversion of a circuit. The measurement will compute the magnitude of
the power of the fundamental at the Power Output Component location. This measurement is identical to Pcomp with
theHarmonic Index set to 1 and the complexmodifier set toReal and dB. This measurement is not defined for multi-tone
analysis. If doing multi-tone analysis, use the Pcomp measurement with the proper Harmonic Index set.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower Output Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power in dBm.
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AM to PM of Fundamental: AMtoPM

Summary

AMtoPM is used to measure the AM to PM conversion of a circuit. The measurement will compute the angle of the
voltage of the fundamental at the Voltage Output Component location. This measurement is identical to Vcomp with
the Harmonic Index set to 1 and the complex modifier set to Angle. This measurement is not defined for multi-tone
analysis. If doing multi-tone analysis, use the Vcomp measurement with the proper Harmonic Index set.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage Output Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in angle units.

Note

Voltage is used for this measurement because power at a purely real impedance (like 50 ohms) will have no imaginary
part.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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A Wave: Awave

Summary

The Awave is the incident 'power wave' as understood in S-parameter theory. The measurement is derived frommeasured
absolute values of voltages and currents[1]. Since Awave is an absolute complex measurement in units of √(Watts), it
is available only when using nonlinear analysis (since linear analysis deals only in relative, not absolute, quantities).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage Measurement Component
N/AStringCurrent Measurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

Select Data Set
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTES:

1. This measurement requires specifying a voltage and current measurement component:

• Voltage: This can be a V_METER element or an element node. For a V_METER element, it must be orientated so
its anode is on a wire/element node, and its cathode is grounded.

• Current: This can be an I_METER or a 2-port element. If an I_METER, it must be connected in series and orientated
so that the meter's arrow points in the direction of the A-wave (the expected direction of power flow). If a 2-port
element, it should be orientated so that current flowing in the direction of the incident power flow goes into the
element's node 1.

2. All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept
Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

References

[1] Kurokawa, K., "Power Waves and the Scattering Matrix", IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory & Tech., Mar. 1965,
pp. 194-202
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B Wave: Bwave

Summary

The Bwave is the reflected 'power wave' as understood in S-parameter theory. The measurement is derived frommeasured
absolute values of voltages and currents[1]. Since Bwave is an absolute complex measurement in units of √(Watts), it is
available only when using nonlinear analysis (since linear analysis deals only in relative, not absolute, quantities).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage Measurement Component
N/AStringCurrent Measurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealZo, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

Select Data Set
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTES:

1. This measurement requires specifying a voltage and current measurement component:

• Voltage: This can be a V_METER element or an element node. For a V_METER element, it must be orientated so
its anode is on a wire/element node, and its cathode is grounded.

• Current: This can be an I_METER or a 2-port element. If an I_METER, it must be connected in series and orientated
so that the meter's arrow points in the direction of the A-wave (the expected direction of power flow). If a 2-port
element, it should be orientated so that current flowing in the direction of the incident power flow goes into the
element's node 1.

2. All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept
Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

References

[1] Kurokawa, K., "Power Waves and the Scattering Matrix", IEEE Trans. on Microwave Theory & Tech., Mar. 1965,
pp. 194-202
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DC Linearized Capacitance: CDC

Summary

CDC computes the capacitances of a nonlinear branch at the DC operating point.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
1-10IntegerControlling Branch

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in charge units.

Computational Details

Nonlinear elements are described by their charge-voltage and current-voltage relations of the form

q(v1,v1,...) i(v1,v1,...)

Capacitances are partial derivatives of charge-voltage expressions and are given by

c1(v1, v2, ...) =
∂
∂v1

q(v1, v2, ...) etc

The "controlling branch" parameter identifies the controlling voltage with respect to which the differentiation is performed.
In more complicated cases the end-user is usually unaware of the order of the controlling branches in the Cadence®
Microwave Office® software implementation of a particular charge function, so this measurement finds its primary use
in internal development of nonlinear devices. There are several cases where this measurement has practical use, however;
for example, it can be used for straightforward fitting of varactor diode characteristics using optimization.

NOTES:

- For this measurement to work, you must choose Options > Default Circuit Options to display the Circuit Options dialog
box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Result Collection, select the Compute Q, C, and G for nonlinear sources check
box.

- The measurement invokes a DC simulation on the selected data source and returns the corresponding DC capacitance.
This quantity is generally different than the DC component of the capacitance waveform under large signal conditions.
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Conversion Gain: ConvG

Summary

ConvG computes the small-signal conversion gain of a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueOutput large-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsOutput sideband
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerInput large-signal harmonic
Upper/LowerList of optionsInput sideband

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value.

Computational Details

Conversion gain is computed from the port defined by the PortFrom parameter of the NLNOISEmodel to the port defined
by the PortTo parameter. The output signal frequency is defined by Output large-signal harmonic/Output sideband
parameters. The input signal frequency is defined by Input large-signal harmonic/Input sideband parameters.

This conversion gain computation is used, for example, in mixers in which the power of the input signal is appreciably
smaller than that of the LO. The ratio of the LO power and small signal power should be at least 10 dB, preferably 15
dB or more. If this is not the case the conversion gain should be computed with the LSSnm measurement.
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DC to RF Efficiency: DCRF

Summary

DCRF computes the DC to RF conversion efficiency of a circuit. The DC power is computed from the total DC power
of all sources in the circuit. The RF power is computed using the specified measurement element.

The DC to RF efficiency is defined as

DCRF = (PoutPdc ) · 100
where Pout is the power measured at the Power Out Component (usually the output port) and Pdc is the total DC power
delivered by all the sources in the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower Out Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Eye Amplitude: Eye_Amplitude

Summary

Eye_Amplitude computes the amplitude metric of an eye diagram. The amplitude metric is defined as:

Amplitude = Level_One_mean - Level_Zero_mean

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively. The
computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Level Info measurement Eye_Level.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
5% to 40% default 20%PercentEye Width

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.

The Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods).
The eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Amplitude: Eye_AmplitudeD

Summary

Eye_AmplitudeD computes the amplitude metric of an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal. The amplitude metric
is defined as:

Amplitude = Level_One_mean - Level_Zero_mean

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively. The
computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential Eye Level Info measurement Eye_LevelD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe- Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
5% to 40%, default 20%PercentEye Width

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.
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The Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods).
The eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Corners: Eye_Corners

Summary

Eye_Corners plots the two eye crossings (X1 and X2), the Level One edges and the Level Zero edges of an eye diagram.
This measurement is often used with the Voltage eye diagram measurement Veye to visualize the corners of the eye.
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Six points are plotted: X1, the left edge of Level One, the right edge of Level One, X2, the right edge of Level Zero, and
the left edge of Level Zero. The left and right edges of Level One and Level Zero are the edges of the window used to
compute those values.

The x values of X1 and X2 can be the mean, the mean +/- the standard deviation, or the mean +/- 3 times the standard
deviation. Crossing Display determines which value displays.

Similarly, the y values of Level One and Level Zero can be the mean, the mean +/- the standard deviation, or the mean
+/- 3 times the standard deviation. Level Display determines which value displays.

In the previous graph, the brown curve plots the six points using only the mean, while the red curve plots the six points
using the mean +/- 3 times the standard deviation.

Eye_Corners uses the same settings and algorithms as the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing and the Eye
Level Info measurement Eye_Level for determining the crossing and level information. See those measurements for
details.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width
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RangeTypeName
Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
10.5% to 89.5%, default 50%PercentEye Window Center (%)
N/AList of OptionsCrossing Display
N/AList of OptionsLevel Display
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of level
crossing time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments do not
line up properly.

Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The eye
crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Corners: Eye_CornersD

Summary

Eye_CornersD plots the two eye crossings (X1 and X2), the Level One edges and the Level Zero edges of an eye diagram
of a differential voltage signal.

Eye_CornersD is identical to the Eye_Corners measurement except it measures differential voltage rather than absolute
voltage. See Eye_Corners for details on the measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
10.5% to 89.5%, default 50%PercentEye Window Center (%)
N/AList of OptionsCrossing Display
N/AList of OptionsLevel Display
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See in theUser Guide
for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of level
crossing time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments do not
line up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Crossing Info: Eye_Crossing

Summary

Eye_Crossing locates the left (X1) or right (X2) crossing point of an eye diagram and displays information about that
crossing point. The following information is available for each crossing point:

• Y Value at the crossing

• Mean

• Sigma (Standard Deviation)

• Lower and Upper Peaks

• Number of traces at the crossing

The Output Type determines which value displays.

The Eye_Corners measurement along with the Voltage Eye Diagram measurement Veye can be used to visualize the
eye crossings on an eye diagram.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value whose units depend upon theOutput Type. For "YCrossing" the units are voltage.
For the mean, sigma, and peak options the units are time. For the count options the value is unitless.
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Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.

Computational Details

Eye_Crossing uses a peak detection algorithm to locate the crossing points. At a given Y level, the algorithm generates
a histogram across the time axis. The histogram measures the number of times the traces cross the Y level at each binned
time value. The time coordinate at which a trace crosses the specified Y level is linearly interpolated from the trace
samples.

The histogram is then smoothed by averaging adjacent bins. The number of bins used in the averaging is determined by
the Peak Smoothing value, which specifies the percentage of the eye diagram span over which to average bins.

After smoothing, peaks are located by applying a threshold to the averaged counts. A peak consists of a contiguous set
of bins whose counts exceed the threshold level. The threshold is determined by the Peak Threshold, which is specified
as a percentage of the full Y axis range.

Once the peaks are found, their edges are extended to meet the edges of the adjacent peaks at the mid-point between the
edges:

EdgeNew = (UpperEdgei-1 + LowerEdgei)/2

where the upper edge of the previous peak and the lower edge of the following peak are set to EdgeNew.

The mean and variance are computed for each peak using the counts within the boundary edges of the peak.

The strongest peak is then chosen as one crossing point, with the stronger of the two adjacent peaks chosen as the other
crossing point.

By default, the Y level is determined automatically. The Y Crossing Level lets you explicitly specify the Y level. When
determined automatically, several different Y levels are selected and peaks found. One of the Y levels is then chosen,
with stronger weight given to Y levels where only two to three peaks are found.

Because of this weighting, the Trace Width should normally be set so the eye diagram contains two to three crossing
points.
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Differential Eye Crossing Info: Eye_CrossingD

Summary

Eye_CrossingD locates the left (X1) or right (X2) crossing point of an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal and
displays information about that crossing point. The following information is available for each crossing point:

• Y Value at the crossing

• Mean

• Sigma (Standard Deviation)

• Lower and Upper Peaks

• Number of traces at the crossing

The Output Type determines which value displays.

The Differential Eye Corners measurement Eye_CornersD along with the Differential Voltage Eye Diagram
measurementVeyeD can be used to visualize the eye crossings on an eye diagram.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.
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Result

This measurement returns a real value whose units depends upon the Output Type. For "Y Crossing" the units are
voltage. For the mean, sigma, and peak options the units are time. For the count options the value is unitless.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments do not
line up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.

Eye_CrossingD is identical to the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing except it measures differential voltage
rather than absolute voltage. See Eye_Crossing for details on the measurement.
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Eye Extinction Ratio: Eye_ExtRatio

Summary

Eye_ExtRatio computes an extinction ratio or percentage for an eye diagram. Several different outputs are supported:

Power Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−One−mean

2

Level−Zero−mean
2

Power %:

Percent =
Level−Zero−mean

2

Level−One−mean
2 · 100

Voltage Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−One−mean − Min(Y )
Level−Zero−mean − Min(Y )

Voltage %:

Percent =
Level−Zero−mean − Min(Y )
Level−One−mean − Min(Y ) · 100

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively. Min(Y) is
the minimum Y value of the signal. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Level
Info measurement Eye_Level.

The Output Type determines which equation is used.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
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RangeTypeName
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unitless real value.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments do not
line up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Extinction Ratio: Eye_ExtRatioD

Summary

Eye_ExtRatioD computes an extinction ratio or percentage for an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal. Several
different outputs are supported:

Power Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−One−mean

2

Level−Zero−mean
2

Power %:

Percent =
Level−Zero−mean

2

Level−One−mean
2 · 100

Voltage Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−One−mean − Min(Y )
Level−Zero−mean − Min(Y )

Voltage %:

Percent =
Level−Zero−mean − Min(Y )
Level−One−mean − Min(Y ) · 100

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively. Min(Y) is
the minimum Y value of the signal. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential
Eye Level Info measurement Eye_LevelD.

The Output Type determines which equation is used.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
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RangeTypeName
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unitless real value.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments do not
line up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Fall Time: Eye_FallTime

Summary

Eye_FallTime computes the fall time for an eye diagram, which is the average time required to transition from Level
One to Level Zero. The fall time is computed as the difference between the mean time at which traces transitioning from
Level One to Level Zero cross one y-axis level and the mean time at which the traces cross another y-axis level.

By default the start of the transition is the y-axis level that is 80% of the distance between Level Zero and Level One,
measured from Level Zero. Similarly, the end of the transition is the y-axis level that is 20% of the distance. You can
change these defaults using the Level A Offset and Level B Offset secondary settings.

The computation of the edges of the transition is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Transition measurement
Eye_Transition.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%Percent*Eye Window Width (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level A Offset (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level B Offset (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments do not
line up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Fall Time: Eye_FallTimeD

Summary

Eye_FallTimeD computes the fall time for an eye diagram, which is the average time required to transition from Level
One to Level Zero. The fall time is computed as the difference between the mean time at which traces transitioning from
Level One to Level Zero cross one y-axis level and the mean time at which the traces cross another y-axis level.

By default the start of the transition is the y-axis level that is 80% of the distance between Level Zero and Level One,
measured from Level Zero. Similarly, the end of the transition is the y-axis level that is 20% of the distance. You can
change these defaults using the Level A Offset and Level B Offset secondary settings.

The computation of the edges of the transition is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Transition measurement
Eye_Transition.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%Percent*Eye Window Width (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level A Offset (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level B Offset (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments will
not line up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Height: Eye_Height

Summary

Eye_Height computes the height metric of an eye diagram. The height metric is defined as:

Height = (Level_One_mean- 3 · Level_One_sigma) - (Level_Zero_mean+ 3· Level_Zero_sigma)

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively.
Level_One_sigma and Level_Zero_sigma are the standard deviations of the Y values of Level One and Level Zero,
respectively. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Level Info measurement
Eye_Level.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbolsor 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are $%Symbols or
max time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
5% to 40%, default 20%PercentEye Width

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.

The Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods).
The eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Height: Eye_HeightD

Summary

Eye_HeightD computes the height metric of an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal. The height metric is defined
as:

Height = (Level_One_mean- 3 · Level_One_sigma) - (Level_Zero_mean+ 3· Level_Zero_sigma)

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively.
Level_One_sigma and Level_Zero_sigma are the standard deviations of the Y values of Level One and Level Zero,
respectively. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential Eye Level Info
measurement Eye_LevelD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are $%Symbols or
max time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
5% to 40%, default 20%PercentEye Width

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.
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The Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods).
The eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Inverse Extinction Ratio: Eye_InvExtRatio

Summary

Eye_InvExtRatio computes an inverse extinction ratio or percentage for an eye diagram. Several different outputs are
supported:

Power Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−Zero−mean

2

Level−One−mean
2

Power %:

Percent =
Level−One−mean

2

Level−Zero−mean
2 · 100

Voltage Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−Zero−mean − Max(Y )
Level−One−mean − Max(Y )

Voltage %:

Percent =
Level−One−mean − Max(Y )
Level−Zero−mean − Max(Y ) · 100

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively. Max(Y) is
the maximum Y value of the signal. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Level
Info measurement Eye_Level.

The Output Type determines which equation is used.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
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RangeTypeName
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unitless real value.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Inverse Extinction Ratio: Eye_InvExtRatioD

Summary

Eye_InvExtRatioD computes an inverse extinction ratio or percentage for an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal.
Several different outputs are supported:

Power Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−Zero−mean

2

Level−One−mean
2

Power %:

Percent =
Level−One−mean

2

Level−Zero−mean
2 · 100

Voltage Ratio:

Ratio =
Level−Zero−mean − Max(Y )
Level−One−mean − Max(Y )

Voltage %:

Percent =
Level−One−mean − Max(Y )
Level−Zero−mean − Max(Y ) · 100

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively. Max(Y) is
the maximum Y value of the signal. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential
Eye Level Info measurement Eye_LevelD.

The Output Type determines which equation is used.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
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RangeTypeName
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unitless real value.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Level Info: Eye_Level

Summary

Eye_Level displays information about the Level One or Level Zero points of an eye diagram. The following information
is available:

• Level One and Level Zero Mean

• Level One and Level Zero Sigma (Standard Deviation)

• Level One and Level Zero Lower and Upper Peaks

• Number of points used to compute Level One or Level Zero statistics.

• Maximum and Minimum Y values in the entire eye diagram.

The Output Type determines which value displays.

Level One represents the vertical amplitude at the top of the signal (more positive) while Level Zero represents the
vertical amplitude at the bottom of the signal (less positive). Both levels are measured statistically within an eye window,
which is specified through the Eye Window Width and Eye Window Center settings.

The center of the window is normally set to 50%. For NRZ signals the width of the window is typically 20%. For RZ
signals the width of the window is typically 5%.

The Eye_Corners measurement along with the Voltage Eye Diagram measurement Veye can be used to visualize the
levels on an eye diagram.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
10.5% to 89.5%, default 50%PercentEye Window Center (%)
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold
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* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value whose units depend on the Output Type. For the mean, sigma, peak, maximum
Y and minimum Y options the units are voltage. For the count options the value is unitless.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.

Computational Details

Eye_Level first divides the eye diagram horizontally into an upper section and a lower section at the Y level of the
crossings. The Y level can be set manually through the Y Crossing Level setting, or determined automatically similar to
the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing.

The crossing points are also used to determine the left and right edges of the portion of the eye diagram within which
the level information is measured. The Eye Window Width and Eye Window Center determine these edges. These
settings are specified as a percentage of the distance between the mean time values of the two crossing points.

The statistics for each level are computed over a set of time values within the eye window. At each time value the Y
level for each trace is linearly interpolated from the trace samples. If the Y level is less than the Y crossing level the
point is added to the Level Zero statistics, otherwise it is added to the Level One statistics.

The time values are set to start at the left edge and end on the right edge, inclusive, with a step of approximately 1% of
the distance between the two crossing points.
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Differential Eye Level Info: Eye_LevelD

Summary

Eye_LevelD displays information about the Level One or Level Zero points of an eye diagram of a differential voltage
signal. The following information is available:

• Level One and Level Zero Mean

• Level One and Level Zero Sigma (Standard Deviation)

• Level One and Level Zero Lower and Upper Peaks

• Number of points used to compute Level One or Level Zero statistics.

• Maximum and Minimum Y values in the entire eye diagram.

The Output Type determines which value displays.

Level One represents the vertical amplitude at the top of the signal (more positive) while Level Zero represents the
vertical amplitude at the bottom of the signal (less positive). Both levels are measured statistically within an eye window,
which is specified through the Eye Window Width and Eye Window Center.

The center of the window is normally set to 50%. For NRZ signals the width of the window is typically 20%. For RZ
signals the width of the window is typically 5%.

The Differential Eye Corners measurement Eye_CornersD along with the Differential Voltage Eye Diagrammeasurement
VeyeD can be used to visualize the eye crossings on an eye diagram.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)
10.5% to 89.5%, default 50%PercentEye Window Center (%)
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold
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* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value whose units depends upon theOutput Type. For the mean, sigma, peak, maximum
Y and minimum Y options the units are voltage. For the count options the value is unitless.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.

Eye_LevelD is identical to the Eye Level Info measurement except it measures differential voltage rather than absolute
voltage. See Eye_Level for details.
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Eye Overshoot: Eye_Overshoot

Summary

Eye_Overshoot computes the overshoot of Level One (the upper level) of an eye diagram. The overshoot is defined as:

Overshoot = Max(Y) - Level_One_mean

Max(Y) is the maximum Y value of the signal within the eye diagram. Level_One_mean is the mean Y value of Level
One. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Level Info measurement Eye_Level.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Overshoot: Eye_OvershootD

Summary

Eye_OvershootD computes the overshoot of Level One (the upper level) of an eye diagram of a differential voltage
signal. The overshoot is defined as:

Overshoot = Max(Y) - Level_One_mean

Max(Y) is the maximum Y value of the signal within the eye diagram. Level_One_mean is the mean Y value of Level
One. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential Eye Level Info measurement
Eye_LevelD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
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or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Q Factor: Eye_QFactor

Summary

Eye_QFactor computes a Q factor for an eye diagram. The Q factor is computed as:

QFactor=(Level_One_mean-Level_Zero_mean)/(Level_One_Stdev+Level_Zero_stdev)

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively, while
Level_One_sigma and Level_Zero_sigma are the standard deviations. The computation of these values is performed in
a manner similar to the Eye Level Info measurement Eye_Level.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.
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The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Q Factor: Eye_QFactorD

Summary

Eye_QFactorD computes a Q factor for an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal. The Q factor is computed as:

QFactor=(Level_One_mean-Level_Zero_mean)/(Level_One_Stdev+Level_Zero_stdev)

Level_One_mean and Level_Zero_mean are the mean Y values of Level One and Level Zero, respectively, while
Level_One_stdev and Level_Zero_stdev are the standard deviations. The computation of these values is performed in a
manner similar to the Differential Eye Level Info measurement Eye_LevelD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.
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The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Rise Time: Eye_RiseTime

Summary

Eye_RiseTime computes the rise time for an eye diagram, which is the average time required to transition from Level
Zero to Level One. The rise time is computed as the difference between the mean time at which traces transitioning from
Level Zero to Level One cross one y-axis level and the mean time at which the traces cross another y-axis level.

By default the start of the transition is the y-axis level that is 20% of the distance between Level Zero and Level One,
measured from Level Zero. Similarly, the end of the transition is the y-axis level that is 80% of the distance. These
defaults can be changed using the Level A Offset and Level B Offset secondary settings.

The computation of the edges of the transition is performed in a manner similar to the Eye_Transition measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%Percent*Eye Window Width (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level A Offset (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level B Offset (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on theTraceWidth. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

The Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Rise Time: Eye_RiseTimeD

Summary

Eye_RiseTimeD computes the rise time for an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal. The rise time is the average
time required to transition from Level Zero to Level One. The rise time is computed as the difference between the mean
time at which traces transitioning from Level Zero to Level One cross one y-axis level and the mean time at which the
traces cross another y-axis level.

By default the start of the transition is the y-axis level that is 20% of the distance between Level Zero and Level One,
measured from Level Zero. Similarly, the end of the transition is the y-axis level that is 80% of the distance. These
defaults can be changed using the Level A Offset and Level B Offset secondary settings.

The computation of the edges of the transition is performed in a manner similar to the Eye_Transition measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%Percent*Eye Window Width (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level A Offset (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level B Offset (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Transition: Eye_Transition

Summary

Eye_Transition displays information about the transitions between Level One and Level Zero of an eye diagram. Transitions
are quantified by first identifying all traces that pass from Level One to Level Zero (falling transition) or from Level
Zero to Level One (rising transition), depending upon the desired transition. The start and end times of the transition are
the means of the x-axis values (time) at which the traces cross specific y-axis levels. The start time corresponds to the
Left side of the transition, while the end time corresponds to the Right side of the transition.

By default, the y-axis level for the Left side is 20% of the distance between Level Zero and Level One for rising transitions
and 80% for falling transitions. Similarly, the y-axis level for the Right side is 80% for rising transitions and 20% for
falling transitions. These settings may be changed using the secondary Level Offset A and Level Offset B settings.

This measurement can be used to present an overlay of the transition on an eye diagram graph:
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In the previous graph, the red solid curve is the Eye_Transition measurement configured to display the Left and Right
Means, while the pink dashed curve is the measurement configured to display the means +/- 3 sigma.

The measurement can also display the following values individually:

• Left or Right Mean

• Left or Right Sigma (Standard Deviation)

• Left or Right Lower Peak

• Left or Right Upper Peak

• Number of traces in the left or right edge

The Output Type determines what is displayed.
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Eye_Transition uses many of the same settings and algorithms as the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing and
the Eye Level Info measurement Eye_Level for determining the crossing and level information. See those measurements
for details.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/AList of OptionsTransition Type
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type
1% to 80%, default 20%Percent*Eye Window Width (%)
10.5% to 89.5%, default 50%Percent*Eye Window Center (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level A Offset (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level B Offset (%)
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value whose units depends upon theOutput Type. For themean, sigma and peak options
the units are time. For the count options the value is unitless. When displaying the transition bands, the x-axis units are
time while the y-axis units are voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The eye
crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Transition: Eye_TransitionD

Summary

Eye_TransitionD displays information about the transitions between Level One and Level Zero of an eye diagram of a
differential voltage signal. Transitions are quantified by first identifying all traces that pass from Level One to Level
Zero (falling transition) or from Level Zero to Level One (rising transition), depending upon the desired transition. The
start and end times of the transition are the means of the x-axis values (time) at which the traces cross specific y-axis
levels. The start time corresponds to the Left side of the transition, while the end time corresponds to the Right side of
the transition.

By default, the y-axis level for the Left side is 20% of the distance between Level Zero and Level One for rising transitions
and 80% for falling transitions. Similarly, the y-axis level for the Right side is 80% for rising transitions and 20% for
falling transitions. These settings may be changed using the secondary Level Offset A and Level Offset B settings.

This measurement can be used to present an overlay of the transition on an eye diagram graph:
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In the previous graph, the red solid curve is the Eye_Transition measurement configured to display the Left and Right
Means, while the pink dashed curve is the measurement configured to display the means +/- 3 sigma.

The measurement can also display the following values individually:

• Left or Right Mean

• Left or Right Sigma (Standard Deviation)

• Left or Right Lower Peak

• Left or Right Upper Peak

• Number of traces in the left or right edge

The Output Type determines what is displayed.
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Eye_TransitionD uses many of the same settings and algorithms as the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing
and the Eye Level Info measurement Eye_Level for determining the crossing and level information. See those
measurements for details.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/AList of OptionsTransition Type
N/AList of OptionsOutput Type
1% to 80%, default 20%Percent*Eye Window Width (%)
10.5% to 89.5%, default 50%Percent*Eye Window Center (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level A Offset (%)
0% to 100%, default 20%Percent*Level B Offset (%)
UnlimitedVoltage*Y Crossing Level
0% to 50%Percent*Peak Smoothing
0% to 100%Percent*Peak Threshold

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value whose units depends upon the Output Type. For the mean, sigma, and peak
options the units are time. For the count options the value is unitless. When displaying the transition bands, the x-axis
units are time while the y-axis units are voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The eye
crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Undershoot: Eye_Undershoot

Summary

Eye_Undershoot computes the undershoot of Level Zero (the lower level) of an eye diagram. The undershoot is defined
as:

Undershoot = Level_Zero_mean - Min(Y)

Level_Zero_mean is the mean Y value of Level Zero. Min(Y) is the minimum Y value of the signal within the eye
diagram. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Level Info measurement Eye_Level.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.
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Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The eye
crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Undershoot: Eye_UndershootD

Summary

Eye_UndershootD computes the undershoot of Level Zero (the lower level) of an eye diagram of a differential voltage
signal. The undershoot is defined as:

Undershoot = Level_Zero_mean - Min(Y)

Level_Zero_mean is the mean Y value of Level Zero. Min(Y) is the minimum Y value of the signal within the eye
diagram. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential Eye Level Info measurement
Eye_LevelD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe-Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
1% to 80%, default 20%PercentEye Window Width (%)

* indicates a secondary parameter

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of voltage.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is Symbols,
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or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, the individual segments do not line
up properly.

Trace Width should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The eye
crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Eye Width: Eye_Width

Summary

Eye_Width computes the width metric of an eye diagram. The width metric is defined as:

Width = (X2_mean-3· X2_sigma)-(X1_mean + 3· X1_sigma)

X1_mean and X2_mean are the mean X values of the two crossing points. X1_sigma and X2_sigma are the standard
deviations of the X values of the two crossing points. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar
to the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence or
0 to max time if units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/ANot usedThreshold

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is
Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments
will not line up properly.

Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Eye Width: Eye_WidthD

Summary

Eye_WidthD computes the width metric of an eye diagram of a differential voltage signal. The width metric is defined
as:

Width = (X2_mean-3· X2_sigma)-(X1_mean + 3· X1_sigma)

X1_mean and X2_mean are the mean X values of the two crossing points. X1_sigma and X2_sigma are the standard
deviations of the X values of the two crossing points. The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar
to the Differential Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_CrossingD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or Voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or Voltage probe- Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence or
0 to max time if units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
0.05 to 0.4, default 0.2Not usedThreshold

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is
Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments
will not line up properly.
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Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Large Signal Gamma: Gcomp

Summary

Gcomp can be used to measure a reflection coefficient under large signal excitation conditions. The reflection coefficient
can be determined at any of the harmonic frequencies, although most commonly at the fundamental frequency. The
measurement assumes that there are no sources looking in the direction in which the gamma is to be measured, as shown
in the following figure.
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

Computational Details

As an example, the large signal gamma for the following circuit would give gamma=(ZL - Z0)/(ZL +
Z0)=(150-50)/(150+50)=0.5 for gamma measured at Port 1 and the fundamental frequency.
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RES
ID=R1
R=150 Ohm

PORT1
P=1
Z=50 Ohm
Pwr={0} dBm

The power meter can also be used to measure the reflection coefficient. An example follows, where the large signal
gamma measured at the meter P1 would be 0.5

RES
ID=R1
R=0Ohm W

V

I1 2

3

P_METER3
ID=P1 RES

ID=R2
R=150Ohm

PORT1
P=1
Z=50Ohm
Pwr=30dBm

Gamma
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DC Linearized Conductance: GDC

Summary

GDC computes the conductances of a nonlinear branch at the DC operating point.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
1-10IntegerControlling Branch

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in conductance units.

Computational Details

Nonlinear elements are described by their charge-voltage and current-voltage relations of the form

q(v1,v1,...) i(v1,v1,...)

Conductances are partial derivatives of current-voltage expressions and are given by

g1(v1, v2, ...) =
∂
∂v1

i(v1, v2, ...) etc

The "controlling branch" parameter identifies the controlling voltage with respect to which the differentiation is performed.
In more complicated cases the end-user is usually unaware of the order of the controlling branches in the Cadence®
Microwave Office® software implementation of a particular current function, so this measurement finds its primary use
in internal development of nonlinear devices.

NOTE.

- For this measurement to work, you must choose Options > Default Circuit Options to display the Circuit Options dialog
box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Result Collection, select the Compute Q, C, and G for nonlinear sources check
box.

- This measurement invokes a DC simulation on the selected data source and returns the corresponding DC charge. This
quantity is generally different than the DC component of the charge waveform under large signal conditions.
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Current Harmonic Component: Icomp

Summary

Icomp is used to measure a harmonic component of the current measured at a specified point in the circuit specified by
theMeasurement Component parameter. If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current
measured is the current entering this node. If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error
is generated. The current value is returned as the complex magnitude of the current component at the harmonic frequency
(to obtain the RMS. value, you must divide by the square root of 2).

To obtain the DC current, use a harmonic index of zero (this is the DC value with AC sources present, so it captures
self-biasing). To obtain the current at the fundamental frequency, use a harmonic index of one.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. You can display the complex measurement as a real value
by specifying themagnitude, angle, and real or imaginary component in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box. Select
the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Differential Current Harmonic Component: IcompD

Summary

IcompD is used to measure a harmonic component of the current measured at a specified point in the circuit specified
by theMeasurement Component parameter. If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current
measured is the current entering this node. If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error
is generated. The current value is returned as the complex magnitude of the current component at the harmonic frequency
(to obtain the RMS. value, you must divide by the square root of 2).

To obtain the DC current, use a harmonic index of zero (this is the DC value with AC sources present, so it captures
self-biasing). To obtain the current at the fundamental frequency, use a harmonic index of one.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString-Measurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. You can display the complex measurement as a real value
by specifying themagnitude, angle, and real or imaginary component in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box. Select
the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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DC Current: IDC

Summary

IDC measures the DC current at a specified point in the circuit specified by theMeasurement Component parameter.
If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node.
If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated.

This DC value is a result of DC simulation only without the presence of any AC signals. Therefore, it will not show any
self-biasing effects. If you want to see self-biasing, you can use the Icomp measurement with a harmonic index of 0.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units.
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Differential DC Current: IDC_D

Summary

IDC_Dmeasures the DC current at a specified point in the circuit specified by theMeasurement Component parameter.
If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node.
If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated.

This DC value is a result of DC simulation only without the presence of any AC signals. Therefore, it does not show any
self-biasing effects. If you want to see self-biasing, you can use the Icomp measurement with a harmonic index of 0.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Components

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units.
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Current Envelope: Ienv

Summary

Ienv displays the complex envelope of a current waveform specified by theMeasurement Component parameter. If
the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured will be the current entering this node.
If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error will be generated. The measurement is
analogous to Nonlinear Voltage\Venv. Please consult Venv documentation for additional details

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AInteger valueNo. Samples
N/AInteger valueNo. Periods

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box. The x-axis
for this measurement is always in time units.
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Current Eye Diagram: Ieye

Summary

Ieye displays the time domain current measured at a specified point in the circuit specified by theMeasurement Component
in the form of an eye diagram. If the measurement component specifies a node, then the current measured is the current
entering this node. If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated. This
measurement applies only to circuits that are driven by PORT_ARBS, PORT_PRBS and PORTSIG elements. See
PORTSIG for signal file modifications needed to accommodate eye diagram displays.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.
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Differential Current Eye Diagram: IeyeD

Summary

IeyeD displays the time domain current measured at a specified point in the circuit specified by the +Measurement
Component and -Measurement Component parameters in the form of an eye diagram. If the measurement component
parameter specifies a node, then the current measured will be the current entering this node. If the measurement component
parameter specifies just an element, an error will be generated. This measurement is applicable only to circuits that are
driven by PORT_ARBS, PORT_PRBS and PORTSIG elements. Please see PORTSIG for signal file modifications
needed to accommodate eye diagram displays.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString- Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.
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FFT of Current for Specified Period: lfft

Summary

Ifft calculates the spectrum of the specified periodic current waveform using FFT. It is intended for use with transient
simulators such as Cadence® APLAC® transient or Spectre transient.

You need to specify the Start and End Time, thus the fundamental period T is determined as T=End Time-Start Time,
and the fundamental frequency f0=1/T. The Start and End Time options allow skipping of the transient processes, so
that FFT is applied to the portion of the transient waveform that corresponds to the steady state. The Start and End Time
are specified in time units explicitly: Seconds (s), milliseconds (ms), microseconds (us), nanoseconds (ns), or picoseconds
(ps).

The number of harmonics N specifies the highest frequency (Nf0) in the calculated spectrum.

Since the FFT requires evenly spaced time samples while transient waveforms generated by APLAC or Spectre simulators
have variable time step, interpolation of transient waveforms is performed. You can select from two interpolation methods
(Spline or Linear). The default interpolation method (Spline) is recommended in most cases, while Linear interpolation
is used if the number of available time points in the transient waveform is extremely small. The latter condition occurs
infrequently.

The oversampling factor improves the accuracy of the calculated spectrum and avoids aliasing. Thus, the minimum
allowed oversampling factor is 2 to avoid aliasing. The default value (4) is adequate in most cases.

Classic time domain windows can be applied to the waveform prior to calculating the FFT. The default is no windowing
(this is optimal if the fundamental frequency is known).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort, current probe, or a terminal of a

circuit element
Measurement Component

Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field.
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field.
N>1. The highest frequency in the
spectrum is N/(End Time - Start Time)

Integer numberNumber of harmonics

Spline (recommend in most cases), or
Linear

StringInterpolation method

2 to 16Integer NumberOversampling factor for FFT
Multiple classic time domain windows
are available.

StringTime domain window
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Result

This measurement returns N+1 complex numbers (approximate Fourier components of the specified current). The notation
is

i(t) = I0 + Re[∑
k=1

N
Ik exp [ jkω0t]]

where N is the number of harmonics, and Ik (k=0, ..., N) are the complex Fourier components. If dB display is selected,
20log10 |Ik| displays.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep
variables.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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FFT of Differential Current for Specified Period: IfftD

Summary

IfftD calculates the spectrum of the specified periodic current waveform using FFT. It is intended for use with transient
simulators such as Cadence® APLAC® transient or Spectre transient.

You need to specify the Start and End Time, thus the fundamental period T is determined as T=End Time-Start Time,
and the fundamental frequency f0=1/T. The Start and End Time options allow skipping of the transient processes, so
that FFT is applied to the portion of the transient waveform that corresponds to the steady state. The Start and End Time
are specified in time units explicitly: Seconds (s), milliseconds (ms), microseconds (us), nanoseconds (ns), or picoseconds
(ps).

The number of harmonics N specifies the highest frequency (Nf0) in the calculated spectrum.

Since the FFT requires evenly spaced time samples while transient waveforms generated by APLAC or Spectre simulators
have variable time step, interpolation of transient waveforms is performed. You can select from two interpolation methods
(Spline or Linear). The default interpolation method (Spline) is recommended in most cases, while Linear interpolation
is used if the number of available time points in the transient waveform is extremely small. The latter condition occurs
infrequently.

The oversampling factor improves the accuracy of the calculated spectrum and avoids aliasing. Thus, the minimum
allowed oversampling factor is 2 to avoid aliasing. The default value (4) is adequate in most cases.

Classic time domain windows can be applied to the waveform prior to calculating the FFT. The default is no windowing
(this is optimal if the fundamental frequency is known).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort, current probe, or a terminal of a

circuit element
+Measurement Component

N/APort, current probe, or a terminal of a
circuit element

-Measurement Component

Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field.
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field.
N>1. The highest frequency in the
spectrum is N/(End Time - Start Time)

Integer numberNumber of harmonics

Spline (recommend in most cases), or
Linear

StringInterpolation method

2 to 16Integer NumberOversampling factor for FFT
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RangeTypeName
Multiple classic time domain windows
are available.

StringTime domain window

Result

This measurement returns N+1 complex numbers (approximate Fourier components of the specified current). The notation
is

i(t) = I0 + Re[∑
k=1

N
Ik exp [ jkω0t]]

where N is the number of harmonics, and Ik (k=0, ..., N) are the complex Fourier components. If dB display is selected,
20log10 |Ik| displays.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep
variables.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Frequency Domain Current: Iharm

Summary

Iharm is used to measure the current spectrum specified by the Measurement Component parameter. If the measurement
component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node. If the measurement
component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated. The current value is returned as a spectrum of
complex magnitudes of all the current components at each harmonic frequency (to obtain the RMS. value, you must
divide by the square root of 2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select
the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always
in frequency units.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Differential Frequency Domain Current: IharmD

Summary

IharmD is used to measure the current spectrum specified by the +Measurement Component and -Measurement Component
parameters. If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering
this node. If the measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated. The current value
is returned as a spectrum of complex magnitudes of all the current components at each harmonic frequency (to obtain
the RMS. value, you must divide by the square root of 2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString-Measurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select
the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always
in frequency units.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Intermodulation Distortion: IMDN

Summary

IMDN computes the difference between the power of the fundamental signals and the nth-order products.

The following equation shows how to calculate IMDN for the nth harmonic in which Po is the power level of one of the
fundamental tones and PoN is the power level of the nth-order products:

IMDN = Po − PoN

The following figure shows implementation of the previous equation:

f1 f2(N+1)f1/2-(N-1)f2/2 (N+1)f2/2-(N-1)f1/2

Low side harmonic High side harmonic

Low side fundamental High side fundamental

You can choose from the four possible harmonic and fundamental combinations (Low side fundamental/low side harmonic,
high side fundamental/low side harmonic, low side fundamental/high side harmonic and high side fundemental/high side
harmonic).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp.a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a
aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Intermodulation Distortion Average: IMDN_AVG

Summary

IMDN_AVG is similar to IMDN but instead it computes the average intermodulation distortion of the four possible
combinations of fundamentals and harmonics.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp. (low)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(low)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund comp.a(high)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(high)

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Intermodulation Distortion Delta: IMDN_DELTA

Summary

IMDN_DELTA is similar to IMDN but instead it computes the intermodulation distortion difference between the worst
case and best case of the four possible combinations of fundamentals and harmonics.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp. (low)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(low)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund comp.a(high)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(high)

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Intermodulation Distortion Max: IMDN_MAX

Summary

IMDN_MAX is similar to IMDN but instead it computes the intermodulation distortion of the worst case or best case
of the four possible combinations of fundamentals and harmonics.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp. (low)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(low)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund comp.a(high)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(high)
Min/MaxStringOutput Type

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Input Mismatching Gain: INMG

Summary

INMG computes the nonlinear input mismatching gain of RF circuit blocks. The general equation for this implementation
is:

INMG =
∣ 1 − Γ sourceΓZin∣2

(1 − ∣ ΓZin∣2)(1 − ∣ Γ source∣2)

Where ΓZin represents the nonlinear input reflection coefficient of the RF circuit blocks and ΓSource is the port impedance.
This nonlinear behavior is generated due to the shift in operating conditions which the power sweep causes. The Power
in Component must be measured at a port.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower In Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a scalar value of nonlinear input mismatching gain as a function of input power at a specified
frequency.
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Envelope Current Spectrum at Specified Carrier: Ispectrum_ENV

Summary

Ispectrum_ENV is used to measure the spectrum of the current envelope around the specified RF carrier in Circuit
Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component parameter. If this parameter
specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

1 to 10Integer value# averages
AutoList of optionsFFT Windowing

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
real value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|). The x-axis
for this measurement is always in frequency units.

Computational Details

The current spectrum measurement is based on performing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) on the time domain signal.
The # averages setting controls the smoothness of the spectrum through the use of averaging. The time domain signal is
divided into a specified number of intervals for FFT and the final current spectrum is the average of the individual
spectrums. FFT Windowing is used to apply a window to the time domain signal prior to computing the FFT. Windowing
helps reduce sidelobes introduced by the FFT process when the signal is not periodic relative to the FFT width.
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Time Domain Current: Itime

Summary

Itime is used tomeasure the time domain current specified by theMeasurementComponent parameter. If themeasurement
component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node. If the measurement
component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated. The current value is returned as a real valued time
waveform of the current values. For one-tone analysis, two periods of the waveform display.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsOffset

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

The Offset controls any desired shift in the waveform. "None" introduces no shift. "First Point" offsets by the first
waveform point value so the first point is always 0. "Average" offsets by the average value of the waveform. "RMS"
offsets by the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the waveform.
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Differential Time Domain Current: ItimeD

Summary

ItimeD is used to measure the time domain current specified by theMeasurement Component parameter. If the
measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node. If the
measurement component parameter specifies just an element, an error is generated. The current value is returned as a
real valued time waveform of the current values. For one-tone analysis, two periods of the waveform display.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString-Measurement Component
N/AList of optionsOffset

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

The Offset controls any desired shift in the waveform. "None" introduces no shift. "First Point" offsets by the first
waveform point value so the first point is always 0. "Average" offsets by the average value of the waveform. "RMS"
offsets by the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the waveform.
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Time Domain Current: Itime_ENV

Summary

Itime_ENV is used to measure the total time domain current in Circuit Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as
specified by the Measurement Component parameter. If this parameter specifies a node, then the current measured is the
current entering this node.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

True or FalseCheck boxDisplay envelope only

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

This measurement computes the total time domain current by summing all the harmonics of the RF signals that have
been modulated by their time-varying complex envelopes. If Display envelope only is selected, the measurement displays
only the (real valued) envelope of the time domain current. Note that this measurement needs to sample the signals with
a time step that can account for the highest harmonic of the RF signals. This can result in a very high number of time
points, depending on the values of the tone frequencies. The same sampling time step is used if you select Display envelope
only, but the output waveform is returned only at the Circuit Envelope analysis time points.
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Time Domain Current Envelope at Specified Carrier: Itime_f_ENV

Summary

Itime_f_ENV is used to measure the time-varying complex envelope of the current around the specified RF carrier in
Circuit Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by theMeasurement Component parameter. If this parameter
specifies a node, then the current measured is the current entering this node.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Results

This measurement returns a complex value in current units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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I-V Curve Trace I at Swept Terminal: IVCurve

Summary

The I-V curve trace measurement is a specialized measurement that requires the presence of a single IVCURVE
measurement element in the schematic. The IVCURVE measurement element is used just like a real curve tracer would
be used. The IVCURVE measurement element has two terminals, one for a swept voltage, and the other for a stepped
voltage. The following is the schematic symbol for the IVCURVE element.

Swp Step

This measurement is controlled by the settings associated with the IVCURVEmeasurement element. For more information
on the settings, see the documentation for the IVCURVE element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a DC-IV curve trace..
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I-V Curve Trace I at Stepped Terminal: IVCurve2

Summary

The I-V curve trace measurement is a specialized measurement that requires the presence of a single IVCURVE
measurement element in the schematic. The IVCURVE measurement element is used just like a real curve tracer would
be used. The IVCURVE measurement element has two terminals, one for a swept voltage, and the other for a stepped
voltage. The following is the schematic symbol for the IVCURVE element.

Swp Step

This measurement is controlled by the settings associated with the IVCurve measurement element. This measurement
differs from the IVCurve measurement in that it displays the current from the stepped terminal. For more information
on the settings, see the IVCurve element documentation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a DC-IV curve trace.
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I-V Curve Delta I at Swept Terminal: IVDelta

Summary

IVDelta computes the difference between measured and model-predicted results of I-V measurements; it is useful for
nonlinear model parameter extraction.

The measured results are stored in a data file which is imported by right-clicking Data Files in the Project Browser. The
file name extension should be .ivd. The following example shows the format of the data file.

4
3

1 2 3
0 0 0 0
1 .01 .02 .03
2 .02 .04 .06
3 .02 .04 .06

number of swept points
number of stepped points

step values

sweep values

data

The measurement has two parameters indicating the sources of IV data. Normally, one source is the measurement data
file and the other is the schematic which contains the simulated results obtained using the IVCurve (or IVCurveI) meter.

IVDelta computes, at each point in the sweep, the sum of absolute values of the difference between the measured and
modeled results.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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I-V Curve Delta I at Stepped Terminal: IVDelta2

Summary

IVDelta2 is analogous to IVDelta; the difference is that current, not voltage, is used as the stepped variable.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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I-V Dynamic Load Line: IVDLL

Summary

The dynamic load line measurement is used to plot the dynamic I-V trajectory on a rectangular graph. Typically, the
load line measurement is used in conjunction with the IVCurve measurement as shown below.

5.46127e-16 2 4 6 8
Voltage (V)

Load Line

-50

0

50

100

150

IVDLL[V_METER.VM1,I_METER.AMP1,1,1] (mA)
Amp

IVCurve (mA)
IVTrace

The DC IV curves will be generated from a simple schematic with an IVCURVE element (or swept variables) and an
active device. The dynamic load line measurement will be specified by the Voltage Measurement Component and
Current Measurement Component parameters using the circuit of the entire design (e.g., a power amplifier circuit)
that uses that same device. By putting both the IVCURVEmeasurement and the IVDLLmeasurement on the same graph,
the relationship between the static and dynamic IV characteristics can be displayed.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage Measure Component
N/AStringCurrent Measure Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in current units.
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Jitter Measurement: Jitter

Summary

Eye_Jitter computes the jitter metric of an eye diagram. Two metrics are available:

Peak-Peak:

JitterPk to Pk = max(X1_upperPk- X1_lowerPk,X2_upperPk-X2_lowerPk)

RMS:

Jitterrms = max(X1_sigma, X1_sigma)

X1_upperPk and X2_upperPk are the maximum X values of the X1 and X2 crossing points, respectively. X1_lowerPk
and X2_lowerPk are the minimum X values of the X1 and X2 crossing points, respectively.

X1_sigma and X2_sigma are the standard deviations of the X values of the X1 and X2 crossing points, respectively.

The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Eye Crossing Info measurement Eye_Crossing.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/ANot usedThreshold
Peak-Peak or RMSStringMethod

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.

Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.
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Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is
Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments
will not line up properly.

Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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Differential Jitter Measurement: JitterD

Summary

Eye_Jitter computes the jitter metric of an eye diagram. Two metrics are available:

Peak-Peak:

JitterPk to Pk = max(X1_upperPk- X1_lowerPk,X2_upperPk-X2_lowerPk)

RMS:

Jitterrms = max(X1_sigma, X1_sigma)

X1_upperPk and X2_upperPk are the maximum X values of the X1 and X2 crossing points, respectively. X1_lowerPk
and X2_lowerPk are the minimum X values of the X1 and X2 crossing points, respectively.

X1_sigma and X2_sigma are the standard deviations of the X values of the X1 and X2 crossing points, respectively.

The computation of these values is performed in a manner similar to the Differential Eye Crossing Info measurement
Eye_CrossingD.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
1 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces
N/ANot usedThreshold
Peak-Peak or RMSStringMethod

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of time.
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Graph Type

This measurement is normally displayed in a rectangular graph, in a table, or used in Output Equations.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type is
Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual segments
will not line up properly.

Trace Width setting should normally be set so it contains two to three eye crossings (two to three symbol periods). The
eye crossing detection algorithm works best with this number of crossings.
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SSB Noise-to-Carrier Ratio (Lower Sideband, Offset From Carrier): L_LSB

Summary

L_LSB measures the single-sideband noise-to-carrier ratio of a noisy oscillator, referenced to the lower sideband.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for noise meas
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerHarmonic Indexa

Default/Conversion OnlyList of optionsNoise Computation Method
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

See PH_NOISE for details on the difference between the USB and LSB phase noise measurements versus the PH_NOISE
measurement.
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SSB Noise-to-Carrier Ratio (Upper Sideband, Offset From Carrier): L_USB

Summary

L_USB measures the single-sideband noise-to-carrier ratio of a noisy oscillator, referenced to the upper sideband.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for noise meas
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerHarmonic Indexa

Default/Conversion OnlyList of optionsNoise Computation Method
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

See PH_NOISE for details on the difference between the USB and LSB phase noise measurements versus the PH_NOISE
measurement.
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Phase Noise L(fm) (vs. Offset Freq): LFM

Summary

LFM calculates the spectral density of phase fluctuations of the output voltage of a noisy oscillator. The expression used
for this calculation is simplified compared to that used in PH_NOISE measurement but it may yield better agreement
with the results calculated using other software packages.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for noise meas
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerHarmonic Indexa

Default/Conversion OnlyList of optionsNoise Computation Method
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

L( f m) =
< V−kV−k

* > + < V kV k
* >

2 < V 0,kV 0,k >

where V-k and Vk are the lower and upper noise sidebands, respectively, and V0,k is the harmonic component of the
steady state solution.
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Large Signal S-Parameter at Harmonic: LSSnm

Summary

LSSnm is used to compute the equivalent of an S-parameter under large signal excitation conditions. The computation
requires that the "From" port be an excitation port. For example, the measurement of the complete set of S-parameters
for a two port would require two separate simulations where one simulation places an excitation on port one (for measuring
S21 and S11) and the second simulation places and excitation on port two (for measuring S12 and S22). This measurement
also allows the selection of the harmonic frequency used for both the "From" port and the "To" port, enabling the
measurement of quantities like conversion loss or gain in mixers and multipliers. This measurement can also be used to
measure a large signal output return loss using two sources. The input port would be the large signal excitation of the
circuit. The output port would be a tone 2-port with low power and a small offset from the fundamental. By picking the
proper Harmonic Index for the "From" and "To" port, this will measure a large signal return loss at a port other than
the excitation port.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPort (To)
N/AStringPort (From)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index (To)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index (From)
aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Large Signal S-Parameter at Harmonic (Specify Impedance): LSSnmZ

Summary

LSSnmZ

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPort (To)
N/AStringPort (From)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index (To)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index (From)
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealTo Zo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealTo Zo, imag
0.1 to 2500 ohmsRealFrom Zo, real
-2500 to 2500 ohmsRealFrom Zo, imag

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result
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Modulated Noise Contributors: ModNoiseCon

Summary

ModNoiseCon lists the noise generating elements and the contribution of each of them to the output amplitude or phase
noise at the specified frequency.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueLarge-signal harmonica

Amplitude/PhaseList of optionsAmplitude/Phase Noise
Voltage (V/sqrt(Hz)) / Power (V^2/Hz)List of optionsNoise Voltage/Power
Total Noise Per Element / Detail by
Noise Type / Detail by Noise Source

List of optionsNoise Type

Name / ValueList of optionsSort Criterion
aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of V2/Hz, or V/sqrt(Hz).

Options

This measurement is only available with Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator analysis.

Output Noise Meter is used to select a noise meter (V_NSMTR) in the schematic, which identifies the output voltage of
interest.

Large Signal Harmonic, and Frequency Index identify the frequency at which to measure the noise. Large Signal Harmonic
identifies one of the spectral components analyzed by the harmonic balance simulator. The output frequency of interest,
where the noise is measured, is offset from this component. Frequency Index specifies the offset value: it refers to a
frequency in the sweep specified on the NLNOISE or OSCNOISE element in the schematic.

Amplitude/Phase Noise selects the modulation type of the output noise whose contributors are to be listed.

Noise Voltage/Power selects the noise units.

Noise Type chooses what is listed:

• Total Noise Per Element lists each element once and displays the total noise contributed by it.

• Detail by Noise Type lists the contribution of each noise type (thermal, flicker, burst, shot) within each element.
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• Detail by Noise Source lists the contribution of every noise source within each element.

Sort Criterion chooses the order of the listed items.

• Name sorts the items alphabetically.

• Value sorts by value in the first sweep point, largest first.
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Modulated Noise Contributors in dBc: ModNoiseCon_dBc

Summary

ModNoiseCon_dBc lists the noise generating elements and the contribution of each of them to the output amplitude or
phase noise, at a specified frequency offset from any output harmonic component. The contributions are in dBc: relative
to the output harmonic.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueLarge-signal harmonica

Amplitude/PhaseList of optionsAmplitude/Phase Noise
Total Noise Per Element / Detail by
Noise Type / Detail by Noise Source

List of optionsNoise Type

Name / ValueList of optionsSort Criterion
aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unitless real value: a power ratio.

Computational Details

The ModNoiseCon_dBc measurement lists "noise to signal" ratios. The denominator (signal) is the square of the output
voltage at the harmonic specified by Large Signal Harmonic. The numerators (noise in V2/Hz) are the single sideband
output noise contributions of elements at the specified offset from the Large Signal Harmonic frequency.

Options

This measurement is only available with Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator analysis.

Output Noise Meter is used to select a noise meter (V_NSMTR) in the schematic, which identifies the output voltage of
interest.

Large Signal Harmonic, and Frequency Index identify the frequency at which to measure the noise. Large Signal Harmonic
identifies one of the spectral components analyzed by the harmonic balance simulator. The output frequency of interest,
where the noise is measured, is offset from this component. Frequency Index specifies the offset value: it refers to a
frequency in the sweep specified on the NLNOISE or OSCNOISE element in the schematic.

Amplitude/Phase Noise specifies the modulation type of the output noise whose contributors are to be listed.

Noise Type chooses what is listed:
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• Total Noise Per Element lists each element once and displays the total noise contributed by it.

• Detail by Noise Type lists the contribution of each noise type (thermal, flicker, burst, shot) within each element.

• Detail by Noise Source lists the contribution of every noise source within each element.

Sort Criterion chooses the order of the listed items.

• Name sorts the items alphabetically.

• Value sorts by value in the first sweep point, largest first.
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Nonlinear Noise Figure: NF_SSB0

Summary

NF_SSB0 computes a large-signal noise figure of a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerOutput large-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsOutput sideband
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerInput large-signal harmonic
Upper/LowerList of optionsInput sideband

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

The NF_SSB0 measurement computes the noise figure of a nonlinear circuit as:

NF =
N( f out)

N s( f in → f out)

where

• N(fout) is the total noise power at the output in 1 Hz bandwidth around frequency fout.

• Ns(fin→fout) is the noise power at the output in 1 Hz bandwidth around frequency fout due to the input noise source at
frequency fin. By convention, the input noise source is a termination resistor R=Rsource at T0=290 K.

For a down-converting mixer, for example, fin is typically the upper-sideband RF frequency and fout is the IF frequency.

The computation of the output noise power (the numerator in the NF equation) excludes the contribution of the load
termination.

The NF_SSB0 measurement computes the total noise power at the output as

N(fout) = kT0Gfin→fout+Nn(fout).

where Gfin→fout is the transducer conversion gain from the input port to the output port between fin and fout; and N(fout)
is the noise contributed by the network under test. Note that N(fout) does not include the reference source contribution
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from frequencies other than fin (image frequencies), in disagreement with the IEEE definition of noise figure but in
analogy to the linear noise figure definition. For a more general noise figure definition see NF_SSBN.
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Noise Figure (IEEE Definition): NF_SSBN

Summary

NF_SSBN computes a large-signal noise figure of a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerOutput large-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsOutput sideband
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerInput large-signal harmonic
Upper/LowerList of optionsInput sideband

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

The NF_SSBN measurement computes the noise figure of a nonlinear circuit as:

NF =
N( f out)

N s( f in → f out)

where

• N(fout) is the total noise power at the output in 1 Hz bandwidth around frequency fout.

• Ns(fin→fout) is the noise power at the output in 1 Hz bandwidth around frequency fout due to the input noise source at
frequency fin . By convention, the input noise source is a termination resistor R=Rsource at T0=290 K.

For a down-converting mixer, for example, fin is typically the upper-sideband RF frequency, while fout is the IF frequency.

The computation of the output noise power (the numerator in the NF equation) excludes the contribution of the load
termination.

The NT_SSB measurement computes the total noise power at the output as

N( f out) = kTo f∑G f in→ f out
+ Nn( f out)

where
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f∑G f in→ f out

is the sum of transducer conversion gains from the input port to the output port from all image frequencies to fout; and
Nn(fout) is the noise contributed by the network under test.
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Nonlinear Gamma Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe: NLGAM_GP2

Summary

NLGAM_GP2 is a nonlinear generalization of the GAM_GP2 measurement and it is used for the calculation of internal
reflection coefficients using the GPROBE2 element. This element can only be used with the Cadence® APLAC® HB
simulator. See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe
element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
Gamma 1 or Gamma 2List of optionsGamma selection
0.1 to 2500RealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Nonlinear Loop Gain: NLLoopGain

Summary

This measurement calculates small signal voltage loop gain, under large signal conditions. The measurement is made at
the intrinsic controlling node of the drain-source or collector-emitter current of a nonlinear transistor model in the loop.
After the large signal operating points of nonlinear elements have been determined, the controlling input of the intrinsic
current source is disconnected, and the voltage loop gain from that input to the node from which it was disconnected is
determined.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Noise Contributors: NLNoiseCon

Summary

NLNoiseCon lists the noise generating elements and the amount of noise each of them contributes to the output at the
specified frequency (1 Hz bandwidth).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Noise Meter
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueLarge-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsSideband (upper/lower)
Voltage (V/sqrt(Hz)) / Power (V^2/Hz)List of optionsNoise Voltage/Power
Total Noise Per Element / Detail by
Noise Type / Detail by Noise Source

List of optionsNoise Type

Name / ValueList of optionsSort Criterion
aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value with units of V2/Hz, or V/sqrt(Hz).

Options

NLNoiseCon is only available with Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator analysis.

Output Noise Meter is used to select a noise meter (V_NSMTR) in the schematic, which identifies the output voltage of
interest.

Large Signal Harmonic, Sideband and Frequency Index identify the frequency at which to measure the noise. Large Signal
Harmonic identifies one of the spectral components analyzed by the harmonic balance simulator. The output frequency
of interest, where the noise is measured, is offset from this component. Sideband identifies the direction of the offset,
and Frequency Index specifies the offset value: it refers to a frequency in the sweep specified on the NLNOISE or
OSCNOISE element in the schematic.

Noise Voltage/Power selects the noise units.

Noise Type chooses what is listed:

• Total Noise Per Element lists each element once and displays the total noise contributed by it.

• Detail by Noise Type lists the contribution of each noise type (thermal, flicker, burst, shot) within each element.

• Detail by Noise Source lists the contribution of every noise source within each element.
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Sort Criterion chooses the order of the listed items.

• Name sorts the items alphabetically.

• Value sorts by value in the first sweep point, largest first.
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Nonlinear Stability IndexMeasuredwithModifiedGamma-Probe: NLSTAB_GP2

Summary

NLSTAB_GP2 is a nonlinear generalization of the STAB_GP2measurement used to plot the stability index as a function
of frequency in conjunction with the GPROBE2 element. This element can only be used with the Cadence® APLAC®
HB simulator. See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe
element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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Nonlinear Nyquist Stability Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe:
NLSTABN_GP2

Summary

NLSTABN_GP2 is a nonlinear generalization of the STABN_GP2 measurement used for plotting the open-loop gain
function in conjunction with the GPROBE2 element. The plots are useful for examination of circuit stability by application
of the Nyquist criterion. This element can only be used with the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator. See “Microwave
Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element and the Stability
measurements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

Gamma probe
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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RMS Noise Power: NP

Summary

NP computes the RMS noise power at a node (or across a pair of nodes) in a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerLarge-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsSideband
N/AIntegerNoise Measurement Bandwidth

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in units of V^2/Hz.
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Noise Spectrum Density at "Port To" Port: NPo_NL

Summary

NPo_NL computes the spectral density of noise power delivered to the output terminal of a nonlinear circuit, following
a nonlinear noise analysis. The output terminal is defined by the PortTo parameter of the NLNOISE element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

NPo_NL returns a real value in power units per Hz. You can display this measurement in dBm/Hz by selecting dBm
under Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The x-axis for this measurement is in frequency
units. The x-axis frequencies are defined by the NFstart and NFend parameters of the NLNOISE element
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Noise Spectrum Density at "Port To" Port in User Specified Bandwidth:
NPo_NL_BW

Summary

NPo_NL_BW computes the spectral density of noise power delivered to the output terminal of a nonlinear circuit in a
user-specified bandwidth, following a nonlinear noise analysis. The output terminal is defined by the NLNOISE element
PortTo parameter.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 100e9RealNoise Measurement Bandwidth (Hz)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Computational Details

The bandwidth correction is applied using the following formula:

Noise Power in Bandwdith = Noise Power + 10 · log(Noise Measurement Bandwidth)

Result

NPo_NL_BW returns a real value in power units per Hz. You can display this measurement in dBm/Hz by selecting
dBm under ComplexModifier in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box. The x-axis for this measurement is in frequency
units. The x-axis frequencies are defined by the NFstart and NFend parameters of the NLNOISE element
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Noise Temperature: NT_SSB

Summary

NT_SSB computes the noise temperature of a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerOutput large-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsOutput sideband
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerInput large-signal harmonic
Upper/LowerList of optionsInput sideband

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

NT_SSB returns a real value in temperature units.

Computational Details

The noise temperature is given by

T = T0(F-1)

where T0=290K is the input reference temperature and F is the noise figure as computed by NF_SSB. See the NF_SSBN
documentation for details of noise figure computation.
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RMS Noise Voltage in V/sqrt(Hz): NV

Summary

NV computes the rms noise voltage at a node (or across a pair of nodes) in a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for Noise Meas.
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerLarge-signal harmonica

Upper/LowerList of optionsSideband
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in units of V/sqrt(Hz).

Computational Details

The noise meter element (V_NSMTR) must be connected to the node (or a pair of nodes) where noise is to be measured.
The noise meter is located in theMeasDevice category of the Elements Browser.
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Noise Voltage Correlation in V^2/Hz: NVCorr

Summary

NVCorr computes an element of the voltage correlation matrix at a node (or across a pair of nodes) in a nonlinear circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for Noise Meas.
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerLarge-signal harmonic 1a

Upper/LowerList of optionsSideband 1
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerLarge-signal harmonic 2a

Upper/LowerList of optionsSideband 2
aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

For the purposes of spot noise simulations, noise waveforms (voltages and currents) are represented as

n(t) = ∑
k=−K

K
N k exp [ j(kω0 + ω)t]

where ω is the noise offset frequency and Nk are pseudo-sinusoidal components of the noisy waveform; thus <|Nk|
2>

represents the mean-square value of the noise waveform lying in a 1 Hz bandwidth around kω0+ω. The noise voltage
correlation matrix is of the form:

[ C−K,−K C−K,−K+1 ... C−K,K

C−K+1,−K C−K+1,−K+1 ... C−K+1,K
... ... ... ...

CK,−K CK,−K+1 ... CK,K
]

where

Ci,j =<ViVj
*>.

Note that √Ck,k represents the per-Hertz RMS noise voltage at kω0+ω as computed by the NV measurement.
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The noise meter element (V_NSMTR) must be connected to the node (or a pair of nodes) where noise is to be measured.
The noise meter is located in the MeasDevice category of the Elements Browser.
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Nth Order Intercept Point: OIPN

Summary

OIPN computes the nth-order output intercept point of a circuit, possibly having multi-tone excitation. The intercept
point is the point at which a linear extrapolation of the fundamental power and the power in the intermodulation product
intersect each other (when shown as output power in dBm versus input power in dBm). The following figure shows an
example of the third-order intercept point of a two-tone excitation.
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The nth-order intercept point should be calculated in the small-signal operating region of the device. In the previous
example, the pair of points marked with circles is a good choice for determining the intercept point. In the small-signal
region, the slope of the IM curve is n, the order of the product. Because the slopes of both curves are known, a measurement
at a single power value is sufficient to determine the intercept point (assuming the point is in the small signal region).

The intercept point is given by

IP = PFo + (PFo − PNon − 1 )
where PFo is the output power of the fundamental component in dBm, PNo is the output power of the nth order product,
and n is the order. For example, for a two-tone analysis, the order, n, of the intermodulation product is given by

n = |h1| + |h2|

where h1 is the harmonic of the first tone and h2 is the harmonic of the second tone. The intermodulation product 2f1 -
f2 is a 3rd order product. The following figure shows fundamentals and nth order harmonics. In this figure f1 and f2 are
fundamental tones.
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f1 f2(N+1)f1/2-(N-1)f2/2 (N+1)f2/2-(N-1)f1/2

Low side harmonic High side harmonic

Low side fundamental High side fundamental

OIPN allows you to choose one of the four possible harmonic and fundamental combinations (Low side fundamental/low
side harmonic, high side fundamental/low side harmonic, low side fundamental/high side harmonic and high side
fundemental/high side harmonic).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp.a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a
2 to 10IntegerIP order

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power in dBm.
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Nth Order Intercept Point Average: OIPN_AVG

Summary

OIPN_AVG is similar to OIPN but instead it computes the average intercept point of the four possible combinations of
fundamentals and harmonics.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp. (low)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(low)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund comp.a(high)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(high)
2 to 10IntegerIP order

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power in dBm.
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Nth Order Intercept Point Delta: OIPN_DELTA

Summary

OIPN_DELTA is similar to OIPN but instead it computes the difference between the worst case and best case intercept
point of the four possible combinations of fundamentals and harmonics.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp. (low)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(low)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund comp.a(high)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(high)
2 to 10IntegerIP order

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power in dBm.
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Nth Order Intercept Point Max: OIPN_MAX

Summary

OIPN_MAX is similar to OIPN but instead it computes the worst case or best case intercept point of the four possible
combinations of fundamentals and harmonics.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
NASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringOutput Power Meas. Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund. comp. (low)a

-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(low)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of fund comp.a(high)
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerIndex of IM comp.a(high)
Min/MaxStringOutput Type
2 to 10IntegerIP order

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power in dBm.
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DC Operating Point: OP_DC

Summary

TheOP_DCmeasurement can be used tomeasure the available DC operating point quantities. This measurement computes
the operating point at the DC bias level of the circuit. A typical operating point quantity would be the gm of a transistor
for example. The available operating point quantities can be selected in the Measurement Component drop-down list.
Additional operating point quantities can be selected from the browser by clicking the "..." button next to theMeasurement
Component drop-down.

NOTE: You must ensure the Operating point info check box in the Compute and save results from area in the Advanced
HB Options dialog box is selected before you can use this measurement. This check box is selected by default.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Dynamic Operating Point: OP_DYN

Summary

The OP_DYNmeasurement can be used to measure the dynamic operating point quantities. This measurement computes
the operating point as a function of time. For small signal levels, this measurement generally give the same result as
OP_DC. A typical use of this measurement might be to observe the change in gm over an operating cycle. The available
operating point quantities can be selected using the Measurement Component drop-down list. Additional operating point
quantities can be selected from the schematic browser by clicking the "..." button next to the Measurement Component
drop-down.

NOTE:You must ensure the Time domain operating point check box in the Compute and save results from area is selected
in the Advanced HB Options dialog box before you can use this measurement. This check box is not selected by default.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:This measurement is invalid if the schematic contains more than one tone. All measurements will have additional
parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters. These parameters are dynamic;
they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis ” for details on configuring these
parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Oscillation Frequency: OSC_FREQ

Summary

OSC_FREQ displays an oscillator's frequency of oscillation determined by the OSCAPROBE element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Tuning Parameter: OSC_PARAM

Summary

This measurement is Obsolete with the swept variable capability introduced in 6.0.

OSC_PARAM displays the value of the tuning parameter in the tuning mode of oscillator analysis.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Oscillators onlyData sourceData Source Name

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is the value of the tuning parameter in MKS
units

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a Rectangular graph or Tabular grid.
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Overshoot Voltage: Overshoot

Summary

The Overshoot measurement calculates the overshoot voltage defined as the difference between the maximum voltage
and the high voltage reference (logical "1" level) HighRef.

This measurement reports the first overshoot value found within the user-specified time interval, and zero if there is no
overshoot.

The HighRef and LowRef voltages can be either determined automatically (default behavior), or user-specified in Volts.
In the latter case, you need to select the Specify check box.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueTransition
Rising or FallingStringTransition type
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Can be user-specified when the Specify
check box is selected, or ignored if the
check box is cleared.

Voltage in voltsLevel

Selected or clearedBoolean valueSpecify

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential Overshoot Voltage: OvershootD

Summary

The OvershootD measurement calculates the overshoot voltage defined as the difference between the maximum voltage
and the high voltage reference (logical "1" level) HighRef.

This measurement reports the first overshoot value found within the user-specified time interval, and zero if there is no
overshoot.

The HighRef and LowRef voltages can be either determined automatically (default behavior), or user-specified in Volts.
In the latter case, you need to select the Specify check box.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueTransition
Rising or FallingStringTransition type
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Can be user-specified when Specify
check box is selected, or ignored if the
check box is cleared.

Voltage in voltsLevel

Selected or clearedBoolean valueSpecify

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Power Added Efficiency: PAE

Summary

PAE computes the power-added efficiency of a circuit. The DC power is computed from the total DC power of all sources
in the circuit. The RF power is computed using the specified measurement element.

The power-added efficiency is defined as

PAE = (∣ Pout ∣ − ∣ Pin ∣
Pdc ) · 100%

where Pout is the output power measured by the output measurement element (usually the output port), Pin is the input
power delivered to the network, and Pdc is the total DC power delivered by all the sources in the circuit. Both the output
and input power are determined from the real part of the fundamental tones in the analysis.

NOTES: For output power, only the power from the fundamental tones are used. If you are using a modulated signal or
a multi-tone analysis has significant power outside of the fundamentals, you can use the PAEB measurement, which
allows you to specify the frequency band to calculate the output power.

The input power used is the power delivered to the circuit, not the power available from the source. If you want the
measurement to use the power available, use an ISOL8R (Ideal Isolator) directly after the input port. With the isolator,
the power available is the same as the power delivered to the circuit.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower In Component
N/AStringPower Out Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Power Added Efficiency In User Specified Bandwidth: PAEB

Summary

PAEB computes the power-added efficiency of a circuit in a user-defined bandwidth. The DC power is computed from
the total DC power of all sources in the circuit. The RF power is computed using the specified measurement element.

The power-added efficiency is defined as

PAE = (∣ Pout ∣ − ∣ Pin ∣
Pdc ) · 100%

where Pout is the output power measured by the output measurement element (usually the output port), Pin is the input
power delivered to the network, and Pdc is the total DC power delivered by all the sources in the circuit. For both the
output and input power, these are determined from the sum of the real part of the tones in the user-defined bandwidth.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower In Component
N/AStringPower Out Component
1 to 1e+20Real valueFrequency Lower (Hz)
1 to 1e+20Real valueFrequency Upper (Hz)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Available Power: PAvail

Summary

PAvail is used to measure the available power of a port.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units. The result can be displayed in dBm by selecting the dBm check
box.
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Power Harmonic Component: Pcomp

Summary

Pcomp is used to measure a harmonic component of the power measured at a specified point in the circuit. The power
value is returned as the complex magnitude of the RMS power component at the harmonic frequency.

To obtain the DC power, use a harmonic index of zero. To obtain the power at the fundamental frequency use a harmonic
index of one.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in power units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select
the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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DC Power: PDC

Summary

PDC computes the DC power (VDC*IDC) measured at the Measurement Component.

This DC value is a result of DC simulation only without the presence of any AC signals, therefore, it does not show any
self-biasing effects. To see self-biasing, you can use the Pcomp measurement with a harmonic index of 0.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units.

Computational Details

When Measurement Component is a device, total DC power in a device is calculated. All nodes on the device are included
in the calculation of DC power, including non-electrical nodes. If this measurement is used on a device with current
flowing out of a thermal node, the result is incorrect.
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FFT of Power for Specified Period: Pfft

Summary

Pfft calculates the power spectrum at the specified port or circuit component using FFT. It is intended to be used with
transient simulators, such as Cadence® APLAC® transient or Spectre transient.

You need to specify the Start and End Time, thus the fundamental period T is determined as T=End Time-Start Time,
and the fundamental frequency f0=1/T. The Start and End Time options allow skipping of the transient processes, so that
FFT is applied to the portion of the transient waveform that corresponds to the steady state. The Start and End Time are
specified in time units explicitly. Seconds (s), milliseconds (ms), microseconds (us), nanoseconds (ns), or picoseconds
(ps) can be specified as units for Start and End Time.

The number of harmonics N specifies the highest frequency (Nf0) in the calculated spectrum.

Since the FFT requires evenly spaced time samples while transient waveforms generated by APLAC or Spectre simulators
have variable time step, interpolation of transient waveforms is performed. Two interpolation methods (Spline or Linear)
can be selected. The default interpolation method (Spline) is recommended in most cases while Linear interpolation is
used if the number of available time points in the transient waveform is extremely small. The latter condition occurs
infrequently.

The oversampling factor improves accuracy of the calculated spectrum and avoids aliasing, thus the minimum allowed
oversampling factor is 2 to avoid aliasing. The default value (4) is adequate in most cases.

Classic time domain windows can be applied to the waveform prior to calculating the FFT. The default is no windowing
(this is optimal if the fundamental frequency is known).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 PortsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort, Voltage source or a circuit

element
Measurement Component

Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, mn, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
N>1. The highest frequency in the
spectrum is N/(End Time- Start Time)

Integer numberNumber of Harmonics

Spline (recommended in most cases), or
Linear

StringInterpolation method

2 to 16Integer numberOversampling factor
Multiple classic time domain windows
are available.

StringTime domain window
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NOTE: All measurements have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns N+1 complex numbers (approximate Fourier components of the specified power). To perform
this calculation, Approximate Fourier spectrum of current and voltage are calculated as described in Vfft and Ifft. The
power spectrum is then calculated as:

A( f ) = {V kIk if k = 0(DC)
1
2V kIk

* if k ≠ 0

where N is the number of harmonics, and Pk (k=0, ..., N) are the complex Fourier components of power. If dB display
is selected, 10log10 |Pk| is displayed.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep
variables.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Power Gain at Fundamental: PGain

Summary

PGain computes the transducer power gain and is the large-signal equivalent to the GT measurement. The transducer
power gain is the ratio of the power delivered to the load to the power available from the source. The transducer power
gain is given by

GT = PPower delivered to the load/PPower available from the source

Both the input and output power are measured at the fundamental frequency.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower In Component
N/AStringPower Out Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Phase Noise Spectral Density (Offset from Carrier): PH_NOISE

Summary

PH_NOISE measures the spectral density of phase fluctuations of a noisy oscillator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeter for noise meas
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

By conventional spot noise analysis a noisy oscillator waveform may be viewed as an amplitude and phase-modulated
signal of the form:

x(t) = Re([A + Re(a(ω)e jωt)]exp[ j(ωct + Re(Φ(ω)e jωt)])
where Φ(ω) represents the random phasor of phase fluctuations at offset frequency ω; and a(ω) represents the random
phasor of amplitude fluctuations at offset frequency ω.

PH_NOISEmeasures the spectral density of phase fluctuations (in rad2/Hz) at offset frequency ω, given by themean-square
value of the random phasor Φ(ω),

Sφ(ω) = <Φ(ω)Φ
*(ω)>

This representation of a noisy oscillator signal focused on the fundamental component. The Harmonic Index determines
the output component of interest. In standard free-running oscillators Harmonic Index=1. In a multiplying-type oscillator,
you should set Harmonic Index to the appropriate multiple of the fundamental where phase noise is to be computed.

Many engineers loosely refer to the conventional noise-to-carrier ratio measurement as "phase noise". PH_NOISE is a
spectral density of phase noise and is not equivalent, though it is closely related, to the noise-to-carrier ratio. In particular,
PH_NOISE is approximately 3 dB above noise-to-carrier ratio at near-carrier offsets. Use L_LSB and L_USB for more
precise noise-to-carrier ratio measurements.
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Phase Noise: PH_NOISE_NL

Summary

PH_NOISE_NL computes the phase noise at a port of a driven nonlinear circuit. The port number is the PortTo parameter
of the NLNOISE control element that must be placed in the schematic. When needed, you can use this measurement in
conjunction with the OSC_W_PH_NOISE element, which can model input phase noise (for example, for an amplifier
or a mixer's local oscillator) in order to measure the total phase noise at the output. This allows the inclusion of phase
noise data from lab measurements, or from oscillation simulations run on a smaller scale, in the simulation of the rest of
the circuitry driven by the oscillator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AStringData Source Name
-Max Harmonics to +Max Harmonics.IntegerOutput large-signal harmonica

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the power ratio of phase noise to the selected harmonic (both in V2/Hz) as a positive real value.

The following are the values of frequency:

• For one-tone analysis, kfo+ Δf, where k is the index specified in Output large signal harmonic, and fo is the fundamental
frequency of the schematic (document), and Δf is the offset frequency specified in the NLNOISE element.

• For two-tone analysis, kfo+mf1+Δf, where (k, m) are the pair of indices specified under Output large signal harmonic,
fo is the Tone 1 fundamental frequency of the schematic (document), f1 is the Tone 2 frequency, and Δf is the offset
frequency specified in the NLNOISE element.

The offset frequencies are swept as specified in the NLNOISE element, thus forming a function L(Δf) that can be plotted
or tabulated.

Computational Details

This measurement implements calculations of the phase noise L(Δf) according to the expression

L( Δ f ) =
( | VΔ f ,k |2 + | V−Δ f ,k |2 − 2Re[V (Δ f ,−Δ f ),kexp( j2 ϕ )])

∣ Vo,k∣
2

where V0,k is the large signal noiseless voltage corresponding to the harmonic k at the output port, φ=Arg[V0,k], VΔf,k
is the upper sideband of the noise voltage corresponding to the harmonic k, V-Δf,k is the lower sideband of the noise
voltage corresponding to the harmonic k, and V (Δf-Δf),k is their cross product.
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This calculation is based on the conversion matrix approach as described in V. Rizzoli, A. Costanzo, D. Massoti, F.
Mastri, Computer-Aided Analysis of Near-Carrier Noise in RF-Microwave Frequency Converters, and in. J RF and
Microwave CAE, V. 9, p. 449-467, 1999.
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Frequency Domain Power: Pharm

Summary

Pharm is used to measure the power spectrum. The power value is returned as the complexmagnitudes of the RMS power
components at each harmonic.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in power units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select
the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB. The x-axis for this measurement is always
in frequency units.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Envelope Power Spectrum at Specified Carrier: Pspectrum_ENV

Summary

Pspectrum_ENV is used to measure the spectrum of the power envelope around the specified RF carrier in Circuit
Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component parameter.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

1 to 10Integer value# averages
AutoList of optionsFFT Windowing

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in power units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
real value can also be displayed in dBm by selecting the dBm check box. The x-axis for this measurement is always in
frequency units.

Computational Details

The power spectrum measurement is based on performing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) on the time domain signal.
The # averages setting controls the smoothness of the spectrum through the use of averaging. The time domain signal is
divided into a specified number of intervals for FFT and the final power spectrum is the average of the individual
spectrums. FFT Windowing is used to apply a window to the time domain signal prior to computing the FFT. Windowing
helps reduce sidelobes introduced by the FFT process when the signal is not periodic relative to the FFT width.
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Total Power: PT

Summary

PT is used to measure the net total power delivered to the Power Measurement Component, including the power at DC
and all harmonics. The total power is given by:

PT =∑
h
P( f h)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower Measurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units and can be displayed in dBm by selecting dBm in the Add/Modify
Measurement dialog box.

Computational Details

When Power Measurement Component is a device, total power into a device is calculated, resulting in a measurement of
the device's dissipated power. It is important to exclude voltage and current at any non-electrical nodes, like thermal
nodes, from power calculations. You can use the TNODE element to identify those non-electrical nodes.
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Total Power in Band: PTB

Summary

PTB returns the total power in a frequency band from Frequency Lower to Frequency Upper entered in Hz.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringPower Measurement Component
0 to 1e+20Real valueFrequency Lower (Hz)
0 to 1e+20Real valueFrequency Upper (Hz)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units and can be displayed in dBm by selecting dBm in the Add/Modify
Measurement dialog box.
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Instantaneous Power: Ptime

Summary

Ptime is used to measure the instantaneous time domain power. The power value is returned as a real valued timewaveform
and is calculated by multiplying the instantaneous current and voltage values. For one-tone analysis, two periods of the
waveform are displayed.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units. The measurement can be displayed in dBm by selecting the dBm
check box in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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Time Domain Power: Ptime_ENV

Summary

Ptime_ENV is used to measure the total time domain power in Circuit Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as
specified by the Measurement Component parameter.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

True or FalseCheck boxDisplay envelope only

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in power units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

This measurement computes the total time domain power by summing all the harmonics of the RF signals that have been
modulated by their time-varying complex envelopes. If Display envelope only is selected, the measurement displays only
the (real valued) envelope of the time domain power. Note that this measurement needs to sample the signals with a time
step that can account for the highest harmonic of the RF signals. This can result in a very high number of time points,
depending on the values of the tone frequencies. The same sampling time step is used if you select Display envelope only,
but the output waveform is returned only at the Circuit Envelope analysis time points.
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Time Domain Power Envelope at Specified Carrier: Ptime_f_ENV

Summary

Ptime_f_ENV is used to measure the time-varying complex envelope of the power around the specified RF carrier in
Circuit Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component parameter.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in power units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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DC Charge: QDC

Summary

QDC computes the charge stored in a nonlinear branch at the DC operating point.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in charge units.

Computational Details

Nonlinear elements are described by their charge-voltage and current-voltage relations of the form

q(v1,v1,...) i(v1,v1,...)

This measurement displays q(v1,v1,...) for a selected nonlinear branch.

NOTE.

- For this measurement to work, you must choose Options > Default Circuit Options to display the Circuit Options dialog
box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Result Collection, select the Compute Q, C, and G for nonlinear sources check
box.

- This measurement invokes a DC simulation on the selected data source and returns the corresponding DC charge. This
quantity is generally different than the DC component of the charge waveform under large signal conditions.
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DC Linearized Resistance: RDC

Summary

RDC computes the resistances of a nonlinear branch at the DC operating point.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
1-10IntegerControlling Branch

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in resistance units.

Computational Details

Nonlinear elements are described by their charge-voltage and current-voltage relations of the form

q(v1,v1,...) i(v1,v1,...)

Small signal resistances are given by

r1(v1, v2, ...) =
1

∂
∂v1
i(v1, v2, ...)

etc

The "controlling branch" parameter identifies the controlling voltage with respect to which the differentiation is performed.
In more complicated cases the end-user is usually unaware of the order of the controlling branches in the Cadence®
Microwave Office® software implementation of a particular current function, so this measurement finds its primary use
in internal development of nonlinear devices.

NOTE:

- For this measurement to work, you must choose Options > Default Circuit Options to display the Circuit Options dialog
box, then click the AWR Sim tab and under Result Collection, select the Compute Q, C, and G for nonlinear sources check
box.

- This measurement invokes a DC simulation on the selected data source and returns the corresponding DC charge. This
quantity is generally different than the DC component of the charge waveform under large signal conditions.
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STAN approximation: STANApprox

Summary

STANApprox is a nonlinear measurement used for showing the approximation of the data collected by the selected
stability probe (STANData measurement). The approximation is calculated by the STAN stability analysis tool and it is
based on the identified system poles and zeros. The data for STAN analysis is collected by the selected stability probe
(STAB_PROBE) which can only be used with the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

STAN probe
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a vector of complex values.
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STAN data: STANData

Summary

STANData is a nonlinear measurement used for showing the data collected by the selected stability probe. The STAN
stability analysis tool uses the same data to identify the system poles and zeros. The data for STAN analysis is collected
by the stability probe (STAB_PROBE) which can only be used with the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

STAN probe
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a vector of complex values.
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STAN poles: STANPoles

Summary

STANPoles is a nonlinear measurement used for identifying the system poles using the STAN stability analysis tool.
The data for STAN analysis is collected by the stability probe (STAB_PROBE) which can only be used with the Cadence®
APLAC® HB simulator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

STAN probe
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the identified poles in a vector where the x-value is the real part and the y-value is the imaginary
part.
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STAN zeros: STANZeros

Summary

STANZeros is a nonlinear measurement used for identifying the system zeros using the STAN stability analysis tool.
The data for STAN analysis is collected by the stability probe (STAB_PROBE) which can only be used with the Cadence®
APLAC® HB simulator.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name

STAN probe
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

Select Data Set

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns the identified zeros in a vector where the x-value is the real part and the y-value is the imaginary
part.
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Time of the Level Crossing: Tcross

Summary

Tcross calculates the time of level crossing at the user-specified voltage level, either on the Rising or Falling edge. It
can be used with Harmonic Balance, the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator, or Spectre transient simulators.

The Start and End Time are specified in time units explicitly. The Level needs to be explicitly specified in voltage units.
You can also specify the crossing number to get the time of nth crossing at the specified edge in the specified time
interval. If the actual number of crossings is less than n, the measurement issues a warning message and returns
DBL_MAX=1.7976931348623158e+308.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Between low and high voltage level to
get an answer

VoltageLevel

Rising or FallingStringEdge
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of level
crossing time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential Time of the Level Crossing: TcrossD

Summary

TcrossD calculates the time of level crossing at the user-specified voltage level, either on the Rising or Falling edge. It
can be used with Harmonic Balance, the Cadence® APLAC® HB simulator, or Spectre transient simulators.

The Start and End Time are specified in time units explicitly. The Level needs to be explicitly specified in voltage units.
You can also specify the crossing number to get the time of nth crossing at the specified edge in the specified time
interval. If the actual number of crossings is less than n, the measurement issues a warning message and returns
DBL_MAX=1.7976931348623158e+308.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Between low and high voltage level to
get an answer

VoltageLevel

Rising or FallingStringEdge
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of level
crossing time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Transition TimeS: Ttime

Summary

Ttime calculates the transition (Rise or Fall) time for a time domain voltage waveform. This measurement can be used
with any simulator that generates time domain waveform, i.e. harmonic balance, the Cadence® APLAC®HB simulator,
or Spectre transient simulator. The intended application is for waveforms that represent digital signals (i.e. pulses). You
can specify the transition type (rise or fall), the time interval in which to analyze (in the units of time), and the reference
levels LowRef and HighRef. If there are several transitions in the specified time interval the measurement reports the
average, minimum, or maximum transition time based on the setting for the Averaging Method.

The rise time is defined as the time it takes the signal to transition from LowRef (vL) to HighRef (vH) on the rising edge.
The fall time is defined as the time it takes the signal to transition from HighRef to LowRef on the falling edge. LowRef
and HighRef can be specified explicitly in voltage units, or in percents of the voltage span between Low and High voltage.

The Low voltage (bottom reference level, or baseline) is defined as the level at which the signal settles for the logical
"0" level. Note that it is not necessarily the absolute minimum voltage, as there can be undershoot. The High voltage
(top reference level, or topline) is defined as the level at which the signal settles for the logical "1" level. Similarly, it is
not necessarily the absolute maximum voltage, as there can be overshoot.

If the LowRef and Highref are specified as percentages, the code automatically determines the Low and High reference
levels based on the histogram method. The entire available waveform is used to determine Low and High reference
levels.

If this measurement is used for waveforms other than pulses, you should specify the low and high voltage level explicitly,
not as a percentage of the span between LowRef and HighRef, as these voltages will not be well defined.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueTransition
Rising or FallingStringTransition type
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
LowRef, specified as percentage, or in
voltage units (volts, millivolts, or

Real valueLow Level

microvolts) depending on the
corresponding Units field.
HighRef, specified as percentage, or in
voltage units (volts, millivolts, or

Real valueHigh Level
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RangeTypeName
microvolts) depending on the
corresponding Units field.
Average, Minimum, or MaximumStringAveraging method

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential Transition Time: TtimeD

Summary

TtimeD calculates the transition (Rise or Fall) time for a time domain voltage waveform. This measurement can be used
with any simulator that generates time domain waveform, i.e. harmonic balance, the Cadence® APLAC®HB simulator,
or Spectre transient simulator. The intended application is for waveforms that represent digital signals (i.e. pulses). You
can specify the transition type (rise or fall), the time interval in which to analyze (in the units of time), and the reference
levels LowRef and HighRef. If there are several transitions in the specified time interval the measurement reports the
average, minimum, or maximum transition time based on the setting for the Averaging Method.

The rise time is defined as the time it takes the signal to transition from LowRef (vL) to HighRef (vH) on the rising edge.
The fall time is defined as the time it takes the signal to transition from HighRef to LowRef on the falling edge. LowRef
and HighRef can be specified explicitly in voltage units, or in percents of the voltage span between Low and High voltage.

The Low voltage (bottom reference level, or baseline) is defined as the level at which the signal settles for the logical
"0" level. Note that it is not necessarily the absolute minimum voltage, as there can be undershoot. The High voltage
(top reference level, or topline) is defined as the level at which the signal settles for the logical "1" level. Similarly, it is
not necessarily the absolute maximum voltage, as there can be overshoot.

If the LowRef and Highref are specified as percentages, the code automatically determines the Low and High reference
levels based on the histogram method. The entire available waveform is used to determine Low and High reference
levels.

If this measurement is used for waveforms other than pulses, you should specify the low and high voltage level explicitly,
not as a percentage of the span between LowRef and HighRef, as these voltages will not be well defined.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueTransition
Rising or FallingStringTransition type
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
LowRef, specified as percentage, or in
voltage units (volts, millivolts, or

Real valueLow Level

microvolts) depending on the
corresponding Units field.
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RangeTypeName
HighRef, specified as percentage, or in
voltage units (volts, millivolts, or

Real valueHigh Level

microvolts) depending on the
corresponding Units field.
Average, Minimum, or MaximumStringAveraging method

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Undershoot Voltage: Undershoot

Summary

The Undershoot measurement calculates the undershoot voltage defined as the difference between the minimum voltage
and the low voltage reference (the logical "0" level) LowRef. See the Ttime measurement for the definition of HighRef
and LowRef.

This measurement reports the first undershoot value found within the user-specified time interval, and zero if there is no
undershoot.

The HighRef and LowRef voltages can be either determined automatically (default behavior), or user-specified in Volts.
In the latter case, you need to select the Specify check box.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueTransition
Rising or FallingStringTransition type
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Can be user-specified when Specify
check box is selected, or ignored if the
check box is cleared.

Voltage in voltsLevel

Selected or clearedBoolean valueSpecify

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential Undershoot Voltage: UndershootD

Summary

The UndershootDmeasurement calculates the undershoot voltage defined as the difference between the minimum voltage
and the low voltage reference (the logical "0" level) LowRef. See the Ttime measurement for the definition of HighRef
and LowRef.

This measurement reports the first undershoot value found within the user-specified time interval, and zero if there is no
undershoot.

The HighRef and LowRef voltages can be either determined automatically (default behavior), or user-specified in Volts.
In the latter case, you need to select the Specify check box.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueTransition
Rising or FallingStringTransition type
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Can be user-specified when Specify
check box is selected, or ignored if the
check box is cleared.

Voltage in voltsLevel

Selected or clearedBoolean valueSpecify

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Voltage Harmonic Component: Vcomp

Summary

Vcomp is used to measure a harmonic component of the voltage measured at a point in the circuit as specified by the
Measurement Component parameter. If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the voltage
measured will be the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component parameter specifies an
element with two nodes, then the voltage measured will be the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the
specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error will be generated. The voltage value is returned as the
complex magnitude of the voltage component at the harmonic frequency (to obtain the r.m.s. value, you must divide by
the square root of 2).

To obtain the DC voltage, use a harmonic index of zero (this will be the DC value with AC sources present, so it will
capture self biasing). To obtain the voltage at the fundamental frequency use a harmonic index of one.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real
value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|).

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Differential Voltage Harmonic Component: VcompD

Summary

VcompD is used to measure a harmonic component of the voltage measured between two points in the circuit as specified
by the +Measurement Component parameter and the -Measurement Component parameter. If the measurement
component parameter specifies a node, then the voltage used will be the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the
measurement component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage used will be the voltage across
this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error will be generated.
The voltage value is returned as the complex magnitude of the voltage component at the harmonic frequency (to obtain
the RMS. value, you must divide by the square root of 2).

To obtain the DC voltage, use a harmonic index of zero (this will be the DC value with AC sources present, so it will
capture self biasing). To obtain the voltage at the fundamental frequency use a harmonic index of one.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString- Measurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real
value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|).

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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DC Voltage: VDC

Summary

VDC measures the DC voltage at a point in the circuit as specified by theMeasurement Component parameter. If the
measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the voltage measured will be the voltage at this node referenced
to ground. If the measurement component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured
will be the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the element does not have exactly two nodes, an error will
be generated.

This DC value is a result of DC simulation only without the presence of any AC signals. Therefore, it will not show any
self biasing effects. If you want to see self biasing, please use the Vcomp measurement with a harmonic index of 0.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.
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Differential DC Voltage: VDC_D

Summary

VDC_D measures the DC voltage between two points in the circuit as specified by the +Measurement Component
parameter and the -Measurement Component parameter. If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then
the voltage used will be the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component parameter specifies
an element with two nodes, then the voltage used will be the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the element
does not have exactly two nodes, an error will be generated.

This DC value is a result of DC simulation only without the presence of any AC signals. Therefore, it will not show any
self biasing effects. If you want to see self biasing, please use the VcompD measurement with a harmonic index of 0.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString- Measurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.
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Voltage Envelope: Venv

Summary

Venv displays the complex envelope of a voltage waveform in the circuit as specified by theMeasurement Component
parameter. If the measurement component parameter specifies a node, then the voltage measured will be the voltage at
this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the
voltage measured will be the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the element does not have exactly two
nodes, an error will be generated.

It is often convenient to think of signals in nonlinear circuits as

x(t) =∑
n=0

N
Re{x̃n(t)e

jnωct}

Venv displays the component of most interest,

x~1(t)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AInteger valueNo. Samples
N/AInteger valueNo. Periods

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog box. The x-axis
for this measurement is always in time units.

Parameters

No. Samples may be used to refine display resolution. Default is 128 which should be sufficient for the majority of
applications. If the specified number of samples is smaller than the number of frequency components comprising the
envelope in the HB simulation, the No. Samples specification is ignored.

The envelope waveform is repeated No. Periods times. This may be useful for two-tone signals where the modulation is
sinusoidal.

Example output is shown below.
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Example 1: Magnitude of the voltage envelope for a two-tone signal. The tones are spaced by 1 MHz and the available
power is 10 dBm per tone. The voltage is measured across a matched 50 ohm load. No. Periods is equal to 2, remaining
parameters are at default values.
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Example 2: The I/Q components of the signal file PI4-DQPSK.sig Available signal power is 10 dBm, the load is matched.
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Voltage Eye Diagram: Veye

Summary

Veye displays the time domain voltage in the form of an eye diagram at a point in the circuit as specified by the
Measurement Component. If the measurement component specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the voltage at
this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the
voltage measured is the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the element does not have exactly two nodes,
an error is generated. This measurement is applicable only to circuits that are driven by PORT_ARBS, PORT_PRBS
and PORT_SIG elements. See PORTSIG for signal file modifications needed to accommodate eye diagram displays.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.
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Differential Voltage Eye Diagram: VeyeD

Summary

VeyeD displays the time domain voltage in the form of an eye diagram at a point in the circuit as specified by the
+Measurement Component and -Measurement Component parameters. If themeasurement component parameter specifies
a node, then the voltage measured will be the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component
parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured will be the voltage across this element
(Vnode1-Vnode2). If the element does not have exactly two nodes, an error will be generated. This measurement is
applicable only to circuits that are driven by PORT_ARBS, PORT_PRBS and PORT_SIG elements. Please refer to
PORT_SIG documentation for signal file modifications needed to accommodate eye diagram displays.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString- Measurement Component
1 to number of symbols in sequence if
units are Symbols or 0 to max time if
units are time

Integer valueTrace Width

Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsTrace Units
Unlimited if units are %Symbols or max
time if units are time

NumberDelay

%Symbols or discrete time valueList of OptionsDelay Units
0 to number of symbols in sequenceInteger valueMax Traces

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Notes

When working with eye diagrams, the simulator calculates the complete time waveform and then cuts it into segments
based on the Trace Width setting. To obtain a proper eye diagram, this parameter should be an integer if the unit type
is Symbols, or set to multiples of the symbol period if the unit type is set to a time value. If not, then the individual
segments will not line up properly.
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FFT of Voltage for Specified Period: Vfft

Summary

Vfft calculates the spectrum of the specified periodic voltage waveform using FFT. This measurement is intended to be
used with transient simulators, such as Cadence® APLAC® transient or Spectre transient simulators.

You need to specify the Start and End Time, thus the fundamental period T is determined as T=End Time-Start Time,
and the fundamental frequency f0=1/T. The Start and End Time options allow skipping of the transient processes, so that
FFT is applied to the portion of the transient waveform that corresponds to the steady state. The Start and End Time are
specified in time units explicitly. Seconds (s), milliseconds (ms), microseconds (us), nanoseconds (ns), or picoseconds
(ps) can be specified as units for Start and End Time.

The number of harmonics N specifies the highest frequency (Nf0) in the calculated spectrum.

Since the FFT requires evenly spaced time samples while transient waveforms generated by APLAC or Spectre simulators
have variable time step, interpolation of transient waveforms is performed. Two interpolation methods (Spline or Linear)
can be selected. The default interpolation method (Spline) is recommended in most cases while Linear interpolation is
used if the number of available time points in the transient waveform is extremely small. The latter condition occurs
infrequently.

The oversampling factor improves accuracy of the calculated spectrum and avoids aliasing. Thus, the minimum allowed
oversampling factor is 2 to avoid aliasing. The default value (4) is adequate in most cases.

Classic time domain windows can be applied to the waveform prior to calculating the FFT. The default is no windowing
(this is optimal if the fundamental frequency is known).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort, voltage probe, or a terminal of a

circuit element
Measurement Component

Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field.
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
N>1. The highest frequency in the
spectrum is N/(End Time-Start Time)

Integer numberNumber of harmonics

Spline (recommended in most cases), or
Linear

StringInterpolation method

2 to 16Integer numberOversampling factor
Multiple classic time domain windows
are available.

StringTime domain window
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NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns N+1 complex numbers (approximate Fourier components of the specified voltage). The notation
is

v(t) = V 0 + Re[∑
k=1

N
V k exp [ jkω0t]]

where N is the number of harmonics, and Vk (k=0, ..., N) are the complex Fourier components. If dB display is selected,
20log10 |Vk| is displayed.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep
variables.

If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, then a
nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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FFT of Differential Voltage for Specified Period: VfftD

Summary

VfftD calculates the spectrum of a differential voltage. This measurement is intended to be used with transient simulators,
such as Cadence® APLAC® transient or Spectre transient simulators.

You need to specify the Start and End Time, thus the fundamental period T is determined as T=End Time-Start Time,
and the fundamental frequency f0=1/T. The Start and End Time options allow skipping of the transient processes, so that
FFT is applied to the portion of the transient waveform that corresponds to the steady state. The Start and End Time are
specified in time units explicitly. Seconds (s), milliseconds (ms), microseconds (us), nanoseconds (ns), or picoseconds
(ps) can be specified as units for Start and End Time.

The number of harmonics N specifies the highest frequency (Nf0) in the calculated spectrum.

Since the FFT requires evenly spaced time samples while transient waveforms generated by APLAC or Spectre simulators
have variable time step, interpolation of transient waveforms is performed. Two interpolation methods (Spline or Linear)
can be selected. The default interpolation method (Spline) is recommended in most cases while Linear interpolation is
used if the number of available time points in the transient waveform is extremely small. The latter condition occurs
infrequently.

The oversampling factor improves accuracy of the calculated spectrum and avoids aliasing. Thus the minimum allowed
oversampling factor is 2 to avoid aliasing. The default value (4) is adequate in most cases.

Classic time domain windows can be applied to the waveform prior to calculating the FFT. The default is no windowing
(this is optimal if the fundamental frequency is known). Parameters

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort, voltage probe, or a terminal of a

circuit element
Measurement Component

Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field.
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
N>1. The highest frequency in the
spectrum is N/(End Time-Start Time)

Integer numberNumber of harmonics

Spline (recommended in most cases), or
Linear

StringInterpolation method

2 to 16Integer numberOversampling factor
Multiple classic time domain windows
are available.

StringTime domain window
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NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns N+1 complex numbers (approximate Fourier components of the specified voltage). The notation
is:

v(t) = V 0 + Re[∑
k=1

N
V k exp [ jkω0t]]

where N is the number of harmonics, and Vk (k=0, ..., N) are the complex Fourier components. If dB display is selected,
20log10 |Vk| is displayed.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep
variables.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Voltage Gain: Vgain

Summary

Vgain measures the voltage gain between two points in the circuit as specified in Voltage In Component and Voltage
Out Component. Voltage In Component andVoltage Out Component can be any node, port, element terminal, source,
or measurement device. The gain value is returned as a ratio of complex magnitude of output voltage to the input voltage
at a given harmonic frequency.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage in Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerVoltage in Harmonic Index (0 GHz)
N/AStringVoltage Out Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerVoltage Out Harmonic Index (0 GHz)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unit less complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by
specifying the magnitude (Mag.),Angle, Real or imaginary (Imag.) component in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog
box. The real value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|). The
x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency units.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, a
nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Differential Voltage Gain: VgainD

Summary

VgainD measures the voltage gain between differential input voltage and differential output voltage. Two points in the
circuit specified in +Voltage In Component and -Voltage In Component measure the input voltage where as points
specified in +Voltage Out Component and -Voltage Out Component measure the output voltage. Voltage In and
Voltage Out components can be any node, port, element terminal, source, or a measurement device. The gain value is
returned as a ratio of complex magnitude of output voltage to the input voltage at a given harmonic frequency.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Voltage In Component
N/AString-Voltage In Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerVoltage in Harmonic Index (0 GHz)
N/AString+Voltage Out Component
N/AString-Voltage Out Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsIntegerVoltage Out Harmonic Index (0 GHz)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a unit less complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by
specifying the magnitude (Mag.),Angle, Real or imaginary (Imag.) component in the Add/ModifyMeasurement dialog
box. The real value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB> check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|).
The x-axis for this measurement is always in frequency units.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated, a
nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg. This
discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Frequency Domain Voltage: Vharm

Summary

Vharm is used to measure the voltage spectrum at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component. If
the measurement component specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the voltage at this node referenced to ground.
If the measurement component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured is the voltage
across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error is generated.
The voltage value is returned as a spectrum of complex magnitudes of all the voltage components at each harmonic
frequency (to obtain the RMS value, you must divide by the square root of 2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real
value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|). The x-axis for this
measurement is always in frequency units.

NOTE: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (for example, PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally
terminated, then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle
of -90deg. This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based
harmonic component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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Differential Frequency Domain Voltage: VharmD

Summary

VharmD is used to measure the voltage spectrum between two points in the circuit as specified by the +Measurement
Component parameter and the -Measurement Component parameter. If themeasurement component parameter specifies
a node, then the voltage used will be the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component
parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage used will be the voltage across this element
(Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error will be generated. The voltage
value is returned as a spectrum of complex magnitudes of all the voltage components at each harmonic frequency (to
obtain the RMS value, you must divide by the square root of 2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString- Measurement Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real
value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|). The x-axis for this
measurement is always in frequency units.

Caution: If a sinusoidal nonlinear source (e.g. PORT1 or ACVS) has the parameter Ang=0 and is ideally terminated,
then a nonlinear measurement like this one made at the fundamental output of that source will have an angle of -90deg.
This discrepancy is consistent with the definition of the sine wave sources (as in SPICE), and the Fourier-based harmonic
component measurements. To avoid confusion, always measure or calculate the gain, and plot its angle.
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High Voltage Reference Level: VHRef

Summary

VHRef calculates the high (logical "1") voltage reference level. It can be used with Harmonic Balance, Cadence®
APLAC® transient, or Spectre transient simulators. This measurement is intended to be used for the analysis of digital
circuits.

The Start and End Time are specified in time units explicitly.

This measurement uses the histogram method to determine the high reference level as follows. A histogram with 100
bins uses the absolute minimum voltage Vmin as the lowest voltage, and the absolute maximum voltage Vmax as the
highest voltage. The middle of the most populated histogram bin located in the interval [Vmin, Vmin+0.4(Vmax-Vmin)]
is reported as the low voltage reference level VLRef. The middle of the most populated histogram located in the interval
[Vmin+0.6(Vmax-Vmin), Vmax] is reported as VHRef.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the high
and low voltage reference levels on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential High Voltage Reference Level: VHRefD

Summary

VHRefD calculates the high (logical "1") voltage reference level. It can be used with Harmonic Balance, Cadence®
APLAC® transient, or Spectre transient simulators. This measurement is intended to be used for the analysis of digital
circuits.

The Start and End Time are specified in time units explicitly.

This measurement uses the histogram method to determine the high reference level as follows. A histogram with 100
bins uses the absolute minimum voltage Vmin as the lowest voltage, and the absolute maximum voltage Vmax as the
highest voltage. The middle of the most populated histogram bin located in the interval [Vmin, Vmin+0.4(Vmax-Vmin)]
is reported as the low voltage reference level VLRef. The middle of the most populated histogram located in the interval
[Vmin+0.6(Vmax-Vmin), Vmax] is reported as VHRef.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the high
and low voltage reference levels on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Low Voltage Reference Level: VLRef

Summary

VLRef calculates the low (logical "0") voltage reference level. It can be used with Harmonic Balance, Cadence®APLAC®
transient, or Spectre transient simulators. This measurement is intended to be used for the analysis of digital circuits.

The Start and End Time are specified in time units explicitly.

VLRef uses the histogram method to determine the low reference level as follows. A histogram with 100 bins uses the
absolute minimum voltage Vmin as the lowest voltage, and the absolute maximum voltage Vmax as the highest voltage.
The middle of the most populated histogram bin located in the interval [Vmin, Vmin+0.4(Vmax-Vmin)] is reported as
VLRef. The middle of the most populated histogram located in the interval [Vmin+0.6(Vmax-Vmin), Vmax] is reported
as the high voltage reference level VHRef.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the high
and low voltage reference levels on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential Low Voltage Reference Level: VLRefD

Summary

VLRefD calculates the low (logical "0") voltage reference level. It can be used with Harmonic Balance, Cadence®
APLAC® transient, or Spectre transient simulators. This measurement is intended to be used for the analysis of digital
circuits.

The Start and End Time are specified in time units explicitly.

VLRefD uses the histogram method to determine the low reference level as follows. A histogram with 100 bins uses the
absolute minimum voltage Vmin as the lowest voltage, and the absolute maximum voltage Vmax as the highest voltage.
The middle of the most populated histogram bin located in the interval [Vmin, Vmin+0.4(Vmax-Vmin)] is reported as
VLRef. The middle of the most populated histogram located in the interval [Vmin+0.6(Vmax-Vmin), Vmax] is reported
as the high voltage reference level VHRef.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Time in s, ms, us, ns, psEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the high
and low voltage reference levels on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Peak Voltage: VPeak

Summary

VPeak calculates the peak value of the voltage. This value, depending on the setting for the Peak Type parameter, can
be either the first peak, first trough, overall maximum, or overall minimum. You specify the range of time values [Start
time, End Time] to look for the peak. If looking for a peak and no peak is found in the specified range, a warning message
is issued to this effect.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real valuesEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
First Peak, First Trough, Overall Max,
Overall Min

StringPeak Type

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.

Graph Type

You can display this measurement on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Differential Peak Voltage: VPeakD

Summary

VPeak calculates the peak value of the voltage. This value, depending on the setting for the Peak Type parameter, can
be either the first peak, first trough, overall maximum, or overall minimum. You specify the range of time values [Start
time, End Time] to look for the peak. If looking for a peak and no peak is found in the specified range, a warning message
is issued to this effect.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000 portsSchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probe+Measurement Component
N/APort or voltage probe- Measurement Component
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real ValueStart Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
Positive value specified in seconds,
microseconds, nanoseconds, or

Real valuesEnd Time

picoseconds depending on the value of
the corresponding Units field
First Peak, First Trough, Overall Max,
Overall Min

StringPeak Type

Result

This measurement returns a real value in time units.

Graph Type

You can display this measurement on a rectangular graph or table. It can be used to display the dependence of the rise
or fall time on a sweep variable. Document frequency is one of the possible sweep variables.
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Voltage Spectrum for Autonomous Circuit: VSpec

Summary

VSpec calculates voltage spectrum from transient simulations (Cadence® APLAC® or Spectre simulators) for an
autonomous circuit such as an oscillator. The measurement is similar in purpose to Vharmwith the main difference being
that it determines the fundamental frequency of the waveform. The measurement is therefore intended to be used with
autonomous circuits where the fundamental frequency is not known beforehand. Although it is possible to use this
measurement for driven circuits, this is not recommended as Vharm will provide a more accurate result where the
fundamental frequency is known.

The voltage value is returned as a spectrum of complex magnitudes of all the voltage components at each harmonic
frequency (to obtain the r.m.s. value, divide by √2).

To obtain a meaningful result the transient simulation needs to be run until steady state is reached. VSpec first determines
the approximate fundamental frequency by starting from the end of the waveform and finding the last two time values
where the signal rises to cross the DC average. By default, VSpec then uses the last 10 periods of this approximate
fundamental frequency to calculate the spectrum. The PERCENT OF DATA parameter sets how much of this data to
use (starting from the end). For example, if it is set to 20%, only the last 20% of the transient waveform (two periods)
will be examined, and the leading 80% will be discarded,

The spectrum can be calculated using FFT or least square approximation with harmonic functions ("Fit"). Use the
SPECTRUM COMPUTATION METHOD parameter to choose. The FFT approach is faster while Fit can be more
accurate, so long as the NUMBER OF HARMONICS is set large enough to include all significant harmonics in the
signal. For example, assume the spectrum of the signal contains N significant harmonics (and harmonics beyond that
can be neglected within specified error tolerance). Then for the FFT method you can specify the number of harmonics
k<N and still get the right answer for those k harmonics. If the Fit approach is used, you need to specify at least N
harmonics to get the right answer, otherwise the amplitude of these k harmonics will come out incorrect. Specifying
more harmonics than are needed for the Fit approach will not affect the accuracy, but will increase the calculation time.

The user specifies the number of harmonics N to use. The voltage is approximated as

V (t) = V 0 + Re[∑
n=1

N
V n exp ( jω0nt)]

If FFT is chosen, the OVERSAMPLING FACTOR (m) and the TIME DOMAIN WINDOW parameters are used. The
number of time samples used for FFT is (N+1)m. Thus oversampling factor increases the accuracy of FFT. The minimum
allowed value of the oversampling factor is 2, and the maximum is 32. There is usually no benefit in increasing m beyond
m=8. The default is not to use any time domain window. The usage of classic time domain windows is beneficial only
if at least 10 periods of the fundamental are available. No time domain window will be used if less then 4 periods of the
fundamental frequency are available.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASchematicData Source Name
N/APort or voltage probeMeasurement Component
2 to 512, default value of 10Integer ValueNumber of Harmonics
FFT or FitStringSpectrum Computation Method
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RangeTypeName
2 to 32, recommended value is 4Integer ValueOversampling factor for FFT
Classic time domain spectral windows
such as Hamming, Hann, etc.

StringTime Domain Window

1 to 100, default of 100Real ValuePercent of data to use

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units like the Vharm measurement. See the Vharm documentation
for more info.

Notes

This measurement is intended and can only be used with transient simulations, either APLAC transient of Spectre
transient. It will not work with harmonic balance, and an error message displays to this effect. Use Vharm measurement
with harmonic balance.

At present this measurement works with one tone only, as shown by Eqn. (1). For example, it will not yield correct results
for AM signals as it will use the carrier frequency for fundamental frequency.
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Envelope Voltage Spectrum at Specified Carrier: Vspectrum_ENV

Summary

Vspectrum_ENV is used to measure the spectrum of the voltage envelope around the specified RF carrier in Circuit
Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component parameter. If this parameter
specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If this parameter specifies
an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured is the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

1 to 10Integer value# averages
AutoList of optionsFFT Windowing

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
real value can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box which then displays 20*log10(|Val|). The x-axis
for this measurement is always in frequency units.

Computational Details

The voltage spectrum measurement is based on performing Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) on the time domain signal.
The # averages setting controls the smoothness of the spectrum through the use of averaging. The time domain signal is
divided into a specified number of intervals for FFT and the final voltage spectrum is the average of the individual
spectrums. FFT Windowing is used to apply a window to the time domain signal prior to computing the FFT. Windowing
helps reduce sidelobes introduced by the FFT process when the signal is not periodic relative to the FFT width.
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Time Domain Voltage: Vtime

Summary

Vtime is used to measure a time domain voltage at a point in the circuit as specified by the Measurement Component. If
the measurement component specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the voltage at this node referenced to ground.
If the measurement component parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured is the voltage
across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error is generated.

For one-tone analysis, two periods of the waveform are displayed. For multi-tone analysis, many time samples may be
generated in order to accurately render the waveform. The maximum number of time samples is configurable.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsOffset

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

The Offset setting controls any desired shift in the waveform. "None" will introduce no shift. "First Point" will offset
by the first waveform point value so the first point will always be 0. "Average" will offset by the average value of the
waveform. "RMS" will offset by the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the waveform.
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Differential Time Domain Voltage: VtimeD

Summary

VtimeD is used to measure a time domain voltage between two points in the circuit as specified by the +Measurement
Component parameter and the -Measurement Component parameter. If the measurement component parameter specifies
a node, then the voltage used will be the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If the measurement component
parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage used will be the voltage across this element
(Vnode1-Vnode2). If the specified element does not have exactly two nodes, an error will be generated.

For one-tone analysis, two periods of the waveform will be displayed. For multi-tone analysis, many time samples may
be generated in order to accurately render the waveform. The maximum number of time samples is configurable, refer
to the Advanced HB options dialog.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AString+Measurement Component
N/AString- Measurement Component
N/AList of optionsOffset

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

The Offset setting controls any desired shift in the waveform. "None" will introduce no shift. "First Point" will offset
by the first waveform point value so the first point will always be 0. "Average" will offset by the average value of the
waveform. "RMS" will offset by the Root Mean Square (RMS) value of the waveform.
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Time Domain Voltage: Vtime_ENV

Summary

Vtime_ENV is used to measure the total time domain voltage in Circuit Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as
specified by the Measurement Component parameter. If this parameter specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the
voltage at this node referenced to ground. If this parameter specifies an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured
is the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

True or FalseCheck boxDisplay envelope only

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in voltage units. The x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.

Computational Details

This measurement computes the total time domain voltage by summing all the harmonics of the RF signals that have
been modulated by their time-varying complex envelopes. If Display envelope only is selected, the measurement displays
only the (real valued) envelope of the time domain voltage. Note that this measurement needs to sample the signals with
a time step that can account for the highest harmonic of the RF signals. This can result in a very high number of time
points, depending on the values of the tone frequencies. The same sampling time step is used if you select Display envelope
only, but the output waveform is returned only at the Circuit Envelope analysis time points.
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Time Domain Voltage Envelope at Specified Carrier: Vtime_f_ENV

Summary

Vtime_f_ENV is used to measure the time-varying complex envelope of the voltage around the specified RF carrier in
Circuit Envelope analysis at a point in the circuit as specified by theMeasurement Component parameter. If this parameter
specifies a node, then the voltage measured is the voltage at this node referenced to ground. If this parameter specifies
an element with two nodes, then the voltage measured is the voltage across this element (Vnode1-Vnode2).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
SubcircuitData Source Name
StringMeasurement Component

-Max Harmonics to +HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Index a

aMultiple harmonic indices may display in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in voltage units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value
by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The
x-axis for this measurement is always in time units.
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Large Signal Admittance: Ycomp

Summary

Ycomp can be used to measure admittance under large signal excitation conditions. The admittance can be determined
at any of the harmonic frequencies, although most commonly at the fundamental frequency. The measurement assumes
that there are no sources looking in the direction in which the admittance is to be measured, as shown in the following
figure.

+

-
Vs

+

-

Vi Network

Source
Port

Admittance

(No Sources)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in Conductance units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real
value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

Computational Details

As an example, the large signal admittance for the following circuit would give Y=1/150 for admittance measured at
Port 1 and the fundamental frequency.

R=
ID=

150 Ohm
R1

Pwr=
Z=
P=

0 dBm
50 Ohm
1
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The power meter can also be used to measure the admittance. For more information, see the Gcomp measurement
documentation.
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Large Signal Impedance: Zcomp

Summary

Zcomp can be used to measure impedance under large signal excitation conditions. The impedance can be determined
at any of the harmonic frequencies, although most commonly at the fundamental frequency. The measurement assumes
that there are no sources looking in the direction in which the impedance is to be measured, as shown in the following
figure.

+

-
Vs

+

-

Vi Network

Source
Port

Impedance

(No Sources)

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
-Max Harmonics to +Max HarmonicsInteger valueHarmonic Indexa

aMultiple harmonic indices may appear in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box depending on the number of tones associated with the simulation.
See “Harmonic Balance Analysis ” for details.

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value in Resistance units. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real
value by specifying the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box.
Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.

Computational Details

As an example, the large signal impedance for the following circuit would give Z=150 for impedance measured at Port
1 and the fundamental frequency.

R=
ID=

150 Ohm
R1

Pwr=
Z=
P=

0 dBm
50 Ohm
1
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The power meter can also be used to measure the impedance. For more information, see the Gcomp measurement
documentation.
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Obsolete
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(Obsolete) Single-Tone Available Voltage Gain (Swept Power): AVG

Summary

AVG computes the nonlinear voltage gain from the signal source to an arbitrary node's harmonic component in the RF
circuit (RF Port or VMeter). The general equation for this implementation is:

V Sourcei,harmn = PASourcei,harmn ⋅ 8 ⋅ Re(ZSourcei,harm)

AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m =
VNode_ j,harm_m
V Source_i,harm_n

where PASource_i,harm_n indicates the available power at the node i and harmonic n. The following is an example of
a typical RF single-stage amplifier topology utilizing biasing and matching blocks.

DCVS
V=
ID=

0.93 V
VBB1

DCVS

V=
ID=
6. V
VCC1

LTUNER

Zo=
Ang=
Mag=
ID=

50 Ohm
170.26 Deg
0.505
TU1

LTUNER

Zo=
Ang=
Mag=
ID=

50 Ohm
155. Deg
0.255
TU2

DC

RF
RF
&
DC

12

3

BIASTEE
ID=X1

DC

RF
RF
&
DC

1 2

3

BIASTEE
ID=X2

I_METER
ID=AMP2

I_METER
ID=AMP1

V_METER
ID=VM1 V_METER

ID=VM2

V_METER
ID=VM3

I_METER
ID=AMP3

V_METER
ID=VM4

I_METER
ID=AMP4

V_METER
ID=VM5

I_METER
ID=AMP5

C

B

E

1

2

3

SUBCKT
NET=
ID=

"BFG1981"
S1

PORT_PS1

PStep=
PStop=
PStart=

Z=
P=

2.5 dB
10 dBm
-30 dBm
50 Ohm
1.

PORT
Z=
P=
50 Ohm
2.

AVG

VSource_i
VNode_j

Freq Freq

harm_1 harm_n

The available voltage gain between

VPort_2,harm_1
V Source,harm_1

and

VPort_2,harm_3
V Source,harm_1

is illustrated as follows:
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DB(|AVG[PORT_1,PORT_2,1,1,1]|)
High Power BJT Amp
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Available Voltage Gain

200

300
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500
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DB(Ang(AVG[PORT_1,PORT_2,1,3,1])) (Deg)
High Power BJT Amp

20 VPort_2,harm_1
VSource,harm_1
--------------------------------log

VPort_2,harm_3
VSource,harm_1
--------------------------------

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage In Component
N/AStringVoltage Out Component
N/AStringHarmonic Indexes (Voltage In)
N/AStringHarmonic Indexes (Voltage Out)
0 to EOLScalarFrequency Sweep Index
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Result

This measurement returns a complex value of nonlinear available voltage gain as a function of input power and harmonic
components at a specified frequency.

Graph Type

This measurement displays in Rectangular or Polar grid format. You can display its magnitude in dB by selecting dB
under Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The x-axis for this measurement is in power sweep.

Relationship to Transducer Voltage Gain

Following equation expresses the relation between Available voltage gain and Transducer voltage gain.

AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m =
VNode_ j,harm_m
V Source_i,harm_n

=
VNode_ j,harm_m
VNode_i,harm_n

⋅
VNode_i,harm
V Source_i,harm

AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m = TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m ⋅
VNode_i,harm_n
V Source_i,harm_n

AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m = TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m ⋅
ZNode_i,harm_n

ZNode_i,harm_n + ZSource

From above equation we can infer that:

20log( | AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) = 20log( | TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) + 20log( | ZNode_i,harm_n
ZNode_i,harm_n + ZSource | )

In a special case when ZNode_1,harm_1 = ZSource,harm_1 = α,

where α is a constant real value, e.g. 50 Ω, the above equation can be rewritten as

20log( ∣ AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m ∣ ) = 20log( ∣ TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m ∣ )

Relationship to Output Power Level

Following equation expresses the relation between Available voltage gain and power level of an arbitrary node as;

PNode_ j,harm_m = | AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m||
2 ⋅ PASource_i,harm_n

⋅ Re(ZSource_i,harm_n) ⋅ Re( 1
ZNode_i,harm_n) ⋅ 4

or

10log(PNode_ j,harm_m) = 20log( | AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) + 10log(PASource_i,harm_n)
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+10log(Re(ZSource_i,harm_n) ⋅ Re( 1
ZNode_i,harm_n) ⋅ 4)

In a special case when ZNode_1,harm_1 = ZSource,harm_1 = α,

where α is a constant real value, e.g. 50 Ω, the above equation can be rewritten as:

10log(PNode_ j,harm_m) = 10log( | AVGNode_ i, j, harm_n, m | ) + 10log(PASource_i,harm_n) + 6dB
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(Obsolete) Left-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Phi): CE_LHCP

Summary

CE_LHCP is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the CON_LHCPmeasurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated. (See CON_LHCP for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valueTheta (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) E-Phi Pattern (Sweep Phi): CE_Phi

Summary

CE_Phi is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use the
CON_EPHI measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated (See CON_EPHI for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valueTheta (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) Right-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Phi): CE_RHCP

Summary

CE_RHCP is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the CON_RHCP measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the
total power radiated (See CON_RHCP for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valuePhi (theta)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) E-Theta Pattern (Sweep Phi): CE_Theta

Summary

CE_Theta is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the CON_ETheta measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the
total power radiated (See CON_ETheta for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valueTheta (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) Total Radiated Power (Sweep Phi): CP_Rad

Summary

CP_Rad is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the CON_TPwr measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated (See CON_TPwr for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valueTheta (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) Left-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Theta): E_LHCP

Summary

E_LHCP is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the PPC_LHCP measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated (See PPC_LHCP for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 180Real valuePhi (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) E-Phi Pattern (Sweep Theta): E_Phi

Summary

E_Phi is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use the
PPC_EPhi measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total power
radiated (See PPC_EPhi for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valuePhi (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) Right-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Theta): E_RHCP

Summary

E_RHCP is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the PPC_RHCP measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated (See PPC_RHCP for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 180Real valuePhi (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) E-Theta Pattern (Sweep Theta): E_Theta

Summary

E_Theta is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use
the PPC_ETheta measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated (See PPC_ETheta for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
-90 to 90Real valuePhi (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) Gamma1 Measured with Gamma-Probe: GAM1_GP

Summary

GAM1_GP is used for the calculation of internal reflection coefficient Γ1 in conjunction with the Gamma-Probe element.
See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
3 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerExcitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
0.1 to 2500RealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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(Obsolete) Gamma2 Measured with Gamma-Probe: GAM2_GP

Summary

GAM2_GP is used for the calculation of internal reflection coefficient Γ2 in conjunction with the Gamma-Probe element.
See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
3 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerExcitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
0.1 to 2500RealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real measurement
can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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(Obsolete) Gamma Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe: GAM_GPM

Summary

GAM_GPM is used for the calculation of internal reflection coefficient in conjunction with the Modified Gamma-Probe
element. See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element
and the Cadence® AWR® Knowledge Base for more information on the difference between the regular and modified
gamma probe.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
3 to 1000 portsSubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerExcitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage Sample Port On Node 1 Side
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage Sample Port On Node 2 Side
Gamma 1 or Gamma 2List of optionsGamma Selection
0.1 to 2500RealZo, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real measurement
can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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(Obsolete) Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points: G_LPINT

Summary

G_LPINT is used to interpolate a value from load pull data using the impedance computed from the input impedance of
an output matching network. The frequencies used for this measurement are the F1 frequencies defined in the load pull
file, and not the schematic frequencies.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
If "Default", the interpolated value
displays versus the swept variable that

Data to Use for X-Axis

is set to "Use for x-axis". Allows the
interpolated value to display versus a
dependent quantity (like PSrc_Ava for
available source power).
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.
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(Obsolete) Generalized Interpolated LoadPull AlignedData Points: G_LPINT_A

Summary

G_LPINT_A is the same as G_LPINT, except that you can use it with values that are aligned along the power sweep
dimension (see G_LPCM_A for a description of the alignment parameters). The other difference between G_LPINT_A
and G_LPINT is that the Data to use for X-Axis parameter is not supported, because it does not make sense to align to
a value, then plot versus another dependent value.

For any aligned data measurement you should visually verify all aligned data by plotting the aligned computed value to
itself using the PlotMD_R_A measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
A/B Wave load pull file or Derived
Value load pull file

SubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name

Name of schematic or EMdocument that
describes the output matching network.

Output Matching Network

The network must have at least two
ports. If more than two ports are
specified, the network must represent a
symmetrical feed network with a power
of 2 input ports, and one output port.
List of values that display as a result of
the interpolation.

Data for Interpolation

1 to 1,000; output port of matching
network. Output port is specified instead

IntegerOut Port of Output Matching Network

of input so it can be used with symmetric
feed networks. For more information,
see LPINT.
Corrects for frequency-dependent loss
of the output network resulting in the

Check boxCorrect for Network Loss

measurement output being taken at the
output of the matching network. See
Calculated Values for a list of calculated
values that support network correction.

Data to align to
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to

Align type

the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines
up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
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RangeTypeName
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is acceptable).
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
1; Aligns to this value when Align type
is Align to specify.

Align to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. It is recommended to use Auto Align.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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(Obsolete) Load Pull Contours, Simulated: LPCS

Summary

LPCS plots contours on a Smith Chart for a tab-delimited, text data file. This measurement is generally only used with
the Load Pull script (choose Scripts > Load Pull > Load_Pull).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Tab-delimited, text data fileSubcircuitLoad Pull Data File Name
-500 to 500RealContour Max
-500 to 500RealContour Min
0.01 to 100RealContour Step

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the parameters of a contour or a set of contours.

Computational Details

The tab-delimited, text data file contains an m x n matrix of data which represents a grid of points in the real-imaginary
plane from -1 to +1 along each axis.
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(Obsolete) Maximum of Load Pull Contours (Simulated): LPCSMAX

Summary

LPCSMAX plots the maximum contour value on a Smith Chart for a tab-delimited, text data file. This measurement is
generally only used with the Load Pull script.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Tab-delimited, text data fileSubcircuitData File Name

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the maximum value of a set of contours.

Computational Details

The tab-delimited, text data file contains an m x n matrix of data which represents a grid of points in the real-imaginary
plane from -1 to +1 along each axis. The contours are computed and the maximum value is then found.
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(Obsolete) Minimum of Load Pull Contours (Simulated): LPCSMIN

Summary

LPCSMIN plots the minimum contour value on a Smith Chart for a tab-delimited, text data file. This measurement is
generally only used with the Load Pull script.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Tab-delimited, text data fileSubcircuitData File Name

NOTE: Swept parameters do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the minimum value of a set of contours.

Computational Details

The tab-delimited, text data file contains an m x n matrix of data which represents a grid of points in the real-imaginary
plane from -1 to +1 along each axis. The contours are computed and the maximum value is then found.
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(Obsolete) Gain Margin for NLLoopGainEnv (2 port only): NLGainMrgnEnv

Summary

NLGainMrgnEnv returns the inverse of the nonlinear Loop Gain Envelope magnitude at the point where its angle equals
0. This gives a measure of proximity to the marginally stable condition in terms of open-loop gain magnitude. A gain
margin greater than 1 (positive in dB) indicates a stable circuit, less than 1 (negative in dB) indicates instability.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. Select the dB check box to display the absolute value of the real component in
dB.

References

M. Roberg, “Loop Gain Envelope Evaluation For Rapid MMIC Amplifier Stability Analysis,” 2019 IEEE Texas
Symposium on Wireless and Microwave Circuits and Systems (WMCS), Waco, TX, USA, 2019, pp. 1–4.
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(Obsolete) Nonlinear Loop Gain Envelope (2 port only): NLLoopGainEnv

Summary

NLLoopGainEnv calculates the complex envelope of all small signal loop gain plots in the complex plane with all possible
passive terminations, under large signal conditions. If the envelope magnitude is less than 1 when angle is 0, then the
circuit is stable for all input and output termination impedance combinations.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement is complex valued, and is plotted versus an index corresponding to variations of input and output
termination impedances.

References

M. Roberg, “Loop Gain Envelope Evaluation For Rapid MMIC Amplifier Stability Analysis,” 2019 IEEE Texas
Symposium on Wireless and Microwave Circuits and Systems (WMCS), Waco, TX, USA, 2019, pp. 1–4.
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(Obsolete) Phase Margin for NLLoopGainEnv (2 port only): NLPhMrgnEnv

Summary

NLPhMrgnEnv calculates the smallest angle (disregarding sign) at which the nonlinear Loop Gain Envelope magnitude
equals 1. This gives a measure of proximity to instability in terms of open-loop gain angle.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Two ports onlySubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringMeasurement Component
N/AList of optionsSweep Freq (FDOC)

NOTES:

The Measurement Component must be an internal branch of a transistor, which you select by clicking the browse button
(the ellipsis to the right of the option). After selecting the top level Data Source Name, use the browse button to navigate
to the desired transistor, select it, and use the panel at left to select the ...@ds or ...@ce branch of that transistor. See “Loop
Gain” for more information about how loop gain is measured.

All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept parameters.
These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter Analysis
” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

References

M. Roberg, “Loop Gain Envelope Evaluation For Rapid MMIC Amplifier Stability Analysis,” 2019 IEEE Texas
Symposium on Wireless and Microwave Circuits and Systems (WMCS), Waco, TX, USA, 2019, pp. 1–4.
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(Obsolete) Total Radiated Power (Sweep Theta): P_Rad

Summary

P_Rad is retained to allow compatibility with pre-existing projects. All future measurements of this type should use the
PPC_TPwr measurement type. Importantly, this measurement has been modified to normalize this result to the total
power radiated (See PPC_TPwr for details).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to1000 portsSubcircuitEM Structure Name
0 to 180Real valuePhi (degrees)
1 to 1000Integer valueFrequency Sweep Index

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis for this measurement is in angle units.

Graph Type

This measurement can be displayed on an antenna plot, rectangular graph, or tabular grid.
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(Obsolete) Stability Index Measured with Gamma-Probe: STAB_GP

Summary

STAB_GP plots the stability index as a function of frequency. It is used in conjunction with the Gamma-Probe element.
See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
4 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerGamma1 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerGamma2 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, Real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, Real value (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The real measurement can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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(Obsolete) Stability IndexMeasuredwithModified Gamma-Probe: STAB_GPM

Summary

STAB_GPM plots the stability index as a function of frequency. It is used in conjunction with theModified Gamma-Probe
element. See “Microwave Office Approach to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element,
and the Cadence® Knowledge Base for more information on the difference between the regular and modified gamma
probe.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
4 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerGamma1 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerGamma2 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage Sample Port On Node 1 Side
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage Sample Port On Node 2 Side
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, Real value (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The real measurement can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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(Obsolete) Nyquist Stability Measured with Gamma-Probe: STAB_GPN

Summary

STAB_GPN is used for plotting the open-loop gain function in conjunction with the Gamma-Probe element. The plots
are useful for examination of circuit stability by application of the Nyquist criterion. See “Microwave Office Approach
to Internal Stability Analysis” for details of use of the Gamma-Probe element and the Stability measurements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
4 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerGamma1 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerGamma2 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, Real value (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying
the magnitude, angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. Select the dB check
box to display the absolute value of the real component in dB.
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(Obsolete) Nyquist Stability Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe:
STABN_GPM

Summary

STABN_GPM is used for plotting the open-loop gain function in conjunction with the Gamma-Probe element. The plots
are useful for examination of circuit stability by application of the Nyquist criterion. See “Microwave Office Approach
to Internal Stability Analysis” for details on use of the Gamma-Probe element and the Stability measurements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
4 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
1 to 1000IntegerGamma1 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerGamma2 excitation port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage sample port
1 to 1000IntegerCurrent sample port
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage Sample Port On Node 1 Side
1 to 1000IntegerVoltage Sample Port On Node 2 Side
0.1 to 2500RealZo1, Real value (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo1, imag (ohms)
0.1 to 2500RealZo2, real (ohms)
-2500 to 2500RealZo2, imag (ohms)

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The real measurement can also be displayed in dB by selecting the dB check box.
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(Obsolete) Single-Tone Transducer Voltage Gain (Swept Power): TVG

Summary

TVG computes the nonlinear transducer voltage gain between two arbitrary nodes' harmonics in the RF circuit. The
general equation for this implementation is:

TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m =
VNode_ j,harm_m
VNode_i,harm_n

The following is an example of a typical RF single-stage amplifier topology utilizing biasing and matching blocks.
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are illustrated as follows:
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Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 1000SubcircuitData Source Name
N/AStringVoltage In Component
N/AStringVoltage Out Component
N/AStringHarmonic Indexes (Voltage In)
N/AStringHarmonic Indexes (Voltage Out)
0 to EOLScalarFrequency Sweep Index
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Result

This measurement returns a complex value of nonlinear transducer voltage gain as a function of input power and harmonic
components at a specified frequency.

Graph Type

This measurement displays in Rectangular or Polar grid format. You can display its magnitude in dB by selecting dB
under Complex Modifier in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The x-axis for this measurement is in power sweep.

Relationship to Available Voltage Gain

Following equation expresses the relation between Available voltage gain and Transducer voltage gain.

TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m =
VNode_ j,harm_m
VNode_i,harm_n

=
VNode_ j,harm_m
VSource_i,harm_n

⋅
VSource_i,harm
VNode_i,harm

TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m = AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m ⋅
VSource_i,harm_n
VNode_i,harm_n

TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m = AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m ⋅ ( ZNode_i,harm_n
ZNode_i,harm_n + ZSource_i,harm_n)

−1

From above equation we can infer that:

20log( | TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) = 20log( | AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | )

−20log( | ZNode_i,harm_n
ZNode_i,harm_n + ZSource_i,harm_n | )

In a special case when ZNode_1,harm_1 = ZSource,harm_1 = α,

where a is a constant real value, e.g. 50 Ω, the above equation can be rewritten as

20log( | TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) = 20log( | AVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) + 6dB

Relationship to Output Power Level

Following equation expresses the relation between Available voltage gain and power level of an arbitrary node as;

PNode_ j,harm_m = | TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m|
2 ⋅ PNode_i,harm_n

or

10log(PNode_ j,harm_m) = 10log( | TVGNode_i, j,harm_n,m | ) + 10log(PNode_i,harm_n)
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Output Equations
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Select Output Equation: Eqn

Summary

Output equations are the result of user controlled data manipulation. The source of the data is typically simulation results,
and then mathematical operations can be performed on the data. There are many uses for output equations. See “Using
Output Equations” for details.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AStringDocument Name
N/AStringEquation Name

Result

Eqn returns a complex value. The complex measurement can be displayed as a real value by specifying the magnitude,
angle, real or imaginary component in the Add/Modify Measurement dialog box. The real value can be displayed in dB
by selecting the dB check box.
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Count of Components in the Synthesized Network: CompCount

Summary

CompCount can be used to set goals on the number of unique vendor library components in a network or the number of
lumped elements.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
Unique Vendor Lib Components or
Lumped Element Components

Filter Type

Parameter Details

Filter Type.When this parameter is set to Unique Vendor Lib Components the measurement returns the number of
different vendor library components used in the synthesized matching network. (This is useful for minimizing the number
of items on a bill of materials.) When this parameter is set to Lumped Element Components the measurement returns
the number of components in the network that are not transmission lines.

Result

This measurement returns the filtered component count for the candidate matching network as a real value.
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Reflection Coefficient Region Step Function: HarmAreaMatch

Summary

HarmAreaMatch returns a value of 0 when the reflection coefficient at the specified harmonic at port B of the matching
network is inside of the specified region, and a value of 1 when outside of the region. The shape of the region is an
annular sector defined by the various measurement parameters. When the inner radius is set to 0, the region is a circular
sector instead of an annulus. If the start and end angles are set equal, then the region is a full circle instead of a sector.

To view a graphical representation of the region, with a HarmAreaMatch measurement selected, click the View Region
button on the Goals tab of the Network Synthesis Wizard. A Smith Chart displays with an outline of the region drawn
on it.

Port A of the synthesized network is terminated with the specified impedance.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
1 to 10IntegerHarmonic index
≥ 0RealReflection coefficient circle center mag
-180 to +180RealReflection coefficient circle center

angle
≥ 0RealAnnular sector inner radius
≥ 0RealAnnular sector outer radius (0 - > inf)
-180 to +180RealAnnular sector start angle
-180 to +180RealAnnular sector end angle (start - > full)
0 to 2500 OhmsRealImpedance A (0 - > default)

Parameter Details

Annular sector outer radius.When set to 0, indicates that there is no upper limit.

Annular sector end angle.When set equal to the start angle, indicates to use the full annulus (not a sector).

Impedance A.When set to 0, the impedance is obtained from Default A impedance on the Synthesis Definition tab of the
Network Synthesis Wizard.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in the range of 0 to 1.
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Synthesize from Load Pull Data: LoadPull

Summary

LoadPull computes the selected variable value from the load pull data as a function of the matching network port B
reflection coefficient.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitLoad pull file
N/AVariable nameData to measure
1 to 10IntegerNumber harmonics to match

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Fundamental frequencyF1
Index into the values used for swept power.iPower
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Synthesize from Aligned Load Pull Data: LoadPull_A

Summary

LoadPull_A computes the selected variable value from the aligned load pull data as a function of the matching network
port B reflection coefficient. This measurement should only be used with swept power load pull files (files with a swept
iPower).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitLoad pull file
N/AVariable nameData to measure
1 to 10IntegerNumber harmonics to match
N/AVariable nameData to align to
Shift right aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the right such that the data lines

Align type

up with the user-specified value. This
type is recommended for all computed
values, especially G_Compress or IPN
since shifting to the right does not cause
the traces to drop their lowest power
point as the data is shifted (note that they
may drop higher power points than
needed for the specified value but that
is fine).
Center (Default) aligns the data by
shifting the traces both to the left and to
the right such that the data lines up with
the user-specified value.
Shift left aligns the data by shifting the
traces to the left such that the data lines
up with the specified value.
Shift right & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the right such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved. This
type is recommended for any aligned
data where visual inspection of the
aligned data indicates a poor alignment.
Center & refine aligns the data by shifting
the traces both to the left and to the right
such that the data lines up with the
user-specified value and then iteratively
refines the aligned solution a few times
to see if the specified goal is better
achieved.
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RangeTypeName
Shift left & refine aligns the data by
shifting the traces to the left such that
the data lines up with the user-specified
value and then iteratively refines the
aligned solution a few times to see if the
specified goal is better achieved.
Aligns to this value when Align type is
Align to specify.

RealAlign to specify value

Options

In addition to the standard parameters, you may need to specify the following swept parameters.

DescriptionSweep
Index into the values used for swept power. Using Auto Align is recommended.
If Align type is "Align to specify" for example, then there is only one iPower

iPower

index where the measurement is actually aligned to the specified value. Exposing
the iPower sweep allows insight into how the contours change over power, but
it also adds an extra step if you want to see the contours at the specified alignment
value. When the measurement is run, it automatically posts a message (as a
warning message) to the Status Window to indicate the iPower index at which
the data is aligned.
Specifies which harmonic to use.harm
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Operating Power Gain of Synthesized Network: NetGp

Summary

NetGp computes the operating power gain in dB of the synthesized network. See GP for computation details. Port A of
the synthesized network is terminated with the specified impedance.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
0 to 2500 OhmsRealImpedance A (0 - > default)

Parameter Details

Impedance A.When set to zero, the impedance is obtained from the Network Synthesis wizard's Network Synthesis
dialog box Synthesis Definition tab Default A impedance (real) value.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Mismatch Loss Matching into a Network: NetMatch

Summary

NetMatch computes the mismatch loss in dB when matching from a synthesized network into another network, attached
to Port B of the matching network. Port A of the synthesized network is terminated with the specified impedance. Note
that this is not a return loss calculation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitNetwork B name
1 to 10IntegerPort number to match
N/ACheck boxInclude network loss
0 to 2500 OhmsRealImpedance A (0 - > default)

Parameter Details

Port number to match. Determines the port in network B to match against.

Include network loss.When enabled, the resistive loss of the synthesized network (in dB) is added to the mismatch
loss, which causes the synthesis run to favor matching networks that are lossless if the measurement goal is set to zero.

Impedance A.When set to zero, the impedance is obtained from the Network Synthesis wizard's Network Synthesis
dialog box Synthesis Definition tab Default A impedance (real) value.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Mismatch Loss Matching between 2 Networks: NetMatch2

Summary

NetMatch2 computes the mismatch loss in dB when using a synthesized network to match between two other networks.
Port A of the synthesized network is attached to Network A. Port B of the synthesized network is matched against a port
of Network B. Note that this is not a return loss calculation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitNetwork B
N/ASubcircuitNetwork A
1 to 10IntegerNet B Port number
1 to 10IntegerNet A Port number

Parameter Details

Net B Port number. Determines the port in network B to match against.

Net A Port number. Determines the port in network A to connect to port A of the synthesized network.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Return Loss Calculated from Mismatch Loss into a Network: NetMatchRL

Summary

NetMatchRL computes the mismatch loss in dB when matching from a synthesized network into another network,
attached to Port B of the matching network, and then converting this into return loss. Port A of the synthesized network
is terminated with the specified impedance. If the matching network is lossless, then the computed value equals the return
loss looking into port A of the network.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitNetwork B name
1 to 10IntegerPort number to match
N/ACheck boxInclude network loss
0 to 2500 OhmsRealImpedance A (0 - > default)

Parameter Details

Port number to match. Determines the port in network B to match against.

Include network loss.When enabled the resistive loss of the synthesized network (in dB) is added to the mismatch loss,
which causes the synthesis run to favor matching networks that are lossless if the measurement goal is set to zero.

Impedance A.When set to zero, the impedance is obtained from the Network Synthesis wizard's Network Synthesis
dialog box Synthesis Definition tab Default A impedance (real) value.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Noise Figure Matching into Network B: NoiseMatch

Summary

NoiseMatch computes the noise figure in dB at the input of a network ("B") with a matching network inserted between
the network input and the source impedance ("A").

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitNetwork B name
1 to 10IntegerNetwork B input port
1 to 10IntegerNetwork B output port
0 to 2500 OhmsRealImpedance A (0 - > default)

Parameter Details

Network B input port. Determines which port in network B is the input.

Network B output port. Determines which port in network B is the output.

Impedance A.When set to 0, the impedance is obtained from Default A impedance on the Synthesis Definition tab of the
Network Synthesis Wizard.

Result

This measurement returns a real value in dB.
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Statistical Average for Measurements in a Yield Analysis: MeasMean

Summary

This measurement plots the statistical average of all the yield trials run for a given measurement. See “Yield Analysis”
for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
N/AStringMeasurement

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Statistical Median for Measurements in a Yield Analysis: MeasMedian

Summary

This measurement plots the statistical median of all the yield trials run for a given measurement. See “Yield Analysis”
for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
N/AStringMeasurement

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Minimum and Maximum for Measurements in a Yield Analysis: MeasRange

Summary

This measurement plots the minimum and maximum of all the yield trials run for a given measurement. See “Yield
Analysis” for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
N/AStringMeasurement

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.
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Statistics Variation for Measurements in a Yield Analysis: MeasSigma

Summary

This measurement plots the statistical variation of all the yield trials run for a given measurement. See “Yield Analysis”
for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
N/AStringMeasurement

Check boxDisplay as +/- Average
0.01 to 10Real ValueMultiple of Sigma to Display

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a real value.

Computational Details

The Display as +/- Average option determines how the data is plotted relative to the average value of the data. If this option
is not selected, the value plotted is the specified sigma value as a single trace. If the option is selected, the values plotted
are the average value plus the sigma specified, and the average value minus the sigma specified.
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Yield Percentage: Yield

Summary

Yield plots a value as a percentage computed from the yield analysis. See “Analyzing the Results” for details on yield
simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source

Result

This measurement always returns a single value after yield analysis is run. The data is typically plotted on a tabular graph.
If no yield goals exist or are enabled, the value is always 100. The same value displays preceding the +/- symbol in the
Yield Analysis dialog box when yield analysis is running. See “Yield Analysis Dialog Box” for more information on
this dialog box.
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Standard Deviation of Yield Estimate Error: YldError

Summary

YldError plots the estimation of the yield error as a percentage computed from the yield analysis. See “Analyzing the
Results” for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source

Result

This measurement always returns a single value after yield analysis is run. The data is typically plotted on a tabular graph.
If no yield goals exist or are enabled, the value is always 0. The same value displays preceding the +/- symbol in the
Yield Analysis dialog box when yield analysis is running. See “Yield Analysis Dialog Box” for more information on
this dialog box.
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Yield Data to XML File: YldToXML

Summary

YldToXML writes all of the data collected from yield analysis to a text file in XML format. See “Saving Yield Data to
a File” for more information on saving yield data to a file.NOTE: The yield data is written in Base Units such as meters,
amps, Farads, Watts, and Henrys (no modifier is used to describe the value).

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
Enter file name to writeTextFile Name

Result

The name specified is written to the same directory as the Cadence® AWR® project file when the current yield analysis
run is complete. XML format is used because it is simple to transform to other formats that may be required.
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Performance Histogram: YMeas

Summary

YMeas plots yield data in a performance histogram by taking the y-axis data from an existing measurement in a project
and creating a histogram of that data. See “Analyzing the Results” for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
N/AStringMeasurement

Check boxRestrict Range
Real ValueLower for Restrict (mks units)
Real ValueUpper for Restrict (mks units)

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis plots the measurement values found, the y-axis plots the percentage
of the total yield run in a given bin, and the number of simulation points that fall into each bin is displayed at the top.

The number of bins used for this graph is controlled by Number Yield Bins on the Project Options dialog box Yield Options
tab. (Choose Options > Project Options.)

Computational Details

The Restrict Range check box allows you to specify use of only a limited range of the measurement. By default, this
measurement collects all the data points on the specified measurement and then bins the y-values for that measurement.
You might often have a very broad frequency sweep in a circuit, and want to look only at the performance histogram of
a subset of the frequencies simulated. In this case you can select this option and then enter the Lower for Restrict (mks
units) and Upper for Restrict (mks units) values in base units (so 1e9 is 1 GHz, and so on).
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Pareto Measurement for Yield: YPareto

Summary

YPareto determines which variables in a yield analysis most strongly influence the chosen measurement. See “Analyzing
the Results” for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source
N/AStringMeasurement

Check boxRestrict Range
Real ValueLower for Restrict (mks units)
Real ValueUpper for Restrict (mks units)

Significance threshold
Display as magnitude

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns one real value for each variable set up for yield analysis, sorted such that the largest magnitude
values display first. The x-axis plots the name of the statistical variable. The y-axis data is a set of relative numbers. The
YPareto values do not represent any physical significance. These values represent relative rankings of the change of each
variable’s value on the measurement. The higher the number, the more influence that variable has on the variation of the
measurement. This measurement should only be used on a histogram or tabular graph.

Computational Details

The YPareto algorithm uses linear regression to fit a curve describing the yield measurement as a function of each variable
used in the yield analysis. The resulting curve contains a coefficient for each variable and it is these coefficients that are
presented as the YPareto measurement data.

You must run N+1 yield iterations to have data, where N is the number of statistical variables in your design. This
measurement updates at each yield iteration. You can watch the values, and when the numbers settle down, you know
enough iterations have been run to provide accurate values.

The Restrict Range check box allows you to specify use of only a limited range of the measurement. By default, this
measurement does a linear regression fit at each x-axis point and then averages. Limiting the range only performs the
fits in the range you specify, and then it averages. With this option selected, enter the Lower for Restrict (mks units)and
Upper for Restrict (mks units) values in base units (for example, 1e9 is 1 GHz).

The Significance threshold causes values that are below the threshold value to be hidden. If there are many variables in
a result, you can use the threshold to display only the highest value items.
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The Display as magnitude value causes all values to be positive. Values can be negative (you can think of each result as
the slope of a linear line) and you may want to see the magnitude of each to properly see the relative influence of each
variable.
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Iteration Status: YPassFail

Summary

YPassFail helps determine the status of each yield iteration run.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source

Result

This measurement returns a status code of Pass (1), Fail (0), or Error (-1) for each iteration. You can use it to identify
trials that produce simulation errors, and along with the YSample measurement, to identify model parameters that are
used to produce the simulation error.
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Ranked Yield Improvement Estimate (by Component Variation Elimination):
YRank

Summary

YRank helps identify the components that contribute the most to yield failures in a Monte Carlo yield analysis. This
measurement is simply the yield improvement in the nominal value bin from the overall yield estimate. It can also be
considered an estimate of the improvement in yield you can expect if you eliminate the variation in a particular component.
If this value is negative, it implies that the component nominal value needs to be centered. YRank is intended to help
you identify the components with the most influence on yield. For components with high positive or negative values of
YRank, Cadence® recommends that you inspect the yield with respect to the component using the YSens measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source

Result

This measurement returns a single value for each parameter or variable set up for yield analysis; it should be used on a
tabular graph. The values are sorted from highest to lowest on the graph. The following example demonstrates this data:

Schematic 1\R1\R 10
@Schematic 1\@Schematic 1\Res 1.24
Global Definitions\Global Definitions\R1 0.2

where the general syntax is Document\ID\Parameter or @Document\@Document\Variable. If the string begins with the
"@" symbol, it is a variable, otherwise it is a model parameter.

An example of how the numbers are created provides further understanding of how the measurement is computed. There
are two values needed for each component used in the yield analysis; the overall percent yield value and the percent yield
in the nominal bin of the component sensitivity histogram. The following figure shows the results from this measurement.

This figure shows a 69.27% yield from this run of yield analysis.
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Component Variation Elimination): YRank



The following figure shows the component sensitivity graph for the top entry in the Yrank graph.
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From this graph, the yield percentage in the center bin (for the nominal value) is 73.24%. Therefore, the Yrank for this
variable is 73.24 - 69.27 = 3.97, which matches the value on the Yrank graph.
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Ranked Yield Improvement Estimate (by Component Variation Elimination
and Centering): YRankCenter

Summary

YRankCenter helps identify the components that benefit the most from design centering, using the results of a Monte
Carlo yield analysis. This measurement is simply the yield improvement in the highest yield bin over the yield estimate
in the nominal bin. If the value of YRankCenter is zero, the highest yield is at the nominal value bin, and centering does
not have a large impact on the yield (this assumes an approximate normal distribution, which may not always be the
case). For components with a high value of YRankCenter, Cadence® recommends that you inspect the yield with respect
to the component using the YSens measurement.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitData Source

Result

This measurement returns a single value for each parameter or variable set up for yield analysis; it should be used on a
tabular graph. The values are sorted from highest to lowest on the graph. The following example demonstrates this data:

Schematic 1\R1\R 10
@Schematic 1\@Schematic 1\Res 1.24
Global Definitions\Global Definitions\R1 0.2

where the general syntax is Document\ID\Parameter or @Document\@Document\Variable. If the string begins with the
@ symbol, it is a variable, otherwise it is a model parameter.

An example of how the numbers are created provides further understanding of how the measurement is computed. There
are two values needed for each component used in the yield analysis; the percent yield in the highest bin of the component
sensitivity histogram, and the percent yield in the nominal bin of the component sensitivity histogram. The following
figure shows the results from this measurement.

This figure shows the componenent sensitivity graph for the top entry in the YRankCenter graph.
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From this graph, the yield percentage in the highest bin is 100% and the nominal value is 72.97%. Therefore, the
YrankCenter for this variable is 100 - 72.97 = 27.03, which matches the value on the YrankCenter graph.
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Vector of Sample Values Used in the Yield Analysis: YSample

Summary

This measurement returns the parameter or variable values used for the specified yield simulation trial. The specified
trial is located by clicking a yield trace on a graph and viewing the Status bar at the bottom of the window to read the
yield iteration number. See “Yield Analysis” for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/AN/AData Source
0 to Max Number of Yield IterationsIteration Index

NOTE: This measurement does not have additional parameters that allow you to specify plotting configuration for swept
parameters. This is because the measurement picks an existing measurement that already has its swept variable plotting
configured. Additionally, the Simulator and Configuration options do not apply to this measurement.

Result

This measurement returns the parameter or variable values used for the yield trial number; it should only be used on a
tabular graph. The following example demonstrates this data:

Schematic 1\R1\R 10
@Schematic 1\@Schematic 1\Res 1.24
Global Definitions\Global Definitions\R1 0.2

where the general syntax is Document\ID\Parameter or @Document\@Document\Variable. If the string begins with the
@ symbol, it is a variable, otherwise it is a model parameter.
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Component Sensitivity Histogram: YSens

Summary

YSens is used for plotting component sensitivity histograms. See “Analyzing the Results” for details on yield simulation.

Parameters

RangeTypeName
N/ASubcircuitVariables In
N/AStringCircuit Component

NOTE:All measurements will have additional parameters that allow you to specify the plotting configuration for swept
parameters. These parameters are dynamic; they change based upon which data source is selected. See “Swept Parameter
Analysis ” for details on configuring these parameters. Use caution when running yield analysis on variables that are
also being swept. Each yield iteration performs the swept analysis and may provide answers you do not expect.

Result

This measurement returns a real value. The x-axis is the yield variable value used, the y-axis is the yield percentage, and
the number of simulation points that fall into each bin is displayed at the top.

The number of bins used for this graph is controlled by the Number Yield Bins option on the Project Options dialog box
Yield Options tab. (Choose Options > Project Options.)

Computational Details

The Circuit Component list displays any element parameter or equation set to use statistics in the chosen subcircuit.
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Gain Margin for NLLoopGainEnv (2 port only), 9–24

A
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AM_NOISE, 8–2
AMtoAM, 8–3
AMtoAMPMF, 5–2
AMtoPM, 8–4
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3D Antenna Pattern, 2–2
3D Antenna Pattern from Circuit Excitation, 2–4

Annotate Attributes Measurements
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Annotate Debug EM Measurements
Draw Mesh of Selected De-Embedding Standard, 2–26

Annotate EM3D Measurements
Boundary Surface for 3D Mesh, 2–58
EM Field Carpet Plot on Cut Plane, 2–30
EM Field on Cut Plane, 2–34
EM Field Surface Contours, 2–32
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EM Document Circuit Current, 2–24
EM Document Current, 2–18
EM Document Current (Extended), 2–20
EM Document Current Standing Wave, 2–22
EM Document Electric Field, 2–28
EM Document Mesh, 2–37, 2–41
EM Document Mesh 2D, 2–40

ANTENNA_3D, 2–2
ANTENNA_CKT_3D, 2–4
AntPat_EF, 5–5
AntPat_TPwrF, 5–6
AVG, 9–2
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B
B1, 6–3
Bwave, 8–6

C
C_PRC, 6–4
C_SRC, 6–5
CDC, 8–7
CE_LHCP , 9–6
CE_Phi, 9–7
CE_RHCP, 9–8
CE_Theta , 9–9
Ci, 6–6
CMRR, 6–7
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Con_EPhi_CKT, 4–9
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Con_EY, 4–19
Con_EY_CKT, 4–23
Con_LHCP, 4–24
Con_LHCP_CKT, 4–27
Con_RHCP, 4–28
Con_RHCP_CKT, 4–32
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3–7
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DCVA_E, 2–11
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E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency), 4–84
E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency), 4–136
E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency), 4–89
E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–94
E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–100
Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Frequency), 4–141

Sweep Phi
Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–3
E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–24
E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–5
E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–28
E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–10
E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi), 4–14
E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep phi), 4–19
Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–33

Sweep Theta
Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta), 4–49
E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta), 4–67
E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta), 4–51
E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta), 4–72
E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta), 4–55
E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta), 4–59
E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep theta), 4–63
Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta), 4–77

Electromagnetic Antenna_CKT Measurements
Sweep Frequency

Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–83
Circuit Driving E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–107
Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–88
Circuit Driving E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–140
Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–93
Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–98
Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–99
Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Frequency), 4–145

Sweep Phi
Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi), 4–4
Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi),
4–9
Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi),
4–13
Circuit Driving E-XRadiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–18
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Circuit Driving E-YRadiation Pattern (Sweep Phi), 4–23
Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi),
4–27
Circuit Driving RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Phi),
4–32
Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Phi), 4–37

Sweep Theta
Circuit Driving Axial Ratio Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta), 4–50
Circuit Driving E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta),
4–54
Circuit Driving E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta),
4–58
Circuit Driving E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta),
4–62
Circuit Driving E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta),
4–66
Circuit Driving LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep Theta),
4–71
Circuit Driving RHCPRadiation Pattern (Sweep Theta),
4–76
Circuit Driving Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep
Theta), 4–81

Electromagnetic Measurements
Antenna

Antenna Power Information Plot, 4–48
Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency),
4–130
Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–122
Peak E-RHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency),
4–132
PeakE-ThetaRadiation Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–124
Peak Total Power Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency),
4–134
Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-LHCP Radiation
Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–116
Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Phi Radiation
Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–108
Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-RHCP Radiation
Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–118
Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak E-Theta Radiation
Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–110
Phi or Theta Angle Location of Peak Total Power
Radiation Pattern (Sweep frequency), 4–120
Radiation, Mismatch, or Total Efficiency, 4–38

Antenna_CKT
Circuit Driving Peak E-LHCP Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency), 4–131
Circuit Driving Peak E-Phi Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency), 4–123

Circuit Driving Peak E-RHCPRadiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency), 4–133
Circuit Driving Peak E-Theta Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency), 4–125
Circuit Driving Peak E-X Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency), 4–127
Circuit Driving Peak E-Y Radiation Pattern (Sweep
frequency), 4–129
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(Sweep frequency), 4–135
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EM Mode Resonance (Composite), 4–2
Generalized S-Parameters, 4–42
Port Impedance, 4–148
Port Propagation Constant, 4–47
Port Relative Dielectric Constant, 4–39
TE Mode Resonance, 4–146
TM Mode Resonance, 4–147
X-Directed Current Density, 4–44
X-Directed E-Field, 4–40
Y-Directed Current Density, 4–45
Y-Directed E-Field, 4–41
Z-Directed Current Density, 4–46

EM3D_CURRENT, 2–14
EM_3D_SURF_BC, 2–15
EM_3D_SURF_CONCERNS, 2–16
EM_3D_SURF_IDS, 2–17
EM_CKT_CURR, 2–24
EM_CURRENT, 2–18
EM_CURRENT_EX, 2–20
EM_CURRENT_SW, 2–22
EM_DEEMBED_MESH, 2–26
EM_E_FIELD, 2–28
EM_FIELD_CARPET, 2–30
EM_FIELD_CONT, 2–32
EM_FIELD_CUT, 2–34
EM_FIELD_VECT, 2–36
EM_MESH, 2–37
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EM_MESH_2D, 2–40
EM_MESH_F, 2–41
EM_PORT_FIELD, 2–42
ENVELOPEF, 5–7
Eqn, 10–2
Er_Port, 4–39
ERC_OP, 2–44
Ex_EM, 4–40
EXT_CKT3D, 2–45
EXT_COMP3D, 2–46
Ey_EM, 4–41
Eye_Amplitude, 8–10
Eye_Corners, 8–13
Eye_CornersD, 8–15
Eye_Crossing, 8–17
Eye_CrossingD, 8–19
Eye_ExtRatio, 8–21
Eye_ExtRatioD, 8–23
Eye_FallTime, 8–25
Eye_FallTimeD, 8–27
Eye_Height, 8–29
Eye_HeightD, 8–30
Eye_InvExtRatio, 8–32
Eye_InvExtRatioD, 8–34
Eye_Level, 8–36
Eye_LevelD, 8–38
Eye_Overshoot, 8–40
Eye_OvershootD, 8–41
Eye_QFactor, 8–43
Eye_QFactorD, 8–45
Eye_RiseTime, 8–47
Eye_RiseTimeD, 8–49
Eye_Transition, 8–51
Eye_TransitionD, 8–54
Eye_Undershoot, 8–57
Eye_UndershootD, 8–59
Eye_Width, 8–61
Eye_WidthD, 8–62

F
FFT of Current for Specified Period, 8–74
FFT of Differential Current for Specified Period, 8–76
File Measurements

AM to AM/PM at Fundamental, 5–2
Generate Netlist, 5–10
Generate Spectrum File, 5–13
Generate Spice Netlist Equivalent, 5–14
Generate Touchstone, MDIF, or MATLAB, 5–11
LVS

Generate LVS File, 5–8
Write E-Field Radiation Pattern to File, 5–5

Write Envelope Data to File, 5–7
Write Measurement Data to MATLAB File, 5–9
Write Total Power for All Elements to File, 5–15
Write Total Power Radiation Pattern to File, 5–6

G
G, 6–11
G_LP_ITIME, 7–41
G_LP_IVDLL, 7–42
G_LP_PTIME, 7–43
G_LP_VTIME, 7–44
G_LPCH, 7–2
G_LPCM, 7–3
G_LPCM_A, 7–4
G_LPCM_C2, 7–6
G_LPCM_C2A, 7–8
G_LPCM_EX, 7–9
G_LPCM_EX_A, 7–10
G_LPCM_EX_C2, 7–12
G_LPCM_EX_C2A, 7–13
G_LPCM_V, 7–27
G_LPCM_VA, 7–28
G_LPCMMAX, 7–15
G_LPCMMAX_A, 7–16
G_LPCMMAX_EX, 7–18
G_LPCMMAX_EX_A, 7–19
G_LPCMMIN, 7–21
G_LPCMMIN_A, 7–22
G_LPCMMIN_EX, 7–24
G_LPCMMIN_EX_A, 7–25
G_LPGG, 7–29
G_LPGPM, 7–30
G_LPGPM_A, 7–31
G_LPGPM_ND, 7–33
G_LPINT, 9–18
G_LPINT2, 7–34
G_LPINT2_A, 7–35
G_LPINT2_Z, 7–37
G_LPINT2_Z_A, 7–38
G_LPINT_A, 9–19
G_LPINT_H, 7–40
GA, 6–12
GAC_MAX , 6–13
GACIR , 6–14
GainMrgnEnv, 6–15
GAM1_GP, 9–15
GAM2_GP, 9–16
GAM_GP2, 6–16
GAM_GPM, 9–17
GammaPts, 6–17
GCOMP, 8–64
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GD, 6–18
GDC, 8–66
Geven, 6–19
GM1, 6–20
GM2, 6–21
GMax, 6–22
GMN , 6–23
Godd, 6–24
GP, 6–25
GPC_MAX, 6–26
GPCIR, 6–27
GS, 4–42
GT, 6–28
GU, 6–29

H
H, 6–30
HarmAreaMatch, 11–3
HI_ASPECT_FACETS, 2–47

I
Iac, 6–31
IacD, 6–32
ICHECK, 2–49
Icomp, 8–67
IcompD, 8–68
IDC, 8–69
IDC_D, 8–70
Ienv, 8–71
Ieye, 8–72
IeyeD, 8–73
Ifft, 8–74
IfftD, 8–76
Iharm, 8–78
IharmD, 8–79
IMDN, 8–80
IMDN_AVG, 8–81
IMDN_DELTA, 8–82
IMDN_MAX, 8–83
INET_I, 2–50
INET_J, 2–51
INET_RC, 2–52
INMG, 8–84
ISG, 6–33
Ispectrum_ENV, 8–85
ITG, 6–34
Itime, 8–86
Itime_ENV, 8–88
Itime_f_ENV, 8–89
ItimeD, 8–87
IVCurve, 8–90

IVCurve2, 8–91
IVDelta, 8–92
IVDelta2, 8–93
IVDLL, 8–94
Ix_EM, 4–44
Iy_EM, 4–45
Iz_EM, 4–46

J
JCHECK, 2–53
Jitter, 8–95
JitterD, 8–97

K
K, 6–35
K_Port, 4–47

L
L_LSB, 8–99
L_PRL, 6–38
L_SRL, 6–39
L_SRL2, 6–40
L_USB, 8–100
LDVP, 6–41
LFM, 8–101
Linear AC Measurements

AC Current, 6–31
AC Noise Contributors, 6–55
AC Voltage, 6–119
Differential AC Current, 6–32
Differential AC Voltage, 6–120
Equivalent Input Noise Voltage, 6–56
Output Noise Voltage, 6–54
Total Output Noise Voltage, 6–57

Linear Circle Measurements
Available Gain Circles, 6–14
Available Gain Circles Starting at Maximum Available
Gain, 6–13
Constant Impedance Mismatch Circle, 6–45
Constant Q Contour, 6–72
Constant VSWR Circle, 6–123
Input Stability Circles, 6–86
Noise Figure Circles, 6–51
Output Stability Circles, 6–87
Power Gain Circles, 6–27
Power Gain Circles Starting atMaximum Power Gain, 6–26
Source Mapping Circles, 6–91
Stability Circle at Port I With Gamma=1 at Port J, 6–88

Linear Gain Measurements
Available Gain, 6–12
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Current Gain From Input Current Source, 6–33
Current Gain From Input Terminal, 6–34
Mason's Unilateral Gain, 6–29
Maximum Available Gain, 6–22
Maximum Stable Gain, 6–46
Operating Power Gain, 6–25
Transducer Power Gain, 6–28
Voltage Gain From Input Terminal, 6–124
Voltage Gain From Input Voltage Source, 6–121

Linear Measurements
Capacitance of Input as a Parallel RC, 6–4
Capacitance of Input as a Series RC, 6–5
Change in Magnitude Over a Bandwidth , 6–9
Change in Phase Over a Bandwidth , 6–10
Coupled Symmetric Transmission Lines Characteristics and
RLGC Parameters, 6–116
Dense Gamma Grid for Marker Use, 6–17
Determinant of y-matrix, 6–126
Even Mode Admittance, 6–127
Even Mode Gamma, 6–19
Even Mode Impedance, 6–134
Group Delay, 6–18
Inductance of Input as a Parallel RL, 6–38
Inductance of Input as a Series RL, 6–39
Inductance of Input as a Series RL with Other Port
Grounded, 6–40
Input Admittance at a Port, 6–128
Input Admittance for Simultaneous Match, 6–129
Input Gamma for Simultaneous Match, 6–20
Input Impedance at a Port, 6–136
Input Impedance for Simultaneous Match, 6–137
Input Q Measurement, 6–73
Input Q Measurement of 2-Port with Other Port Grounded,
6–74
Linear Deviation from Phase, 6–41
Odd Mode Admittance, 6–132
Odd Mode Gamma, 6–24
Odd Mode Impedance, 6–140
Output Admittance for Simultaneous Match, 6–130
Output Gamma for Simultaneous Match, 6–21
Output Impedance for Simultaneous Match, 6–138
Passive, 6–58
Resistance of Input as a Parallel RC, 6–79
Resistance of Input as a Parallel RL, 6–80
Resistance of Input as a Series RC, 6–81
Resistance of Input as a Series RL, 6–82
Resistance of Series RL with Other Port Grounded, 6–83
Summation of Power in Network, 6–104
Transmission Line Characteristics and RLGC Parameters,
6–114
Voltage Standing Wave Ratio, 6–122

Linear Noise Measurements
Equivalent Input Noise Temperature, 6–112
Equivalent Output Noise Temperature, 6–113
Minimum Noise Figure, 6–52
Noise Correlation Matrix, 6–6
Noise Factor, 6–50
Noise Measure, 6–53
Noise Resistance, 6–84
Noise Voltage Correlation Matrix, 6–8
Optimum Admittance for Noise Match, 6–131
Optimum Impedance for Noise Match, 6–139
Optimum Noise Figure Match, 6–23

Linear Phase Shifter Measurements
Closest Matching Bit to Given Phase per Frequency, 6–75
Deviation from the Mean Magnitude per State, 6–43
Ideal Phase States, 6–70
Max or Min Phase Error Relative to Ideal State, 6–68
Mean Magnitude Error per State, 6–44
Mean or RMS Magnitude, 6–42
Mean or RMS Phase Error Relative to Ideal State, 6–69
Phase Error Between Ideal State and the Closest Matching
Bit per Frequency, 6–77
Phase Error Relative to Ideal State, 6–67
Phase in Degrees, 6–60
Phase Shift Relative to the First State in the Sweep, 6–71

Linear Port Parameters Measurements
Admittance Parameters (Y-parameters), 6–125
Chain Matrix (ABCD-parameters), 6–2
Common Mode Rejection Ratio for Smm, 6–7
Compute Network Terminated S-parameters , 6–102, 6–103
Compute S-parameters with Network Terminations on 2
Ports , 6–101
Error Between S-parameters, 6–96
G-Parameters, 6–11
Hybrid Parameters (H-parameters), 6–30
Impedance Parameters (Z-parameters), 6–133
Mixed Mode S-Parameters, 6–93
S-Parameter Magnitude Delta, 6–89
S-Parameter Phase Delta, 6–90
Scattering (Transfer) Parameters (T-parameters), 6–105
Scattering Coefficients (S-parameters), 6–85

Linear Stability Measurements
Auxiliary Stability Factor, 6–3
Gain Margin for LoopGainEnv (2 port), 6–15
Gamma Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe, 6–16
Geometric Stability Factor (Load), 6–47
Geometric Stability Factor (Source), 6–48
hase Margin for LoopGainEnv (2 port only), 6–59
ImpedanceMeasured with Modified Gamma-Probe, 6–135
Loop Gain, 6–36
Loop Gain Envelope (2 port only), 6–37
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Normalized Determinant Function, 6–49
Nyquist Stability Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe,
6–100
Stability Envelope (2-port only), 6–98
Stability Factor, 6–35
Stability Index Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe,
6–99

Linear Time Domain Reflectometry Measurements
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Band-Pass Impulse
Response, 6–106
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Band-Pass Step
Response, 6–108
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Low-Pass Impulse
Response, 6–109
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) Low-Pass Step
Response, 6–111

Load Pull Measurements
Advanced

Generalized Load Pull Contours Aligned to a Value Over
Any Sweep, 7–10
Generalized Load Pull Contours Over Any Sweep, 7–9
Generalized Load Pull Contours Over Any Sweep from
Combined Values, 7–12
Generalized Load Pull Contours Over Any Sweep from
Combined Values at an Aligned Value, 7–13
Max Value for Generalized Load Pull Data, 7–18
Max Value of Aligned Data for Generalized Load Pull
Data, 7–19
Minimum Value for Generalized Load Pull Data, 7–24
Minimum Value of Aligned Data for Generalized Load
Pull Data, 7–25
Plot Non-deembedded Load Pull Gamma Points from
Measured Load Pull File, 7–33

Convex Hull of Interpolated Points, 7–2
Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points (with
Harmonic Load Pull Support), 7–40
Generalized Load Pull Contour at a Specific Value Aligned
to Another Value, 7–28
Generalized Load Pull Contours, 7–3
Generalized Load Pull Contours Aligned to a Value, 7–4
Generalized Load Pull Contours at Specified Value, 7–27
Generalized Load Pull Contours from Combined Values,
7–6
Generalized Load Pull Contours from Combined
Values/Aligned to a Value, 7–8
Interpolated

Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Aligned Data Points,
7–35, 7–38
Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points , 7–34,
7–37

Interpolated Points on the Interpolated Grid, 7–29

Max Value for Generalized Load Pull Data, 7–15
Max Value of Aligned Data for Generalized Load Pull Data,
7–16
Minimum Value for Generalized Load Pull Data, 7–21
MinimumValue of Aligned Data for Generalized Load Pull
Data, 7–22
Non-Swept

Interpolated Load Pull Data, 7–53
Load Pull Contours, Specified Impedance (Measured),
7–52
Load Pull Contours, Specified Maximum Impedance
(Measured), 7–50
Load Pull Contours, Specified Minimum Impedance
(Measured), 7–51
Load Pull Contours; Measured, 7–45
Load Pull Gamma Points; 2-Column Tabular File, 7–49
Load Pull Gamma Points; Measured File, 7–48
Maximum of Load Pull Contours (Measured), 7–46
Minimum of Load Pull Contours (Measured), 7–47

Plot Load Pull Gamma Points from Measured Load Pull
File, 7–30, 7–31
Time Domain

Plot Dynamic Load Line for Load Pull Data, 7–42
Plot Time Domain Currents for Load Pull Data, 7–41
Plot Time Domain Power for Load Pull Data, 7–43
Plot Time Domain Voltages for Load Pull Data, 7–44

LoadPull, 11–4
LoadPull_A, 11–5
LoopGain, 6–36
LoopGainEnv, 6–37
LPCM, 7–45
LPCMMAX, 7–46
LPCMMIN, 7–47
LPCS, 9–21
LPCSMAX, 9–22
LPCSMIN, 9–23
LPGPM, 7–48
LPGPT, 7–49
LPIDMMAX, 7–50
LPIDMMIN, 7–51
LPIDZM, 7–52
LPINT, 7–53
LSSnm, 8–102
LSSnmZ, 8–103
LVS, 5–8

M
MagMean, 6–42
MagMeanDev, 6–43
MagMeanErr, 6–44
MATLAB, 5–9
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MeasMean, 12–2
MeasMedian, 12–3
MeasRange, 12–4
MeasSigma, 12–5
MESH_3D, 2–54
MESH_3D_CON, 2–55
MESH_3D_SURF, 2–58
MMCIRC, 6–45
ModNoiseCon, 8–104
ModNoiseCon_dBc, 8–106
MSG, 6–46
MU1, 6–47
MU2, 6–48

N
NDF, 6–49
NETDMP, 5–10
NetGp, 11–7
NetMatch, 11–8
NetMatch2, 11–9
NetMatchRL, 11–10
NF, 6–50
NF_SSB0, 8–108
NF_SSBN, 8–110
NFCIR, 6–51
NFMin, 6–52
NLGainMrgnEnv, 9–24
NLGAM_GP2, 8–112
NLLoopGain, 8–113
NLLoopGainEnv, 9–25
NLNoiseCon, 8–114
NLPhMrgnEnv, 9–26
NLSTAB_GP2, 8–116
NLSTABN_GP2, 8–117
NMEAS, 6–53
NoiseC, 6–54
NoiseCheck, 2–59
NoiseCon, 6–55
NoiseConA, 2–60
NoiseI, 6–56
NoiseMatch, 11–11
NoiseO, 6–57
Nonlinear

Envelope
Envelope Current Spectrum at Specified Carrier, 8–85
Envelope Power Spectrum at Specified Carrier, 8–148
Envelope Voltage Spectrum at Specified Carrier, 8–192
Time Domain Current, 8–88
Time Domain Current Envelope at Specified Carrier,
8–89
Time Domain Power, 8–152

TimeDomain Power Envelope at SpecifiedCarrier, 8–153
Time Domain Voltage, 8–195
Time Domain Voltage Envelope at Specified Carrier,
8–196

Nonlinear Charge Measurements
DC Charge, 8–154
DC Linearized Capacitance, 8–7

Nonlinear Current Measurements, 8–74, 8–76
Current Envelope, 8–71
Current Eye Diagram, 8–72
Current Harmonic Component, 8–67
DC Current, 8–69
DC Linearized Conductance, 8–66
DC Linearized Resistance, 8–155
Differential Current Eye Diagram, 8–73
Differential Current Harmonic Component, 8–68
Differential DC Current, 8–70
Differential Frequency Domain Current, 8–79
Differential Time Domain Current, 8–87
Frequency Domain Current, 8–78
I-V Curve Delta I at Stepped Terminal, 8–93
I-V Curve Delta I at Swept Terminal, 8–92
I-V Curve Trace I at Stepped Terminal, 8–91
I-V Curve Trace I at Swept Terminal, 8–90
I-V Dynamic Load Line, 8–94
Time Domain Current, 8–86

Nonlinear Measurements
Eye Amplitude, 8–10
Eye Height, 8–29

Nonlinear Noise Measurements
Conversion Gain, 8–8
Modulated Noise Contributors, 8–104
Modulated Noise Contributors in dBc, 8–106
Noise Contributors, 8–114
Noise Figure (IEEE Definition), 8–110
Noise Spectrum Density at "Port To" Port, 8–119
Noise SpectrumDensity at "Port To" Port in User Specified
Bandwidth, 8–120
Noise Temperature, 8–121
Noise Voltage Correlation in V^2/Hz, 8–123
Nonlinear Noise Figure (Swept Frequency), 8–108
Phase Noise, 8–145
RMS Noise Power, 8–118
RMS Noise Voltage in V/sqrt(Hz), 8–122

Nonlinear Op Point Measurements
DC Operating Point, 8–130
Dynamic Operating Point, 8–131

Nonlinear Oscillator Measurements
Amplitude Noise Spectral Density, 8–2
Oscillation Frequency, 8–132
Phase Noise L(fm) (vs. Offset Freq), 8–101
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Phase Noise Spectral Density (Offset from Carrier), 8–144
SSB Noise-to-Carrier Ratio (Lower Sideband; Offset From
Carrier), 8–99
SSB Noise-to-Carrier Ratio (Upper Sideband; Offset From
Carrier), 8–100
Tuning Parameter, 8–133

Nonlinear Parameter Measurements
A Wave, 8–5
B Wave, 8–6
Large Signal Admittance, 8–197
Large Signal Gamma, 8–64
Large Signal Impedance, 8–199

Nonlinear Power Measurements
AM to AM of Fundamental (Swept Power), 8–3
AM to PM of Fundamental (Swept Power), 8–4
Available Power, 8–138
DC Power, 8–140
DC to RF Efficiency, 8–9
FFT of Power for Specified Period, 8–141
Frequency Domain Power, 8–147
Input Mismatching Gain (Swept Power), 8–84
Instantaneous Power, 8–151
Intermodulation Distortion, 8–80
Intermodulation Distortion Average, 8–81
Intermodulation Distortion Delta, 8–82
Intermodulation Distortion Max, 8–83
Large Signal S-Parameter at Harmonic, 8–102
Large Signal S-Parameter at Harmonic (Specify Impedance),
8–103
Nth Order Intercept Point, 8–125
Nth Order Intercept Point Average, 8–127
Nth Order Intercept Point Delta, 8–128
Nth Order Intercept Point Max, 8–129
Power Added Efficiency, 8–136
PowerAddedEfficiency InUser SpecifiedBandwidth, 8–137
Power Gain at Fundamental (Swept Frequency), 8–143
Power Harmonic Component, 8–139
Total Power, 8–149
Total Power in Band, 8–150

Nonlinear Stability Measurements
Nonlinear GammaMeasured withModifiedGamma-Probe,
8–112
Nonlinear Loop Gain, 8–113
Nonlinear Nyquist Stability Measured with Modified
Gamma-Probe, 8–117
Nonlinear Stability Index Measured with Modified
Gamma-Probe, 8–116
STAN approximation, 8–156
STAN data, 8–157
STAN poles, 8–158
STAN zeros, 8–159

Nonlinear Voltage Measurements
DC Voltage, 8–170
Differential DC Voltage, 8–171
Differential Frequency Domain Voltage, 8–183
Differential Time Domain Voltage, 8–194
Differential Voltage Eye Diagram, 8–175
Differential Voltage Gain, 8–181
Differential Voltage Harmonic Component, 8–169
FFT of Differential Voltage for Specified Period, 8–178
FFT of Voltage for Specified Period, 8–176
Frequency Domain Voltage, 8–182
Time Domain Voltage, 8–193
Voltage Envelope, 8–172
Voltage Eye Diagram, 8–174
Voltage Gain, 8–180
Voltage Harmonic Component, 8–168
Voltage Spectrum for Autonomous Circuit, 8–190

Nonlinear Waveform Measurements
Differential Eye Amplitude, 8–11
Differential Eye Corners, 8–15
Differential Eye Crossing Info, 8–19
Differential Eye Extinction Ratio, 8–23
Differential Eye Fall Time, 8–27
Differential Eye Height, 8–30
Differential Eye Inverse Extinction Ratio, 8–34
Differential Eye Level Info, 8–38
Differential Eye Overshoot, 8–41
Differential Eye Q Factor, 8–45
Differential Eye Rise Time, 8–49
Differential Eye Transition, 8–54
Differential Eye Undershoot, 8–59
Differential Eye Width, 8–62
Differential High Voltage Reference Level, 8–185
Differential Jitter Measurement, 8–97
Differential Low Voltage Reference Level, 8–187
Differential Overshoot Voltage, 8–135
Differential Peak Voltage, 8–189
Differential Time of the Level Crossing, 8–161
Differential Transition Time, 8–164
Differential Undershoot Voltage, 8–167
Eye Corners, 8–13
Eye Crossing Info, 8–17
Eye Extinction Ratio, 8–21
Eye Fall Time, 8–25
Eye Inverse Extinction Ratio, 8–32
Eye Level Info, 8–36
Eye Overshoot, 8–40
Eye Q Factor, 8–43
Eye Rise Time, 8–47
Eye Transition, 8–51
Eye Undershoot, 8–57
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Eye Width, 8–61
High Voltage Reference Level, 8–184
Jitter Measurement, 8–95
Low Voltage Reference Level, 8–186
Overshoot Voltage, 8–134
Peak Voltage, 8–188
Time of the Level Crossing, 8–160
Transition Time, 8–162
Undershoot Voltage, 8–166

NP, 8–118
NPo_NL, 8–119
NPo_NL_BW, 8–120
NPORTF, 5–11
NT_SSB, 8–121
NV, 8–122
NVCorr, 8–123

O
Obsolete Measurements

E-Phi Pattern (Sweep Phi), 9–7
E-Phi Pattern (Sweep Theta), 9–12
E-Theta Pattern (Sweep Phi), 9–9
E-Theta Pattern (Sweep Theta), 9–14
Gamma Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe, 9–17
Gamma1 Measured with Gamma-Probe, 9–15
Gamma2 Measured with Gamma-Probe, 9–16
Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Aligned Data Points,
9–19
Generalized Interpolated Load Pull Data Points, 9–18
Left-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Phi), 9–6, 9–11
Load Pull Contours; Simulated, 9–21
Maximum of Load Pull Contours (Simulated), 9–22
Minimum of Load Pull Contours (Simulated), 9–23
Nonlinear Loop Gain Envelope (2 port only), 9–25
Nyquist Stability Measured with Gamma-Probe, 9–30
Nyquist Stability Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe,
9–31
Phase Margin for NLLoopGainEnv (2 port only), 9–26
Right-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Phi), 9–8
Right-Hand Circular Polarization (Sweep Theta), 9–13
Single-Tone Available Voltage Gain (Swept Power), 9–2
Single-Tone Transducer Voltage Gain (Swept Power), 9–32
Stability Index Measured with Gamma-Probe, 9–28
Stability Index Measured with Modified Gamma-Probe,
9–29
Total Radiated Power (Sweep Phi), 9–10
Total Radiated Power (Sweep Theta), 9–27

OIPN, 8–125
OIPN_AVG, 8–127
OIPN_DELTA, 8–128
OIPN_MAX, 8–129

OP_DC, 8–130
OP_DYN, 8–131
OpPnt1_DC_E, 2–61
OpPnt_DC_E, 2–62
OSC_FREQ, 8–132
OSC_PARAM, 8–133
Output Equations Measurements

Select Output Equation, 10–2
Overshoot, 8–134
OvershootD, 8–135

P
P_Rad, 9–27
PAE, 8–136
PAEB, 8–137
PASSIVE, 6–58
PAvail, 8–138
Pcomp, 8–139
PDC, 8–140
Pfft, 8–141
PGain, 8–143
PH_NOISE, 8–144
PH_NOISE_NL, 8–145
Pharm, 8–147
Pharmf, 5–13
PhMrgnEnv, 6–59
Phs, 6–60
PhsErr, 6–67
PhsErrMax, 6–68
PhsErrMean, 6–69
PhsIdeal, 6–70
PhsShift, 6–71
PlotCol, 3–2
PlotMD_C, 3–3
PlotMD_C_A, 3–4
PlotMD_R, 3–6
PlotMD_R_A, 3–7
PlotRow, 3–9
PlotVs, 3–10
PowInfo, 4–48
PPC_AR, 4–49
PPC_AR_CKT, 4–50
PPC_EPhi, 4–51
PPC_EPhi_CKT, 4–54
PPC_ETheta, 4–55
PPC_ETheta_CKT, 4–58
PPC_EX, 4–59
PPC_EX_CKT, 4–62
PPC_EY, 4–63
PPC_EY_CKT, 4–66
PPC_LHCP, 4–67
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PPC_LHCP_CKT, 4–71
PPC_RHCP, 4–72
PPC_RHCP_CKT, 4–76
PPC_TPwr, 4–77
PPC_TPwr_CKT, 4–81
Pspectrum_ENV, 8–148
PT, 8–149
PTB, 8–150
Ptime, 8–151
Ptime_ENV, 8–152
Ptime_f_ENV, 8–153

Q
Q_CONT, 6–72
Q_IN, 6–73
Q_IN2, 6–74
QDC, 8–154
Qnt, 6–75
QntErr, 6–77

R
R_PRC, 6–79
R_PRL, 6–80
R_SRC, 6–81
R_SRL, 6–82
R_SRL2, 6–83
RDC, 8–155
RN, 6–84

S
S, 6–85
S_TERM, 6–102
S_TERM_2P, 6–101
S_TERM_Z, 6–103
SCIR1, 6–86
SCIR2, 6–87
SCIR_IJ, 6–88
SDeltaM, 6–89
SDeltaP, 6–90
SF_AR, 4–82
SF_AR_CKT, 4–83
SF_EPhi, 4–84
SF_EPhi_CKT, 4–88
SF_ETheta, 4–89
SF_ETheta_CKT, 4–93
SF_EX, 4–94
SF_EX_CKT, 4–98
SF_EY, 4–100
SF_EY_CKT, 4–99
SF_LHCP, 4–104

SF_LHCP_CKT, 4–107
SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi, 4–108
SF_Peak_Angle_EPhi_CKT, 4–109
SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta, 4–110
SF_Peak_Angle_ETheta_CKT, 4–111
SF_Peak_Angle_EX, 4–112
SF_Peak_Angle_EX_CKT, 4–113
SF_Peak_Angle_EY, 4–114
SF_Peak_Angle_EY_CKT, 4–115
SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP, 4–116
SF_Peak_Angle_LHCP_CKT, 4–117
SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP, 4–118
SF_Peak_Angle_RHCP_CKT, 4–119
SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr, 4–120
SF_Peak_Angle_TPwr_CKT, 4–121
SF_Peak_EPhi, 4–122
SF_Peak_EPhi_CKT, 4–123
SF_Peak_ETheta, 4–124
SF_Peak_ETheta_CKT, 4–125
SF_Peak_EX, 4–126
SF_Peak_EX_CKT, 4–127
SF_Peak_EY, 4–128
SF_Peak_EY_CKT, 4–129
SF_Peak_LHCP, 4–130
SF_Peak_LHCP_CKT, 4–131
SF_Peak_RHCP, 4–132
SF_Peak_RHCP_CKT, 4–133
SF_Peak_TPwr, 4–134
SF_Peak_TPwr_CKT, 4–135
SF_RHCP, 4–136
SF_RHCP_CKT, 4–140
SF_TPwr, 4–141
SF_TPwr_CKT, 4–145
SMAP, 6–91
Smm, 6–93
SModel, 6–96
SpiceF, 5–14
STAB_GP, 9–28
STAB_GP2, 6–99
STAB_GPM, 9–29
STAB_GPN, 9–30
StabEnv, 6–98
STABN_GP2, 6–100
STABN_GPM, 9–31
STANApprox, 8–156
STANData, 8–157
STANPoles, 8–158
STANZeros, 8–159
SUMPWR, 6–104
Synthesis Measurements

Count of Components in the Synthesized Network, 11–2
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Mismatch Loss Matching between 2 Networks, 11–9
Mismatch Loss Matching into a Network, 11–8
Noise FigureMatching into Network B: NoiseMatch, 11–11
Operating Power Gain of Synthesized Network, 11–7
Reflection Coefficient Region Step Function, 11–3
Return Loss Calculated fromMismatch Loss into a Network,
11–10
Synthesize from Aligned Load Pull Data, 11–5
Synthesize from Load Pull Data, 11–4

T
T, 6–105
Tcross, 8–160
TcrossD, 8–161
TDR_BPI, 6–106
TDR_BPS, 6–108
TDR_LPI, 6–109
TDR_LPS, 6–111
TE, 6–112
TE_Mode, 4–2, 4–146
TM_Mode, 4–2, 4–147
TN, 6–113
TOT_PWRA, 2–63
TOT_PWRF, 5–15
Ttime, 8–162
TtimeD, 8–164
TVG, 9–32
TxPar, 6–114
TxPar2, 6–116

U
UATTR, 2–64
Undershoot, 8–166
UndershootD, 8–167

V
Vac, 6–119
VacD, 6–120
Vcomp, 8–168
VcompD, 8–169
VDC, 8–170
VDC_D, 8–171
Venv, 8–172
Veye, 8–174
VeyeD, 8–175
Vfft, 8–176
VfftD, 8–178
Vgain, 8–180
VgainD, 8–181
Vharm, 8–182

VharmD, 8–183, 8–194
VHRef, 8–184
VHRefD, 8–185
VLRef, 8–186
VLRefD, 8–187
VPeak, 8–188
VPeakD, 8–189
VSG , 6–121
VSpec, 8–190
Vspectrum_ENV, 8–192
VSWR, 6–122
VSWR_CIR, 6–123
VTG, 6–124
Vtime, 8–193
Vtime_ENV, 8–195
Vtime_f_ENV, 8–196
VTimeA_E, 2–65
VTPA_N, 2–66

Y
Y, 6–125
Ycomp, 8–197
Ydet, 6–126
Yeven, 6–127
Yield, 12–6
Yield Measurements

Component Sensitivity Histogram, 12–18
Iteration Status, 12–12
Minimum and Maximum for Measurements in a Yield
Analysis, 12–4
Pareto Measurement for Yield, 12–10
Performance Histogram, 12–9
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